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The Development of American Architecture
By FISKE

Editor s Note. — No attempt has hitherto been made to trace
in connected fashion the development of American architecture
from its origin to the present day. In the following sketch the
author of several special studies in the history of American
architecture attempts the task, with the employment of rich ma
terial relating to many beautiful and important buildings which

KIMBALL

until 1630, and it had no imitators until after 1666.
Small wonder, then, if the colonists, themselves
largely from the rural districts, erected buildings
which, stripped of almost every detail not structurally
indispensable,
revealed their basic medievalism.
A
have been hitherto neglected.
corollary of this, and of the relatively primitive state
of society, was the general absence of professional
I. THE COLONIAL PERIOD
architects and the dependence of the craftsman build
the coming of the European colonists to- ers on tradition in matters of style and workmanship.
the New World a problem new and unique
Another general trait in the seventeenth century was
in modern times was created for architecture ; the almost universal prevalence of wood as a build
ing material, even in regions where the later monu
civilized men had to face conditions which were ab
solutely primitive, and had to struggle against odds ments which are preserved are of masonry. In
contrast with England the new continent was densely
for the attainment of traditional ideals of building.
As a result there was everywhere a pioneer stage in forested, so that in clearing land for cultivation tim
which the settlers seized the first means at hand — ber was felled ready to hand. The immediate intro
duction of saw mills in populous centers made plank
adobe, logs, or even turf — and built as simply as
would serve primary needs of shelter and worshjp. still less expensive than otherwise, so that for years,
Later they sought to replace such modes of building and even to this day, brick and stone have stood at
a disadvantage
in cost far greater than anywhere in
by those of their mother country, but these were in
Europe.
evitably modified to a greater or less degree by dif
Virginia had at the start the backing of a power
ferences in the materials available, and in economic
ful trading company, and the advantage of a unique
The duration of the pioneer
and social conditions.
period itself varied greatly with the character and staple crop in tobacco, which soon became enor
mously valuable for export.
With the outbreak of
support of the colonists, and with the resources and
the Civil War in England, the colony, with Mary
climate of the region.
The English colonies in America were at first land, became a refuge for the royalists, many of
widely separated, as well as very different in their them possessing some means.
Nevertheless
archi
tectural progress was very slow.
From the found
character and purposes, so that there was much di
ing of Jamestown, in 1607, the home authorities
versity of architecture even in those where the settlers
made constant efforts to establish towns and to re
Certain general char
were mainly of English birth.
quire that buildings be constructed of brick. The
acteristics hold for all, however, among them the
essentially medieval nature of all the buildings of absolute necessity of a plantation system, however,
This could scarcely have forced the inhabitants to scatter along the naviga
the seventeenth century.
ble rivers and made mechanics of any kind scarce.
been otherwise, in view of the fundamental medieval
ism of most buildings in England during the century,
Framed houses only began about 1620, and were still
England has uncommon in 1632.
Clay and some brickmakers
outside of London and of court circles.
been the last country to adopt Renaissance forms of there were, yet the first house wholly of brick does
not seem to have been built until 1638.
detail, and was much later still in adopting classical
The typical
Virginia house of the seventeenth century was a
types of plan and mass. Throughout the seventeenth
rectangular framed building of very moderate size,
century the country churches built in England were
Gothic, and the rural cottages and minor country devoid of any architectural ornaments, and with a
great chimney of brick at each end.
seats were medieval in all but a few applied details
The buttress
and their tendency to symmetry. Even in London,
like form of these chimneys, with the steepness of the
roof, proclaimed the medieval basis of the design.
we may recall, the first classical church was not built
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In New England, buildings entirely of brick
rare; on the other
framed buildings of wood were
erected almost immediately after the founding of
Plymouth (1620), Boston (1630), and Hartford
and

stone were
hand, permanent

especially

(1636), with no long period of makeshifts.
The
included carpenters, and, under

earliest settlers

life which prevailed,
throughout the Colonial
period.
They brought with them the medieval
English traditions of framing houses with over
hanging upper stories, and of filling up the
frame, where possible, with brick.
The change
able climate did not favor the exposure of such
half-timber work to the weather, and from the
start, in most instances at least, the exteriors
were covered with clapboards.
The windows
the

conditions of town

artisans

St. Luke's, Smithfield, Va.
centurychurch,showingtransplantation
Mid-seventeenth
of lateGothictraditionsto America

were numerous

were small leaded casements, essentially medi-_
eval, like the clustered .form of chimneys and
the ornamental drops at the corners of the over
hangs.
Several different types of plan may
be distinguished, each characteristic of certain

localities.

In

Massachusetts

Bay and the Con

the usual type was one having
two rooms upstairs and down, with an entry and
a great chimney between, and often with a leannecticut

colonies

at the back.
Later the lean-to was in
from the start, as in the Whipple house
at Ipswich, Mass., well preserved and restored.
The typical house in Providence Plantation was
one of a single room below, with a great chim
"
stone-end house."
ney at one end, creating the
Occasionally, as in the Theophilus Eaton house
at Hartford, Conn., the Elizabethan U or H
"
hall," was preserved.
In
plan, with a central
interiors the cavernous fireplaces, the wainscot
sheathing, and the occasional paneling were deto added
cluded

FromKimball:

" Thomas
"
Jefferson,
Architect

The Original Design of Mont icello, 1771, Thomas Jefferson, Architect
The firststrictlyPalladian
in America
housedesigned

n

This is even more pronounced

in the
still
remaining, St. Luke's, Smithfield,
which includes some bricks of 1631,
although it is very doubtful if the
whole fabric was built so early.
With its pointed and mullioned win
dows this is unmistakably an English
parish church of the outgoing Gothic,
in spite of the quoins of its tower.
In Maryland and Carolina the same
general history was later repeated,
bricks of local manufacture
being
gradually adopted by the wealthier
Although Carolina was
planters.
not settled until after 1660, and large
houses were not built until near 1700,
one or two of them still show the fan
oldest

tastic

of the

curved

manors.

Virginia

churches

gables of the Jacobean

" Westover,
Virginia," about 1730
details
classical
andbaroque
Vernacular
brickworkwithisolated
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detail.
Toward 1700
void of any Renaissance
the framed overhang was abandoned, but medi
eval details and methods lingered well into the

century.
''
''
in New
The churches or meeting houses
England likewise retained survivals of medieval
forms, but their disposition was fundamentally
affected by the extreme Protestantism of the set
tlers there.
After the passing of the earliest
eighteenth

simple

cabins,

they tended

to conform

to the

prevailing Protestant type of England and the
Continent, — a squarish, hall-like room, with gal
leries around three sides and the pulpit against
the fourth, which was generally one of the longer
sides.
There was no tower ; the belfry was
merely placed astride the ridge at one end, or on
a deck in the center when the roof was hipped,
"
as in the
Old Ship " Meeting House at Hing-

Courtesy
of theWhitePineBureau
The Whipple House, Ipswich, Mass.
centuryhouse,showingmedieval
survivals
Mid-seventeenth

ham, Mass.

Philadelphia was not founded until 1682, so
colonial architecture
in Pennsylvania has

that

mostly the post- Renaissance

detail

of the eigh

Before leaving the medieval
century.
survivals, however, one must consider the build

teenth
ings

the German sects of Pennsylvania, al

of

of any pretensions were not
built until well after 1700, and others not until
about 1750.
The monastic halls of religious
communities
like that at Ephrata, with their
whitewashed
walls and small windows, their
steep roofs and ranges of little dormers, are un
mistakable offshoots of the Middle Ages in Ger
though

the earliest

many.

With
means

century came greater
wider use of permanent
and the adoption of classical forms
The whole seaboard was now under

the
and

materials,
of detail.

eighteenth

comfort,

The Redwood Library, Newport, R. L, 1748-50, Peter Harrison, Architect
porticoof grammatical
Thejfirstpublicbuildingin thecoloniesto havethefree-standing
academic
forms. The rearportionsaremodemadditions

English rule, and local diversity was
subject to uniform English influence.
By this time

in England

the style

of Jones and Wren was everywhere
established, and the small provincial
abounded with doorways and
interior woodwork in which the fa
vorite post- Renaissance
motives of
broken pediments, consoles, and rich
carving were conspicuous.
Still more
important for the colonies was the
codification of current architecture in
books, great and small, which repro
duced both formulae for the orders
and other details, and designs for
These were im
whole buildings.
ported very freely and will be found
towns

Drawing Room, Miles Brewton House, Charleston, S. C, about 1765
Extreme
elaboration
of individualfeatures
withmanybaroque
survivals

to have had the greatest influence on
single buildings and on the prevail

ing style.

In

the early part of the
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century the colonists merely adopted classical details
for the individual features of their buildings — the
cornice, the doorway, or perhaps a cupola — with
out any general classical

treatment

beyond

a

sym

Later the churches and pub
metrical arrangement.
lic buildings, and finally even the dwellings, began
to assume a monumental character. During the later
years of the colonial regime there also appeared
some tendency toward the Palladian strictness which
had carried the day in England, and had dominated
In these move
the later architectural publications.
ments, as was also the case in England, cultivated
amateurs played the leading role, although the build
ers themselves were quick to master the teaching of
the books and to assume also the functions of archi
tects.

The first signs of the transition at the opening of
century were the adoption of less
eighteenth
steep roofs, the substitution of sash windows for the
leaded casements, and the tendency to employ a uni
form cornice with a hip roof, or a pedimented gable,
When cornice
instead of a gable of medieval type.
and door were given rich detail — of modillions and
of pilasters with a pediment — one had the scheme
exemplified about 1730 in Westover, Va., and in the
finest houses of that day throughout the colonies.
The ample and symmetrical dependencies seen at
Westover were characteristic of Virginia and of
Maryland, and were sometimes seen at Philadelphia.

the
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Frequent use of the curved and the broken pedi
ment and of rusticated
enframemunts revealed that
the baroque element of Wren's work was still cur
rent. In a few instances, beginning about 1735,
tall pilasters were applied to the corners of the house.
As these were only associated with an individual
however,
pedestal and a fragment of entablature,
they create no general architectonic treatment.
The
earliest important house in which a more academic
scheme was attempted was Mount Airy in Virginia
(1758), where two loggias — one arched, the other
colonnaded — were the axial features of a group with
balanced outbuildings, taken apparently from James
Gibbs' published designs.
It was not until 1760 or
later that the free-standing portico with a pediment
was applied to dwellings, and this did not become at
all common until after the Revolution.
In a few in
stances, notably the Miles Brewton house in Charles
ton, S. C. (c. 1765), there were superposed porticoes
following the general scheme of many of Palladio's
villa designs, although with much freedom in pro
portions and detail.
Strict following of Palladian
canons in residence work only began with Thomas
Jefferson's design for Monticello in 1771, on the very
eve of the Revolution.
The interiors of the houses,
owing partly to the prevalence of wooden panel
ing, were much richer and often more coherent in
architectural treatment than the exteriors.
The sub
division of walls by pilasters was by no means un
common, although more often, as in the Brewton house,

St. Paul's Chapel, New York, 1764-66, McBean, Architect
porticoin colonialtimes. The steeple
of thegreatfree-standing
Oneof the rareinstances
wasaddedin 1794byJohn McComb

each essential

element,

such as a

or chimney-piece, was elaborated in
dividually.
Baroque features persisted even
after they had vanished from the exterior.
The buildings in which the more advanced,
tendencies were first manifested were the
churches.
Old St. Philip's, Charleston, con
secrated 1723, had a portico of four columns,
freely grouped, only a few years after the great
London churches with a similar general parti.
The nave of Christ Church, Philadelphia, built
1731-44, under the direction of Dr. John Kearsley, has an architectonic treatment of the Ro
man arch order with pilasters in two stories.
Both of these buildings had the basilican inte
rior treatment of St. Brides' and other London
churches, which became the favorite system
for the more elaborate colonial examples.
The
exterior portico, which in St. Philip's had only
the width of the tower, was enlarged in St.
Michael's, Charleston (1752-61), and in St.
Paul's Chapel, New York (1764-66), to em
brace almost the full width of the church.
The
steeples
followed English examples,
among
which that of St. Martin-in-the-Fields and
other designs reproduced in Gibbs' published
works attracted the most imitators.
The earliest public buildings of any preten
doorway
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sions, such as the old New

City Hall

(c.

1700)

York

and the old
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ing in England, deserves the
distinction of being the first
professional
architect in North
America.
The Redwood Li
brary in Newport (1748-50) has
a Roman
Doric portico of four
columns,
united to the body of
the building by a single un
broken entablature.
Originally
only the small wings flanking
the facade prevented the build
ing from conforming entirely
to the temple type, already imi
tated in the garden temples in
England.
The Market at New
port (1761) represents a more

Virginia Capitol at Williams
burg (1702-14), still betrayed a
lingering medievalism in their
H plans, in spite of the round
arches or the columns of the
connecting loggias.
Even in
buildings where all medieval
character has vanished, like the
old State House (Independence
Hall) in Philadelphia (1732-35),
the architectural character
re
mains fundamentally domestic,
and the public functions are sug
gested on the exterior only by
the greater size of the building
advanced academic phase than
and its possession of a cupola.
Faneuil Hall, in that it involves
In the interior of Independence
an engaged order running
Hall, indeed, there is a monu
through two stories, over an
by an arch
arched basement.
mental treatment
This was the
Royall House, Medford, Mass., 1737
columns,
characteristic
order with engaged
motive of the
Earlyappearance
of thecolossalpilaster,choughstill as
anisolated
detail
more ambitious buildings on
which was unique in the colo
the eve of the Revolution, such as the Pennsyl
nial period. The first attempt at academic design
was Faneuil Hall in Boston (1742), by the painter
vania Hospital, the Exchange in Charleston, and
Smibert, with the arch order in two stories, the lower others.
The greater number even of public build
ings, however, still retained not only the modest
one forming an open market.
A series of buildings of unique architectonic char
materials, brick and wood, but also the simple wall
acter was designed by Peter Harrison of Newport,
surfaces and isolated details commonly used during
R. I., who, whether or not he had professional trainthe early part of the century.

Old State House, "Independence Hall," Philadelphia, Pa., 1732-52, Andrew Hamilton, Architect
Restored1898to itsconditionin 1776. A typicalpublicbuildingof thecolonies,
straightforward
brickworkandclassical
detailswithoutanygeneral
academic
treatment

,

Office Building for Naumkeag Steam Cotton Company,
KILHAM

& HOPKINS,

ARCHITECTS

'T'HE

exterior of this building is
of a stnoolh red brick
to match that used in the curtain
walls of the new mill plant which
is of reinforced concrete with brick
The trimmings of the office
panels.
building, including the cornice, are of
granite, and the roof is covered with
The construction
is practi
slate.
The interior is fin-cally fireproof.
ished in fumed quartered oak and
constructed

contains

the

office, drafting
stockholders'
equipped

mill

offices^, agent's

room, and room
meetings.

A

for
well

garage is proi'ided in the

basement.

A

feature in the arrangement of
is the provision for the
employees coming
for their pay,
the plan

whereby they enter the basement from
which they can easily reach the pay
counter on the floor above , thus keep

ing the main office portion of the
building free for the transaction of
regular business, and incidentally in
a more cleanly condition.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

Salem, Mass.

Some Aspects

of Industrial Housing

INTRODUCTORY AND EXAMPLES OF INDUSTRIAL TOWN PLANNING
FROM THE WORK OF JOHN NOLEN
By CHARLES

broad subject of "housing, as a problem,
includes the provision of adequate living fa
cilities in all cases where laws of supply and
demand have failed to meet modern requirements.
The terms used are necessarily inexact, for stand
ards of living do not lend themselves to precision in
statement.
Yet the idea includes, in a general way,
both of the principal divisions of the subject: first,
the improvement of existing conditions where hous
ing is bad because of congestion — overcrowding the
acre, as in parts of most cities, and overcrowding
the room, as in a few spots, at least, in nearly every
town ; and, second, the provision of new housing
The
facilities to meet new or increased demands.
former has been and probably will always be a mat
ter of legislation and inspection ; the latter is a con
structive task which is inspiring in its combination
of responsibility with opportunity.
Roughly speaking, the recognition of the housing
problem, in its first sense, dates in our own country
from about the middle of the nineteenth century. At
that time not a single city in the United States pos
sessed a building code to regulate the construction
either of single family dwellings or of tenements.
The legislative lead was taken by New York in the
As was
enaction of its tenement house law of 1867.
natural, the bent thus imparted to efforts toward hous
ing reform has proven dominant through forty or fifty
As city after city has awakened to the exis
years.
tence of its own housing problem, attention has been
focused very largely upon tenement conditions ; legis
lation has been aimed at remedying and restricting
Only to a far lesser degree has
the tenement slum.
study been given to the social and economic condi
tions which have produced the tenement and the
slum ; and only within a comparatively short period
have laws been passed which aim specifically to pre
vent the growth of new slums like the old ones. To
day, too, the emphasis is placed far less exclusively
upon the tenement as the seat of housing evils, for
we know now that conditions which encourage epi
demics and tuberculosis, that constitute fire hazard,
that foster immorality and breed defectives, are by
Overcrowding
no means confined to the tenement.
the room is an evil far more widespread than over
crowding the acre, yet equally ominous.
In these articles we are to be more particularly in
terested in the housing problem in its second sense
— that of providing new housing to meet new de
mands, and, more particularly still, demands pro
duced by industrial expansion
rather than those

THE
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ordinarily met by the usual real-estate development.
Beginnings in this sort of housing problem far
antedate those in the first class already mentioned.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, in recent inves
"
"
company house
tigations, found evidences of the
Lowell,
1798, and
back into the eighteenth century.
Wilmington, 1831, are among the earliest examples.
They were the forerunners of a large group where
villages sprang up, oftentimes around a single in
dustry upon which they depended not only for their
growth and prosperity, but for their very existence.
One thinks at once of such towns as Hopedale and
Whitinsville, Mass., and, in their early days, of
Pullman and Gary, near Chicago, as examples of
this inseparable relation between industry and town .
Because this relation has been so close, the subject
of industrial housing is intimately bound up with
the several great movements that have marked in
dustrial progress during the last half century or so,
with all the changes they have wrought. First came
the movement toward consolidation, in which big
The mountain
business replaced small businesses.
stream that formerly furnished power to a series of
small, independent paper mills now runs idle and
unhindered; the mills have been "absorbed," the
many
scattered, or rather concentrated,
operatives
of them seeking a livelihood in the great mill of the
city- the mill which has swallowed up their former
Everywhere and in every
means of employment.
line of business the same process has taken place in
Small towns have be
the wave of -centralization.
come booming cities ; an entire new group of indus
trial and commercial centers, each one a good sized
metropolis, has arisen from the smaller towns that
were wont to think they had perhaps reached their
limit of expansion.
We are all familiar with this vast change which
within a few decades has diminished our rural popu
Con
lation and multiplied our urban many times.
gestion of factories has ever been productive of
congestion in the tenement district not far away.
Thus the vast expansion of industry with its con
centration of population, its increasing employment
its gravitation toward
of low waged employees,
traffic, supply and power centers, has proven a very
potent factor in the exaggeration of the housing
problem in both its aspects.
But there has ensued a secondary reaction in largeCity conditions have not
scale industrial growth.
proven permanently advantageous to the largest in
The case is not unlike that of an
dustrial plants.
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other American phenomenon,
the skyscraper.
So long as it
an individual exception
— a Singer Building or a
Wool worth tower — its promo
was

1

ters reaped large rewards and
enjoyed singular advantages

j -

of light, air, and exposure be
yond their neighbors of the
more ordinary type.
But
when gradually the movement
spread over whole districts,
and when the multi- storied
structure was expressed not
as a tower, covering only a
small proportion of the lot,
but as a gigantic box over all
the area the law would allow,
then it became evident that
such development was inad
visable, uneconomic, and dis
astrous.

So in the urbaniza

Plan of Neponset Garden Village, East Walpole, Mass.
Architect
John Notcn,Landscape

tion of industries, those first
on the spot reaped probably all the anticipated bene
fits, and did so about in proportion as they were

located nearest the very center of things. Presently,
however, came need for expansion, and the cramp

ing restriction of the city street system made itself
felt ; new land must be acquired, and the greatly
enhanced

cost of real estate became a serious

deter

rent ; at the same time carrying charges on the orig
inal plant had jumped to points only partly justified
by the newly exalted value in the site itself.
Hence arose that industrial countermarch of which

Mr. Graham R. Taylor treats in his book, "Satellite
One after another manufacturers of all
Cities."
classes have found it to their advantage to remove
bodily from their central, urban situations into dis
tricts less congested, less expensive, and more flexible.
Begun with individual instances as much as twenty
years ago, the movement of industry toward the out
skirts of the city is to-day a general one of national
importance.

That this vast, industrial flux and reflux has a bear
ing upon the subject of housing, is obvious ; yet the
immediate

reaction has not
been such as might have been
predicted.
Decentralization

of industries has given little
or no relief from congestion
in the tenements of the
greater cities, nor from the
need for a larger supply of
inexpensive houses in the
smaller ones. What it has
produced in certain cases is a
new population of wageearners who must add a
transportation cost to their
expense budget, since in
most cases

the

facilities have
panied

by no

new factory
been accom

corresponding
We

facilities for houses.
find,

therefore,

the condition

instances
pointed

of

out by

Mr. Taylor — large industrial

Plan of Kistler Industrial Village, Mifflin County, Pa.
Architect
John Nolen,Landscape

areas in the suburbs, and ad
to them, not acres of

jacent
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well planned,

cheap houses for the factory

popula

for middle-class commuters whose
work is in the city. The factory employees, on the
other hand, continue to live in the tenement at the
Night and morning
heart of the city's congestion.
the two classes exchange places — country for city
tion,

but houses

and vice versa.

Such conditions bring out very clearly one of the
difficult questions in the subject of industrial housing,
— that of making some one really responsible for
housing the worker. The employer has not recog
nized the responsibility as his, because he has here
tofore been more or less successful in his reliance
upon a local or adjacent labor market to keep his
payroll filled ; the speculative builder has avoided it,
because he has found richer returns in catering to
the middle-class commuter ; the governing body
(federal, state, or municipal) has not accepted it,
because America has, up to the present, feared such
extension of the governmental
function. The case
has simply been allowed to go by default ; as usual,
everybody's business has proven nobody's business.
Of late years, however, an increasing number of
employers of labor, some among the comparatively
small, many among the very largest, have taken this
burden upon themselves.
They have verified the
conclusions reached by those best qualified to speak :
first, that the influence
of environment upon the
individual worker is a vital element in his efficiency,

FORUM

and in the aggregate

becomes a factor of consid
weight in the balance between success and
failure ; second, that certainly for higher grades of
workmen, and under certain conditions of employ
ment, for the lower paid employee as well, individual
ownership of houses is desirable, not only for its very
considerable saving to employers through steadying
men in their jobs, but also for its healthy influence
and reliability upon the
toward thrift, self-respect,
men themselves ; third, that the failure of private
initiative to provide industrial housing adequate in
either quantity or quality must be accepted as a defi
nite conclusion, and that big business would do well
therefore to include in its initial program of capital
outlay a charge for housing its man-power, on much
the same basis as that for housing its plant and
equipment ; fourth, that since the manufacturer's
primary job is turning out goods, not putting up and
getting rid of houses, the employer must not look
for profits on his housing program comparable to
those of the speculative
builder. His own returns
must be and can be anticipated in other directions directly, through stabilizing his forces and eliminat
''
'
ing the exorbitant waste of
hiring and firing ' ; and
indirectly over a long period, through increased effi
ciency, health, and morale of the workers.
Prompted by such considerations, numerous em
ployers of labor have taken the most radical step.
They have removed beyond the city congestion, be
erable

John Nolen, Landscape Architect
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yond the semi-civilization of the outskirts, to points
unham
where with plenty of room for expansion,
they might work
pered by external circumstances,
out a salvation under conditions of their own mak
ing. The responsibility they have assumed in so

doing is no light one. In uprooting and transplant
ing a unit of population, be it large or small, the
operator shoulders the moral obligation to provide
not merely the physical requirements of bodily shel
ter and a means of obtaining food, but also some at
least of the manifold social activities of a self-con
tained community.
One might maintain that this problem is not differ
ent from that which has for many years confronted
the mining companies in starting a new operation.
The nature of the business usually locates the plant
apart from conditions of settled town life — often
times in most inaccessible and uncompromising sur
roundings. Whatever settlement is to exist, must of
necessity be provided and maintained by the com
pany itself. On the other hand, coal and iron mines
are not inexhaustible, nor are their plants readily
transformed into other lines of industry. With few
exceptions,
therefore,
the companies have in the

FORUM

these settlements as temporary, their
housing investments as short termed, and any but
the cheapest construction unwarranted.
These con
ditions have constituted the mining towns as special
cases, and have tended to lower their housing stand
ards, so that while their problem has, in fact, been
similar to this newer one, the distinction comes in
the spirit in which the problem has been attacked.
It might not be unjust to suggest that whereas in the
older types of mining camp the policy too often ap
peared to provide as little and as cheap housing as
past regarded

company could "get away with," the newer
idea says distinctly that the employer is justified in

the

providing all that can be paid for without involving
an economic fallacy.

In

times less abnormal than the present,

have been conceivable

it might

that the growth of this newer

of the relation of housing to industry
conception
could work out a solution in the natural course of
events.
The process would have developed through
generations
of growth, setback, and modification.
Actually, war conditions have placed the whole
problem in a totally different light. What was for
merly regarded by many employers as welfare work,
to be entered upon or
not, as a matter of de
batable policy, has sud
denly loomed up as the
stiffest requirement in
their emergency pro
gram. The facts are
becoming too well known
to require more than the
briefest mention.
We
know, for instance, that
within the next few
months the New Jersey
meadows along Newark
Bay will become the seat
of a tremendous ship
building industry —
where

its

15,000 work

live, nobody
knows. We know, too,
that Bridgeport is build
ing another munition
plant, toward which the
federal government has
contributed two and oneers

are

to

half million dollars.
Several

thousand

work

will

be required to
man that plant, yet not a

men

home has Bridge
port to offer them.
We
have heard the appeal
from Newburgh, N. Y.,
single

Plan of Loveland Farms, Coitsville Township, Ohio.

John Nolen, Landscape Architect

whose

prospective

short
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age amounts to 2,000. Not to multiply instances, but
to sum them up, we are told that government con
tracts now pending will require the transfer, within

example by taking up the building program itself,
government
activity would in all probability in

very few months, of no less than 136,000 workers,
five-sixths of whom must be placed in the already
congested regions of New England and the other
Eastern states.
The accommodations
for receiving
this army being practically nil, it is obvious that the
situation rapidly approaches the intolerable. The
task is too big for the employer ; it is too big for the
municipality or the state. The emergency is national
in scale.
Happily, there are signs that federal
authorities are becoming alive to the situation. Let
us hope that traditional reluctance will not prevent

rable

a

action upon a scale as broad as the need.
In subdividing the matter of industrial housing,

distinguished, somewhat arbitrarily, two
They are, to be sure, traversed by
cross currents, and merge into each other at many
points; but if not regarded too rigidly the distinction
is useful.
Roughly, then, we may speak, first, of
the industrial village proper,
where an employer
seeks to house his own working force, and in doing
so provides
an industrial
housing development
which is (or approaches) an independent
commu
nity ; second, of the town or city where a housing
corporation or similar agency seeks to provide
housing facilities for workers in order to meet an
acknowledged shortage, but irrespective of any par
ticular industry or concern.
War-time housing might fall into either of these
classes ; that is, should government aid be confined
to an advance of money to further housing develop
ments already planned but held up for lack of funds,
its action would doubtless be impartial as between
housing corporation and individual employer.
Or,
in the event of our own country following England's
we have
main

types.

r^.-.

clude

both the independent
munition town, compa
to Well Hall in England, and the industrial

suburb or section
nity.

of an already

existing commu

Among those who have been identified from the
problems
of industrial town planning,
none has thought more deeply nor practised more
widely than Mr. John Nolen of Cambridge. The
general plans which we are privileged to repro
duce herewith give hints of an exceptional range of
activity ; they are at the same time suggestive of
the individuality which attaches to each industrial
problem, and which must dictate its solution.
Of these plans, all except one come within the
class that we have called the industrial village
proper ; that is, a housing development created pri
marily to care for the employees of a single con
cern.
The exception
is found in the plans of
Kingsport, Tenn., where a corporation has set out to
meet the housing needs of an entire town — a town
whose phenomenal growth has far outstripped the
possibilities of home building under private initia
tive.
Looking at these plans even casually, certain
characteristics are immediately noticeable.
Some
have to a very great degree the qualities of inde
pendent, self-contained
units ; others reflect, even
on paper, something of the fragmentary, incomplete
aspect which was very marked in the original con
ditions of the problem, and which the most skilful
treatment by the town planner cannot wholly obvi
This desirable unity and completeness in a
ate.
community plan may be inherent with the property
itself, or it may to some extent be attained ; that
first - with

O
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Plan of Green Acres, Waterbury, Conn.

John Nolen, Landscape Architect
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COLONY, BRANDYWINE HUNDRED,
COUNTY, DELAWARE

PLAN OF OVERLOOK
NEWCASTLE

JOHN NOLEN, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

j4\

exceptionally interesting and successful development in
spite of severe handicaps in irregularity of boundaries
and contour of property.
The three isolated arms of land
have been brought into a unified and coherent scheme by care
fully located arteries of travel, and the development of the

SI

central depression into a parked space to be enjoyed by all
members of the community.
This plot also illustrates the
difficulties encountered by the town planner when the limiting
boundaries of the properly are not sufficiently definite to insure
independence of developments occurring on adjoining sites.

THE ARCHITECTURAL
is, for the first, the tract may be fortunately bounded
by natural features, such as a river, a forest, a park,

Any one of such
or an important thoroughfare.
will give definition to the property, and will
go far toward enabling the town planner and the
architect to produce within these bounds the atmos
phere that should pervade the well planned commu
nity. Note, for example, Kistler Industrial Village,
with two sides of its triangle, bounded, the one by
a river, the other by the railroad ; similarly in the
Loveland Farms tract, note how the broad thorough
fares on two sides, and the factories on the third,
perform the same function. Lacking such topo
graphical aids, the sense of unity must be produced
artificially if at all. To do this requires a wise co
operation
between owner and town planner, and
it is here that the owner often fails to realize the
best possibilities of his project by not calling for ex
pert advice until too late.
The town planner ought
to be developing his studies at the same time that
the owner is carrying on negotiations for the land he
Only so will the
needs for the new development.
relative importance of various plots become evident;
only so can be avoided the state of affairs that too
frequently occurs
an essential street connection
blocked because the land is adversely owned and
held at a prohibitive figure.
Co-operating with the
planner, the owner may usually acquire his land
quietly, without publicity, until the essentials for his
program are in hand.
They will act without public
ity, not in order to take advantage of previous
owners, but simply to avoid being themselves taken
advantage of by others.
Such a procedure, adopted
in the case of the Neponset Garden Village at Walpole, Mass., worked out with generally satisfactory
results. The most important plots were acquired at
equitable figures, and those not so important were
worked into the plan as they stood.
When the planner enters the problem late, unfa
vorable property lines must usually be regarded as
fixed — one of the given conditions, at the best, to be
transformed into an opportunity ; at the worst, to be
accepted and ameliorated so far as may be.
Looked
at from this point of view, the plan of Green Acres,
at Waterbury, Conn., is not equally fortunate with
that, for instance, of Loveland Farms. In several
portions it shows cases where lotting is not ideal,
where economy of street development is not to be
wholly attained, and where the executed work must
fall short of its possibilities, were the artificial
boundaries of the property less exacting.
Among the desirable natural boundaries of a de
velopment we listed a river.
That term should be
understood in its literal sense — not as meaning any
piece of water, large or small. The point is, it must,
in fact, bound, that is, it must be of sufficient size to
A river or a lake will do
form a real limitation.
this acceptably, whereas a small stream marking
features
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property line is usually a serious detriment.
The planner may find such a stream of great natural
possibilities for a boundary park ; yet controlling
only one bank he is powerless to realize the ideal, if
the opposite side happens, as it usually does, to be
left in an unsightly, unsanitary, or run-down condi
tion. Or supposing the lay of the land suggests a
community swimming pool for summer, a skating
pond for winter — however ideal the location, how
ever slight might be the expense involved, nothing
can be undertaken which will flood any square foot
of the opposite bank.
In somewhat the same way a
To be sure,
boundary street has its disadvantages.
the planner is not here prohibited from developing
as he likes on his own side, but he cannot hope to
gain his effect of unity in the face of an uncon
trolled development across the street.
One would say at once that the obvious solution
for such difficulties is in co-operation with adjoining
property owners.
So it is, provided they will con
sent to co-operate.
In case the land in question is
owned by one individual or one company, it can
often be managed, for self-interest will point out the
advantages of co-operation. It is when the land is
held by various interests, under varying conditions,
In
that the real (and the usual) difficulty arises.
such cases it is hardly to be expected that those not
primarily interested will attain a concert of action,
especially such as will commit them to a line of
action or, perhaps, restriction for a term of years.
By far the best place for an artificial boundary,
from the town planner's standpoint, is along the rear
lot lines ; that is, in any block the property owners
will all face a street wholly within their own com
munity, and will turn their backs upon the prop
We do not, in this, advocate
erty adversely owned.
adopting such a method as a rule of general applica
tion. To do so would be to violate a town-plan
ning fundamental — the articulation of the new street
layout with the main, through arteries of traffic and
transportation ; the provision of a natural circulatory
system, not only within the community itself, but
on every side.
with relation to other communities
conditions in the
Some of the most troublesome
the

older, middle-sized

cities are those that have arisen

villages that were formerly far apart have
gradually grown toward each other to the meeting
point, only to discover that their thoroughfares were
totally unrelated, and could not be hooked up with
out large outlay for replanning.
The general plan of Overlook Colony contains illus
trations of several of the points we have mentioned.
As it stands, this is a very successful and beautiful
piece of work, and it is so in spite of several condi
when

tions

that were exacting

— not

to say exasperating.

First of all, the outline of the property is anything
but conducive to unity, its jogs and angles are hap
hazard and unrelated ; second, the boundaries are
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nearly all artificial and indecisive.
extreme northern corner, all down

Beginning at the
the eastern

side,

around to the parked thoroughfare on the west, no
portion of this tract can be made invulnerable to
harm from adjoining land; the northern boundary
of the western tract is, as we have seen, good — the
lots front on a street of their own and are compara
tively independent of what happens to the rear of
Similarly, the railroad at the extreme north
them.
ern boundary is an effectual line of demarcation ;
between these areas, note that the property line runs
Here the whole fate
with the center of the stream.
of that wooded valley may be said to depend not so
much upon the art of the landscaping on the side of
the Colony as upon the character of the opposite
bank. Third, and most important of all as affecting
the property itself, the topography would have been
the despair
of the old-style real-estate operator.
Now that the solution is before us, we see that it
is the only one.
That depression of twenty feet or
more in the middle of the development,
with the
creek running through it at the bottom, was a
"
jumping-off place " as one walked north from the
Wilmington Post Road ; but, build a small dam at
the eastern outlet to the natural basin and we have
at once the axial feature around which the whole

plan

FORUM

is designed ; put a bandstand

across the pond

from the head of the village green, leave the grass
slopes of the valley natural and open to the public,
and we have at once the elements which not only
community life, but make
make for a wholesome
such a life difficult to avoid.
It would be hard to
find a better example of a case where a seeming
serious handicap had been made a valuable asset.
The general plan of Allwood is particularly inter
esting because it presents one of the best American
examples
of clean-cut, industrial town planning.
Here all active work on the site was preceded by
study of the best work of other countries ; experts
were early retained to cover the several departments,
and, what is more unusual, the factory locations and
layout were considered as an integral part of the
general plan.
In other words, this plan of Allwood
displays all the features of comprehensive planning,
of zoning, of generous reservations for public and
semi-public uses, of gradation of street widths and
lot sizes to respective uses — all those features which
have been best exemplified
in the Garden Village
of Letch worth in England.
Not only Allwood, but
every one of these plans of Mr. Nolen's will bear
the closest scrutiny and will repay minute study.
{To be continued.)
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The Statler Idea in Hotel Planning and Equipment
III.

SAMPLE ROOM FLOORS AND RESTAURANT SERVICE
•By W. SYDNEY WAGNER
Of George<B.Tost 6" Sons,Architects

article it was my endeavor to
in detail the salient points of the Statler
idea as it is expressed in the planning and equip
My reason for this de
ment of the typical floor.
tailed exposition was, as I stated therein, that no
where is the expression of this idea more clear cut
and characteristic, more readable to him who runs,
more important as a fac
tor of success, than in this
typical floor.
In the planning and
of the other
equipment
parts of the hotel
this
great idea is just as much
a guiding lamp,
an in
exorable standard of
judgment, and as fully
developed as in the typi
cal floor.
Yet the very
character of these other
parts, their complex and
more varied functions,
the preceding

IN

expose

makes its expression

trunks, and the rooms
special

reference

to

are therefore

their

with

located

accessibility from

the

freight elevators.
These rooms also serve as sleeping rooms for the
merchant displaying his goods, and it was this func
tion that first determined their grouping as a part
of the typical guest room floor.
It was found, however,
that there were many ob

jections to this arrange
ment.
The dragging of
the heavy sample trunks
along the public corridors
was objectionable

other

guests,

caused

much

the walls and

to the

and

also

damage

to

trim.

In

the later hotels,
there
fore,
these
rooms
are
found removed from the
typical floor, and grouped

into separate sample room
floors.
In the St. Louis

less

Main Floor Plan, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
and impossible
hotel these rooms form
& Johnson,Architects
Esenwein
of concise typical expo
three complete floors
sition within the scope of this article. It must suf
located below the typical guest room floors, and just
fice, therefore, to touch upon only the more important
above the helps' dormitory floor.
and general manifestations of the idea in these parts.
The advantages of this arrangement are many.
Of these, the expression of the sample room floor as The corridors, rooms, walls, doors, and door frames
exemplified in the Detroit and St. Louis hotels is the
can be designed to withstand the rough usage in
most significant.
cident to the handling of the sample trunks ; the
In the two earlier hotels these rooms form an inte
freight elevator service necessary in this handling is
gral part of the typical floor.
They are large rooms
reduced in run, and consequently is capable of bet
devoted to the display of samples of merchandise.
ter service ; persons calling to inspect the display of
Salesmen's
samples are usually packed in large
samples do not feel that they are intruding upon a

apparent

Main Floor Plan, Hotel Statler, Cleveland, O.
GeorgeB. Post& Sons,Architects
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sleeping
pression

room floor — it permits

of architectural ex
on the exterior through the use of larger

windows, and consequently provides better light for
It facilitates the service of the room
these rooms.
clerk in the front office, because it differentiates most
distinctly on his room rack the sample rooms from
the guest rooms and prevents confusion.
The sample room must provide a dual service.
Primarily it must be
suitable for the dis
play, to their great
of
est advantage,
the various kinds of
and
merchandise
samples.
Secon
darily, as the mer
chant, for reasons of
and sur
economy
veillance,
usually
demands sleeping
and living accom
in the
modations
same room with his
display, it must pro
vide these without
interfering with the dis
play, inspection, or sale of
the merchandise.

FORUM

quiet and helpful background, rather than the usual

anvil-chorus, to the display.
Next in importance to the guest room and sample
room service of the hotel is the restaurant service.
This includes not only the public dining and ban
queting rooms, but also the service dependencies of
these rooms located on the principal floors, and of
these the kitchen is by far the most important.
It might well be
maintained that this
service is of equal
assertive

importance

with

of the guest
rooms, for, no mat
ter how perfect the
that

room
be,

service

if the hotel

may
lacks

good restaurant ser
vice it can never at

tain a full measure
If, on
of success.
the other hand, this
service is of such
distinctive charac
ter as to create wide
spread, favorable com
ment, it will lift the name
and fame of the hotel above

all others.
It is still true,
that the way to the
will be found the best ex
traveling public's heart is
of the sample
pression
"
through its stomach."
room.
In these rooms the
beds, when not in use, fold
To make possible this
"
disappear " —
back —
ideal of service
involves
Main Floor Plan, Hotel Statler, Detroit, Mich.
the proper location of din
into a ventilated closet,
GeorgeB. PostOCSons,Architects
ing rooms, not only in
-and the dresser and the
relation to the convenience of the guests and public,
entrance to the bathroom are located in an alcove.
This arrangement leaves the room proper clear of but also to their accessibility from the kitchen and
their other service departments.
To produce effi
all furniture other than that required for sample dis
play purposes ; provides the maximum amount of cient and economical service, the kitchen should, if
wall space, and removes from sight all suggestion of possible, be located on the same floor as the main
dining room.
to
This is of particular importance in
a sleeping room, which might be objectionable
visitors calling to inspect the display. This last is the smaller cities, where it is at all times difficult to
If, then, the waiter is com
of particular importance where the display is of such
secure efficient waiters.
pelled to constantly climb up and down the stairs
character as to attract women visitors.
during his service, he will soon leave to seek more
The details of the plan, equipment, and furnishing
In the larger cities such
of these rooms all reflect the constant effort always comfortable employment.
In this case it is display as New York, which is the waiters' Mecca, this objec
to provide better service.
tion is of lesser degree, but it remains an objection
service.
The radiators are low to permit of sample tables
nevertheless.
being placed over them ; the room door openings
In the planning of the Statler Hotels, one of the
are of extra width to allow the passage of the big
fixed requirements is, and has been from the incep
tion of the first hotel for this company, that the
sample trunks, and the jambs are of steel to with
main kitchen must be located on the same floor level
stand the wear and tear incident to their passage.
The lighting fixtures and receptacles are designed
as the principal dining rooms.
and located to give the best lighting to the greatest
To this principle has been sacrificed the possibil
variety of merchandise.
The color tones of the wall, ity of securing much valuable outside rental space
floor, and furniture coverings are neutral, forming a on the ground floor in the form of stores and shops •

In

the St. Louis

house

THE ARCHITECTURAL
rental space which in the majority of instances is in
hotel plans the governing- factor that controls

other

the architect in the arrangement of the public floor
and in the relations of kitchen and dining rooms.

While the merits of
principle may be
difficult of justification
from the short-sighted
standpoint of financial
returns, yet its value
as a means of securing
this

better service is unques
tionable.
''

It "does

its
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where it is possible and highly desirable,
from the standpoint of adequate service, that it be
kept on the same floor with the dining rooms.
As a horrible example of this sort I wish to men
tion one with which I
am familiar — one which
is particularly flagrant
because of the promi
nence of the building,
the lack of necessity for
doing what was done,

conditions

and the utter absence of

judgment and responsi
bility displayed in the
arrangement of the plan.
This was an hotel pro
ject representing
an
investment of over thir
teen millions of dollars.
The ground area was
such as to permit of an
ideal solution
of the

toward producing
hotel, and in
this lies its true virtue.
Only where, as in the
St. Louis hotel, the
ground area was so re
^EJ3
stricted as to make it
impossible to apply this
principle without seri
ously dislocating the
problem, yet the entire
Sample Room Floor Plan, Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Mo.
other essential units of
plan was made subser
the ground floor plan, was the kitchen of necessity
vient to the stores placed on every frontage. The
placed in the basement ; and here the unusual im
main dining room, on a mezzanine floor, was not
portance attached to this dining room service is
visible from the lobby, nor easily accessible from
clearly apparent in the planning and equipment of the elevators or stairways. The main kitchen was
the service
pantry on
placed in the basement,
the dining room level
two full floors below the
— a pantry equipped
dining room, and as a
crowning climax to this
with refrigerators,
warmers, silver and
grim and costly comedy
plate racks, and service
of plan, the service be
bar ; with an endless
tween kitchen and din
ing room depended upon
chain dish conveyor to
carry all soiled dishes to
an escalator stairway of
the dish- washing depart
a new, unproven type.
ment
below ; with a
This stairway broke
linen chute to carry the
down completely under
soiled linen to the laun
the first day's
service
dry ; with a double stair
and could never again
way designed to prevent
be operated. For
the crossing or conges
months
thereafter the
tion of waiter traffic. It
management was forced
is apparent in the myriad
to depend upon a small,
details of arrangement
secondary,
and wholly
in the kitchen below,
inadequate
kitchen for
Main Floor Plan, Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Mo.
everything re
where
this most important din
GeorgeB. PostSCSonsandMauran,RussellAcCrowell,Associate
Architects
quired by the waiter is
ing room service.
The
in relative proximity to the service stairway.
escalator has been removed and thousands of dollars
Many owners, and most architects, fail to realize
spent to remedy this defective service condition,
the importance of this principle.
To many the lure yet the service can never be made satisfactory with
of high revenues from store rentals is irresistible ;
out radical and practically prohibitive changes in the
the statement of the estimated earnings of the pro
public floors.
posed hotel, swollen wonderfully by the figures for
In other hotels the kitchens have been located on
these store rentals, proves the convincing argument
a floor above the dining room, making it necessary
in relegating the kitchen to another floor, under
Now, if there
for the waiters to serve downstairs.
bit

a perfect
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is one thing: more difficult and trying to do than to
carry a loaded tray upstairs, it is to carry one down
— one trial will convince anyone. Yet many hotels
are designed (but by no means operated) in blissful
ignorance of this fact.
The details of the Statler kitchen, with its many
of food storage, preparation, cooking,
departments
of ventilation,
and service ; its many problems
draft, refrigeration, heating, and circulation ; its

FORUM

Any further

examination of the
would only add to
the burden of proof already given of the singleness
of idea behind them ; would only drive home more
clearly the fact that this idea is applied to and ex
pressed in every part of the hotel structure, from
the plan of the typical floor to the profile of the
smallest moulding on an obscure wall.
This idea, as I have shown, is not a mysterious
discussion

and

other and less typical differences

Detailed Floor Plan of Kitchen, Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Mo.
GeorgeB. Post6CSonsandMauran,Russell6CCrowell,Associate
Architects

dependent departments of dish washing, baking, sil
ver cleaning and repair, room service, etc., are of
entirely too technical and varied a character to per
mit of even the most superficial exposition here.
The kitchen of the St. Louis hotel reproduced here
in plan, and characterized as the best of the Statler
kitchens, must therefore suffice.
Sufficient also, I believe, have been the discussion
and examples given of the Statler idea as expressed
in the plan and equipment of the buildings to show
wherein these hotels differ from others, and to
explain the simple reasons for these differences.

something concealed behind a veil of secrecy and ac
cessible only to the initiate — it is simply the idea
of service.
It is the constant effort, the absolute necessity of
realizing and upholding these high ideals of service,
in
which has resulted in so clear a demonstration
the plan and equipment of the Statler Hotels of the
principles of simplification and standardization. It
is to these two great principles and to the high ideal
of service that the architect must look for the ultimate
solution of that now most complex of his problems,
the modern hotel.
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The Ironwork of Jean Tijou
II.

HIS CRAFTSMANSHIP AT ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL, LONDON
By R.

RANDAL PHILLIPS
set up by Bodley and Garner in the last quarter of

work at St. Paul's as may be seen from
illustrationswas on an equally
fine scale with that at Hampton Court described
in the previous paper. All the ironwork in the cathe
dral is not Tijou's, — some was done by contempo
rary and later smiths, — but the major portion of it is,
including the work in the choir, the balustrading to
that amazing circular stairs which stands out straight
from the wall of the southwest tower, the balustrade to
the whispering gallery, and various grilles and gates.
The most remarkable of all this work is that in the
choir. It is well preserved and has not been much
restored, or where restorations have been made, the
work is very skilfully handled.
It is not, however,
in its original positions.
The organ, now placed on
either side at the entrance to the choir, originally
stood in the middle, and the gates which now enclose
the sanctuary,
facing the north and south aisles,
originally occupied positions under the organ case,
facing west ; while the elaborate rail across the en
trance to the choir was originally the altar rail.
The
alterations were made when the new high altar was
the accompanying

the nineteenth

TIJOU'S

century.

The great gates facing north and south into the
aisles, each consist of a central panel and two side
panels, one of which opens, giving a way across the
sanctuary in front of the altar, the panels being en
closed within a brass frame divided by pilasters and
crowned by an iron overthrow.
The central panels,
and the one to the east in each case, together with
the overthrow, are Tijou's ; the remaining panels,
that is to say the two opening gates on the west
side, being modern work. The central panel, both
north and south, is in reality made up of two gates,
those facing the north aisle (with embossed plaques of
the four evangelists in the corners, as shown in the
illustration) having originally been the central gates
under the organ , the two other panels , now fixed in the
aisle screens, having been gates on either side. The
new work is executed with astonishing skill, but the
hand of the master is seen in the old work, in the
perfection

of the embossed

leafage, and the beauti

fully preserved line of the scrolls. Adjourning these

Wrought Iron Panel in Back of Choir Stalls, St. Paul's Cathedral
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screens are the gates to the ambulatory, which show
another remarkable
degree.
The

Tijou's skill in

scrollwork in the filling of these gates has a filigree
when seen silhouetted against the dark inte
" thin,"
rior of the chapel, but it is not in the least
being good smithcraft, free and flowing.
The St. Paul's accounts furnish detailed particu
lars of the work which Tijou supplied, and as indi
cating the manner of the time it is interesting to
give a few extracts.
The first entry is for November, 1691, as follows :
effect

To Mons. Tijoue ffor the Ironworke of
two windows ffor ye Choire, vizt ffor
34c lq 20 lb at 6d
ffor 45 foot runing of the Groteske
bars

96

08

00

13

10

00

06

00

00

ffor workmanshippeof ye two Scrowles
in ye keys
(signed)
Sept. 17, 1695*

Reced

J.

Tijou

•This date refers to the time of payment, nearly four years after the
work was completed.'

Detail of North Choir Gates Shown at Left

(It

does not say where this work was wrought, but

the entries state from Hampton
Court, presumably the foundry was there.)
Many similar entries appear, covering nearly the
whole of the windows, most of which were Tijou's
work.
as in most instances

To John Tijoue ffor iron worke of the
Rayles of Two Stair Cases
ffor two little windows in ye sd Staire
ffor 12 paire hinges ffor Choire 14s each
and 48 steel handles ffor the drawing

40

00

00

20

00

00

seats in the Choire 5s each.

A number of "Groteske Panels" were supplied
for the Choir, measuring more than 150 feet over all,
at 40s per foot.

"Ye

Choire,

Iron
221

a contract

Central Gates, North Choir Aisle, St. Paul's Cathedral

Screene

under

ye organ

case in

ye

ft. super" was supplied by Tijou under

at £>2 per foot.

"

ffor gluing of boards
Hopton, a Joiner, was paid
for Mr. Tijoue to draw ye Iron screene upon and
also for Mr. Gibbons, a model ffor seats in Choire
and ye Altar, and ye Deans seat."
Tijou was paid .£525 for eight windows supplied
in January, 1700, the windows themselves costing
''
j£412 08d 06s, 8 scrowles for top of windows 40 00 00,
and for 364 fete ornaments in ye double barrs of ye
same 72 16 00."
The high railings which entirely surrounded St.
Paul's were cast by Tijou at Lamberhurst, in Sus
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sex, and are believed to have been the last ironwork
of any magnitude cast or wrought in that county.
According to Miss Phillimore, Wren, who doubtless
intended to employ Tijou, wanted a low, graceful
railing of hammered iron, which, in all probability,
would have included some of Tijou's finest work ;
but was overruled by the Commissioners, who deter
mined that the railing should be a high one, and that
it should be of cast iron. The western portion of
this railing, together with the gates at that end,
were sold in 1874 to an iron merchant at Bow, who
disposed of it to a client in Toronto ; but the vessel
carrying the ironwork was wrecked, and the whole

FORUM

of a small portion that
in Canada.
From the accounts we know that Tijou was work
ing at St. Paul's for twenty years, from 1691 till
1711, but after that date we lose all trace of him,
and, like his beginning, his end is an unknown tale.
But if we know so little of the man himself, we are
fortunate in still possessing the bulk of the finest
craftsmanship that was wrought either by his own
hand or to his design and under his immediate super
vision. We are also able to judge of the executive
ability the man must have possessed, for shortly after
his arrival in England the number of commissions he
was lost, with the exception

was salved and is now preserved

in Southwest
Ironworkat Footof Staircase
Tower

Gate,NorthChoirAisle
Secondary
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Bayof Choir Rail

Details of Ironwork Wrought by Jean Tijou, St. Paul's Cathedral, London
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received and the speed and great care with which
they were executed, would indicate that he had sur
rounded himself with other capable craftsmen.
In studying his work in comparison with what
had been done in England before his time, and with
the ironwork of those who followed him, we see at
once that an entirely new departure
was effected
by Tijou.
He brought with him a French influence
that wholly changed the character of English smith

FORUM

craft. Before his time the possibilities of rich leaf
age, of embossed masks and panels, had not been
realized.
created

It was Tijou who set the model and
a new school of English ironwork, and so

high was the standard

of his execution that it was
or later crafts
men.
It is the perfection of craftsmanship, for it
preserves the freedom of the smith with the studied
art of the designer, and as such is a unique heritage.
never excelled either by contemporary

Wrought Iron Screen in South Choir Aisle, St. Paul's Cathedral
.S^*Frontispiecefor Detail of CenterGates

The Need for Industrial Housing
THIS GREAT PROBLEM NOW BEFORE THE ATTENTION OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT
REQUIRES THE SERVICES OF ARCHITECTS FOR ITS PROPER DEVELOPMENT
the past few weeks the necessity of housing the
industrial workers, who are required in great

IN

numbers to keep production up to the scale of the
country's war needs, has gradually been recognized
as one of the vital problems of the day.
In its proper
solution is held the promise of speeding up the ship
building program — one of the immediate results the
Government must accomplish.
The necessity of providing houses for the workers,
where they may enjoy normal family life and such
sanitary conveniences and opportunities for recrea
tion after their hours of labor as will ensure decent,
healthful living, has not been overlooked by all manu
facturers, and could not well be, for it has been appar
ent to any one conversant with conditions that the
" of labor, with its attendant tre
great "overturn
mendous cost, was the direct result of assembling men
at newly created plants devoid of any housing facili
ties, and in many cases even adequate transportation
to bring them to and from centers where they could
be accommodated.
Much as they realized the situa
tion and perceived the remedy, the manufacturers
themselves were powerless to supply the deficiencies.
Such tremendous
demands for war materials were
placed by the Government upon them that all of
their capital resources were required for the expan
sion of their plants, purchase of raw materials, and
To illustrate the extent to which manu
equipment.
facturers
must provide working capital, it may be
stated that one large corporation has contracts cover
ing $300,000,000, contrasted with its normal com
mercial business
of $40,000,000, and another's
contracts total $150,000,000, compared with a normal
business of $10,000,000.
It is evident from condi
tions such as these that local capital cannot assume
the responsibility of supplying the housing shortage.
Many concerns at the beginning of the industrial
expansion attempted to supply their own needs, but
their

plans

had to be abandoned

indicates

accomplished
we

are

action

has taken place that

the Government recognizes

the need of its

help and is making plans

to furnish substantial as
sistance.
The events of the last few days may be
briefly reviewed to show what steps are being taken.

Shortly previous to the present activity, Secretary
of War Baker, acting as Chairman of the Council of
National Defense, appointed a committee of five to
This fol
study the needs of housing war workers.
lowed a hearing conducted by the Advisory Commis
sion of the Council of National Defense instigated by
the results of an investigation begun last June by
on
Samuel Gompers, Chairman of the Committee
Labor, through one of the subdivisions of his Com
mittee on Welfare Work, which, however, have not
been made public.
The committee appointed by Mr. Baker was com
posed of the following members : Otto M. Eidlitz,
New York builder, Chairman ; Gertrude Beeks Easley, Director of Welfare Department, National Civic
Federation ; Theodore W. Robinson, Vice-President
of Illinois Steel Company; Wm. J. Spencer, Build
ing Trades Department, American Federation of
Labor, and Charles G. DuBois, of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company. It may be re
marked in passing that the great body of American
architects, many of whom have contributed largely
to our knowledge of town planning and housing,
might have been represented on this committee by
at least one member of their profession to the bene
survey of a difficult problem ;
fit of the committee's
but the sense of well ordered building, directed, as it
can only be, under the hand of a competent archi
tect, is not one of the attributes possessed by the
powers at Washington.
This committee completed its work, and after the
receipt of its report Mr. Eidlitz was appointed a
committee of one to confer with the three depart
ments concerned — the Army, Navy, and Shipping
Board — with a view to obtaining early action. In its
report to the Council of National Defense the com
comprising,
mittee included certain recommendations
in part, the creation of an administrative agency to

because they could

The solution of the difficulty must therefore be
looked for through Government aid, as it has already
problems

Committee.

since then considerable

not secure the necessary credit beyond that for work
ing capital.

been

''

The hous
He said in part :
ing problem is one of the most vital factors facing the
Government in the conduct of the war. You cannot
get the ships unless houses are provided for work
men.
We want to add 5,000 men to our force, and
there is no where in Newport News for them to live.
I understand that conditions elsewhere are equally
as bad."
This statement was made on January 8th and
Commerce

in England, where the identical
facing have been solved to

now

appreciably large extent.
The importance of immediate
action to relieve
present chaotic conditions was brought forcefully to
the attention of the Government by Homer L. Fer
guson, President of the Newport News Ship build
ing Company, testifying at the recent investigation
of shipbuilding progress conducted
by the Senate
an
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direct the housing problem for the Government,
which it is hoped will be allowed an appropriation by
Congress of not less than $100,000,000 to be loaned
for a period of years at a low rate of interest to
contractors who are building ships and making mu
nitions for the Government .

It

recommends

that

the problem

be considered

only as a war measure and that Government aid be
rigidly confined to such industries and communities
as can clearly prove that their output of essential
war supplies would otherwise be restricted.
It further states as its belief that considerable
congestion can be avoided in the future if the organ
ized agencies of the Government making contracts
give due consideration to labor supply and housing
facilities prior to closing contracts, so that undue
concentration of workers may be prevented in any
one locality.
Particular advantages claimed for this means of
handling the problem are that it would place the re
sponsibility for the expenditure of the money on the
corporations, would tend to interest local capital,
and would excuse the Government from determining
the needs in particular instances, since the liability
placed on the individual corporations that received
the loans would be expected to prevent automatically
any reckless or extravagant building.
From the fact that President Wilson conferred
with the committee on the day previous to the publi
cation of the report, it may be considered to express,
more or less, the views of the Administration and
indicate the probable line of action the Government
will pursue.
The suggested solution of this emergency problem
entails many departures from traditional American
Government functions, and because of precedents
such action

may establish,

the subject

has a broad

interest for architects, who by nature of their pro
fession have largely directed private enterprise in
housing from the establishment
of the country.
With the intimate knowledge they have of housing
conditions, architects realize that housing shortage
is no new problem — it is a condition of long stand
ing, and has only now been brought to the attention
of the public in such a manner that it can be meas
ured in terms the entire people can understand, be
cause of the present extremely aggravated
state.
Knowing these conditions, architects cannot but see
in the above outlined program a strong tendency
toward considering the problem in a temporary light
and meeting it with the minimum of expense and
responsibility, instead of adopting the broad con
structive policy that should characterize any under
taking of the Government. In the light of the
tremendous
strides taken by the British Govern
ment, which strike at the root of the matter, the
proposed relief in our own country seems entirely
lacking in constructive vision and adequacy.

FORUM

Aside from the narrowness of the suggested policy,
certain outstanding and fundamental handicaps are
immediately imposed on the execution of work car
ried out on its basis.
It will make long delays and
bargaining necessary on the part of corporations to
secure the needed land, and also incur delay in estab
lishing terms between the Government and the corpo
rations as to the security of loans and their payment.
With the power of spending the money in the hands
of individual corporations, no unified scheme will be
followed, and it is safe to say that in almost every
case only the immediate need will be considered.
The corporations will assume as little responsibility
as possible, and the absolute minimum of conven
iences will be provided — while it is earnestly hoped
in permanent, safe construction wooden barracks,
following the precedent of the National Army Can
tonments, may possibly be the answer.
Furthermore, the division of this great work into
isolated units, controlled by unaffiliated corporations,
will set up more competition for labor and materials
than we are contending with at present, due to the
inevitable priority rights that all will demand.
The great danger to our industrial progress that
lurks in handling a big undertaking in this way is
clearly pointed out by past events — months will be
spent making separate arrangements with many dif
ferent

corporations,

competition

between

corpora

tions will

limit effective action, and the condition
which should have been apparent at the start, at
least in the case of new shipyards located in open
stretches of waste land along the seaboard with abso
lutely no housing facilities, will continue till our
active participation in the war will be forced still
further into the future.
Architects have been eager to place at the disposal
of the Government their expert knowledge with
reference to building activities, and in this present
problem where they can be of great practical use it
is hoped the Government will recognize their qualifi
cations.
The New York Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects has forwarded to President
Wilson and members of the War Council a list of
recommendations
embodied in a resolution recently
passed by the Chapter, urging that the Government
take upon itself the responsibility of providing the
necessary housing facilities.
Its recommendations
take the form of the following specific suggestions :

The First Step
Create a central authority with :
(a) Power to take land for this purpose.
(6) Powers to survey needs for housing facilities
and to determine,
in co-operation
with a central
priority board, the relative importance of industrial
operations.
(c) Powers to design and construct communities
where the needs of such have been made evident by
the survey.

THE ARCHITECTURAL
(d) Powers to operate and manage these com
munities during- the war and for a period of years
thereafter.
(e) Powers to maintain a high standard of physical
well-being in munition plants (adopting the standards
set by our most progressive industrial corporations),
and to organize community activities within the

communities

thus created.

The Second Step
Create a commission

of these properties.
and report upon :
be

to study the final disposition
Such a commission

to consider

(a) The basis upon which such communities could
transferred to municipalities or local limited

dividend corporations.
(6) The organization of local

limited

dividend

corporations to manage and develop the communities
created during the war.

of that part of the cost which
(c) The establishment
should be written off as belonging to the cost of war.
id) The methods of saving of the appreciation of
land values for the benefit of the community as a
whole.

Frederick L. Ackerman, a member of the institute
who has recently returned from England, where he
investigated
the methods adopted for housing the
war workers, in discussing the recommendations
proposed for Government
aid in America are the very ones which were tried
and discarded as a failure in England early in the
war. He points to England's present success in
handling the problem to prove that her method of
assuming the entire responsibility through a Govern
ment housing agency is the only certain method of
getting immediate and 'permanent relief, as well
as providing a flexible policy that may be quickly
adapted to changing conditions. In the British sys
tem the Government is empowered to acquire land,
build houses of a permanent nature that will be
useful after the war and rent them to the workers,
leaving the final disposition of the property and the
amount the Government will charge off as a part of
the war cost, to be determined after the war when a
careful study of the entire problem can be made .
As we go to press the activities already started at
Washington do not indicate a policy even slightly re
sembling the broad thoughts embodied in the New
York Chapter's resolution.
The Shipping Board has
been convinced that it is absolutely necessary to re
lieve conditions at the shipyards, and a few loans have
been made to some of the shipbuilding corporations
for erecting barracks and other temporary structures.
The money for carrying on this work is provided the
corporations
that control its expenditure from the
emergency funds of the general appropriations for
shipbuilding, and is naturally limited.
stated that the methods

FORUM
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to this relief, which is small in scope

to meet only the most immediate need,
a bill authorizing the expenditure of $50,000,000 for
the construction of houses near shipyards has just
and intended

the Senate.
This bill places the housing
matter in the hands of the Emergency Fleet Corpo
ration, and clearly shows the inadequate way in
passed

which the Government is attacking the problem. It
would seem after forcibly having had the tremendous
handicap housing shortage imposes on production
brought to the foreground in the shipping inquiry
that it would require no exceptional foresight to see
that the same conditions will prevail in other indus
tries and in sections of the country other than the
Munitions, airplanes, powder
Atlantic seaboard.
and ordnance plants — all these must be developed
and filled with workers who will need many times
the housing facilities near them to-day, if indeed in
some instances there are any accommodations what
ever.
The present situation is only the logical out
come of the neglect on the part of Government
authorities and manufacturers to contribute in any
way to the housing of workingmen for
definite
In a great national emergency,
many years past.
when a problem of such vital importance demands
the recognition it should have long been accorded,
our authorities in Washington make a few scratches
on the surface, recognize one small division of the
subject, and throw its development and execution on
a department of the Government already fully occu
— the building of
pied by its own , mammoth duty
ships.

The housing of the workers that will be needed to
for our fighting forces will be one
of the biggest problems of the war, and the earlier it
is recognized and plans made for its solution, just
The
so much earlier may we expect to see peace.
housing problem, furthermore, will not be solved by
It
merely providing a place for a worker to sleep.
must be so handled that living conditions will be
sufficiently good to hold a force of workers in con
tentment in the face of a great demand for labor at
high wages.
There is only one method that will ensure satisfac
tory results from both standpoints of speeding up
the industries and securing good housing that will
meet both present and f utxire needs . Briefly stated , it
is the creation of a central authority in the form of a
Housing Administration of the Federal Government,
headed by a competent architect of broad training
and ability who can secure for the Government
through the co-ordinated action of architects, engi
of
neers, and contractors housing accommodations
such practicability and good quality as can only be
produced by the best talent the country possesses.
make the supplies

From Washington
national melting-pot has reached the boil
ing point in Washington and is being very
vigorously stirred by our Congressmen
and
Senators who have returned to the fray.
The architectural profession, with few exceptions,
unfortunately is not in the position it should be to
help our country to the best advantage in this great
crisis, and in a number of instances it is very evident
that it could replace others, much to the advantage
of the government.
One of the most important
problems to be considered in doing the best to win
in the least amount of time, is the placing of the
right talent in the right place.
This unfortunately

ings have now been completed
out of the President's emergency

paid for
war fund.
A much larger group has been built on the mall
from a direct appropriation made by Congress amount
ing to $2,000,000.
The plans were prepared in the
office of the Bureau of Public Buildings and grounds
under Colonel Ridley of the Engineering Corps of
the U.S.A.
It is found now that additional space
in large quantities will be required, for which Con
gress has been asked to appropriate $3,500,000.
Aside from these buildings another has just been
started for the War Trades Board, which will contain
over 250,000 square feet of space from plans prepared
by Waddy B. Wood.
has not been done among the architects to the extent
The size of these different projects can be grasped
it should be, and it is believed that our great profes
when one realizes that temporary office buildings now
sion has to a certain extent been overlooked, because
the public has unfortunately acquired the impression complete and those contemplated in the near future will
cover, in two stories, eighty acres of space.
that an architect is not a practical man.
A num
In the conception of economical and practical ber of similar projects are being built in the same
planning undoubtedly the architect does shine
way throughout the city, such as storehouses, tem
His profession is porary offices for the Navy Department, Quarter
above all other technical experts.
master's Department of the Army, etc., none of
one where imagination and judgment receive the
greatest chance for development, yet none of the can
which to our knowledge is designed by an architect.
Building regulations in Washington have been
tonments except in an indirect way has been done by
architects, and very few of the other large govern
waived as to fire laws in connection with this work,
and unfortunately these buildings are scattered about
ment temporary structures used for war purposes.
This is undoubtedly all due to the fact that the the city, in some instances in a rather dangerous
public does not realize the necessity of plans being way in case of a large conflagration.
It is realized that when all of these buildings are
prepared
by expert planners.
The fact that the
architect has not been employed as an architect with completed the further question that will naturally
arise is how this vast army of officers and clerks is
proper powers, was probably also due to the jealousies
of bureau heads, who are most desirous of holding as going to be housed and fed, and this in turn brings
much power in their own hands as possible.
This us to the question of housing conditions in Washing
has been the great problem that has confronted our ton — one totally different from the housing problem
profession in Washington in the past.
Every dark as applied to employees in war industrial works.
The housing problem in Washington is treated in
cloud has its silver lining, however, and we hope
this cloud of war will have such a lining that will a report made by Mr. Frederick Law Olmsted, mem
ber of the Council of National Defense, and is most
illuminate this condition in the eyes of the powers
excellent in every particular, but not yet released.
that be, so that a change for the better may be had.
It is remarkable how red tape is being done away
The great demand for clerical forces in Washing
with, and it is also surprising, when one looks into it,
ton, brought about by war conditions,
is naturally
in the past could have accom
straining the office space of the quiet little southern
how the government
city that Washington was before last April. No one plished what it has, fettered by this hindrance.
When one reads reports from abroad, he cannot
could have grasped in the beginning what an enor
help but realize that even if we have done so well,
mous increase of office and housing space would be
required, and it is not yet entirely understood.
in order to win we will have to do a great deal better
It was found when the war began to speed up that and make much larger sacrifices than have been
This, there is no doubt, America with its
it was imperatively necessary to have properly lighted, made.
heated, and ventilated offices immediately, and that
brains and strength will do, and it is hoped that as
the only way to get such space in a hurry was to
soon as possible every one will see the absolute neces
build them out of non-fireproof materials. The first sity of the architect and engineer, the builder and
group of such buildings found necessary after every
the soldier, all being put where their special train
ing will do the most good. When this has been
available space of office room in Washington had
been utilized, consisted of quarters for the Defense
accomplished, our great machine will run like clock
Board, the Fuel Commission, the Food Commission,
work, whereas now there is still a great deal of fric
and part of the Ordnance Department. These build
tion which nevertheless is very rapidly disappearing.
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members of the trusses are of solid oak, hand
•**■ hewn and adzed, but with no applied finish, the
wood being left to acquire natural color tones ivith age.

The top

of

the ridge is 59 feel above the floor.

GREAT HALL TRUSSES, THE GRADUATE COLLEGE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
CRAM, GOODHUE
DETAIL DRAWING

The

hall is composed of eight equal bays, with half trusses
at the ends, and has a total length of 106 feet 6 inches.
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The Detroit News Building
AN IMPOSING EXAMPLE OF COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURE
AND AN EFFICIENT NEWSPAPER PLANT
ALBERT

KAHN, ARCHITECT; ERNEST WILBY, ASSOCIATE

has been an increasing tendency among
American business concerns in late years
to erect buildings of distinctive architectural
character that are limited to their exclusive use.
Banking institutions have undoubtedly been in the
lead in this respect, and the success attending their

THERE
large

experiments

has extended the practice

mercial corporations.

to other com
Some of the large daily news

recognized
the advertising value of such a
policy, and among the first to be represented was the
New York Herald, whose building, erected some years
ago from the designs of McKim, Mead & White, es
tablished a precedent for many of those erected since .^
The most recent and in many respects one which
presents an ideal solution of the newspaper plant,
both from its architectural expression and its per
fectly co-ordinated plan, is the building for The De
troit News recently completed
at Detroit, Mich.,
from the designs of Albert Kahn and Ernest Wilby.
The building occupies a full block on Second avenue,
with the principal elevation fronting on Lafayette
It is unique among the commercial
boulevard.
structures of Detroit, aside from certain banking
buildings, in having the solid appearance of a ma
sonry building.
So general has become the practice
of designing commercial buildings with a maximum
of glass area and a minimum of wall surface, that a
building suggesting masonry construction in its ap
pearance becomes at once distinctive because of its
radical departure from surrounding structures.
In its architecture the Detroit News Building is
characterized chiefly by an expression of structure.
papers

Its frame is of reinforced concrete, and this fact is
easily apparent from the series of strongly accentu
ated piers and spandrels.
The piers rise in unbroken
lines from the pavement to the top of the parapet,
and the strong vertical movement is further intensi
fied by the stone window mullions running through
the second and third stories.
While at first glance
the scheme of the facade may appear to limit the
lighting of the interior, in reality no light has been
sacrificed,
certainly none which affects the use of
the interior, and there is, furthermore, an advantage
gained in enabling the subdivision of interior space
to be more easily accomplished.

The building has no cornice, but instead a broad
stone parapet broken by a continuation of the main
piers, and at the corners by heavy pylons which are
pierced with but a single row of windows and termi
nated by interesting strong mouldings.

The panels
of the parapet on the principal facade are decorated
with inscriptions of raised letters, which in their vigor
are in full sympathy with the facade. Directly above
the four piers of the same facade are carved stone
figures of the pioneers in printing, - Gutenberg,
Plantin, Caxton, and Franklin.
In the spandrels be
tween the second and third floor windows are carved
various printer's marks of the early periods of the
art, and they form the chief and characteristic deco
ration of the facade, supplemented
by the richly
carved arch mouldings and ornamented ironwork
of the first story windows.
The same broadly handled and simple scheme of
decoration
has been carried to the interior of the

Composing Room, Showing Double Row of Linotype Machines
in Background

Press Room, Showing Battery of 24 Pressesin Unbroken Line
of 205 Feet
11
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proven

to underlie suc

cessful manufacture were

The essence of
publishing is
the efficient use of time,
much of the necessary
work being done in pe
riods that are counted as
hours —
minutes — not
applied.

newspaper

it is therefore evi
that a logical and
efficient scheme of quickly
handling the various op
erations was the con
trolling factor in the ar
rangement of the various
and

dent

floors.

The composing room
room,
and engraving
each requiring abundant
daylight, are arranged on

View of BusinessOffices from Entrance

similar to that of the exterior is
used for the walls of the entrance lobby and stair
case, and a strong- factor in the decoration is contrib
uted by the wrought steel vestibule and grilles in the
tympani. The decoration of the public portions of
manner
the building is in a modified Renaissance
characterized everywhere by a sense of dignified re
straint. The vaulted ceiling of the lobby is painted
in various colors and gold following simplified Flor
An accessory of special interest
entine precedent.
is the central lighting fixture, an iridescent glass
globe leaded and in color to reproduce the medieval
building;.

Stone

are enabled

the top floor where they
quantities of light

to receive

great

through the large window openings

of the court ;

room where eye strain is both
continuous and severe, roof lighting in addition is

and in the composing

through a structural steel monitor, which
from concrete construction.
The Detroit News Building, aside from being a
success as the home of a large manufacturing enter
prise, is also of significant value in being the source
of keen satisfaction to the employees of the news
paper, and the inspiration of countless people who
pass it by in the course of their daily life.
obtained

is the one departure

maps.

The

editorial

and business
in oak and
have flat coffered ceilings, which,
with the neutral tints of the plas
tered walls, contribute to a
restful simplicity of effect. The
private suite of offices on the sec
ond floor and president's suite on
offices are wainscoted

the

mezzanine

decorated
bethan

in

style,

floor

have

modified

oak paneling and modeled

plas

ter ceilings.

In developing

#

ft

been

Eliza
with characteristic
a

mm

the plan of the

building the needs of a news
paper plant were at all times the
influencing factor.
The print
ing of a modern daily newspaper
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assumes the character of a manu

facturing proposition, and in the
and planning of the
building the principles of ar
rangement which have been

equipment

s
News Room with Staff Partially Assembled

Sr*

EDITORIAL COMMENT
fession
WHAT

is the trouble with architecture as a pro

member of the profession

that the country was called
upon to meet an emergency for which it was not fully
prepared, and in the stress of hastily assembling

Up to last
April architects were a hard-working- and generally
respected set of citizens, who voted conservatively,
paid their taxes with a good grace, gave rather more
liberally of their time for schemes of improvement
re
than did the average citizen, and complacently
in these troublous times?

garded themselves

as useful members

organizations to direct huge undertakings, it was
inevitable that offers of valuable service would be
overlooked.
But what still remains difficult to com
prehend is why after there has been ample opportu
nity to judge relative values, the same conditions
should be allowed to exist.
What can architects do to save what remains of
their business and perhaps build up their profes
sional influence to its former position ? Many im
portant Government projects remain to be carried
out, although the land is covered with the engineer
ing abortions of the summer's haste and waste pol
icy from which only the contractors profited.
Great
operations are proposed for housing the workers at
the shipyards and munition plants. The projectors
of these enormous plants, not stopping to investi
gate the experience of England, seemed to suppose
that workmen would be content to live for months or
years in bunk houses away from their families and
Only now is it be
far from diversion of any sort.
ginning to dawn upon them — thanks to the unre
mitting labors of some members of the Council of
National Defense — that even to ensure their health,
decent sanitary conditions of space and drainage are
essential ; while to avoid the fearfully costly weekly
"overturn" of employees, amounting in some
cases to 50 per cent of the entire force engaged,
comfortable homes, suitable for family life or decent
boarding places, must be built as a part of the gen
eral plan, and with them must go schools, churches,
and cinemas, as well as playgrounds and recreation
There is no escape from this final conclu
centers.
sion, no matter how many costly blunders are made

of society and

worthy of at least reasonable consideration in any
But how these innocent ideas
time of emergency.
have gone glimmering in the past nine months !
Although scores of architects of the highest standing
offered their office organizations and personal ser
vices complete to the Government in the early stages
of the war when the great National Army canton
ments were being projected, not one offer was ac
cepted, and the construction of these buildings was
entrusted to hastily gathered organizations of engi
working under or
neers and landscape architects,
with the general direction of the Quartermaster Gen
erals' office, itself a force crude in ideas and hastily
It has not
expanded to many times its normal size.
yet been shown what the country gained by thus
summarily dispensing with the services of architects
of long experience, and assuming offhand that their
training and habits of thought would be useless in
such an emergency.
Following this humiliating

snub

the profession

jolt by the President's amazing
request that all construction work be abandoned until
the close of the war. This request, which as a matter
was given another

of fact amounted to an order, put architects and con
tractors in the same class with brewers and saloon
keepers, whose business was undesirable and whose
maintenance was unnecessary, and implied that as
far as serving the country was concerned, while the

younger men might assist as bomb-throwers or at
best as members of the camouflage corps, those be
yond military age had better be knocked on the head
"
" taxes
excess profit
after their capacity for paying
had
been
exhausted.
Liberty
Bonds
and buying
The Government apparently has not stopped to con
sider that in Germany work on many great public
construction operations such as the Berlin Subway,
for example, has been going on constantly during the
war, and even in long-suffering France such a costly
operation as the Marseilles Ship Canal has not suf
fered a moment's delay during the war period. The
present pessimism of the Government, which seems
to amount almost to a panic, has probably resulted in
a worse dislocation of business in the . United States
even in some of the invaded
than has occurred

at the outset.
Here, then, is a field for the architect,

class.

Architects are used to completing buildings within
a given, and usually inadequate, appropriation. This

"

is part of their daily life, for the extravagant
cost
plus" and "unit" systems of engineers have no
place in their schedule.

Up to the present, economy
no part of the Government's program,
but there are signs of dawning sanity in this direc
has formed

tion. The cities that are to rise around the great
shipyards and factories must be "Garden Cities,"
in the best sense, which means that they must not
only be healthful, attractive, and comfortable, but

countries.

These remarks
Government,
be interpreted

are not

and one in

disputably his own.
Architects by experience and
training are accustomed to good permanent con
struction, and none other should be considered by
the Government for an instant, for the Government
must be made to learn that any other construction
is simply building future slums for the working

made in criticism of the

but are statements of fact as they must
It is realized by every
by architects.
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must be good, permanent
investments
which
will continue to be useful and paying propositions
after the war when the purely military construction
Properly planned and
has gone to the scrap heap.
built, these cities will be so attractive for workers
that new industries will actually flock to them, and
the Government's investment
will be practically as
well as sentimentally sound.
Unless architects heed the knock of opportunity
the chance for utilizing their talents will be lost and
instead of leading the march of civilization with a
splendid showing of modern industrial cities, Amer
ica will, as she has too often done before, build in
stead as habitations for her industrial army, which
is no less important than her military forces, an
array of disease-breeding
slums — a prey after the
war to conflagration or worse.

PLATE DESCRIPTION

they

RED CROSS REQUESTS OLD TRACINGS
Red Cross is making an appeal to all archi
and engineers for discarded tracing cloth.
It has been found that this material, when properly
washed, makes excellent surgical dressings for use in
Ar
hospitals for our wounded soldiers and sailors.
rangements have been made by the Red Cross with
public laundries for laundering the cloth, and archi
tects and engineers who have tracings of no further
use are asked to communicate with the local Laundryowners' Association or any of the large laundries
which will be found ready to send for such cloth as
This is a small service, but of the
may be donated.
greatest value and importance in its total effect.

THE
tects

BOOK NOTE

for Architects and Builders.
Handbook
Emery Stanford Hall, Editor. 448 pages. 6a/4 by 9V4
Chicago.
Illinois Society of Architects.
inches.
This volume is the twentieth edition of the official
publication of the Illinois Society of Architects. It
shows evidence of painstaking care in its prepara
tion and embraces an extremely wide range of
So completely have the
subjects in its contents.
conditions governing the practice of architecture in
the State of Illinois been covered in past issues that
''
''
has become part of the standard
Handbook
the
of every Illinois architect's office.
In
equipment
the present volume there is a complete index to the
Building Ordinances of Chicago which were revised
in June, 1917, accompanied by diagrams illustrating
obscure or puzzling passages whereby authoritative
interpretations are made easily available. Fully
one-half of the book is given over to engineering
computations and standard specifications of constant
value, along with articles on such topics as heating
and ventilation, acoustics, paint, and other general
subjects which make it of value to others than the
architects of the locality from which it enamates.
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House of J. Randolph Robinson, Esq., Westbury, Long Island, N. Y. Plates 6-10.
This
house is of frame construction with shingle exterior,
after the fashion of the New England type.
In
color it is cream, with green shutters and weathered
dark gray shingle roof. The portico feature is
somewhat reminiscent of the southern colonial, and
of detail and execution the
recalls in quaintness
country seats of the gentlemen
of our colonial
The terrace on the garden side and the
period.
porches are paved with red brick laid in herringbone
pattern and level with the grade of the lawn.
Sim
plicity of design and construction is the keynote of
It is steam heated and is supplied
the entire house.
with water from a driven well and storage tank in
the adjoining woodland.

of Mrs. W. H. Fallon, Sparkill,
House
N. Y. Plates 11, 12. The planning of this small
house presented a number of requirements
which
when grouped formed a most interesting problem.
First, the lot, an interior one, was but 36 by 80 feet,
with a steep pitch across the short dimension.
On
this was to be placed a house containing six rooms
and two baths and a garage for one car.
A view
toward the Hudson River made it necessary to pro
vide a porch on the long side as well as on the end.
The porches seemed to determine most of the plan,
as the lot limitations were such that the long porch
must be put under the main roof of the house.
An
adaptation of the colonial houses of northern New
Jersey provided for all of these features better than
While the materials used are not
any other style.
true to the type, the architect has preserved the
outlines and details of these beautiful old buildings.
A point of considerable interest is that the house
cost less than $5,000 to build in the early part of
While the rooms are small, none has been
1917.
reduced to such a degree that comfort or practical
use has been sacrificed.

House

nut

of William H. Trotter, Esq., Chest
Pa. Plates 13-16. The

Hill, Philadelphia,

thought that influenced the design of this house was
primarily the desire to preserve the natural grades
of the property which borders on and slopes to the
beautiful and rugged Wissahickon Valley, and to
make the house appear as if it fitted and belonged
to the ground —a quality so well shown in old English
cottages.
In order to preserve the natural grades
and avoid all artificial fills and terraces, the floor
level of the living room was lowered, so that one
can step through its exterior door directly upon the
The walls of the house are of local
natural grade.
stone, covered with a light buff stucco, and the roof
is covered with split cypress shingles.
The princi
pal rooms are finished after the colonial manner,
with white painted woodwork of simple character.
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recent

issues we have published a series of arti
Wagner, describing in detail the

INcles by W. Sydney

these offices have been given a pleasing

of equipment,
exterior

appearance,

walls on metal

stucco exterior

System

lath, interior space divided into offices with regard
for their special uses and appearance, in addition to

factors

such complete

of planning and equipment

principles

of the Statler

of hotels which have been such important
in making this group of hotels particularly
In this issue we present illustrations and
successful.
plans of the latest Statler Hotel, recently opened in
its
St. Louis, accompanied by a paper describing
architectural character which follows the spirit of the
preceding buildings, but with an individuality all its
own through the employ
ment of carefully studied
Italian Renaissance detail
of that derived
instead
from the work of the

Brothers
working

Adam.

The

drawings

pre

plumbing and heating

may be found in permanent

ple will serve to influence the Government
of the future
place the greater portion

reproduce

them.

The plan reproduced
herewith

STREIZ
Plan Showing Present and Proposed Office Buildings for
Government Departments
A FoodAdministration
C FuelAdministration
B Councilof NationalDefense
D OrdnanceDepartment
E War TradeBoard(UnderConstruction)
areasshowlocationof futurebuildings
Cross-hatched

special study of prison de
points out the great changes

that have taken

has

sioned

to plan

Development

elevate the moral

tone of the prisoner and make him a better person
It is highly
when he is again allowed his freedom.

equal to the pres
ent one in size, and the quarters of the Fuel Commis
In this group of build
sion will likewise be doubled.
ings there will shortly be an army of over 20,000 clerks
to carry on the work of these departments.
The second article of Fiske Kimball's paper,

so far pro
such a prison as the
Penitentiary and Workhouse,

of American Architecture

Editors,

The Architectural Forum : Several news
published an article on a pro

papers have recently
posed

"

Better Homes Exposition,"

and we are certain that the unconscious appeal of its
architecture is felt by every inmate to the joint bene

place at the Grand Central Palace,

fit of himself and society.

representing

A convincing

demonstration

of the worth of archi
in its emergency

building program is found in the new temporary
offices in Washington for the Council of National
Defense, Food and Fuel Administrations, and the
At a cost only slightly in
Ordnance Department.
excess of that on the cantonments which were built in
the most temporary manner and with the minimum

''

A COMMUNICATION

as to make possible

tectural services to the Government

"

The
will appear
in our March issue and will cover the Post Colonial
and Gothic Revival periods of American work.

satisfying to know that prison reform has

Westchester County
This building does not
designed by Mr. Hopkins.
suggest the least note of criminality in its appearance,

commis
additional

square is now under con
and work will soon be started on another

struction,

securing

which

been

buildings for the group.
A building for the War
Trade Board over 400 feet

building for the Food Commission

gressed

to erect others

Wood,

toward the criminal,
supplying the proper envi
ronment is a well planned prison with distinctive
quality. A reading of this paper will
architectural
also show the influence an architect may exert in
having humanitarian methods put into practice and
of society

in

those refinements

loca

for them arises.
Already the architect of
the four buildings shown
in this issue, Waddy B.

sign,

necessary

the

as the need

''

how

shows

tion of these offices in
Washington and also the
available land on which it
is proposed

In the paper on Prisons
and Prison Building," Mr.
Hopkins, who has made a

and

buildings

the hands of architects.

privileged
several of

place in the attitude

officials to

needed for war purposes in

examples of careful drafts
manship, and we are for
to

as

Surely

such an accomplishment
merits the attention and ap
proval of the Government, and it is hoped this exam

pared by the architects for
this work are excellent

tunate in being

equipment

office structures.

18 to 25, in

proposed

to take

New York, May

which my name has been mentioned
the Architectural League.
I would

as
be

pleased to have you publish this general disclaimer to
that my name has been used absolutely

the effect

without authority, and fxirthermore that I do not at
present represent the Architectural League in that or
I am not in sympathy with the
any other matter.
proposed Exposition, and I distinctly object to my
name being used in connection with it.
Yours verv truly, Cass Gilbert.
13
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The Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Mo.
GEORGE B. POST & SONS AND MAURAN, RUSSELL ac CROWELL, ASSOCIATED
By W.

SYDNEY WAGNER

hotel design, until within a very
recent date, had developed few principles that
could be honored as being of proven worth,

AMERICAN

that could be accepted without question as axioms in
the solution of this most complex of architects' recur

rent problems.
Many principles had been formulated and accepted
which in later practice were revealed as fallacies.
The incorporation, in blind faith, of certain of these
principles into the design of an hotel, upon the sup
position that they were the determining factors in
the success of an earlier one, often produced contrary,
It apparently proved, in so far
disastrous results.
as hotels were concerned, that what was sauce for
the goose was decidedly not sauce for the gander.
It led to the belief that there could be evolved no
general principles which would be applicable to prac
In sup
tically all of our problems of hotel design.
port of this belief was indicated the diametrically
opposed views of the various hotel operators ; each
view absolutely justified by proofs of success and
withal each one capable of confusion by evidence of
failure.
This belief has deprived the profession in general
of any assured point d'appui upon which to base a
scientific study of the problem, and has kept it with
It
out a clear understanding of the essence of it.
has resulted in placing the majority of the commis
sions for this type of building in the hands of the
so-called specialists — hands often unworthy from the
practical and the constructively efficient standpoint,
quite wholly from that of the artistic.
Within the past few years, however, there has
grown to prominence in this country, a system of
In them the
hotels known as the Hotels Statler.
scientific expression of certain principles of hotel de
sign has been developed to such a high degree, and
has met with such success, that these principles have
come to be accepted as the criteria of contempora
neous hotel practice.
They have stood the acid test of time and repeated

fundamentally un
they have remained
from the time of their first expression, ten
years ago in the Hotel Statler at Buffalo, to that of

use,

for

changed

ARCHITECTS

their fourth and latest in the hotel of the same name
at St. Louis.
Their basic character is such as to be
applicable to practically all American hotel designs.
The hotel at St. Louis is of more than usual inter
est, not only because it embodies these principles in
their most highly developed form, but also because
its architectural character presents a direct develop
ment by the same architects of that of the company's
two preceding hotels.
George B. Post & Sons, with
whom Mauran, Russell & Crowell were associated as
the architects of this hotel, were also the architects
of the Hotels Statler at Cleveland and Detroit.
It is not the intention in this article to enter into
an expose of the principles of hotel design upon
which the design of this hotel is based, as these
have recently been discussed in detail in the pages
of The Architectural Forum of the issues of
November and December, 1917, and January, 1918,
"
under the title of
The Statler Idea in Hotel Plan
ning and Equipment " ; rather it is the endeavor to
present a resume only of the architectural and deco
rative aspects of this structure — aspects of peculiar
interest as showing the matured ideals of the archi
tects in this their third expression of practically the
same problem.

The city of St. Louis is typical of the average city
of the Middle West in that its population devotes
the best of its thought and energies to commerce,
and to the solution of the immediate, more apparent
problems arising therefrom.
Until quite recently it
has been far too busy, too absorbed in these prob
lems to take communal thought and action upon the
less obvious aesthetic and circulatory needs of the
rapidly growing city. In consequence the business
section has grown up in the old narrow and crowded
streets, many of which have the added ugliness of
overhead traction, telephone, and telegraph wires.
The hotel occupies a site in the heart of this sec
tion and fronts on Washington avenue, Ninth, and
These streets are all of the
St. Charles streets.
narrow crowded type ; add to this the fact that the
summer climate of the city is what might be termed
semi-tropical, and the fact that the ground area of
the property upon which the hotel stands is much
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smaller than that occupied by any of the other Statler Hotels, and you will have the conditions which,
together with the fixed requirements
of plan and
equipment demanded by the Statler type, were the
principal factors governing the design.
It is readily apparent to even the most casual ob
server that the same sense of architectural fitness,
the same feeling which permeates the character of
the preceding structures, is equally the dominant
note in the design and execution of this latest work.
Yet it is equally apparent that this note carries with
it no suggestion of mechanical duplication, no im
plication of a poverty of creative design.
The use
of a style differing from that which influenced the
others, and the conditions of climate, site, and plan,
were all contributory in giving to this hotel a strik
ing individuality.
The rectangular, almost square form of the prop
erty, together with the height of the building, which,
owing to the restricted ground area, was necessarily
carried up to the limit of height permitted by the
city, has resulted in an impressive mass — impres
sive because of the sheer vertical fall of the walls
from the cornice to the street two hundred and
thirty feet below ; because of the far-reaching frown
ing cornice above, and because of the proportions of
the great masses of brick masonry, which, to quote
"
Ruskin,
have been gathered up into a mighty
square, and which look as if they had been measured
'
by the angel's rod, the length, and the breadth, and
" Unfortunately no
the height of it are equal.'
comprehensive impression of this mass is obtainable
by photography, owing to the narrowness of the
surrounding streets.
It will be observed that the architects have again
expedient of cutting
to that successful
resorted
away the sharp corners of the shaft with a gradu
It gives to these vertical masses of
ated chamfer.
wall an appreciably increased sense of stability and
entasis, and overcomes in a simple and economical
manner, that unpleasant optical illusion so common
in our high buildings, of the wall surfaces having a
decided tendency
the vertical.
In the design

to overhang,

to

''

lean

out

''

from

of the lower stories, it was the
problem of the ia.qa.de upon the narrow street which
confronted the architects — in essence the same as
that encountered in many of the Italian cities by the
Renaissance architects, and of which the facade of
the Palazzo Massimi at Rome is a familiar solution.
In the fagade of the hotel, a thorough understand
ing and a nicely discriminate use of the principles of
in these Renaissance precedents,
design established
''
eyes that bring with
visible to
are everywhere
The subtlety of pro
them the power of seeing."
jection in cornice, pier, balustrade and stringcourse;
the significant composition of the two stories above
the lower cornice ; the width and the shallowness of
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"

flair "
in the rusticated surfaces ; the
moulding,
right
for
the
right
turn of a
for the
choice of material and texture ; the concentration of
the sparingly used ornament, are all evidences of a
conscious striving toward a clearly seen objective.
In its realization, this objective, this solution of
this particular problem of design, is more than a
mask of beauty.
Here the architects
meaningless
have succeeded in academically expressing the plan
composition in both the vertical and horizontal di
visions of the fagade. In its three vertical divi
sions, the three major units of the plan are clearly
defined, for the base marks the unit of the public
floors, the shaft that of the guest room floors, and the
The boundaries
crown that of the function floor.
these parts are
indicated
in both in
between
the channels

stances

by

the

balustraded

cornices,

one

at

the

of the fourth floor and the other at that of
In the horizontal
the sixteenth or ballroom floor.
divisions of the base, and in their frank composition,
are visibly expressed the length and the width of the
main lobby, with its entrance vestibule at each end,
and the length of the public dining rooms.
The style of this latest of the Statler Hotels indi
cates an abandonment of that of the Brothers Adam,
which characterizes the preceding structures, for the
richer, more mature forms of the Italian Renaissance.
But the same feeling which dominates the early works,
here indicated in a preference for broad wall surfaces,
a reticence in the use of ornament, and a freely exer
cised sense of the right to adapt precedent and style
forms to the purposes in mind, has given to this house
a character similar to that of the others.
The likeness is accentuated by the use of simi
lar materials — warm buff Indiana limestone with
rubbed and picked surfaces for the lower stories ;
for the shaft a textured brick ranging in color from
a golden red to a deep rich brown, and laid in the
pleasing yet unobtrusive pattern of the English cross
bond, with a mortar joint of a color recalling that of
the limestone ; for the crown, a terra cotta of the
same color and texture as the limestone.
An interesting change in the use of materials, due
to the exigency of the war, is exemplified
in the
roof covering. Originally the roof, which has the
low pitch characteristic of those of Italy, was to have
a covering of sheet copper.
Because of prohibitive
cost, this material was replaced by a patented cover
ing of asphalt and felt, having a surfacing of crushed
slate, gray green in color
a color which answers to
a satisfactory degree, the desired one of weatherlevel

beaten copper.

To one familiar with contemporaneous hotel plans,
the plan of this hotel is remarkable chiefly because
of its simplicity.
In a building of its magnitude (it
six hundred and fifty guest rooms and has a
total height of twenty-two stories) a certain com
plexity of plan is expected.
Noteworthy in this plan,
contains
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and the din
ing rooms behind the lobby
open one into another in such
fashion that a vista is ob
tained across the entire width
of the building.
This sim
plicity is further accentuated
by the absence of the main
kitchen, which, owing to the
restricted property area, was
placed in the basement — a
necessary departure from the
Statler principle, until then
inviolate, of placing the
kitchen on the same floor
with the dining rooms it
street frontage,

serves.

In the main lobby, the ar
chitects,
realizing the psy
chological
advantages of
similarity, have duplicated
in so far as was possible, the
structural
forms and the
Lower Stories Showing Entrance on St. Charles Street
of
furniture arrangements
in the earlier
the lobbies
therefore, are the extreme definition, simplicity, and
structures.
But in the decorative physiognomy of
standardization
of its parts, and the coordination of this room, as well as in that of the other public
structure

rooms,

and decoration.

The simplicity of plan is well illustrated in the
plan of the ground floor. Here the main lobby with
its entrance vestibules extends across the entire Ninth

there

is evident

the

same change

of

style

which marks the exterior — the relinquishment of
the rather emasculate forms of the Adam for the
more vigorous ones of the Italian Renaissance.
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Elevation of Lower Stories on Washington Avenue Facade
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The walls of the lobby are wainscoted to the height
of the mezzanine balcony with a medium toned Botticino marble, the surface of which is rusticated with
very shallow channels.
Twelve piers of marble ter
minating in a vigorously silhouetted, foliated capital
support the vaulted ceiling. This ceiling is arabesqued with ornament in low relief, after the manner
of that in the Villa Madama.
It, together with the
wall surfaces, is painted in light tones of a color
reflecting that of the marble, and ranging from a lumi
nous porcelain white to that of a rich warm cafe-aulait. Here and there certain panels have been back
grounded in a color recalling the blue and silver gray
of the window hangings and furniture coverings.
The floor is of silver gray Tennessee marble, in which
interest of pattern is obtained by the Roman design
of the tesserae and the subdued veining of the mate
rial. The five alcoves between the piers on the
street side of the room are furnished as lounges, with
rugs, very comfortable
lounge chairs and couches,
tables and writing desks, which with the potted palms,
floor and table lamps, give a desirable air of intimacy
to this necessarily large room.
On the opposite side are located the main office
with its complex, highly organized departments ; the
passenger elevators, the telegraph

office, and the news
and cigar counter — the very center of the hotel's

activities, equally accessible from both entrances.
Here, too, are found the entrances to the public
dining rooms, the men's cafe, the ladies' parlor, the
public check room, and the stairways which serve
the restaurant and barber shop in the basement be
low, and the private dining rooms and the mezza
nine balcony on the floor above.
The mezzanine balcony extends along the inner side
and the two ends of the lobby. That portion over
looking St. Charles street is fitted up as a men's
lounge and library, heavily carpeted, with a big fire
place, bookcases revealing inviting rows of books,
and big comfortable lounge furniture.
The opposite
end overlooking Washington avenue is furnished as
a ladies' lounge with the ladies' hairdressing room
and retiring room in convenient proximity.
Furnished in this manner, being a floor above that
of the main lobby, yet overlooking it and its activi
ties, this balcony provides a quiet, retired lounging
place for the women guests, and for those delicately
constituted personalities to whom the hurly-burly and
intimate contact of the main floor are objectionable.
The group of public dining rooms is divided into
three parts. The Palm Room, which is in the center
of the plan and directly beneath the light court of
the typical floors, separates the general dining room
paralleling Washington avenue from the grill room
and the men's cafe on the St. Charles street side.
The Palm Room is of the semi-exterior type,
walled with Caen stone and ceiled with a great
glass in a frame of
vaulted dome of opalescent
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wrought iron and dulled gold.
ence is here strongly evidenced in the richly deco
rated, rather baroque screen, which is the focal cen
ter of the room, and which relieves the otherwise
treatment of the walls'; in the
triple arched, mirrored openings opposite, and in the
balustrade
which surmounts the cornice. Palms,
flowers in gaily painted boxes, and a tessellated floor
of cream white and green marbles contribute to the
pervading atmosphere of cool restfulness.
The general dining room has walls wainscoted
to the ceiling with deep toned, quietly veined Ital
ian walnut paneling between pilasters of very dark
The gray ornamented ceiling,
Botticino marble.
the heavily carpeted floor, and the judicious selec
tion of the furniture give to this room an air of
quiet dignity ; the lighting fixtures of gracious and
elegant design with pendants of cut crystal, the
sparkle of silver and crystal and china on the tables,
add an inviting air of cheeriness.
Of similar design but of different detail are the
Here the
grill room and the men's cafe opposite.
walls of paneled oak, the character of the fixtures,
hangings, and furnishings, all evidence the domin
ion of the masculine. The decorative interest of the
grill room centers about the charmingly executed
copies of old Japanese temple paintings, framed into
the paneling at each end of the room .
The ceilings of the general dining room, the grill
room, and the men's cafe are noteworthy examples
of modern decorative plaster work. In composition
they were inspired by those of the porticoes of the
Massimi Palace.
Of the Italian Renaissance also
are the facility of composition
and the artistic re
serve displayed in the handling of the ornament ;
yet in the modeling there is everywhere in evidence
that freshness and sparkle of creative design ex
pressed at white heat in a highly plastic material,
"
stuccatura."
which is characteristic of the Roman
''
bur
Professor Hamlin has truly remarked that
American art is no less American because much of
it has been the work of foreign artists and artisans
domiciled among us," and these ceilings, though in
large part wrought by the hands of Italian artists,
are nevertheless truly indicative of the high degree
of artistic excellence reached in America by this
severe and restrained

plastic art.

The mezzanine

floor

contains

in addition to the

the offices of the administration
and a series of private dining rooms.
Of these last,
mezzanine

balcony

Room is worthy of
This room derives its name from
the historical interest attaching to the wood with
which it is wainscoted — an American walnut ob
tained from an old walnut tree that grew on the
Daniel Boone farm in Kentucky.
The unusual
beauty of this wood, its sober graining and mellow
coloring, and the inspired use of it in walls all of a
that

termed

special

the Daniel Boone

mention.
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General View and Detail of Ceiling, Main Dining Room, Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Mo.
GeorgeB. Post6CSonsandMauran,Russell& Crowell,Associated
Architects
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surface — flush rails and stiles
and crotched panels — give to

piers which support the cor
nice and ceiling.
The spaces

this room a penetrating charm

between are all of glass, great

of tone

which is

windows,

in the photo
graphic illustration.
The two uppermost
floors
are devoted to the ballroom
and the banquet rooms, with
their public and service de
pendencies, including a com
plete kitchen. In this location
they are capable of performing
a dual, all-the-year-around ser
vice, overcoming the objection
inherent in most rooms of this

feet wide,

and

color

feet high and 9
which open to the
floor without step or sill, and
which when open, provide inti
mately secluded dining alcoves

not appreciable

It

character.
usual

practice

rooms

and

has

been

to place

banquet

of

upon the balconies

In

or

more

the

ball

rooms

on

the summer

months

Men's Cafe on St. Charles Street Side

total

disuse

owing to the cessation of social functions, and to the
inadaptability of their location and arrangement to
other purposes.

Here they adequately meet the winter's needs,
and for the summer provide an ideal roof garden,
high above the heat and noise of the street, open to
and overlooking the Mis
surrounding countryside.
This summer use is reflected in the design of the
ballroom.
Its wall
every breeze that blows,
sissippi

River and the

surfaces have been
reduced until they

outside.
treatment

tural, inclining in character to
the Roman.
The order used
was inspired by that of the
Temple of Vesta at Tivoli.
The ceiling is a vault without
ornament of any kind, painted
in atmospheric tones of blue,
and simulating the vault of
the sky.

the

they are in almost

its decorative

this room is severely architec

lower
floors and, consequently,
although they are in con
stant use during the winter social season, yet during

one

22

While architecturally complete and decoratively
satisfactory, yet a room designed as this one is to
be the setting for formal social functions when not
occupied projects a curious mental impression of in
and inanimate expectancy.
Whether
completeness
this is due to the necessary lack of permanent furni
ture arrangements, to the depressing ranges of empty
chairs along the walls, or to a more obscure psycho
logical reaction, the fact remains that a room of this
type depends, for the full realization of its character,
for its vital spark, upon the presence of the festive
public, upon the sparkle of jewels and the kaleido
scopic movement
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of bright gowns
and

form tall, square

somber

attire.

Plan and Detailed Section of Vaulted Ceiling in Loggia of Inner Court, Palazzo Massimi, Rome
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Detail of Plaster Model for Portion of Main Dining Room Ceiling

The ballroom and banquet rooms, when used dur
ing the summer months as a roof garden, are to have
decorations of a temporary, appropriate character.
Latticed paneling, palms and flowering plants, and
great billowing ceilings of striped tenting supported
on slender masts painted a bright Venetian red, will
enhance the open, out-of-doors impression already
evident in the great window openings, and will hide
from sight the more formal permanent decorative
characteristics of these rooms.
It is impossible to discuss in these pages the me
chanical features of the hotel, and the Statler guest

■
*.. St

room
here.

is too well known to require further exposition
In this latest hotel the guest rooms are, in

feature, a duplication of those in the
earlier structures. If here and there are discovered
minor changes in their detail of equipment or fur
nishing, it is but evidence of the constant efforts
made to anticipate the needs of the public.
In the
high development of this service, the thorough grasp
of the principles of hotel planning and the high
displayed
standards of architecture and decoration
in its facades and interior, this hotel ranks with the
best of contemporaneous
practice.
every essential

J* A.».w»*1.«
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Plan and Detailed Section of Vaulted Ceiling in Loggia of Inner Court, Palazzo Massimi, Rome

of Industrial Housing

Some Aspects

II. TYPES OF DEVELOPMENT BY COMPANIES
THE GROUPS AT LORDSHIP

AND FAIRHELD,

CONNECTICUT, BY THE BRIDGEPORT
STURGIS, ARCHITECT

HOUSING COMPANY

R. CLIPSTON

By CHARLES

TO

At
a ride of about twenty minutes.
that time at least, the attraction of these exceptional

Among the
immediately present themselves.
very first, is that of the type or organization of the
Shall our development

new settlement.

community,

or

shall

rental

be planned

we regard

around the larger city.
It will be seen, therefore,

as we have indicated,

the question an
swers itself in the nature of the industry, in that the
housing' group, whether or no, must be reasonably
accessible to the plant,

and the plant

is reasonably

is oftentimes

an established center of
In a majority of cases, however, the

population.

on the other hand, the plant

Industries
comes squarely up to the owner.
cannot cut themselves off from centers of transporta
and power, even if they are in a position to
carry their labor with them, so that usually the new
development is located not so far from a town or city

might with some show of rea
life in that

son shift the responsibility for community

Under

such

circumstances

the owner

must consider very carefully what shall be his policy
— how far shall he carry the town-building" proposi
tion, or, if you like, at what

point may he with pro

priety stop.

It

may be taken as an axiom

tented and reasonably

To make

this

might

cited.

be

that

life must be provided

community

permanent

requirement

A

something

to insure

of

a con

body of workers.
one example

sary repairs — all as part of its own business.

ago the writer vis

ited a group of houses recently completed by one of
the largest coal mining companies.
These were seven
room, single-family, semi-detached
houses of the

Very often the owner of the factory was besides
of the homes, the founder and donor of
the village library, the auditorium, perhaps the hos
being owner

most modern type -brick, with slate roofs, steamheat, plumbing, and electric light.
They were well
planned and substantially
built. For these accom
modations

lie was probably, too, the presi
pital and club-room.
dent of the bank and the head of the school committee

— in every way, the town's leading citizen.
This
paternal sort of industrial village had its day before
consolidation in industry took place, when the head

the company asked a rental of $12.00 per
light free, yet at that time there

month with electric
were thirteen

vacant

is to be moved wholly

of existing communities

to one of its own men, collected the rent,-made neces

concrete,

few months

the radius

he bound to enter the field of real industrial town
planning.
Assuming, then, that the employer has decided
upon a building program that includes the fundamen
tals of community life, he cannot move far until he
has adopted a policy on organization.
Let us see,
briefly, what general forms of structure are possible
for the industrial development.
The earliest and simplest of these villages, spring
ing up around a single industry, were hardly con
It simply came
scious of any organization
at all.
about that the company, needing accommodations for
"
hands,"' built a house here and there, leased it
its

tion

direction.

a city
is not always ab

: if the
employer proposes to make a real contribution toward
decentralization of industry — by so much the more is

outside

question

but that an employer

that even where

nearby, the employer

solved from the necessity, or at least the advisability,
of planning his housing group for, if nothing more,
If,
a neighborhood
unit with a social life of its own.

located far from

necessarily

in the houses (for which the miners

journey of about forty minutes to or
twice-a-day
from some one of the other villages that lay close

as a part

Sometimes,

values

were amply able to pay) was not sufficient to offset
to live in.
the lack of a community
The lure of
town-life was strong enough to compensate for a

of our nearby city neighbor ; shall
we confine ourselves to providing'
homes for our
workmen, or must we also provide them with stores,
movies, libraries, clubs, and what-not?
ourselves

MAY

link was then

the employer who has decided upon a housing
several broad questions of policy

program,

as an independent

C.

of the business was a person, not a board of directors,

houses out of a total of about

thirty-six.
The reasons given by the employees themselves
were simple.
The houses were fine, but they were
"too near the mine, and too far from the trolley."
The breaker was, in fact, visible from the front
porches of the houses, at a distance of perhaps a
quarter of a mile.
The trolley was a ten-minute
walk, and the city to which it formed the connecting

and when the intimate relation between employer and
wage-earner had still something of the idyllic about it.
They were the days, too, before the trades-union had
combined with the automatic power-machine to take
the romance out of earning a livelihood. When well
administered
by a man possessed of the necessary
tact

and

patience,

these paternal
39

there were many

settlements which

features about
were peculiarly at
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tractive,

and

contented

no better

cared

bodies of workers

certain of the villages

for, prosperous,

could

found

be

and

than in

of this character.

Yet, being- founded upon an essentially small -con
cern relation between employer and worker, the pa
ternal type of village was doomed to failure when
attempted on a large-concern basis, with the personal
Furthermore, cases had early begun
element lacking:.
to appear where the "company house," even the
company club or library or church, were looked upon
by the men with suspicion.
They could not conceive
such things being provided for them from purely un
motives ; there must be a string- tied to them
somewhere ; besides, it began to look like charity,
selfish

and charity

they would have none of.

Sometimes,

unfortunately, their suspicions

appear

At

to have been justified.

any rate, many elements
industry continued to work together to

of modern

prejudice

make this

against

the

"

"

company house
almost universal, and to the worker, it came to mean,
not protection, but exploitation.
To get away from the prejudice

"company"

activities,

coordination

with the parent

against

purely

and still to maintain
organization,

several

of

the

states, manufacturing-

as such, are prohibited

real estate for housing- purposes.

It

labor

unions.

Both

have very emphatically
voiced
of certain company selling- schemes
by which the way of entry into a home-owning' con
their' disapproval

was made temptingly easy, while the way of
withdrawal, in case circumstances made withdrawal
wise, was so difficult that the workman was almost
Probably no one thing is so essen
bound to the soil.
tial for success in an industrial development as a con
viction among: the employees of the good faith of the
Esprit de corps through the works is a
company.
seemingly intang-ible element -- but a multitude of
examples have proven it the one indispensable.
It is
the vital spark whose presence may give life and
tract

success to a mediocre
studied and otherwise

may

housing- development,

wither and deaden

the ar

companies or
from dealing- in
was this law, in

cropping- out more frequently.

The industrial village of the present must be demo
cratic in structure ; it must express individual inde
pendence of action and the possibility for individual
initiative. For the workman of to-day is exceedingly
jealous of his freedom of movement ; anything that
savors of company compulsion is frowned upon by
the individual workman and actively fought by the

absence

most frequently

corporations,

touches of antagonism

a close

adopted is the creation of
a subsidiary company to handle the building- pro
gram.
This is the more often resorted to, because in
rangement

FORUM

a

whose

carefully

excellent program.

For these reasons the personality
whom is intrusted

most

of the one to

the active prosecution

of the hous

Given all the
qualities of executive and administrative ability, he
cannot be successful without holding- the confidence
of the workmen.
Such a man is often one who has
ing-

development

is a prime

factor.

Illinois, for example, which forced the dispersal of
Furthermore,
the Pullman holding's, back in 1898.

risen

the officials of larg-e corporations are seldom in a posi
tion to add to their usual duties, those of the organ

He
reg-ard as of the same spirit with themselves.
will be in a position to feel the pulse of the shop all

ization and conduct of a considerable business in real
estate, building- construction, and social administra

throug-h the course of the development, to correct
misconceptions before they grow serious, to consult,
to advise, to interpret as the need arises.
He will be
able to influence the trend of their thought as a group,

However active and enthusiastic may be their
interest in the building- program — and those feeling's

tion.

are by no means universal among- employers — limi
tation of time, if nothing- else, prevents any proper
concentration

upon their housing- development.

Both

economy and efficiency, then, point toward the crea
tion of a subordinate branch, or an independent or
ganization

to which

may be intrusted

the conduct

of

the housing- program. Sometimes the bond between
the manufacturing- and the housing- org-anization is a
close one, in other cases the personnel is entirely dif
ferent, and aside from the broadest matters of policy,
the whole responsibility is placed upon the subsidiary.
The older form of organization — that of the pater
nal type, was in the early days, splendidly democratic.
In spite of the fact that all activities were those of the
company,

all benefits handed down

still the intimate

human

contact

by the company,
was

the

touch

of

nature that made the company head and the lowest
together.
As they g-rew
workers
paid "hand"

spirit became more
more keen, with evident

gradually apart, this democratic
rare, the class consciousness

from

the ranks,

member as a workman

whom

the older

men can re

in the shop, whom they still

he will be quick to perceive when it is wise to modify
the company's program, so as to conform more closely
to that thought.

A democratic form of organization for the indus
trial village is desirable wherever and to the extent
that it is found practicable.
Here at once enters the
fundamental question of the grade of workmen to be
housed, and their nationality.
It goes without say
ing that a colony of skilled American mechanics, ac
to independent
customed to ideas of self-government,
thinking, and to some collective action, is fitted for a

totally different form of organization from that which
must be adopted for a body of foreign labor, hardly
in touch with our language, totally out of touch with
American institutions. More difficult still is the case
where a single development must house several dif
each having its own clearly de
ferent nationalities,
fined traits and habits of living.
In the latter case a really democratic organization
is not immediately practicable, nor will it become so

THE ARCHITECTURAL
until an indefinite period of guided probation has
been passed through.
Even so, every effort should
be made from the first to make the community

ization a representative

one.

In

organ

each of the nationali

there is almost sure to be some family
which stands out above the others in intelligence,
Finding such
and responsiveness.
appreciation,
a family, its co-operation
may be used to good
purpose in many ways — as representing a group of
the working forces within the building organization,
and as leaders setting the pace for less quick-witted
families of their own nationality.
This sort of representative government for the in
dustrial village has been successful in numerous
instances in this country.
Carried to its ultimate
form representation be
ties present

comes partnership,
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village — where all benefits flow from a single
source — the company — is obsolete, because when
are on a business basis, the workman
suspects that he is being exploited and, when action
is clearly without financial return, he resents being
proceedings

made the
democratic

object

of

philanthropy

degree as may be practical,
the grade

and

racial

;

that

second,

is desirable

form of organization

a

in such

which will depend upon
of the working pop

make-up

ulation ; third,

for the workers
that representation
in the building organization will prove valuable in
many essentials ; fourth, that with the growth in
this country of a social sense, and an appreciation
of the advantages

of

collective

action

on

large

a

scale instead of individual
action on a minute scale,

princi

the co-partnership

still work

ple may

and we

itself

out with large advantages
to the interests
of both

have the peculiarly attrac
tive type of community
which, since its beginnings

worker and employer.

years ago, has made such

growth in Eng
The co-partnership
briefly, is one in
which all property — real
estate, public improve
ments and utilities, as well

In summarizing the work
of the past year in housing

remarkable
land.
town,

as

the houses

remain
common

themselves

in

permanently
ownership

by

pointed

a

the way to all the

The company has
been operating hardly
more than a year, yet it
has upon its list of accom

in which every

corporation
resident

of workingmen, Mr. Law
rence Veiller, speaking be
fore the National Housing
Conference,
stated that it
was the Bridgeport Hous
ing Company which had
others.

is a stockholder.

Study for Future Development of Fairfield

of organization
R. CltpstonSturgis,Architect
it has appealed strongly to
American town planners, and several communities
an apartment, accommodating
39 fam
plishments,
"
" dwellings of one and two
ilies, a group of
terrace
have set aside tracts in their developments with a
family houses accommodating 139 families, a group of
view to making them co-partnership
communities.
Thus far, however, there is not, so far as the writer single-family detached and semi-detached dwellings,
housing 20 families, and a second group of similar
has been able to discover, any American example of
a community actually organized and operating under
The apartment and the
types, also for 20 families.
principle. Two main objections
terrace houses are within Bridgeport's central area ;
the co-partnership
have hindered its progress in this country — first, the
the latter two groups lie outside the city limits, one
absence, in almost every industrial village, of a popu
at Lordship, the other just inside the limits of the
illustrated
lation that is homogeneous enough in its make-up for
Both these groups,
town of Fairfield.
herewith, are the work of R. Clipston Sturgis of
an organization
which must depend for success upon
As

a form

collective

thought

a community
the

and action ; second, even where
is predominantly American in make-tip

individualism that is still oiir characteristic

vents us from accepting
ship of small things,
of large benefits.

pre
instead of complete owner

a common and partial

It

should

be

ownership
said, however, that

the idea is by no means dead in this country,

and we

may yet see it put into operation as a working plan.
Experience
has proven, then, that for the organ
ization

of
conditions,

industrial communities

under

American

may be ac
several general conclusions
cepted : first, that the paternal form of workmen's

Boston,

as architect

and community

planner.

first of the Fairfield group, the portion
upon which these first houses have been placed,
forms merely the entrance motive for the whole
as projected.
This relation will be
development
Speaking

made clear by a reference
produced
sent group

on this

page.

appears

to

At

the general
the moment

inconclusive

and

plan, re
this

pre

fragmentary,

it must until further development supplies
focus toward which the street is headed, in
schoolhouse, its playground, the two flanking

and so
the
the

quadrangular groups of terrace houses together with
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little cottages which are

ZOO

placed

to mark

the

ap

proach from Fairfield
avenue

into the develop

They stand trim
and optimistic,
inviting
further acquaintance with
the community beyond,
ment.

LAYOUT
OFARZA
ORIGINAL

shaming
by direct
contrast their drab neigh

and

bors.

The lotting of the Lord
is of particu
lar interest because the
land had previously been
subdivided — badly — and
ship group

The
by Mr.
Sturgis provides for as
many families, makes
lotting more normal, in
troduces some interest of
lots had been sold.

resubdivision
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sb

e

grouping-,
over,

Plan of Lordship Development

a

and
natural

has

left

circular

screened by
depression,
trees, which is to

large
areas of detached and semi-detached
dwellings, forming- a self-contained community.
In another sense, however, this group should attain
at once more of the neighborhood
quality than the
Lordship community,
because in occupying- both
sides of
street
it
its
the surrounding-

be reserved for a community

The range, both
fications of the single-family iinits.
in size and in number of rooms, is not a wide one, for

thereby becomes at once
a self-contained
unit of
population.

The Lord
of houses
on paper, far

ship collection
appears,
more

unified

plete,

yet

houses,

and

com

in that all its

except two,

out toward

face
over

property

the housing- com

which

pany has no control,

the

effect in execution will be
better
the

tog-ether in

held

group

both

where

sides of the street belong
in the picture.

Yet immediate contrast
between
and

has

what

be

workman's home
ing-

standards,

advantages.

no

g-ood

naughty

has

its

Decidedly,

deed

world

shone to better
son than

been

our
build

may

what

in a
ever

compari

do the several

group of future garages.

The houses that compose the two groups are of six
types, two of them — the semi-detached — being modi

Plan of Fairfield Development
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the housing: need for which they were designed

is

or quite exclusively that of a single class —
the well-paid, munition-making mechanics.
The
smallest type (Bl) therefore,
contains potentially

almost

bedrooms,

three
the

the number

regarded

as

family unit — that is,
bedroom for male children,

for parents,
bedroom for female children.
bedroom

Where one of the latter

apartment,

even an

access to cellar for the upstairs
heating plant — it

independent

would seem that the usual evils of this type had been
very largely eliminated.

Attention should also
vision for future
field group

garage

be

called to the special pro

the

the standing

lattices

drying yards are framed

room,

or,

posts which
one day be
come the corners of
the garage.
This
provision is pro
phetic of the work

nat

what

the Fair

now screen

will

urally reverts to its
dining
use as a
just

which

into concrete

down

stairs bedroom

At

construction.

is not

requirements
present,

generally

for the normal

standard

the same, independent

43

is

man's

future

and

probable, it
is rented to a bach

of the universality

elor boarder.

portation.

That

the prophecy

is not

as

gasoline

of

For utilization of

trans

of distant fulfilment

space, compactness,

and avoidance

of
waste room, this lit
tle plan would seem

of these houses the

to approach

garage

word.

is shown by the fact
that in at least one

the last

If

may be raised as to
the policy of gain

ing

floor

bedrooms

space

evidence.

in

at the expense of headroom, it should be
that the roof slope is as real a function
as

A

Front Elevation of Cottage, Type Cl

remembered

of usefulness

and the car

itself are already in

question

is the actual

headroom

line.

With

the standard of construction
— so high that it is amazing
fifteen

years

to college

glance

at

the

plans will prove that
and equipment is high
to think back a mere

dormitories

where

the stu

the lower portions are always usable for many things.
For ingenuity of plan and arrangement the two-

his coal in a closet and shoveled it into
stove, where he filled the oil lamp from
a sheet-iron
his own can, where he walked to another building
for toilet facilities, to an outdoor pump for water,

family house (D) challenges

and to the gym for a bath.

separated by the length

frowned

roofs that slope so steeply as these, a height that is
usable for anything is reached very quickly, and

Entrances
attention.
of the house, living porches

dent kept

Such facilities are to-day

upon for the temporary

General View in Fairfield Development Showing Three Types of Cottages

bunk

house of

a
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The Bridgeport houses con
railway section gang-.
tain all that to-day's standards call foi — individual
heating plant, plumbing of the most modern type,
electric light — in several cases, an open fireplace.
All walls are of brick of
texture

good

and

housing- problem
lowest
one.

in its most acute form — that of the

paid wage earner ; their problem

been carried

on under

cheapest, but of excel
lent variety and color ; gut

plishment

the

and leaders of wood.
The house plumbing is all
taken at present to individ
ual cesspools, which are
placed in the grassed and
space along- the

system

sewer

these drainage
available

In

tion.

cidentally,
should

is

flourish

is

gretted

S^

as the

greatly to

after

a

hundred

years

and

sound ; they have set down

be

re

are

still worthy and

bibli

in the midst of Bridgeport
an example of architectural
simplicity and dignity that marks a forward step in
the design of working-men's houses and which cannot
fail to have an influence for g-ood upon the future
development of the whole city.

End Elevation,Two FamilyHouse,TypeD

costs both on g-eneral devel
and on individual houses are not at present
We know that the Bridgeport Housing
available.
not

look

more

that tabulated

has

long-

materials,

for their return over a
period in low upkeep

trees

opment

Company

in carrying- on at

they have reverted for their
architectural inspiration to
American examples which

lines will be

street

and

costs and continuing- value ;

installed

cal bay tree.

It

substantial
ing-

for easy connec
the meantime, in
the

labor

all is much, but they have
done more — they have
given a demonstration
of
worth-while building with

ters

Later, when the

of

very generally choked off
all building. Their accom

interest

roadways.

circumstances

material markets which have

ing- bond ; roofs of slate, not

tree-planted

is a special

We know, too, that their first year's work has

set itself to solve the industrial

FirstRoot Plan

Two FamilyHouse,Type D
Fairfield Development for Bridgeport Housing Company
R. OipstonSturgis,Architect
SeePlates !1and 32for Further Illustrations

THE FORUM COLLECTION OF
MODERN GOTHIC ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
PLATE TWO

rJ~'HIS bay is on the axis of the fireplace ai the dais end
L of the Great Hall. II is entirely of masonry con

struction including
.

the ceiling vault.

The exterior trim

stoneand that of the interior waits is Indiana limestone and
the exterior walls of local ledge stone. The glass is tem
porary and soon will be replaced by a permanent window.

DETAIL OF BAY IN GREAT HALL, THE GRADUATE COLLEGE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
CRAM, GOODHUE
DETAIL DRAWING

4c FERGUSON (BOSTON OFFICE), ARCHITECTS
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PLATE 17

1

GENERAL VIEW OF NINTH AND ST. CHARLES STREETS FACADES
L
GEORGE B POST

*

HOTEL

STATLER,

SONS AND MAURAN.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

RUSSELL et CROWELL, ASSOCIATED

ARCHITECTS
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PLATE 20

OF LOWER STORIES, NINTH STREET FACADE

HOTEL STATLER,
GEORGE B POST ecSONS AND MAURAN,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

RUSSELL & CROWELL. ASSOCIATED

ARCHITECTS
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PLATE 21

VIEW OF THE BALLROOM

VIEW IN LOBBY LOOKING TOWARD

HOTEL

FORUM

STATLER,

GEORGE B POST «£SONS AND MAURAN.

ST CHARLES STREET ENTRANCE

ST. LOUIS, MO.

RUSSELL 4: CROWELL. ASSOCIATED

ARCHITECTS
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PLATE 23

DETAIL OF BALLROOM END

HOTEL STATLER,
GEORGE B POST a SONS AND MAURAN,

ST. LOUIS, MO

RUSSELL BeCROWELL. ASSOCIATED

ARCHITECTS

:
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DETAIL OF SERVICE SCREEN IN CENTER DINING

HOTEL

STATLER,

GEORGE B. POST & SONS AND MAURAN,

PLATE 25

ROOM

ST. LOUIS, MO.

RUSSELL & CROWELL. ASSOCIATED

ARCHITECTS
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FIRST AND SECOND FLOOR PLANS. ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

WESTCHESTER

COUNTY PENITENTIARY AND WORKHOUSE,
ALFRED HOPKINS.

ARCHITECT

WHITE PLAINS,

N. Y.
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VIEW OF MESS HALL FROM CORRIDOR

COUNTY PENITENTIARY AND WORKHOUSE,
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PLATE 30

ARCHITECT
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PLATE 31

GENERAL VIEW, TYPE Al
(PLANS SAME AS ONE SIDE OF SEMI DETACHED

COTTAGES

FOR THE BRIDGEPORT

HOUSING COMPANY,

TYPE A2)

LORDSHIP

AND FAIRFIELD, CONN.

R. CLIPSTON STURGIS, ARCHITECT

^
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PLATE 3Z
1

XALEOfFEKT
FLOOR PLAN, TYPE B2

FLOOR PLAN, TYPE A2

GENERAL VIEW OF SEMI-DET ACHED TYPE B2

COTTAGES

FOR THE BRIDGEPORT

HOUSING COMPANY, LORDSHIP

R CLIPSTON

AND FAIRFIELD, CONN.

STURGIS, ARCHITECT
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The New Temporary Government Offices at Washington
WADDY

B. WOOD,

ARCHITECT

need for
additional build
ings in which to
carry on activities
growing out of our
in the
participation
war was first keenly
felt at the National
Capital, and the man
ner in which the need
has been met is of
particular interest to

obtained

architects

because the

diarism

successful

results ob

THE

on most rea

sonable rates of ground
rent, it was unneces
sary to risk life by de

signing these buildings
over two stories in
height. While every
fire protection
in the
way of alarms, sprin
kler systems, etc., has
provided, still
been
the problem

of incen

was

worth

are due to the

consideration,
and it
is thought that with a

services of one of their

two story building with

own profession.

ceiling heights

tained

These buildings con

for the
National
Defense, the Food Ad
ministration, the Fuel
Administration, and
the Small Arms Divi
sion of the U.S. Ord
sist of

Council

feet,

even

could

offices

of

drop

a

only

9

woman

from

the

window
sill without serious in
jury in event of a dis
second

floor

astrous

fire ; whereas

three story build
ing, fired in different
a

Entrance to Council of National Defense Building

points with German
undoubtedly mean a great loss
of life, no matter how many exit stairways were
provided.
It was also found that the two story building cost

nance Department.

Aside from the fact that these buildings were
erected in a marvelously short time and for approxi
mately 13 cents a cubic foot, they further illustrate
that it is possible to make great economies and do
emergency work quickly and still preserve in the
finished work a reasonable amount of architectural
The result in this instance clearly demon
beauty.
strates that if the work is put in graceful hands, the
result will be graceful, and it also demonstrates that
graceful hands are the most practical.
The Council of Defense building, the first one
completed, was entirely designed, built, and equipped
in forty- two days and has all the modern conve
niences of a well planned office building with far more
light and better circulation than the average build
ing used in peace time for office work.
The entrance lobby to this building is very attrac
tive and simple in appearance and gives one the
impression of entering into a country hotel with
counters for information on either side and in front
a railing at which guards are stationed to prevent
There are
any one entering who has not a pass.
guards at intersecting halls as well. These buildings
now house over 4,000 clerks doing their work as
smoothly a few days after moving in as one would
find in any average office organization.
It was the recommendation of Mr. Wood that with
the ample space in Washington that could be easily

efficiency,

no more

would

to erect per cubic foot than the three story

building.
The lease to the Government for the land
on which the buildings are placed contains a stipula
tion that they are to be removed as soon as the work
is completed on the expiration of the war, and that
the materials in them belong to the Government. It
is thought that the salvage of this material, all of
which is adaptable to almost any kind of non-fire
proof building, and will be in practically as good
condition upon demolition as when new, will return
quite an amount of money to the Government when
the buildings are wrecked.
The ground rent per year amounts to approximately
5 cents a square foot, which seems, under the circum
stances, very reasonable.
The buildings are heated
with a one pipe system of steam, which is much more
economical

than a two pipe system, but not quite as

The wiring is exposed, which is a great
economy. The plumbing consists of the usual fixtures
of good make, connected with iron sewer pipes to
the courts and from these points to the street sewers
in glazed terra cotta pipes laid with cement joints.
These buildings demonstrate the great advantages
of large ample space for light and air, and limiting
elastic.
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logical conclusions
quickly.
The construc
tion work was done un
der a well organized
contracting company
which was amply pro
vided with everything
necessary
to start the
work the moment the
order was given. Within
three days after the first
building was started cars
were rolling from the
South with lumber, and
six sawmills had been
installed outside of the
building and were cut
ting up the material
First Floor Plan, Building of U. S. Food Administration
that could be procured
in Washington with which to start operations.
the depth of rooms so that every part of them is
utilized. This is an important factor in their success
The Cantonment Division of the Council of Na
when it is recalled how many schemes often consid
tional Defense did the purchasing and made some
savings, on which they should be con
ered are too great in depth to utilize the space in the
marvelous
Major Kilpatrick, Reserve Officer in
central part away from the light source, although gratulated.
the showing in area might be very good.
the Quartermaster's Department of the Army, was
When Mr. Wood was commissioned
to do this
as Constructing Officer,
and Mr. Wood
detailed
work he was allowed forty-eight hours in which to states that his appointment and the able service he
prepare for actual construction, and the results would
received from Major Starrett of the Council of Na
seem to demonstrate
tional Defense had much to do with the speed and
that what this Government
needs, and to a large extent is getting, are men in
All who are familiar
economy that were effected.
authority who can not only think clearly but arrive with athletics doubtless remember Kilpatrick, the all
at

Building of U. S. Food Administration, Washington, D. C.
WaddyB. Wood, Architect
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American end on the Yale
of 1910.
He has now
gone to France to superintend
the construction of work there
and prove what wonderful
material our college athletes
team

are providing:.

Mr. Hoover remarked, when
he came down on the comple
tion of his building- to inspect
it, that he was greatly sur
prised to see that instead of
going into a rough canton
ment structure he was going
into an office building in which
it would be a pleasure for his
men to work.
He also said
that he thought there was a
good deal of psychology in
of a work
the attractiveness
ing place and that it would
mean greater efficiency.
The Ordnance building dif
fers in one particular from
the other buildings in this
group in that it has one of its
bays

disconnected

from

Building of U. S. Fuel Administration

Every one of these
buildings was completed

the

others and made entirely fire

This fireproof build
proof.
ing contains the heating plant
and the drafting quarters,
for all kinds
where designs
The
of arms are prepared.
necessity of having this sec
tion fireproof is evident, for
it would be a great loss if this
data

were

destroyed

"i

allotted

appropriation
Following is
a brief description of the

than

the

anticipated.

construction

First Floor Plan, Fuel
Administration Building

n

j

■i

used :

The exterior facing of
the buildings is metal
lath and stucco with a
rough finish. Cornices,
porticoes, and other finish
are of wood, executed in
the simplest

manner

and

with regard to every inch of material but
with every moulding and part gracefully

r

designed.

It was found in starting on this proj
ect that, contrary to the general belief,
usual stock sizes should be avoided, for
the reason that they had all been ab

L_

\-

ul

the time

and also at a lower cost

by fire.

This drafting room is one of
the largest in the country.

nn
r

before

iOXL_fc_G

ZEELl _L.il H

n

4.^
First Floor Plan, Council of National Defense Building

The archi
sorbed by cantonment work.
tect, therefore, avoided in every instance
and
that
equipment
sizes of material

_]

were used to a large extent in other war
It was also found that grouping
projects.
the windows not only immensely improved
the appearance of the buildings, but was
and gave much
much more economical
better
than

light to the interior office space
arranging them in isolated units.
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The interiors have
North Carolina pine

the Food building
000,

floors with sub-floors and
building paper between,
and the walls are lined
with wood pulp board
Y-i inch thick, the joints
being covered with wood
strips. Roofs are cov
ered with felt of an at
tractive greenish gray
color and ventilated at
the top along the entire
ridge. All the corridors
are fitted with telephone
wire moulds and all
the rooms with picture
moulding, chair rails,
The
and base boards.
chair rail was found nec
■r
of
essary
because

50,000, and the Ordnance

passing through this
group and
France.

building, erected in
this group, is only
one of the branches

I

connected with
Small Arms, and

there are numerous
'/rsrFOCD
ADMINISTRATION
SID'S
ccv::clc- ';.*.~
difissibldoFUEL
ADMINISTRATION
B1DQ
US QRVNANCZ
»
BUILDING

was not any cheaper
than stucco, so the
later buildings were
stuccoed on all ex
terior walls, which

practice

is, of

course, more fire
proof and forms a
much better non
conducting outside
wall. The Defense
building has 100,000
square feet of area,

to the

and to
When it is con

sidered that the Ordnance

Entrance to Ordnance Building

?s

in the Coun
cil of Defense build
ing were lined with
rustic siding ; but it
that it
was found
courts

then

cantonments

\

ing through the
pulp. The

125,-

building

building 150,000.
It is very interesting
when one stops to con
sider that these buildings ,
and others that will be
continued in the group,
are really the heart of
the war work in this
country. It is here that
all of the big problems
will be decided, starting
from the White House,

the danger of break

wood

Fuel

the

I
:

pLiJ.

M
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First Floor Plan of Ordnance Building

Rear View, Building of Small Arms Division, U. S. Ordnance Department
WaddyB. Wood, Architect

of
which
in itself is only one
of the activities of
the War Depart
ment, and the War
Department
is only
a part of the execu
tive force of the
Government, it can
other

branches

the Ordnance

be

realized

into

what an enormous
project this system
of buildings will de
velop before the
war is over.

Eastern Penitentiary, Philadelphia, Pa., John Haviland, Architect

J

Prisons and Prison Building
HOPKINS

By ALFRED

I.

THE PENOLOGY OF IT
LOMBROSO, the famous Italian crim

inologist,

CESARE
from the

focused
standpoint

attention

on

of the criminal, who repro
the characteristics
not only
of primitive savages, but of still lower types, as far
The italics are the author's,
back as the Carnivora."
problem

the offender

that he had come into the

world with inherited tendencies that made him pre
destined to do wrong.
Lombroso divided his prison
class into three general divisions : the born criminal,
the morally insane, and the criminaloid, the latter
embracing the very large class of men who come
to all prisons and are those who have not criminal
instincts, but through their heredity and environ
ment have acquired, at least temporarily, an entirely
wrong point of view on what is necessary for each
man to feel and to do if he wants to live happily and
Many of
contentedly
in the society of his fellows.
this class live with us and do not get into jail, but
some of them do.

Lombroso's views resulted largely in drawing at
tention to the criminal as a being belonging to a class
The great criminologist expresses fine
by himself.
in discovering, during a post mortem ex
satisfaction
amination on the skull of a murderer, that it con
tained characteristics similar to that of the skull of the
primitive man. At the sight of that similarity Lom
"
I seemed to see all at once, clearly
broso exclaims,
illumined, as in a vast plain under a naming sky, the

of the nature

duces in civilized times

because he wishes to draw attention

to the fact that

in Lombroso's penology there is given to the crimi
nal some, at least, of the instinctive qualities of the
man-eating animal — qualities which he has actually
inherited from it.
This view of the ferocity of the offender caused
him to be regarded as a creature of an entirely
different nature from his brother outside of the
prison gate, who shunned him as something to be
Lombroso observed
despised and rejected of men.
that he was made up of different physical, psychic,
"
functional, and skeletal anomalies :
just as a musi
cal theme is the result of a sum of notes and not
of any single note, the criminal type results from
the aggregate of these anomalies which render him
strange and terrible, not only to the scientific ob
server, but to ordinary persons who are capable of
It was this point of view
an impartial judgment."
which has been responsible for the most brutal, gro
tesque, ignorant, and stupid treatment of the offender
of the civil law, the evidences of which greet the in
vestigator on every hand, even at the present day.
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Howard, whose name is revered
in the annals of prison
reform, went about from prison
to prison, giving their vile con
ditions what publicity was pos
sible in those latter days of the
eighteenth
century,
and finally
dying of prison fever in far-off
Russia.
How France chained
men together
with iron rings
around their necks for service in
the galleys, and their departure
for that miserable servitude was
one of the diversions of the titled
classes — a circumstance
not en
as no other

tirely dissimilar to the slumming
of society to the night courts
in our own day. How Baccaria,
the great Italian reformer and a
Plan of a German Prison on the Radiating Type
nobleman by birth, gave the death
yard. It is gratifyingto knowthatevenin Germany,wherein someof theprisons
Showingspacefor theexercising
theseyardsstill remain,theyarenowentirelyin disuse
blow to the methods of torture
This extreme view received perhaps its first punc
which prevailed in his day. The story continues
through the English system of transporting the
ture at the hands of Sir Charles Booth, an English
investigator, who after a careful study of Lombroso's criminal to Australia and the dreadful pass which
penological principles put them to an ingenious and prisoners had come to on Norfolk Island until Captain
quite unexpected use. He found as a result of his Maconochie became its governor, under whose ad
investigations that some of the most distinguished ministration order prevailed in a prison community
architects,
and able English politicians, bankers,
where disorder had previously been unspeakable.
Through his efforts a system of marks was established,
and others exhibited perhaps, in a slightly less de
gree, the same traits, the same irregularities of fea
whereby the prisoner could obtain good marks for
ture, frame, and mind which Lombroso detected in good behavior, which resulted in alleviating and ele
vating his position and established different grades,
the criminal.*
naturally caused one of the very first examples of the classification of
This unusual pronouncement
prisoners,
those who had been influenced by Lombroso's pe
now so important a factor in our prison
nology to begin to revise their judgment of it, and administration.
Sir Walter Crofton built on this
principle in the Irish prisons, where it came to be
that revision has been going on steadily ever since.
known as the Irish system, and aimed at the reformaNow it is known that the criminal is not to be clas
sified solely by his phy
siognomy or by any phy
sical, psychic, functional,
or skeletal anomalies
which differentiate him
clearly from the rest of us .
The slow and tortuous
course of prison reform
need only be touched on
here and the dismal his
tory of the cruelties and
abuses which it has finally
overcome.
How John
•This is perhaps not an exact
statement, but the author could
not resist the temptation of putting"
the result of Booth's investigations
in this form. Booth called atten
tion to the fact that the physical
and other peculiarities which Lom
broso noticed were not peculiar to
the so-called criminal, but were all
more or less characteristic of the
classes of society from which he
was recruited.

A Design Submitted in Competition for a New

Sing Sing Prison by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr fl£Company
With onelongcellblockanda centralalleyway
connecting
buildings
someof themoreimportant
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tion of the prisoner, where heretofore the thought
had been almost solely to punish him. This principle
of reformation came to be the guiding one at the new
prison built at Elmira, in New York State, which was
boldly proclaimed for the first time not a prison, but
a reformatory.
Here was developed in our own day
sentence, — America's honorable
the indeterminate
contribution to penology.
Different systems of treat
ing prisoners became identified with different prisons :
thus that at Auburn was known as the Auburn sys
tem ; and that at the Eastern Penitentiary at Phila
delphia
as the Philadelphia system, the former
advocating the separation of prisoners by night only,
the latter by day as well as night — a natural reaction
against herding prisoners together without regard to
age, sex, or condition, mental or physical, as had been
the case formerly, and which developed a controversy
that interested penologists all over the world. Many
came to America to inspect
its early prisons,
among them Sir William Crawford who, upon his
return to England, constructed the great prison of
Pentonville and others on the radiating principle of
the Eastern Penitentiary of Philadelphia.
All this
and much more, quite equal in interest to any tale of
fiction devised with all the art of the most consum
mate master, is open to the student of penology in
many books of prison history, experience, and inves
tigation.
In striking contrast to this former state of opinion
and ignorance it may be said that now every one
realizes that the old idea of the incarcerated prisoner
with ball and chain and with stripes and lock steps
is a thing relegated to the past.
Even the idea that
the offender should expiate his crime in prison pun
ishment has gone by the board.
All resentment for
his crime, so called, has been eliminated, and mod
ern penology now looks upon him largely from the
standpoint of the psychologist as a patient afflicted
with a disease for which science is trying to find a
cure.

The experience which the investigator gets in
search of ideas for prison buildings is always an in
teresting one, and the nearer he comes to the man
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and heartening
Lombroso, who was an inde
fatigable worker, based his opinion of the criminal
If we
upon an examination of some 5,000 of them.
could have had a page or two from each of the 5,000
criminals on Lombroso, society — as penologists like
to call those of us who are not in jail — might have
been further along in the solution of the prison
behind
that

the bars, the more livening

experience

is.

problem.

Progressive wardens throughout the country have
demonstrated

time

and time

again

that

about

the

for the prisoner is to keep him con
tinually behind prison bars, and that with proper
supervision he can be trusted to work industriously
In fact, work is
and intelligently out in the open.
more important for the criminal population than for
the civil — a fact which has been better understood
abroad than it has here.
To take a man who finds
himself in trouble either through his inability or his
disinclination to work, put him into confinement and
support him without work, is to make him more
worst treatment

incapable

of honest

endeavor

when

he is released

from prison than he was before he went in. This
policy, even now pursued in the great majority of
our county jails, is criminal in its stupidity and has
earned for these institutions the very proper and
"
the very telling title of
Schools for Crime."
These old jails in the towns and smaller cities are
slowly being discarded, and prisons are beginning to
be built out in the country where the men can lead
a freer and more unrestricted life ; where they can
be kept in a state of mental and physical cleanliness ;
where they can become physically tired in work out
in the fields and woods, and where they have an ab
solute change in environment — a change in thought
and in deed and scene.
All this is as important for
their mental as their physical state, and it is safe to
say that from now on there will be no more prisons
built either in or near our cities. Farms of sufficient
size and remoteness should be purchased for new
penitentiary buildings that will guarantee, as far as
any one can foresee the future, against the proximity
of urban conditions.
In fact, as compared with the

The New Canadian Prison at Guelph, Under Processof Construction
This wasbuiltalmostentirelybytheinmates
whocasttheconcrete
blocksof whichit isconstructed
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old methods,

what seems to create the best influence

in which to develop a regenerated habit of thought
and mind in the offender is a confinement as unre
That the offender can be suc
stricted as possible.
cessfully housed in an institution without bars, has
been proved

so effectively

that the question

of how

far they may be omitted altogether is now com
mencing to be discussed. At the United States Gov
ernment Prison at Occoquan, Va., temporary wooden
buildings were built some eight years ago with no
jail protection whatever, except that around the
whole institution was placed a high barbed wire
This was put up by the prisoners and not
fence.
very securely done.
One part of it blew down, some
parts of it were torn down by careless teamsters, so
that finally the whole enclosure was taken down
and, as a result, this interesting fact turned up that
fewer men were lost with no enclosure than with

FORUM

hazards.
We have erected one row, two rows, three
rows of tool-proof steel at enormous expense, behind
which we put a man to sleep who will work all day

long out in the open with no thought of running
away, and it is the discovery of the fact that the re
tention of the prisoner is not the difficult and haz
ardous thing which every one thought it was that
changes the whole philosophy of prison construction
and opens up to the architect the most interesting
possibilities of prison design.

II.

PRISON PLANS

The evolution of the prison plan is a subject of
Since the construction of the Eastern
much interest.
Penitentiary at Philadelphia by John Haviland,
prisons may be divided into two general types, —
The radiating
the radiating and the non-radiating.
type, of which many of the older buildings are ex
amples, dates from the beginning of the nineteenth
one.
century, when prison reform in England was
enlightened
penology has proved
Modern and more
championed by John Howard, Sir William Crawford,
that the majority of the inmates of our prisons are
England previous to
and later by Charles Dickens.
mentally retarded.
Many may be classed as acci
her
criminals
to Australia and
1800
had
transported
dental offenders who have unwittingly transgressed
America; but with the successful outcome of the war
the laws. That a class of degenerate, vicious, cruel,
of the Revolution, America served no longer as a
and habitual criminals exist is not to be denied, — the
born criminal of Lombroso, — but by no means to field for transportation, and consequently prisons
These early
had to be built in great numbers.
the extent that the necessities of prison discipline
prisons have all been demolished, and as a result of
and construction desirable in their case should be
Sir William Crawford's visit to America the type
made that for all.
To build an entire penitentiary on the basis of its of English prison to be generally adopted later was
worst possible inmate is nonsense, yet this has been that of the radiating type patterned after the East
This building
ern Penitentiary of Pennsylvania.
a guiding principle of prison design ; but it never
is still occupied and is one of the most interesting
has and it never will produce a good prison.
prisons which the student of penology can visit. It
Liberality of treatment for the offender is now
is surrounded by a high wall, as were all the prisons
conceded by all.
The striped clothes which were
of that time, and the main front is a fine and appro
to aid in his capture, if he escaped, have been dis
Its conception is
carded because the depressing
influence of this priate type of Gothic architecture.
broad, the detail simple and good, the walls and stone
grotesque
costume on the men as a whole is not
work, and indeed the great entrance doors themselves,
compensated by the advantage it gives in the single
instance.
In fact, the escape of a prisoner is by no are sufficiently old to give pleasure to the architect
who delights in weather-worn surfaces and the archi
means considered such a calamity now as formerly.
The writer remembers Major Rogers' observation at tectural inspiration of the past, and Warden McKenty, who governs his institution with a rare good
the time of his visit to some of the English prisons,
humor and intelligence, welcomes all who journey
on his remark that in the United States we had
perfected the process of tool-proof steel for prison thither.
work, and how expensive it made such buildings.
While the radiating type of prison was the logical
"
He said,
But an escaped prisoner is not such an one for the penology of its period, it has now many
The first seems to be the unusual
awful thing ; why spend a hundred thousand dollars disadvantages.
more on an institution simply to lessen the number and disturbing appearance that such a plan gives to
of escapes by two or three a year? It isn't worth the architecture. At the Eastern Penitentiary this
it." Nor is it. Major Rogers' attitude was plainly was concealed by the high enclosing wall which the
from the standpoint of the economy of cost ; but a architect treated so effectively, but the stockade wall
much more adequate reason is that the intelligent
is now in disrepute, and it should not be used to
conceal the awkward architecture of the whirligig
superintendent
can build up a better morale in his
plan. Furthermore, the radiating plan usually ne
men without the extreme methods of steel protec
tion than with them.
In America, especially, the cessitated a huge space in the center for which no
one factor which has controlled prison design is the
one has found an adequate use, and which is expen
thought that the prisoner must be retained at all sive to construct and heat after it is constructed.
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The central

dome at Rahway is said to have cost
$250,000, and encloses a vast vacant area inhumane
in its appearance and utterly useless in its structure.

It is impossible for the architect to give repose to
the design of a series of buildings grouped so that
they are all headed for a common center and creat
ing the impression of a possible head-on collision of
buildings. Then, too, the end of the cell block where
it adjoins the central dome is dark, as is the dome
itself, except for the top lighting — always unsatis
factory to the institutional group. Another difficulty
is found in the orientation of the various wings.
One wing may be placed at the best exposure — in
our latitude with its long axis about northeast and
southwest,

but the others suffer more and more as
they diverge from this angle.
In this system of de
sign everything architectural has been sacrificed so

a single guard may observe whether the man
who has been working in the field all day long, may

that

not be slowly but surely filing his way out through
layer upon layer of tool -proof steel. The radiating
plan gives supervision, but not of kind or degree
which is best suited to modern prison methods.
That the trained architectural mind now rejects
the radiating type of prison plan as architecturally
unmanageable,
may be seen from the competitive
drawings submitted in the competition for Sing Sing
Prison, instituted in 1907. Many of the designs show
one long cell block containing 1,400 men — a feature
which was finally embodied in the new Minnesota
State Prison at Stillwater.
The basis of the design
of this prison, however, is that of an alleyway con
necting the administration building at one end and
the kitchens at the other, with the various bath
houses, dining room, chapel, cell houses, etc., be
tween — an idea which gained credence among some
prison men as a practical arrangement in which to
carry out the theory of prison discipline prevailing
This type of plan has much to com
at that time.
mend it.
It is in many ways practical and conven
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ient, but from the architect's standpoint it is ugly,
although in this respect it is much better than the
radial type of plan, and it is quite possible to orient
all the buildings so that the cell block or blocks, the
most important of all, will have the best possible
exposure.
The new prison at Guelph, Canada, has
also been designed on this principle ; but this ar
rangement never gives a well balanced plan, and the
huge cell block is now felt to be bad penology.

It

is

The feeling of all penol
ogists now is that prison life should be as near nor
mal as possible, and this normality should be felt in
the architecture of the prison quite as much as in its
administration, and smaller units of cell housing are
The impression caused
very much more desirable.
by the appearance of the institution on the mind of
the inmate is a matter of prime importance, as will
be shown later.
What is more natural, as well as a more architec
tural solution of the problem, is the plan whose vari
ous parts are brought together by the use of the
connecting corridor* to provide indoor circulation
throughout the group.
This system of design is
well known in connection with other types of build
ing, but seems to be new to prison architecture.
Indeed, such an arrangement would have only been
in the present attitude toward the of
tolerated
Modern penology demands, first of all, ade
fender.
quate possibilities for segregation and classification.
These are of vital importance in the administration
of the modern penal institution, and cannot be prop
erly had in the huge cell block.
To achieve this
and segregation, the connecting corri
classification
dor offers the greatest possibilities. To see how this
might be accomplished, the author ventures to put
forth plans of a large state prison which he drew for
the New York Prison Association in consultation
with its general secretary, Dr. F. O. Lewis, and
which at the time they were drawn (November, 1915)
embody all the features desirable in a prison of this
too unusual and unnatural.
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• I: may be interesting to note just how the
connecting corridor idea in a modified form be
came acceptable even some seven or eight years
ago. At that time the city of Milwaukee insti
Diagram of
tuted a competition for a House of Correction.
There were five prizes awarded. The author
received the fourth prize and Messrs. Leenhouta & Guthrie of Milwau
kee received the first prize. The work was not taken up immediately
after the award and a year or two went by before the working drawings
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Fourth Prize Design

were finally started. Reference to the central
diagram made from the working plans will show
that the Institution was developedfrom the fourth
and not from the first prize design. This was all
Final Plan
fair enough for by the termsof the competition all
the prize plans becamethe propertyiof the city,
and of course they were at liberty to use any one they chose. The inci
dent is mentioned as an argument for the connecting corridor idea, and
incidentally is an interesting commentary on competition.
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It

magnitude.

joined by a connecting cor
ridor, establishing two gen
eral classifications which are

was proposed

all
These were divided into

to house
told.
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1,500 inmates,

consistently

four general classifications.
The main or institutional
group was to contain 800 in
mates, a disciplinary group
was to house
defective

150

inmates,

a

or abnormal group

was to contain 150 inmates,
and the honor group in cot
tages was to house 400.
It
has since become

clear

it would be better
state to have a general

the other

classes

all that would ever be re
quired. There are two bath
houses, one for each group
of four-cell blocks.
The administration build
ing is placed at one end of
the court and the mess hall
The mess hall
at the other.
is arranged with entrances at

that

for the
recep

tion institution where all of
fenders should first go for
classification.
From there
the abnormals would be sent
where all could be supervised
by specialists in this class of
work, the incorrigibles to a
special prison designed and
administered
for them, and
segregated

maintained

throughout every function of
the institution.
The cell blocks are three
stories high, each floor sepa
from
rated and segregated
the other floors, which makes
twenty-four classifications —

-KEYBLD'GADMINISTRATION
<Z£S;NnRKAJ>Y
G'JAims
BATHS
CELLBLOCK
DEFECTIVES
CELLS
EXAM.RECEIVING
GYMNASlimfOKftEJC
HONOR
DORMITORY
KITCHENETC
HESSHALL-XH00L
eLAUDITORIUM
DIX1PUNARY
CELLS
R[CREATION
SHOPS
-INDUSTRIAL
STORAGE
CORRIDORS
.

each

end,

general
-INMATES-

kept

so that

classifications

separate

the

two

can be

in the dining

CROUP
too
CENTRAL

room as well as in the school

HONOR
CROUP400

rooms

on

the

floor

above.

c/x/Pi/NAsrae150
in their respective
institu
On the third floor is the large
fig 150
DEFECTIVE
tions. Such general classi
auditorium. This has been
TOTAL1500
fication of institutions would
set back at the ends so as to
Plan of a Proposed State Prison, Alfred Hopkins, Architect
be far better than to have
let into the main court the
Honor or CottageGroupin foreground
with vegetable
gardens
on
many classes in one institu
maximum amount of air and
eitherfide. Main InstitutionalGroup in centerwith hospitaland
groupat right; shopsat rearhelp
defectives
on lefr anddisciplinary
tion. The advantages of this
sunshine.
formenclosures
forathleticfields.
method are now recognized in
To the right of the instituNew York as well as in a few of the other states.
tion are the cell blocks and shops for the hardened
By looking at the plan reproduced above, it will
offenders
who will be confined here and will not
be seen that the institutional group is composed
leave their quarters.
On the corresponding side to
of eight cell blocks of 100 men each, four cell blocks
the left is the hospital and the quarters for the
disposed on either side of the main court and all
abnormals and defectives . The power house, over

PerspectiveView of a Proposed State Prison Shown in Plan Above
AlfredHopkins,Architect
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which is a gymnasium, is located behind the insti
tution. The shops have been placed so that they
form a large enclosure, giving two athletic fields
with the gymnasium between and used jointly for
both,

so that

the two general

classifications

of the

institutional group each have their respective fields
for exercise.
In front of the institution is the cottage group,
whose inmates will work largely in the fields.
The
cottages are all in smaller units where the men may
be housed
in dormitories or in single rooms.
A
comparison of this plan with the radiating plans will
show, even to the unpractised eye, that a better and
more agreeable disposition of the various units has
resulted by connecting these units with a corridor
enclosing a square, than where all the buildings are
pointing to a common center, or where they are at
tached to the single central corridor, as in the prison
at Stillwater.
A simple form of the type of plan based on the
connecting corridor is shown in the author's recently
completed Westchester
Penitentiary, and as it has
been very carefully worked out he may be pardoned
for going into the structure in considerable detail.
The general problem was as follows :
County had purchased at East
Westchester
View, at a very reasonable price, a fine estate of
some four hundred acres of exceptionally tillable
land. On this property it was proposed to build
a Poor House for about 700 and a penitentiary
and workhouse for about 350, all short term
prisoners, the maximum sentence being thirteen
months.
Most of the men were to be employed
on the farm, but in an institution of this size
there are always men who will do better in
shops so that the two kinds of work ought to be
available. The plan was to build the institu
tion by contract and the shops by prison labor.
The general scheme is set forth clearly in the
plan, and it may be said that at the very begin
ning it was determined the men should be housed
in smaller units than was usual. There are four
cell blocks of three tiers each, all with outside
cells, there being 27 men on a floor and 81 to a
cell block. The connecting corridor 16 feet wide
runs approximately east and west, and to this
are joined the four cell blocks on the south, and
on the north the reception building, the refectory,
and school building.
Between the two central
cell blocks is placed the administration building
connected to them by an open passage.
The administration building has on the ground
floor the warden's office on one side of the hall,
and the clerical office on the other, and in the
rear, a long corridor which has been called the
guards' corridor ' ' but which will be used largely
for the intercourse between the prisoners and the
public. On the second floor of the administra
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tion building are quarters for a hospital and some
rooms for the officers.
It will be noted that the
officers' rooms on the second floor and the guards'
rooms on the third floor are accessible from the
public space, but the hospital is only accessible from
the prison side.
In other words, the hospital is in
the fortified portion and the guards' quarters in the
unfortified. The main stairway goes up to the third
floor of the administration building, devoted entirely
to guards' rooms and these were made large enough
so that two guards could occupy one room, and while
this is not generally advisable it was a wise fore
thought because some of the rooms have already
been used in this way.
The hospital quarters are small, because in the
prison with the individual room a man who is sick is
better off in his cell than he would be in a general
hospital ward, and the men very frequently prefer
to stay by themselves.

The prisoners brought to the institution enter the
building at the rear, where the
process of their reception is as follows :
They enter to the left where they undress and

bath and reception

IJ

Cell Block Corridor, WestchesterCounty Penitentiary and Workhouse,
White Plains, New York

•
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bathe.
Their clothes are tied up in a bag, tempo
rarily placed in a metal lined closet which can be
fumigated, and later taken to the general county
farm laundry and sterilized.
After the prisoner has
had his bath he goes into the doctor's office where
he is given a careful physical examination, and here
also are made the finger print and other records of
identification which are very desirable from many
points of view.
He then goes to the barber if necessary and has
his hair cut.
It is not now the
custom to crop all prisoner's
heads unless the actual physi
cal condition makes such treat
ment necessary.
After he has
been given clean underclothes
and a clean prison suit he goes
to the warden's office and is
there interviewed by him.
The prisoner is told what the
rules of the institution are,
and his first meeting with the
warden is of consequence to
both, as it gives the warden
an intimate opportunity to re
gard and to counsel his man,
and the prisoner his first inti
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no quarters of any kind were

It

put in the basement.

that all require
should be accommodated above ground, a
very wise provision for every prison building.
Ad
joining the shower room is a store room which
would be small under ordinary circumstances, but
in this instance there is a large general storehouse
which will be maintained independently for the pen
itentiary and workhouse.
The school building contains four rooms with ac
commodations for 30 pupils in
was determined

at the outset

ments

each schoolroom.

The mess hall has been laid
out so that the prisoners will
sit at the table in the ordinary
way, facing one another with
wide aisles for ser

alternate

Feeding the prisoners
in a large mess hall has now
been generally adopted in this
country, and is infinitely better
than the continental system of
Man
feeding them in the cell.
is a gregarious animal, espe
cially when his waywardness
has landed him in prison and
the old systems, which aimed
mation of what is expected of
at the solitary confinement of
him and what his treatment
the prisoner and tried to re
will be. After his interview
form him by opposing all the
things which were natural to
with the warden the prisoner
him, were as stupid as they
is placed in cell block 3 to stay
during the period of observa
were cruel.
tion, which is usually about two
Over the mess hall is the au
ditorium, large enough for all,
This is not only for
weeks.
the purpose of finding out what
with two stairways so that the
his physical condition may be,
inmates from cell blocks 3 and
and to guard against the de
4 may be separated from those
dis
in cell blocks 1 and 2, and the
velopment of contagious
Typical Cell, WestchesterPenitentiary and Workhouse,
corridor has been
ease, but also that the prison
connecting
White Plains, New York
may make the
authorities
divided by mesh grilles, so
equally important diagnosis of his mentality, from that these two general classifications which are very
desirable may be maintained.
which is largely determined his future treatment.
This cell block set apart for the observation period
The connecting corridor is not only advantageous
of the inmate adjoins the administration building,
in permitting all portions of the institution to be
and it is easy for the warden to be in frequent touch
reached iinder cover, but has been very desirable as
a place of recreation
for the prisoners. It will be
with the new men. An inmate who is only sentenced
for a week or ten days would never leave this cell noted that it is cross ventilated by windows north
block, but would serve his sentence and be released
and south and that, with its extended southern ex
from there.
Men confined for a longer period, how
posure, it makes a very satisfactory place for rec
ever, would be assigned to whatever classification reation and exercise in bad weather when the men
period expires. cannot work outdoors.
seemed best after the observation
A signal advantage, too,
In the reception building are also included the arising from this type of plan is that the cell blocks
shower baths, twenty-seven
in number, so that all
on the second and third stories are lighted on all
the inmates of each floor may be bathed at one pe
four sides because of the one story height of the con
necting corridor. The cell blocks are not only closed
riod. Shower baths are frequently put in the base
ment, about the worst possible place for them at all off from the connecting corridor by a glass partition,
times, but especially in a prison.
At Westchester
but at each floor the corridor between the cells is
vice.
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again closed off from the stair hall so as to make the
quarters for the men as quiet as possible.
The in
tolerable

banging, rattling, and reverberation of the

usual steel cell in the huge modern cell block

is one

of the chief things to be said against it.
It will be noticed that the institution as planned
resolves itself into three courts, all of which will be
kept in grass and planting and will look as little like
the usual prison enclosure as it is possible to make
them through gardening means.
The author cannot refrain
from mentioning here his ex
perience in inspecting the new
and then building Camp Hill
Prison on the Isle of Wight,
where he had the good fortune
to go with Major Rogers, its
architect.
The new buildings
were being constructed in a de
lightful environment of pine
trees which curiously enough it
was impossible
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jail as possible ; second, to give to each inmate the
privacy of a separate compartment ; and third, to
build a county jail that, while giving much more in
appearance

and accommodation
should not exceed it in cost.

possible.

By a special dispensation

something

else

than

of English

the

type

mission,

permission was given

to place

the

bars

6 inches

on

centers instead of the usual 4%
inches
dows

The Usual Type of Police Station Steel Cell

on

centers.

were

The win

designed

so

that

only three bars were necessary.
These are painted light in color
and consequently
offer much
less obstruction
to the light.
They are of tool-proof steel,
and as the inmates are all short
term men the desire for escape
is not so great as in the longer
term prisoner.
At the time
this idea was developed the
author would have hesitated
to put long term men behind
prison bars which were so
readily accessible to the inge
nuity of the accomplished crook,
but he would

thistypethereis no provisionwhatever
for anythingapproaching
so now.
positionforthetoilet
a screened

prison
made no difference to the war
To him a prison yard meant a yard without
den.
trees and paved with cobble stones.
The policy of Camp Hill is an English adaptation
of the indeterminate
sentence principle.
Men who
have been convicted three times are sent on their
third conviction to Camp Hill, where they remain
until the authorities consider they are more nearly
capable of living normal lives in the community.
In designing Westchester the dominant idea was
to accomplish three things : first, to create an institu
tion which would look as little like the conventional
usual

of

the New York State Prison Com

den

was

than the old type,

With the first idea in mind the bars to the windows
were all located on the inside of the sash instead of
on the outside, so that this distinguishing mark of the
usual penal institution should be as little evident as

to keep the war

from cutting down when
this beautiful timber was found
growing within the prison en
closure. All the other prison
yards in England are treeless
and, consequently
to the mind
of the warden at Camp Hill, a
prison yard with trees is not a
prison yard, but something else.
The fact that Camp Hill itself
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In

not hesitate to do

the cells a toilet has been

placed where it will be screened

as much as possible

and the usual prison seat has been arranged

to close
down over it and conceal it almost entirely from view.
The cell walls have been painted a soft gray and
each cell has a rug, a cot, a table and chair, a shelf
and hook for the prisoner's clothes, and a wash basin.

The dining room has been furnished with very cred
itable-looking tables and chairs and the floor paved
with a bright red tile, and the dull monotony of color
usual in the prison building has been avoided
throughout the institution.

General View from Approach, WestchesterCounty Penitentiary and Workhouse
Alfred Hopkins,Architect

EDITORIAL COMMENT
have previously spoken in these columns of
the patriotic desire of the architectural profes
sion to serve the Government in any way in which its
services might be made to count in winning the war,

are not American conditions, and a
drastic curtailment of private building operations can
not be justified by our present needs, at least as far as
If the National
the people are given to know them.

and how sincere offers made with a spirit of self-sac
rifice were politely, but nevertheless firmly, refused.
After this denial to serve the Government the recent
request of Secretary McAdoo, that the building- of

necessary to call into conference selected representa
tives of the building- industry to study the situation,
and if general curtailment was found necessary, to

WE

houses and other private structures be postponed until
after the war, amounts to a denial of the architect's
We cannot but
privilege to serve private interests.
feel that this request, which in its effect amounts to
an order, has been made without a careful analysis of
the conditions which may have seemed to make it nec
essary and without realizing- the widespread and evil

These

surely

the statement to the country by an ex
of the causes leading- up to such action.
The great needs in this war are buoyant confidence
the people and ample finances to meet the
among"
planation

burdens
assume.

to
we are rapidly being required
The building industry is a very great pro

which

ducer of revenue to the Government,

and at present

of Americans are dependent on it
that any undue disturbance of its

so many thousands

about.

for their living-,
activities
will surely

this request is seriously open to question.
It is the culmination of rumors which have been
current since we entered the war, that the United
States would follow the example of Great Britain and

seem

accompany

results such an ill judged order is capable of bringing-

The patriotism of architects and of the entire build
ing- industry has too often been adequately proved to
make it seem at all likely they will not co-operate with
of their
in this latest curtailment
the Government
legitimate activities : but notwithstanding their patri
otic spirit to* abide by any restriction, the wisdom of

it would

has facts to the contrary,

Government

be reflected

in

Liberty

Bond

for
and other calls by the Government
For the last three years building- has been
money.
The
reduced to the absolute minimum of necessity.
subscriptions

high cost of materials and labor and the difficulty of
obtaining- loans from the banks for building- purposes
have served to eliminate all but necessary building-,
and it would surely seem that these economic factors
were sufficient to prevent any extra vagfant investment
of funds in building- enterprises that at this time

The
be of greater use to the Government.
present situation does not call for lessened activities ;
it demands greater activity and ever increasing- pro
The more the country produces, the greater
duction.
will .be the revenue to the Government, and the greater

prohibit all building- except that required for Govern
It is certainly the part of wisdom to gov
ment use.
ern our acts in the light of British experience, and it
is only to be regretted that British example in many
phases of the war has not more frequently influenced

might

our policy ; but on the other hand, the conditions lead
ing- up to the adoption of British measures should be
analyzed in comparison with our own before the Brit
Conditions as
ish reg-ulations are adopted en bloc.
they effect the building- industry in the two countries

With prosperity
prosperity will the people enjoy.
there will go confidence and enthusiasm for the war.
Economic factors will decide the course to be followed

The greater pro
are as unlike as can be imagined.
portion of building materials used in Great Britain
must be imported, and this in normal times consumes

Let
to g-eneral industry.
draft into the service all the experts
and men from civil life that are required but let the
exhortation to those at home be not to work less but
to work more, that we may be cheerful in our tasks,

their merchant
The original intent of the British regulation

and that the revenue needed by the Government will
flow in an unending- stream to bring- German autoc

a large amount of the carg-o capacity of

vessels.

was to eliminate this great burden on shipping- and
release greater carg-o space for the absolutely essen
With the progress of the
tial munitions and food.
of
men called to the service
numbers
great
war the
so reduced the artisans and building- mechanics, as
well as members of all other industries, that the scar
city of labor itself would have automatically checked
building operations if they had not previously been
The drain on British man power can be
suppressed.
realized when their present attempt is called to mind
to comb once more the industries and release for for
— not
eign service all available men that can be spared
industries
from peaceful pursuits, but from the very
that are furnishing-

supplies to the fighting forces.

with the least disturbance

the Government

racy to defeat as speedily as possible.

POSTER COMPETITION
the aim of raising- the standard

WITH
mercial

of com

advertising as it is used in bill boards,
posters, etc., the Civic Art Committee of the Woman's
Municipal League of New York announces a unique
contest for selecting- the best 24-sheet poster adver
in Greater New York between
tisement displayed
The prize will be
Dec. 15, 1917, and Nov. 15, 1918.
a silver cup and the jury is composed of well known
Further details may
artists and advertising- men.
be had upon application to the Woman's Municipal
League, 110 West 40th street, New York City.
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In What Manner and By What Means
\ y

Can the Practice of Architecture
to

THE

recent momentous

Win

changes

a Larger

in the world's

have not taken place without leaving'
an impression on the architectural profession.
The war has called upon all with a suddenness and
possible a short
few comprehended
reality which
activities

while ago ; but the services of many agencies have
not yet been fully employed, and of these, none
needs more spirited defense and assertion of its true
position in the complex and changing affairs of to
Architects
day than the profession of architecture.
have for many years been fulfilling the duties en
trusted to them in a commendable- manner, and the
last few decades have seen great strides in our resi
Some
dential, civil, and ecclesiastical architecture.
of all time
of the greatest building achievements
have taken place in the United States and due in the
largest measure to the abilities of architects.

When our Government
preparations
was

thought

on a large
quite

entered the war and began
scale for its prosecution,

it

naturally that the achievements

in Order

be Developed

Recognition?
hands of architects.
Were they ? No.
Engineers
"
"
and contractors who furnished the
know how
were
given precedence, while architects were dismissed as
visionary artists.

This recent trend of affairs has served to awaken
to a realization that the nature of their

architects

profession

is unknown

or misunderstood

by the ma

jority of the public.

The results of this lamentable
lack of knowledge are now clearly evident.
As a journal enjoying the support and confidence
of the great majority of the architects of the country,
The Architectural Forum considers it a privilege
and duty to solicit expressions of opinion from repre
sentative members of the profession

on this question

of the moment.
We have no thought that the replies to the above
question will bring out the solution of the whole prob
lem ; but we confidently hope their publication will
stimulate an expression of constructive thought that

will lead to the adoption

of means insuring- a wider
of the art of architecture
and the high
of the men engaged in its practice.

an appre
ciated gliding post and that the preparation of the
building plans would be placed in the
Government's

recognition

Editors, The Architectural Forum : You ask : In what
manner and by what means can the practice of architec
ture be developed in order to win a larger recognition ?
Let us begin with some sort of understanding as to
the duties and functions of the architect and then in
quire if the architect is living up to his obligations, and
so showing himself to be worthy of a further confidence
than is now reposed in him by a willing public. It would
seem to go without saying that if the architect is to hold
a field against some other branch or profession, he should
be more efficient and more proficient in a given line than
Should any other be able to render higher
is his rival.
service in a certain field than does the architect, there is
no room in that field for the architect, and he should
not, and the public need not, worry as to his limited
The closest competitor of the
therein.
recognition
architect to-day (except, perhaps, the other architect)
is the engineer, and the next in order is the decorator.
Can the engineer design better industrial and commer
cial structures than can the architect ? Can the deco

rating company furnish more tasty interiors and more
stylish exteriors than can the architect?
If so, these
fields are theirs and not the architect's.
But can they,
the engineer and decorator, so plan and design? — not
if the architect is a real architect, a considerable portion
of the unenlightened public to the contrary notwithstand
ing. The real architect can and does put into his product
a basic element necessary to the larger life which neither
of these others can in the very nature of things supply.
Could the engineer solve his problem in the spirit of
beauty, he would cease to be an engineer and become an
Could the decorator feel beneath the super
architect.
ficial cloaking and touch the skeleton of the structure he
would cease to decorate, he, too, would become an archi
tect. It is the prime duty of the architect so to plan
and design that his structure shall function for use and
beauty — not for modified use and superficial ornament,
but for inherent practicability and beauty. The sooner
the public is brought to an understanding of this the
better for the public, and the sooner will the architect

of the architectural

profession

would

be

capabilities

The Editors.
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receive that larger recognition which under such condi
tions should be his.
A larger recognition is not bound up in the acts of the
architect alone, but in the attitude of the public, and
ways and means of reaching that public must be con
sidered. Among these ways and means must be counted
the influence of the architect's devotion to his ideals as
Let the
exerted through its materialized expression.
architect for a while seek beauty unadorned — not struc
ture unbeautified, but beauty unadorned and set up for
The.
public contemplation the results of that search.
public will feel an influence frequently enough exerted,
and the appeal will reach all types of minds in a highly
The prob
ramified society — and reach beneficently.
lem of to-day should be solved in present-day manner,
and the solution should be made appealing and attrac
tive. Each individual can be made to realize that he can,
and how he can, express himself, and that will put an
end in the field of design to the bane of the real archi
The public will
tect's existence — period architecture.
come to realize that period architecture means just what
it says : that that architecture has come to a full stop —
that it is dead ! To the real architect already has come
this realization — that, in a measure, makes him real.
Both architect and public must grow up into this and
into a further realization, beginning in infancy and be
" flat," as well as in the
ginning in the cottage and the
" apartment."
The
infant should open
palace and the
his eyes upon surroundings in which good proportions
and harmonious colors are elemental in the structure
The dweller in the cottage should be
and furnishings.
reared to an appreciation of the dignity which inheres
in simple beauty or in beautiful simplicity and so, also,
Both should be taught
should the dweller in the palace.
that beauty resides in the form and color rather than in
the comparative costliness of the material from which
the form is shaped ; that harmonious and expressive
combinations of inexpensive materials are more beauti
ful and more satisfying in the sum-total of human happi
ness than are discordant agglomerations of the richest
This philosophy should be learned and
substances.
taught by a profession which would seek to win a larger
recognition.
Educating the public and the architect in the philoso
phy of correct living and thinking, of estimating the
real values of life, may be made a means of creating
a mutual sympathy and understanding between public
and architect, and of gaining for the architect that larger
recognition which it is assumed by many, perhaps from
the architect's own attitude, that he is earnestly seek
ing. It need not be taken as a foregone conclusion, how
ever, that every one on this planet will receive his just
deserts, though that is no reason that a man (or a pro
fession) should not strive to make himself worthy of the
highest.
Is the attitude of the architectural profession, as ex
pressed by its acts in certain localities, one of arrogating
And is a
to itself rights and demanding recognition?
innocence,
injured
feeling
a
of
and
restlessness
certain
which apparently is lying near the surface in some
quarters, due to an inner consciousness that those rights
are not freely granted nor the recognition fully be
stowed? Has the licensing in certain localities of archi
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tects to practise been demanded by the public?
Not
altogether ! Has the move been entirely an altruistic
one on the part of the profession which brought it about?
Few thinkers will grant it ! There are better ways of
protecting the public and gaining recognition for the
architect than this. Police regulation will protect the
public against the incompetent builder ; while state reg
istration can be made to give all necessary official recog
nition to an architect who has demonstrated his skill
and efficiency through accomplished works and other
wise. Beyond that, the recognition which an architect,
and through him the profession, may justly be entitled
to and gain must come through his own individual atti
tude toward his work and the value of the service he has
Recognition by the public
rendered the community.
should follow only, and in direct ratio to, service ren
dered the public.
Until an individual or a profession
has rendered service in higher degree than has another,
neither individual nor profession should demand recog
nition in higher degree than has been bestowed upon
that other ; and until definite and valuable service has
been rendered, the community, that is the public, is not
beholden to bestow any meed of recognition whatsoever.
As a matter of fact, is there not to-day, due to a lack
of analytical power and close observation on the part of
the public, a greater meed of recognition bestowed on
the architect than his productions would seem to war
rant ? Humanity is so constituted that there are friends
of whatever foible and followers of whatever fallacy,
and so recognition is indiscriminately bestowed. But to
win the recognition of the judicious, the architect must
cast out his spirit of camouflage and himself appear
through works which are what they seem to be. Then,
and only then, will he be recognized at his true worth —
and that is all that he or his profession should desire or
expect.
Irving K. Pond.
Chicago, Jan. 26, 1918.
Editors, The Architectural Forum : Lack of recognition
of the architect is due to the fact that notwithstanding
his constant employment by individuals, firms, corpora
tions, and public authorities, his work is not generally
understood. Because he works with and through others,
his general control of the whole, and the difficulty of his
task, are not understood.
Any one interested in building who has been in Wash
ington during the past year cannot but be struck by
the attitude of the Government in regard to architects.
Alone of all those who undertake building operations,
the Government of the United States, the greatest of all
builders, has failed generally in the past to employ archi
tects, and now, in this crisis of emergency building, has
not made full use of the men who are fitted by training
to help, but has turned largely to engineers for their
building operations.
No corporation and no private individual with a great
and difficult building problem before it would have
It may be of value to try to
thought of such procedure.
see what has caused this attitude.
The building activities of the Government have been
largely centered in the Treasury Department, and here
one branch of the department is the office of the Super
This man, with an office force as large
vising Architect.
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or larger than that of the busiest architect in the coun
try! receives a salary equivalent to what any fairly com
petent architect would expect to earn after a few years
of practice. It follows that a first-rate man is not avail
able and so this, the largest office in the country, is run
by a man who is measured by his salary. If there were
great power, authority, and prestige attached to the
place, the salary might not be the measure, but there is
none. This has not tended to advance architecture in
the estimation of the public.
Some years ago the Congress, convinced of the inade
quacy of this organization to do really good work, au
thorized the employment of architects, and, while the
Tarsney Act was in force, the Government had the ser
vices of good men and got good buildings.
For once the
United States Government had work done which could
rank with the work done for our leading bankers and
merchants, and for enlightened states and cities. The
Tarsney Act was repealed, and once more the unwieldy
office of the Supervising Architect, with its low salaried
head, is attempting to do the building for the United
States Government.
In actual practice even so simple an architectural
proposition as an office building for the Interior Depart
ment was deemed too difficult, and an architect was
called in to help ; and, again, when the Treasury itself
wanted more office space, an architect was called in, so
that the Government is definitely recognizing the field of
usefulness of the architect.
Outside of the Treasury the other building work of the
Government has been largely in the Army and Navy —
barracks, dwellings, hospitals, etc.
Here each depart
ment had its engineers and had grown accustomed to
believe that engineers could build anything.
One is
familiar with the ugly buildings of brick which are their
work, and which might be excused if th*»y had proved to
be good plans, and cheaply built, but generally they are
neither.
The crowning monstrosity is such a building
as the granite jail in the Portsmouth yard — ostentatious,
costly, and hideous. Yet it is still generally thought
that engineers can build anything.
It is then and now a question as to whether an engi
neer or an architect is the best one to do building opera
tions, great or small, simple or complicated.
Let us attempt first to determine what the most com
plicated and difficult building operations are.
Take the
It is a question of study of
great bridge over Hellgate.
conditions to determine the type of bridge, the position
of piers, the foundations, the span, the details of the
truss. Take as a comparison the New York Municipal
building.
This involves every engineering problem of
foundations and steel, and in addition the most compre
hensive and detailed study of every department to occupy
the building, the economical arrangement of the plan for
the efficient execution of the work, corridors and ele
vators for service, and problems of heating, ventilation,
power, electric service, and plumbing, and in addition to
this that knowledge of design which makes it possible
to weld this complete mass of detail into an harmonious
whole.
The first is simple compared with the second.
The first is typically an engineering piece of work, the
second is typically an architectural one.
Or, to take more everyday comparisons, a manufactur
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The one requires the
ing plant, or mill, and a hospital.
study of one unit or bay for certain requirements of light
and for certain floor loads, and then the duplication,
with perhaps modifications for special uses or loads of
this bay — the study of heat, power, and its application
and use.
The other requires study of all the structural
problems of the mill, and in addition study of all details
connected with patients, nurses, doctors, and servants,
details of operation, administration, and service. Again
these must be coordinated, harmonized, and brought to
a logical and therefore beautiful conclusion.
Again,
the first is rather in the province of the engineer, while
The first is
the latter is in that of the architect.
Moreover, it is to be
simple, the second is complicated.
noted that the architect could readily do the former, in
deed would consider it very easy ; while the engineer would
find the latter very difficult if not impossible, because his
engineering training has not taught him how to do it.
Let the layman in any large center consider some of
the important building operations of which he knows
and see whether without an architect such undertakings
would have been possible.
Put briefly, when it is a question of building, it is the
simpler, less complex problems which the engineer
solves ; it is the complex ones, often involving the engi
neers' problems as well, which the architect handles.
This might seem to make a claim for the architect of
omniscience.
Quite the contrary, the architect would be
the first to admit that of all the varied sciences which
come under his control and direction there is hardly one
of which he is a master. His claim to being in fact
what his title means, the master builder, is that he has
knowledge of all the matters which enter into and make
up the modern building, knows what the problems are
and how they should be solved and who is best fitted to
solve them. Many of the men he needs to help him will
be in his own office force, — men who know more about
construction, or about plumbing, or about steam boilers,
or about design, than he does, — but often the men whose
It is obvious
help he needs are outside his organization.
that no firm can afford to keep in their employ, as a sub
ordinate on a salary, the best structural or the best do
An architect can, and probably will,
mestic engineer.
have some men well trained in these lines for ordinary
work ; but in complicated problems he will know just
where to go to get the best advice, and he will get a
structural engineer or a domestic engineer who is good
enough to have his own force. The architect handles the
big and complicated building operations, and he does this
by coordinating all the various forces that are needed, and
among these are the engineers. The engineer is neither
trained by education nor fitted by experience to handle
any building operations but the very simplest, and to add
an architectural draftsman to his force is certainly not,
for the owner, the equivalent of employing an architect.
Under these circumstances one is forced again to in
quire why, in this great building emergency of the Gov
ernment, it is the engineers who have been called in.
Put in the baldest way, it is because the public think
engineers practical men and architects visionary. There
One is that architecture, as
are many reasons for this.
a complex profession requiring executive ability of a very
high order, is quite modern, a growth of two generations,
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and the public holds to the 1870 idea of the architect.
And another is that the simpler problems — warehouses,
millSi and factories — have been done either without archi
tects or with a modern type, which has grown up in
response to the demand, of engineers or mill architects.
These men do the simpler (and, on a commission basis,
the more profitable) class of work, and a type from which
beauty has unfortunately and needlessly been elimi
They have performed these simple building
nated.
operations thoroughly well — better, perhaps, than the
architect has done his very difficult and complicated task —
and have gained a reputation for business ability which
is generally and rightly recognized, but overvalued.
The architect could easily have done the mill, and the
public does not readily appreciate this, nor the converse,
that the engineer could not have done the architect's
task. If architects are to do the work for which their
training and experience fits them, it is their part to let
the public know what architects have done and are doing.
On many sides now there is evidence that the Govern
ment appreciates the fact that there is work, vital to the
success of the war, which architects can do, and an in
creasing use is being made by the Government of archi
tects. One has only to look over the list of architects in
any great center of population to find name after name
of men who are working here or abroad, in Army or in
Navy, or in civil life, and in most cases doing professional
work.
England and France were comparatively slow to realize
what especial help architects could give. We have been
in the war hardly a year and the architects are already
doing their part. There is much more that they can
and undoubtedly will do, and the profession throughout
the country can help by bringing home to its own com
munity an understanding of the particular work that the
architect can do better than any one else, and using their
influence to see that these professional abilities are fully
used.

It would seem that the best way for the profession to
win a larger recognition would be for the architects in
each large center to make a definite effort to give to the
newspapers popular articles on the notable buildings of
that place, describing in a non-professional way what the
architect had to do before his plans were ready to esti
mate, and how the work was conducted from that time on.
Take New York, for example, a description of the Public
Library, of the additions to the Museum, the story of
some great hotel or good apartment house.
These could
be made very interesting reading and would give the
reader, in most cases, a new idea of what an executive
manager the architect is and must be.
Boston, Mar. 5, 1918.

R. Clipston Sturgis.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : The question to
"
In what manner
which you have asked me to respond,
and by what means can the practice of architecture be de
veloped in order to win a larger recognition f ", is charac
teristic of the impatience of our day and generation ;
one can hardly conceive that such a query would have
been propounded in any of the other great periods of
The truth is that our profession
architectural activity.
has not only outstripped, in its rapid development, the
public upon whom we rely for appreciation, but in our
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progress we have to a certain degree lost touch with
earth. A thoughtful analysis of other times will reveal
the architect as responding to a pressure exerted upon
his faculties by the movement of events in the society
of which he was a part, and all architects reacting in a
generally similar manner to that pressure ; this response,
When, in any epoch, we
this reaction, issued in Style.
find Style, we may be sure that certain prevailing public
and private demands were met and satisfied ; the gen
eral uniformity, the family resemblance of its exemplars,
are in themselves proof of this.
It may be doubted whether architects of the present
day in America are doing much more than making
essays in the historic styles, experiments, models at full
size, and in permanent materials ; exercising joyously the
skill and knowledge which have come to them in such
abounding measure in less than a generation, and exer
cising them less with reference to the actual needs of
the people for whom they build than to their own
pleasure in doing a certain kind of thing which perhaps
they have always longed to do when opportunity should
offer. To complicate the situation, the element known
as "the taste of the client" is to be reckoned with;
in the domestic field it is rarely an American house he
wants — he dreams of an Elizabethan house or a French
chateau or an Italian villa.
When we add the predilec
tions of our more instructed clients to our own when we
have a free hand to suggest the type, and multiply these
by the normal volume of work done here, such confusion
arises that it is difficult to discern the dominant trend
if, indeed, there be any; and the profession suffers in
this confusion by the lack of comprehension which en
sues and for which it is largely responsible — for the
architect is usually able to lead his client along the path
he wishes him to follow.
There is thus no pressure ex
erted upon the architect by a general and quite uni
formly distributed taste — the product of that general
agreement upon modes of life and thought which is the
result and the mark of an homogeneous and ordered
social state.
Tastes abound — all sorts of tastes — this is to be
expected in the fluid condition of the elements of our
civilization ; that these may interfuse in time and pro
duce Style the writer has no doubt. But let us give
them time ; let us be patient ; the grrowth of an art can
not be forced nor artificially stimulated ; it must have its
roots in the soil and grow unconsciously, bending to this
or the other influence until, gathering strength, it ma
tures and bends no more, and gradually dies to enrich
again the soil from which it sprang.
We architects are prone to be impatient with the build
ing public because we have outrun its comprehension of
what we know.
And this is hardly fair. There is a
quality of the American public in which we should have
more confidence — its common sense.
Your client is no
technician, he could not give you a reason ; but take
him by and large, if there is something wrong he is very
"
sure to feel it. We yearn for a larger recognition," by
which we may assume is meant also sympathetic under
To be complete the understanding must be
standing.
on both sides.
Let us cease to regard our commissions
as pro/els and look upon them as human problems.
Let
us try to understand our public, analyze its fundamental
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and satisfy them worthily. Let us not disdain the
thousand and one practical details which minister to
I wonder if we have the confidence of
that satisfaction.
the public ! I wonder if we have earned it ! If we have,
we have taken a long step on our side toward the recog
nition we desire so ardently.
We have heard much about the education of the people
in matters architectural.
Poor things ! They need it.
And what are we to do while they are getting it and try
ing to catch up to us ? Shall we mark time or shall we
go on, in the rather self-absorbed and rapt way that has
become our habit, or in another way which includes the
study of our times and people? We must always lead,
always be ahead of our public — but we must lead chiefly
as interpreters, in the language of art, of the needs and
aspirations of our national life. It is the skill shown by
our great forerunners in translating social pressure into
terms of architecture that has made them forever great.
They spoke the language of their time ; they did not
stammer in alien tongues. Their immediate public was
homogeneous, and its needs, its aspirations, its taste,
easily discernible.
Ours is a harder task ; our public is being welded by
the hammer of circumstance ; listen as we may, the din
of the forging of a nation deafens us. And we whisper
or shout in the accents of England or of France, of Italy
or of Greece, hoping to be understood.
When we learn
to speak in the new tongue that shall be American,
showing its origins as a word contains its root, but
American none the less, we shall be understood.
For
by that time our public will be American and our art
will be American.
But this will take time. I repeat,
the growth of an art cannot be hurried — any more than
In the meantime we can
can the growth of a nation.
only give the best that is in us, and if our profession
does not win full recognition in this generation, the next
may see it acclaimed.
needs,

H. Van Bi/rijn Magonigi.e.
New York, Jan.

18, 1918.

Editors, The Architectural Forum: It is of little im
" the
portance, it seems to me, whether
practice of archi
"
or not. That is not
tecture wins a larger recognition
what interests mankind.
There is, however, another
question that does, and one in which the pride and selfrespect of our whole nation is deeply involved.
It is :
In what manner and by what means can architecture be
developed in order to win a larger recognition ?
Unfortunately to too many practitioners, I will not say
to too many architects, these questions are synony
mous, while in reality they are as far apart as the opposite
poles. The practitioner is a business man, the architect
is an idealist ; the former thinks of the size and value of
his practice, the latter of the quality and influence of
And because you have overlooked this most
his work.
important and vital distinction your investigation is, I
fear, bound to bring out far less of real constructive
value than if you had asked the question as I have re
vised it. As revised, it is a question of far-reaching
importance to the American people, as well as to the
profession.
Architecture, it seems to me, must make a greater
appeal before it can win a larger recognition.
Archi
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tects themselves must have nobler thoughts, higher
spirit, better principles, and finer vision — in fact, they
must possess more talent, ardor, energy, and power to
Pre
enable them to produce an appealing architecture.
science is what is most needed now, and as a striking
illustration of the lack of prescience and how that lack
repels further recognition, let me give just one illus
tration.
Some years ago a distinguished educator — a man
whose life had been devoted to high ideals, a man justlyvenerated by hundreds of his own pupils, as well as by
thousands of the most highly educated men and women
of the English-speaking world — died.
With commendable pride the university he long
honored decided to erect a building to his memory, and
with reasonable judgment the trustees of that univer
sity engaged the services of one of the most celebrated
firms of architects in the United States to design it. So
far so good ; and in fairness to that orthodox firm I
must confess that I do not know what obstacles the
university authorities may have subsequently thrown in
its way, but I do know the building that these highly
trained men produced is as great a mockery as could
well have been evolved had they conceived it with malice
aforethought.
But they did not, they simply put-thejob-thru-their-efficient-mill,
sublimely unconscious of the
fact that a commemorative monument was wanted.
Why should they have given any personal thought and
study to a building to go in the provinces? Their work
is always monumental ! And as for studying the char
acter and achievements of the man in whose honor it
was being erected, they never would have thought of
that, were it to have been built on Mt. Olympus itself,
since, from their point of view, deep sympathy and
spiritual understanding have no place in the practice of
architecture.
Now this is not an exceptional case, nor is it, fortu
nately, the rule. But unhappily there are scores of re
ligious and secular buildings, to say nothing of scores
of purely commemorative monuments still, alas ! being
turned out in this same swift, uninspired, cold, and love
Often, it is tme, the technical excellence
less manner.
of such structures is above criticism, and, furthermore,
as high-speed productions they may be admired, just as
" pulled off " or " got
we may admire anything that is
ten away with " ; but is that the way to woo the public?
Is that the way to establish a lasting reputation ? Is that
I think not. I think it
the way to gain confidence?
rather a naive confession of low ideals and business cun
And, therefore, I would remind such practi
ning.
tioners, who are not architects in the higher sense, that
" Man
by himself is priced
For thirty pieces Judas sold
Himself, not Christ :"
lines which vividly suggest a lesson, and that lesson is
that sincerity of purpose is the first requisite in an archi
tect. He must believe, and then he must make others
believe in him and his prescient dreams. To believe, he
must have spiritual insight.
He must be able to visual
ize not only the building that is wanted, but the effect
it is expected to produce on the minds and hearts of all
beholders, and after that, he must feel deeply and work
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with intelligent sincerity to command the support that
And
is necessary to carry out his prescient dreams.
thus, having convinced his clients, a larger recognition
will come to him because it will then have been deserved.
In short, I contend that so long as the profession, as a
whole, has no ideals above practice, no ambition beyond
supplying the merely practical necessities of the day, and
so long as the intensive teaching of soulless design is the
chief aim of our schools, so long, then, it cannot hope to
win that larger recognition that an eager and responsive
people would gladly lavish on it. But fortunately more
and more architects are beginning to realize that our
people have a genuine longing to be surrounded by
structures that will give joyful expression to their thoughts
and aspirations, and if some of our leading practitioners
do not realize it yet and blindly persist in taking a superior
and esoteric stand without attempting to get down to the
beating heart of humanity ; without trying to ennoble
life by simplifying, dignifying, and glorifying the com
munities in which they practise ; and so long as others
merely pander to the lowest commercial wants of clients
too busy to be critical and discriminating, so long, then,
will their poor buildings be denied the recognition real
architecture has never failed to command.
But I must not
let this go without paying a tribute of respect to those who
are headed in the right direction already ; to those selfsacrificing men, architects in the higher sense, who have
not yet received the recognition they so richly deserve —
ardent, far-seeing men, who are persistently fighting
architectural anarchy with a desire to replace it by order
and beauty. Thanks to them, it is my belief, that the
flimsy, experimental, and wholly commercial building
period is nearly over ; thanks to them and to our vast
wealth as a nation, it is my belief, that the next great
building era is destined to be in the United States. And
therefore, in the interest of a finer civilization, I venture
to make the following suggestions :
First : That we establish an unwritten rule to try and
widen the line of cleavage between the mere practitioner
and the sincere architect.
Second: That we resolve to do better work and less
work, always remembering that architecture itself is much
more of an educational factor than preaching architecture;
while a vast practice is, nine cases out of ten, the sign of
commercial mediocrity.
Third : That we begin to study the tendency of the
times and resolve to try and interpret the spirit of ideal
ism that has prompted America to enter the European
war.
Fourth : That we use our influence to have the history
of architecture taught both in the public schools and to
all belles-lettres scholars in every college and university,
in order that architecture may become part of daily
thought.
Fifth: That we discourage the tasteless, flat minded
man from entering the profession and especially from
teaching architecture.
Sixth: That we make an earnest effort to prevent
those hard-working, underpaid architects, who teach in
our schools of architecture, from becoming discouraged,
by firing them, from time to time, with fresh enthusiasm.
Seventh : That we demand of the daily press as strong,
clear, searching, and fearless criticism of our own work
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it bestows upon the work of musicians, authors, actors,
and politicians.
Eighth: That we work for the permanent establish
ment of town-planning commissions and art juries in
every town and city where such commissions and juries
do not already exist.
Awaiting with interest what the other contributors
may have to suggest, and trusting their views and rec
ommendations may be published over their own signa
tures, and not anonymously, I remain,
Truly yours,
as

Philadelphia,

Jan.

31, 1918.

Albert Kelsey.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : In my opinion the
first great step which architects should take to obtain a
larger recognition for the practice of architecture would
be to abandon for a more virile and aggressive policy the
introspective habits which have grown upon the profes
sional organizations in recent years. I would not for a mo
ment advise any weakening of the ethical relations which
have done so much to render architectural practice agree
able, nor is there any need to do so. Observance of the
Canons of Ethics is the lubricant of professional rela
tions ; to eliminate them would be to throw sand in the
gears of progress.
But in the recent years of comfortable well-being a
tendency has grown up in the meetings of the Institute
and its Chapters to dwell unduly upon minor points of
professional practice, too much upon by-laws and standard
documents, and the relation of the Chapters to the Insti
tute and not enough on the great questions of the rela
tions between the profession and the public.
While
every day is seeing a new raid on what architects have
fondly imagined to be their own particular domain, made
either by the engineers, or by interior decorators, or
landscape artists, or contracting companies, it is too petty
a business for the Institute to concern itself with chasten
ing the small-town practitioner who squares the local
paper by inserting his card, or in debating the degree of
crime of him who has slipped an innocent water color of
a library into the hands of an overzealous board of trus
tees.
While the architects have been saying, "After
you, my dear Alphonse," to each other, certain pawky
and hard headed engineers who care about as much for
ethics as they would for an old cellar wall which might
come in the way of their operations, have developed sell
ing organizations for plans, buildings, and all which are
rapidly undermining the ground beneath the architects'
feet. Nobody orders a new sideboard while his house
is on fire ; but while the architects have been busy per
fecting a new standard contract which shall be more
equitable for the suffering contractor, the latter has with
out consulting them gone ahead with his "cost plus"
propaganda which absolutely assures him against loss,
and shifts all the risk over on to the owner.
It took the war to bring the country as a whole to see
the dangers of its too easy-going acceptance of the cares
and risks of national life, and to awaken it to the need
of a prompt tightening up and revitalizing of all its mani
fold activities ; and similarly there had to be a war to
show architects what the Government thought of them
when it wanted cantonments or naval bases built.
To
employ architects in these works apparently did not even
enter the minds of those charged with the care of these
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" Give us engineers," was the first cry, and
operations.
landscape artists and builders took precedence over
architects and were promptly promoted to positions of
considerable importance.
It was rather a shock, but much good will come of it if
it shows architects that the value of their position in the
community is an inheritance which, like other precious
needs eternal vigilance to maintain intact.
possessions,
Already engineers are discovering that their profes
sional life contains more than mere application to slide
rules and micrometers.
A writer in Industrial Manage
ment for December, Mr. Charles M. Horton, voices the
need of a broader humanity for their outlook, and his
remarks, from which the following excerpt is taken, may
well be taken to heart by architects :
"
Engineers are steadily moving into the forefront of
the professions. This enviable position was once held by
the clergy, then by the law, and then by medicine. Engi
neers now are having their turn, or soon will be having
it. It is a responsible place in society. To lead, to
guide — that is it. Therefore, bearing this tremendous
responsibility, engineers should live cheek to jowl and
elbow to elbow with society. Engineers should under
stand humanity, — its foibles, its weaknesses, its gov
erning sciences. Men in the profession should know
something besides laws which have nothing to do with
society as such. Mathematics never bred cats, for in
stance, though mathematics might at times be strained
to keep count of the kittens ; nor has chemistry or
physics ever accounted for John's red hair, when John's
father and mother both have raven locks."
Architects, it is true, are generally not famous as
mathematicians, but neither are they, as a class, over
distinguished as diagnosticians of human nature. The
public does not demand superhuman accuracy from
architects, neither does it ask for conscientiousness in
business affairs beyond the average ; but it absolutely
will not stand for pedantry or self-consciousness, and
it wants tangible results, wants them to be good, and
wants them as quickly as it can get them. A recent
writer in Architecture has dilated upon the necessity of
good financial backing to enable a young architect to
practise without income for the first five or ten years,
living, presumably, meanwhile, in a style properly to
A better propo
impress prospective millionaire clients.
sition, in my opinion, would be for this architect to try
to handle his first few clients' business so well, mean
while studying their characters and desires, as to make
of them automatic advertisers, without the expense of
maintaining a William and Mary reception room, joining
expensive clubs, or attempting any of the artistic camou
flage thought by some architects to be indispensable.
Many a young architect who has secretly despised the
vanity and crudely expressed ideas of a newly rich client
has thereby thrown away a priceless opportunity to
study the qualities of hard sense and broadness of view
which have not only contributed to that very client's
financial success, but have endeared him to other prac
tical men of affairs.
To harmonize artistic design with the constructive
side of the architect's work is the one most insurmount
able difficulty of our profession ; to combine both with a
broad and human sympathy with the varying elements
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of human nature which form a modern community,
ought to be the aim of the profession, both individually
Let architects cherish and keep alive
and collectively.
above all things that - first enthusiasm of their early
student days, —

" The

morning

drum call on my eager ear

Thrills unforgotten

yet."

Let them realize that they are living in the greatest and
most critical age of the world's history — an age not only
of invention, science, and warfare, but of romance and
modern art as well — and cease to house banks and tech
nical schools in Grecian mausoleums or modern million
Why has architecture alone of
aires in Roman villas.
all the muses of art, poetry, science, and the rest not felt
"
Let the dead past bury its
the breath of futurism?
dead."
Honest estimates, designing buildings adapted
to their needs, not shackled by the fetters of a creed
outworn ; simplicity, not pedantry, optimism born of
the joy and thrill of witnessing these great days — these
are a few of the qualities which will lift architecture
"
into its rightful place among the professions, the noblest
breathing
the at
of all arts," as long as it is living and
mosphere of the present ; the most pitiable when it sub
sists on the dried fruit of the withered past.
Boston, Jan. 28, 1918.

Walter H. Kilham.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : There was a time
when the architect was really a master of all known
branches of building, an engineer, and in the most flour
ishing period of architecture since the Middle Ages not
Sometimes he was also a dec
infrequently a contractor.
orative painter and sculptor.
In the last fifty years the tendency has been to consider
architecture as a profession on a par with that of law and
medicine. This view has not been altogether successful,
owing partly to the fact that there has been until recently
no legal standing for the architect dependent upon the
enforcement of educational requirements as in the former
professions.
The introduction of structural steel, reinforced con
crete, mechanical devices, and electricity has developed a
new science of engineering of many specialized branches,
each of which has a high standard of educational require
ment and all of which are a material factor in the prac
tice of architecture in our time. Formerly the owner
was in most cases an individual, whether monarch or
subject. To-day, owing to the magnitude of many private
building operations, there has been largely substituted a
collective ownership, and this has introduced into the
practice of building a new element involving financing

This new need has been supplied to a
or promotion.
very great extent by the contracting-engineer and by the
great construction companies instead of by the architect,
and has much to do with the increasing importance of
While
the former in the eyes of the business world.
formerly the architect was the undoubted leader, now his
relative position is frequently reversed.
At present the only authoritative basis for the regula
tion of the practice of architecture in the United States
is that embodied in the Code of Ethics of the American
This code does not sufficiently
Institute of Architects.
provide the means to meet the new conditions of build
ing and does not thoroughly establish architecture as a
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learned profession. The place of architecture among the
arts is not universally acknowledged.
To better existing conditions in the practice of archi
tecture I would —
First: Have the American Institute of Architects, or
any representative body, consult with the engineering
societies or contractors' associations and agree upon a
line of separation of activities, or upon a degree of co
operation.
Second : I would endeavor to establish a national stand
ard of educational requirement for the practice of archi
tecture.
When these things have been done, one might begin to
construct a new Code of Ethics consistent with the new
arrangement.
St. Louis, Jan. 24, 1918.

Thomas C. Young.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : Almost every archi
tect you meet seems to have made a recent trip to Wash
He has had an interview with the third or
ington.
fourth assistant secretary to the Secretary of War.
He
has been referred to the Major in charge of the Depart
ment of Buildings of the National Coimcil of Defense.
He has read the admirable and carefully pigeonholed
recommendations of the Architects'
Committee.
He
has been politely bowed down-and-out, with the general
" very sorry, but — ."
statement that they all are
He goes to Washington filled with patriotism and a
keen desire to do his bit for the cause.
He returns, filled
with regret, and with doubt as to his reason, if any, for
existence.
This condition, as I see it, is not entirely the result of
the war. It is a result of developments in the building
business that have been following the lines of general
business, and in the relations of large contracting and
engineering firms to the owner, individual or corporate.
It is the result of a carefully conceived campaign of
publicity, based first, on big business ; and second,
on the confidence which large resources directed in
harmony with prevailing ideas of management are
bound to inspire.
Under present conditions the buildings of public, re
ligious or educational nature, or private enterprises in
which an architect is considered indispensable, have
been
almost wholly abandoned. The buildings for
Government purposes and for industries connected with
Government orders have been given precedence. In all
of these there are just two requirements, — space and
"We must win the war."
speed in construction.
In all building in recent years the credit for speed in
construction has been taken by the contracting firms,
They have
who have advertised the fact extensively.
dwelt at length on "wonderful organization," "wonder
ful systems of accounting"; they have invented or
"
adopted terms and titles, such as Industrial Engineer "
"
Expert,"
and
or
and they have
Efficiency Engineer
assumed full and public responsibility for their success
in every instance, and admit its direct relation to the
great organization they have built up.
The architect has indulged in no advertising. He even
doubted the propriety of allowing his name to be in
cluded in smallest letters on the blatant signs by which
the contractor announced that he was "it." He has
taken no credit for the building under construction,
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even though its speed and success were as much, or more,

The public thinks the
due to him as to the contractor.
term "designed by an architect" relates only to some
senseless ornamentation or detail, and not at all to the
conception of the building in plan, arrangement, con
struction or composition, or to its success as a solution
of a difficult building problem.
Moreover, the architect has, by the nature of his work
and by his ideas of professional practice, isolated him
self from a direct and absolute knowledge of building
He has assumed an
costs and responsibility for them.
advisory position, and for real ideas of cost has deferred
He has not assumed to
to the construction companies.
have financial responsibility — it is therefore assumed
that he has none. He has not assumed to have knowl
edge of exact building costs — therefore he is not con
sidered a judge. This idea has been unduly advertised
by stories, sometimes true, of exceeded appropriations,
always without a statement of the causes.
The public does not understand the function of the
The public does not understand the reasons
architect.
for his association (which it terms a trust or union) or
his attitude on preliminary service, competition, and pro
fessional practice.
The public must be educated, and this can only be
done as it has been done in all business lines — by a sys
tematic campaign of advertising.
The architect, as an
individual, may not do this. There can, however, be no
objection to giving the Institute or the various Chapters
power to act, and a fund should be raised for this pur
If the Institute will not do this, the individual
pose.
must. We know that the architect is better fitted to
have charge of any kind of a building enterprise than
any construction company can be.
Why not admit it?
The architect must take a larger part in public affairs.
Do you know any architect who is a politician or has
ever held a political office of importance?
Occasionally
one is appointed State or City Architect, but not with
any power to act or with any pay commensurate with
the work involved.
The code of ethics must be revised so as to permit
members of our profession to compete on an eqtial basis
with construction, and engineering companies, and with
other architects not so careful of their professional
standing.
It may not be dignified, but there is a direct
tendency toward socialism in present conditions.
The
architect cannot avoid its influence, and he cannot ac
complish anything by an assumption of dignity.
The architect must specialize. He knows he cannot
Why should he not develop
do all things equally well.
his organization and complete his training along certain
lines, so that he may be an authority on requirements,
cost, and construction of work within those lines?
All
other professions have come to this conclusion, and
architecture is not immune.
And now while the architect is using the long yellow
pencil that he used to draw with in trying to figure out
how to pay his 1917 income tax out of the evanescent
proceeds of a non-existent business, it might be well for
him to extend his computations and try to determine
just how to obtain for architecture its proper recognition
in the scheme of things as they are.
Chicago, Jan. 29, 1918.

W. K. Fellows.

The Architectural League Exhibition in New York
degree of attention from the public and the daily press.

exhibition of the . Architectural
of New York held during- the month
of February was the thirty-third annual recur
rence of this event, and it is particularly worthy of
note because of the special en
recent

THE

In arranging the exhibition this year

League

deavor everywhere

evident to meet

conditions

present-day

and picture

step was taken and work
admitted.

mi. AJUMTCCTVlt-r
T- •

the difficult subject of architecture

in

a manner

directly appealing- to

and crafts

closely

It

to archi
sometime ago

detail

drawings,

to include

and crafts

their ancient
the architects

a

to the art
shall assume again

dignity.

Busied as
have been during a

in recording the tech
nique of their own art, they had but
little time to encourage the crafts

mural

correspondingly increased

exhi

generation

paintings, and interestingsculpture,
with

of the

that minister

of architecture

photographs

of completed work, colorful

opening

:

new epoch, the dawn of a new Re
naissance, wherein the sister arts

even though

of great interest to architects, held
bnt little attraction for the layman,
and as one of the principal reasons
for holding these exhibitions is to
bring architecture closer to the lay
man, their character in the past
few years has accordingly been
broadened

of the president, Mr. H.
Van Ruren Magonigle, on the occa

address

League,
an exhibition which we
hope may mark the beginning of a

that technical plans, elevations,
and

further

It is my privilege to welcome
you to this private view of an exhi
bition unique in the annals of the

a long time

allied

realized

a

the decorative crafts
of the League behind

this progressive
step is well ex
pressed in the following, from the

sion of the

taken an active interest in the arts
tecture.

The high purpose

bition

the public.

The League has for

from

Plan of Galleries Showing
Arrangement of Exhibition

man : his work has been on the
whole sadly neglected in this coun
try.
The Architectural League,

View in the South Gallery Showing Entrance to Middle Gallery at Right
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it is of architects,

painters,

sculptors,
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Some

lancl-

the

critics

have

that

opinion

expressed

the

architec

scapists and designers, and work
ers in glass and mosaic, tile and
ceramics, textiles, furniture, is,

tural portion of the exhibition lost
prominence through its relatively

in our view, the proper body to
repair that neglect : as a begin
ning, therefore, the works of

tion

the craftsmen

secondary position and close rela
to accessories carried out in
the strong brilliant colors typical

In some
criticism may be
but if the decorative-

of modern decoration.

are shown here in

measure- the

the galleries hitherto held sacred
to the architect, the painter, the

justified

;

end

seemed to some observers
the main feature, it was not nec
essarily the fault of the arrange

sculptor, and in the worthy set
ting designed by Mr. Howard

Greenley."
The illustrations

ment or the decorative
of imposing

was arranged,

which

but

they

but

do not

convey any sense of the beauti

architectural

The
produced in this country.
grouping of features and decora
tion of the galleries were planned
to explain the interdependence
decoration, and
of architecture,
and as an initial
craftsmanship,

appearance, and the ensemble as
arranged from the designs of the
architect,
Mr. Howard Green-

in making an archi
tectural exhibition popular in
experiment

convincing demon
Model of Reredos for St. Thomas' Church,
New York, Shown at League Exhibition
stration of his ability to create
Goodhue,Architect
BertramGrosvenor
an interior of striking scenic
effect. The dominant color note
of the South Gallery was blue of a greenish cast, re
lieved by touches of yellow and gold in the column
Mural paintings of
capitals and the ceiling fabric.
was a

character,

the

objects

in the
positions
color occupied important
frieze, and groups of decorative paintings lined the
The alcoves at either
walls behind the columns.
end and the whole of the Middle Gallery were given
over to exhibits of furniture, textile fabrics, mantels,
metal work, and other decorative
work of a high order of artistic merit.

ornamental

craft

The Middle Gallery repeated the color tones of the
Gallery but with the dominating tone yellow
The fabric hung
and the relieving color blue.
walls, the draped ceiling through which strong yel
low light filtered, and the boldly stenciled frieze
South

to make an impressive

approach

to the

Vanderbilt Gallery in which the architectural work
was hung. • This room under the decorative treat
ment given it became an imposing" exhibit hall
The massive
especially well suited to its purpose.
columns surmounted by crouching figures support
ing- the draped ceiling, and the temporary
walls
as to form
a central
so arranged
court with a
surrounding exhibit gallery. Because of the desira
bility of viewing architectural work at close range,
this encircling gallery, which was of a neutral tone
and softly lighted, provided excellent space for the
architectural

photographs

and

rendered

drawings.

A

of

the

League were fully accomplished.

strong

combined

work,
at,

is not to be wondered

for the last three years have seen
but little important architecture

ful and striking color combina
tions or the effective lighting.
The three galleries of the Fine
Arts Building were entirely
transformed from their usual

ley,

due

scheme,

primarily to the lack

herewith
show how successfully the exhibit

Typical Niche Showing Exhibit of Furniture

THE

EXHIBITION
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Prisons and Prison Building
By ALFRED

HOPKINS

THE OUTSIDE CELL

III.

dows — in fact, a proportion of light area which came

designing the Westchester County Penitentiary
and Workhouse, described and illustrated in the
preceding issue, the second ambition realized by
the author was to give each prisoner an outside cell.
When the plan was first developed, three years ago,
the outside cell was much more a matter of con
The inside
troversy than it is at the present time.
cell of the American
prison is a type peculiar
to this country, and its

to be established was that the outside wall should
be 50 per cent glass.
The radiation was placed be

IN

is based

design

principle
oner
above

is

that
to

every

on

the

the windows, which open like louvres, and
with an exhaust fan in the top of the utility corridor
it was possible to draw the warm fresh air through
the cell to the roof, thereby obtaining very satisfac
tory results in heating and ventilation.
While a good deal may
be said for such a prison
from the standpoint of its
heating and
mechanical
ventilation,
from the
standpoint of the welfare
of the prisoner hardly too
tween

the

pris

be retained
other

con

much can be said against
sideration. Consequently
it. The great disadvan
our jails have been de
tages of the cage type of
signed
with what has
''
cell are the complete loss
come to be known as in
of all privacy to the in
terior cells," that is, the
mate, the inhuman and
cells are placed not
grotesque appearance
against the outside walls,
but in the center of the
which it gives to his con
finement, and the diffi
building, back to back,
culty of providing really
separated by a passage
adequate segregation and
way from 3 to 4 feet in
width, referred to as a
classification. Important
like the Great
prisons
utility corridor, in which
Prison of New
all the plumbing and ven
Meadow
tilating pipes are placed.
York State and the prison
The space between the
at Stillwater, Minn., both
outside of the building
of which are renowned
and the front of the cells
for enlightened and effi
is frequently divided by
cient administration,
a steel grille forming two
have this inside cell ar
These pris
rangement.
long corridors, the out
ons, however, were con
side corridor being called
the guards' corridor, and
structed when very little
the inside corridor, next
was known of the outside
and
to the cells, the prison
cell construction,
ers' corridor.
many practical prison
The ob
Section Through an Inside Cell Block
ject of this division was
men were largely against
This showstheinteriorceilblockwith thecellsbackedup againstthe utility
to protect the guard from
its adoption.
corridorin the center,the prisoners'corridor(B) and the guards'corridor(A)
againsttheoutsidewall.
the prisoner, for this sys
There is really no place
tem is devised on the theory that every jail building
in this country where it is possible to study ade
must be constructed on the basis of making it safe
quately the outside cell, long advocated by our more
for the worst possible criminal which might ever get
so that the author made a
progressive penologists,
into it. Indeed, every once in a while a guard is tour of Continental prisons for the sole purpose of
killed by a prisoner ; but so every once in a while a discovering wherein lay their advantage and how
man is killed crossing the street, but this does not
they should be designed to make them suitable to
mean that our streets are unsafe, if reasonable care
this country and climate.
is observed in traversing them.
In the Continental prison the chief difficulty with
In Eng
Placing the cells in the center of the cell block
the outside cell is found in its ventilation.
makes it possible to fill the outside wall with winland the windows are intentionally made loose fit
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Where it
so that they cannot be entirely closed.
is possible to close the windows tightly, insufficient

ting

ventilation invariably results during cold weather
because the great majority of prisoners seem to shun
fresh air and invariably keep their windows shut.
Two methods are in use abroad for ventilating the
The English
outside cell, but neither is adequate.
way is to build in the front wall of the cell a panel
of special bricks which are made with diagonal or
curved openings which will let the air through, but
which will not permit the prisoner to see through.
This arrangement is intended to ventilate the cell into
the central corridor ; but the central corridor is usu
ally quite as much in need of ventilation as the cell
itself. In the majority of English prisons the cell
blocks are four tiers high, the cells being on the out
side walls reached by galleries with the central cor
ridor running clear through from main floor to roof.
This is always bad, as such interior spaces can only
be lighted and ventilated through the roof ; and while
overhead lighting is always questionable, overhead
ventilation is still more so. This condition is made
worse as the cell block increases in length, and some
of them, as at Pentonville, I think, are 175 feet long.
This method of reaching the cells from galleries came
about as a means of facilitating supervision, for the
guard standing on the main floor has a view of all
As
the inmates as they come out of their cells.

Prisoners' Corridor in the Old-Fashioned Steel Jail
This showstheprisoners'
cellson theinsideandentirelyseparated
fromtheexterior
of thebuilding. The outsidewallsmaybeseento theleft. The spacenextthemis
usuallyreferred
to asthe Guards'Corridor."

of fact, the top galleries have very little
supervision owing to their distance from the guard's
station.
Better supervision is had and better disci
pline maintained when the cell floors run through,
for then a guard may always be on the same floor
with the prisoner. This arrangement also makes
for better classification and greater quiet throughout
the cell block.
On the Continent, and in some of the older Eng
lish prisons, the cells are ventilated by ducts or
flues built in the walls, each cell with its separate
flue, the registers of which are sometimes controlled
by the guard from the corridor, but usually by the
prisoner from the cell.
The results of this method
of ventilation, however, did not seem satisfactory to
the author on the chilly February days when he was
in Holland and Germany, for without exception he
found the cell windows shut, in spite of the prison
rules requiring that the prisoner shall always keep
his window open.
Apart from this one point of ventilation, to the
mind of the most casual visitor there can be no
question that there is a great advantage in the pri
vacy afforded by the outside cell.
The doors are
closed and the discipline and quiet of the prison are
perfect.
There are no cat calls through the night,
nor is there the intolerable argument and vile lan
guage which are continually bandied back and forth
in many American prisons, and particularly in our
a matter

Utility Corridor in the Old-Fashioned Steel Jail
mindsomeideaof theexpense
This givesto thepractical
of thesestructures
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county jails.

thing, the

This one
lack of privacy, if

automatic

to open all the doors
at once, or each one individually.

The author's contribution to this

There is nothing- in
the suggestion frequently made
all time.

the outside

device

thing to endure

has any

in the outside
to solitary

cell at all comparable

corridor ; which in
turn is ventilated at each end by
accessible windows across its en
tire width. It is true that the
prisoners can look out through
the 5-inch opening and com
municate with one another across
the corridor ; but if this privi
the central

lege is abused,

the door can be
closed separately and the offend

ing inmate may be disciplined
without affecting the comfort of
the others.
In the new cell
block at the Eastern Peniten
tiary at Philadelphia the cells
have been equipped with two doors — one of solid
wood and the other an iron grating. In warm weather
the grating only is used, and if a prisoner becomes

Windows in the Dormitory of a Holland Prison
Thesewindowsareof tool-proofsteelglazedwith heavy
plateglass,a smallportionof theupperhalfof thewindow
openingbackinto cheeks.This wouldbeanintolerable
arrangement
in ourclimate,andwouldnot giveanywhere
nearenoughventilation
forthesummer
time.

confinement.

In New York State the regulations of the State
Commission of Prisons are very precise on one
point, and that is that each cell must have a toilet
At West
and a wash basin.
chester vertical shafts were con
structed between each pair of
cells to contain all the plumb
ing pipes for those fixtures.
The basins are designed so that
the prisoner may drink from the
flow of water, which is from the
outside of the bowl rather than
doing
the wall side, thereby
away with the necessity of a
The closet is suspended,
cup.
fastened to the wall and not the
Steb
Pe:.ifcrced
Concrete
CORRIDOR
floor, and equipped with a vent
connected to galvanized pipes
and ducts which are controlled
by an exhaust fan, there being
one fan for each cell block.
This is a simple and effective
way of providing against the
prisoner's habit of closing his
The
window in the winter.
toilet has been placed behind
the wall of the utility duct and
in that position.
is screened
In the usual type of the inside

^m^^^^^^

block the closet is placed
squarely in front of the door,
with no screen whatever, and
cell

no effort seems

to have been
made to give it any privacy.
The cell doors operate on an

also

In this

in warm
way it is possible
weather to ventilate the cell into

name

to feel that the inmate

was that they could

be locked 5-inches open.

cell is another

for solitary confinement,
except where such a system is in
tentionally carried out, as form
erly was the practice.
As our modern prisons are ad
ministered, the men are fed in a
general mess hall and not in the
cell, and with the work on the
farm and in the shops, and in
the freedom which is now per
mitted in the recreation periods,
there is not the slightest reason

device, with which it

is possible

there were no other, should con
demn the inside cell system for

that
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PRISONER'S

CORRIDOR

of Cells
DetailPlanandElevations
WestchesterCounty Penitentiary and Workhouse, White Plains, N. Y.
AlfredHopkins,Architect
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unruly or noisy, the wooden door
is closed.
The upper portions of
the

doors
at Westchester
glazed, as they always should

are
be,

for the
because it is necessary
guard at all times to see if the
prisoner is in his cell.
Almost the whole problem of
Plan Showing General Toilet and Bath for Cell Block Floor
the outside cell lies of course in the
off thecorridor,anda windowfor theguardon theoutsideof the
Prisoners
enterbehindthegrillewhichcloses
grilleis
provided
wouldentirelyeliminatethe toiletin thecellblockand very
forsupervision.This arrangement
window. Our climate is such in materially
reduce
thecostof plumbing.
summer that it would be almost
inhuman to put a man in a cell and shut the door tirely unnecessary to place a toilet and basin in each
without providing adequate window area. The Eng
cell. This makes the plumbing very expensive and
lish cell with its small window opening would be it would answer all purposes to design the cell block
intolerable here. So would those in the Holland and as shown in the plan reproduced herewith, where the
German prisons, where the windows are hinged at
toilets and lavatories are placed at one end of the
building and can be easily supervised by the guard
The Westchester
the bottom and open at the top.
windows are steel sash of the usual casement type from the outside of the prison block if desirable. This
except that they are pivoted top and bottom 4 inches
would necessitate the prisoner calling the guard,
from the jamb. This enables the window to be
which is not a difficult matter to arrange and which
readily cleaned on each side. The window opens at is customary in all the Continental prisons. Such
right angles to the wall, and the opening is entirely
an arrangement would probably be opposed by some
adequate for our weather conditions, the window
wardens, as it was by one with whom the author dis
being 1 feet wide and 4 feet high. The adjuster is a cussed this plan. "What," said he, "do you think
commercial type and will keep the window open at
I would have a prisoner calling on my men in the
night in order that he may be conducted to the
90 degrees, 45 degrees, and about 15 degrees.
As previously stated, the New York State Prison toilet? It would degrade him." (Not the prisoner,
insists that each cell should have a but the guard. )
*Commission
This is a natural reaction against
Such an attitude is all wrong, and my friend the
toilet and basin.
some of the old prisons, where the toilet facilities had
warden did not have in proper perspective the men
been notoriously inadequate ; but I believe it is ental picture which he had drawn of his vocation.
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sketch,it is interesting
in
While thisplanis onlyin thenatureof a preliminary
showingthata practical
prisonmanisquitewillingto getawayfromtheoldidea
of supervisionwhichestablished
the radiatingplanand the long typeof cell
block.
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Some Aspects
HI.

of Industrial Housing

THE NEED FOR MAINTENANCE MEASURES

A HOUSING ENTERPRISE

AT KINGSPORT,

TENN.; CLINTON MACKENZIE,

By CHARLES

it
digression,

involves

an

C.

ALTHOUGH
tation to set

most

procedure

down,

substantial portions of the meal,
is not altogether unreasonable.

A

best bring out
Within a few weeks
the writer has visited in some detail a group of newly
completed houses in a coal mining town.
Some
twenty or twenty-five of them had been occupied for
about a month, certainly not more than six weeks,
yet evidences of the need for guiding hands were
already everywhere

The immediate

gram along these lines is a growth which must be
normally gradual ; it cannot be superimposed upon a
finished development, nor is aggressiveness its watch
word. It is not out of place, therefore, before the

to

And this within the short
devastation.
of two years ! The employer, embarking upon
program of industrial town planning, must under

of dismal
space
a

stand that such an experience is not the accidental
product of a diseased condition, but the normal his
tory of a case discharged without proper after-care.
In other words, the best planned village in the indus

to be found.
environment

was unfortunate

in

"live

peaceably with all men," notably with any

neighbor of differing nationality. The
varying traits of the two groups were of the utmost
interest, and the intermittent warfare which waged
between them held much food for thought.
The
next-door

houses

but broken shutters, sagged steps, patchwork repairs,
ramshackle outbuildings, and over the whole an air

points.

that its influence was all exerted in the wrong direc
tion.
The old "settlement"
was occupied by a
population of Poles and Italians who had not learned

and relied upon to effect a cure.
Quite the contrary
A clearly defined, well-considered pro
is the fact.

new set of photographs.
When they came, they were eloquent indeed, but
spoke not of weathered architecture in a ripe setting,
No lawns, no trees, no vines,
but of rack and ruin.

concrete illustration will perhaps

these and some related

maintenance,
Administration,
welfare
upkeep,
work, mutual service activities, by whatever name
the work may chance to be called — these are not
patented treatments which may be prescribed after a
disorder has appeared in the industrial organism,
and which may be externally applied, well rubbed in,

you've got your industrial village, what are you going
"
to do with it ?
Not long ago an architect bethought him of a col
lection of workmen's houses he had built two years
His only photo
previous, but had not since seen.
graphs, moreover, had been taken directly following
completion of the construction contract, and showed
raw foregrounds, porches un-vine-decked, and all the
To fill out
other crudities of a newly completed job.
his files, to renew his acquaintance with the work,
and to illustrate what grace the mellowing of time
may bring to humblest surroundings, he ordered a

treated as a new-born

greatest of these is co-operation.

yet the

have been set upon the lots — even before
— to take prelimi
they have been planned in detail
nary thought upon the after care of the developmentOne must not invite the comment, "Now
to-be.

is wholly incapable of maintaining itself ;

child. The period
infancy will vary according to grade and
of workmen, their shop conditions, their
adjoining the village itself, the sympa
environment
thetic co-operation of the central authority. And the

in this instalment of the
series, some further random notes having to do more
with maintenance and administration of an industrial
than with its conception or creation.
development
And while we may appear to be jumping- from the
beginning- to the end of the menu, and to be skipping
the

MAY

trial world
it must be
of helpless
nationality

unquestionable

the writer cannot resist the temp

ARCHITECT

point at the moment is that the most potent influence

of environment being exerted upon the new colony
was that of this older group, which, in spite of very
extended renovations
and improvements
in living
conditions, was still unregenerate.
The new popula
tion, therefore, had started out to live, in their new
houses, under very much the standards of the old.
The matters of ashes and garbage were cases in
In the older settlement no system of collec
point.
tion or disposal had been in force, and, in the face of
its superhuman task of increasing
coal production
with a decimated labor force, the company had been
unable to establish any system at once for the new.
The back yard of each of these cottages, therefore,
was already littered not only with the inevitable
mixture of ashes, broken glass, tin cans, etc., with
which we are all familiar, but — what is surprising in
view of the persistent popularity of hog- raising —
there was also a large amount of refuse vegetable
matter, waiting only for a thaw to become noxious.
The house interiors showed contrasts of comparative
housekeeping which were at the one side promising,
at the other discouraging to the border of disgust.
An Italian woman had permitted her house to fall
into a filthy condition, even in these few weeks of
occupancy — a condition not, I think, to be explained
by the illness of the youngest of her six children,.
75
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fiust floor f^an

1"r?0

JO

from the viewpoint of the occupants ; its unThis was
cleanness was at a maximum in the cellar.

stairs

For the moment, however, we reserve comment except
the further inevitable

one that the woman herself
could speak no English and must be reached through
her children.

Polish woman,

a

passion for cleanli

Her total array of rag carpets had just been
draped on the lines outside, except, to be sure, one

ness.

in the pan of the shower ;
she herself was at the moment scrubbing floors in the
bedrooms upstairs, not wisely, but too well, in that

which was still soaking

use of water had already soaked the
Here was plenty of enthusiasm, pride
of possession, and possibility for further growth.

her unrestrained

ceiling below.

A

lack which

housing

reform has emphasized most

prominently within recent years has been that of a
of rooms in
proper distribution and arrangement
workmen's houses, particularly with relation to the
question of boarders.

Such emphasis

FIRST FLOOR.FLAN

of the way the accommodations

ff—

being

put to

woman (not the super-cleanly one we
have been speaking of) was zealous in showing off
her menage — all downstairs and one bedroom up

of quarters,

FRONT £L£VATION

SCAL&°-^£

were

A Polish

use.

is proper, but

it, too, can fail if it stops at provision

quite inde

On the contrary, it had invariably been decked with
and hermetically
sealed so far as active usefulness was concerned.
The absence of lodgers was probably due to abnormal
scarcity of labor in the region, but the alternative
use of the room — or rather its disuse — forms one
item in a long list of counts all pointing toward the
need for a wide educational program.
Let me add
one or two further instances in point.
A word should first be said, however, regarding
They were tiny, story the new houses themselves.
and-a-half cottages containing, on the first floor, be
room already noted, a livingsides the boarder's
dining room across the hall from it, at the rear a
kitchen, rear entrance, pantry, and toilet with shower.
Upstairs were two bedrooms, each technically a
double room.
Potentially, then, these were houses
of three bedrooms ; the monthly rent was ten dollars.
The occupants liked the houses. Only one criticism
The
had been made — they were a bit too small.
houses were too small, yet the following are examples

Here was, to be sure, a lamentable lack of under
standing : this woman had no more idea of the proper
care of her new house than of that of the new baby.

a

room at the left of the entrance,

paper ikons and stiff lace curtains,

roost.

On the other side of the picture,

to make use of them .

pendent of access to outdoors, to the rest of the house,
and to the toilet facilities. This room was dedicated
to the lodger, but in no case had it as yet been so used.

of rags and

rubbish, but more particularly it was the abode and
recreation ground of six or eight hens, confined only
The warm air
by the door at the head of the stairs.
duct from the heater was obviously their popular

few doors away, showed a'perfect

so under

In each
of these little five-room cottages was provided a down
stands and proposes

normal,

collection

SECONDTIOORFLAN

without making certain that the occupant

upon whom she lavished a perfectly uncomprehend
The condition of her house was apparently
ing: gaze.

the receptacle for a remarkable

FRONT ELEVATION
%>F££T

-2°

20

stairs.

20

Inasmuch

as the former

£fd&3d £leVation

40
FELT

showed an intensive

SECOND FLOORFLAH
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nesr noog. rmn

&COHD fZOOBELAtr

fiUilt.
use of floor space, the obvious suggestion
at the other.

Great

reluctance

on

was to look

the part of the

Investigation showed the second bedroom
to be tenanted by a huge, freshly slaughtered hog,
with the dissection of which, presumably, her good
man was occupying the long winter evenings.
But this, we say, is the ignorance of the foreigner ;
such things are not to be seen in American houses ;
the cure for all this lies in Americanization.
Now it
is manifestly unfair to draw any conclusions from the
single incident which followed this other, yet in the
actual occurrence it had a certain odd humor.
Almost
next door we came upon an American family — one
of the comparatively few in the group.
The arrange
ments downstairs
were much as usual — the house
hostess.

hold life crowded

into the kitchen and dining room,

with the parlor quite

unused.

Upstairs came the

In

the one bedroom, where the archi
tect had taken thought to produce space for a double
bedstead, in this room were three such beds, and in
revelation.

these beds slept father, mother, and five children of
both sexes, ranging up to nine or ten years of age.
The immediate reaction from this scene was a glance
into the other bedroom.
To all appearance it had
never been used, but stood resplendent in a complete

"

suite

threw
was it.

" of

colossal golden oak.

The bedstead fairly

out of scale, so vast
''
''
Needless to state, this was the
spare room,

the entire

development

and it was to preserve

this room and the

below, sacred and inviolate,

"

parlor "

that the three double beds

were jammed into the other poor little room.

Incidents like the above could doubtless
plied indefinitely,

depending

2ZESZ nook. khAN'

be multi

one's
make

and observations.
to carry the process

certain

of one's general

It

would

be

more

only far enough
classifications

to

and to

form a base upon which to build conclusions.

Education, we say, is the great crying necessity ;
education,
through
the children.
especially,
Shall it be left to the schools, then, to attack such
problems as the one we have sketched ? Shall the
municipality or the state adopt active campaigns of
uplift ? Shall it be left to the companies, through
their welfare or mutual service agencies, to spread
within their own ranks the gospel of intelligent
living ?
We are all familiar with pictures of wonderful
work wrought in some such community through the
And, pro
devotion of an able and untiring woman.
vided there are enough such women to be found, it
may be that personal influence at first hand is our
best solution.
But the requirements are so staggering.
Such a woman must be of remarkable attainments.
She must be willing not alone to live among the peo
ple, but to be one of them ; she must be ready to do
nothing else, perhaps for many months, except prove
herself a good neighbor ; for, until confidence of good
faith is established, she is an outsider ; she must
have tact that is infinite, poise that can manage diffi
cult situations, courage in emergency, and, withal,
She
an unfailing good nature and common sense.
should combine the capacities of the kindergartner
with those of the district nurse and the domestic
scientist ; in her community she must be all things
and

to all women.

It

only upon the extent of

FRONT ELEVATION

travels

profitable

2Q

is not our purpose

JOE

ELEVATION

3Q

here to discuss

4Qr„m

SECOND

the possibili-

IZOQR. PLAN
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for the
We have

anything

ties of solution

marked

problem.

spectacular, this com
pany, under reorgani

merely

sought to pre
sent, in anecdotal form,

zation, began to expand
at a surprising

some few of the diffi

tain to prove embar
rassing' unless the
company has

operating

prepared itself in ad
vance, and is ready

with
gram
the

working pro
grown up with

a

In

development,

new

meantime

we

shall

do well

rate.

About the same time
other industries be
came persuaded of the
advantages of Kingsport's situation, its re
lation to clay fields and
other sources of raw
materials, its possibili
ties for easy distribution of fin
In a word, big
ished products.

which are cer

culties

by

the
to

that an industrial vil
lage will not function by itself ;

began

to

come

to

remember

industries

that its natural

far be
yond the capacity of Kingsport

downward,
that

in

not

even

not

America,
the

Kingsport

tendency is
upward,
squalor

merit

of

and

to absorb

has

After

pictur-

them.

a period

of ineffectual

to keep up, the author
ities concluded that it was time
They called
to call for help.
struggle

HOUfiE'A

esqueness.

in numbers

Floor Plans and Exterior of Typical Double House

The city of Kingsport, Tenn.,
for Mr. John Nolen of Cam
Singlehouseof similarplanshownat left
is a striking example of the new
bridge, Mass., and Mr. Clinton
industrial activity of the South
it is at the same
Mackenzie of New York — the former to lay out a
time an example of the remarkable natural beauty
general plan for the city, the latter to handle the
that is sometimes available for the industrial com
architectural work. As is almost inevitable in such
munity. It lies within the broad bed of a winding
cases, the program as first laid out by the engineers
valley through which runs the Holston River, a half had already proved inadequate to the rapidly expand
mile to the west ; this valley is also the route of the
ing requirements.
The problem became, therefore,
Carolina, Clinchfield &
in this almost new
10 I!
Ohio Railroad, and it is
simi
fitjuxor/r/r
born community,
along this transportation
lar to that of older cities
— a replanning to cor
line that the town has
sprung up.
rect deficiencies in the
The parent industry
original provisions.
In
BEDROOMI
of Kingsport is one of
some sense the plan of
the large producers of
Kingsport reproduced in
I
Portland cement.
Four
the January issue of
or five years ago, after
The Architectural
I*—— —->-■ ■* '— >~*
^iiiiiifliiiiifl rnTTr
a period of growth unForum is still incom-

a 3

First and Second Floor Plans of Six-Room House

k

1

Mk

I^HHa^lMHHHalHMi
Two Exterior Treatments of the Six-Room House Shown in Plan Above
Clinton Mackenzie,
Architect

/>"
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plete in that it does not show certain proposed
features that are highly desirable, but not yet assured.
The construction of streets, sidewalks, etc., the

provision of public utilities of all sorts, was handled
by the engineering; forces of the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio Railroad, and unit costs on these opera
tions are not at the moment available.
said, however, that all such construction

It

should

be

has been of

A
the most substantial type.
water supply, for example, has
been assured by taking advan
tage of a remarkable
natural

—a

formation

miles

away.

The engineering

and

a

couple

constructional
were

work

of architectural style.

There

bungalows,

and

pretentious

two-story

sized

rooms ;

cottages, even three-room
them all the way up to the

from

there

porched

house with six good

are Colonial farmhouse

types,

of units which are independent
of local tradition, and there are several cottages in
which an ingenious, restrained use of vertical bat
tened boards, together with an
overhanging second story, give
a look which is reminiscent
of
Switzerland or the Tyrol as
there

are numbers

shown on pages 76 and 77.

a moun

of

top

and freedom

are several types of small

deep notch run

ning lengthwise along
tain

variety

FORUM

Such freedom of method and
are

style

usually out of the

question in the cheaper grades
of workman's house, simply
because, being specialties, they

involved

slight compared to the
achieved — a more than

must

have

of soft water
for many years to come.

They

are

Architecturally, the growth
of Kingsport has outdone the
mushroom.

ing rates have been surpris
ingly low. Ask a New York
builder the cost of the six-

previous

room

end

adequate

supply

attention.

permissible

only

where, as in Kingsport, build

During the year
to August, 1916, sev

eral hundred houses were built,
yet when the writer visited the

special

Design for Three-Room Bungalow, Kingsport, Tenn.
ClintonMackenzie,
Architect

town the open meadow land was
white with the tents of those who had not yet been
The bulk of these earlier houses were
accommodated.
single family and detached ; since then there have
been provided a number -of terrace groups, a board
ing house, and a hotel.
The central business blocks

of the city have also expanded in several directions.
The range of house types is very great, as is the

house — -and

he

undoubtedly name

a

would

price

nearer $5,000 than to the $2,500

tual cost in Kingsport.

which, in 1916, was its
The smaller types ran

ac
as

low as $675, the actual cost of the three-room bunga
low above.
On a cubic foot basis these figures are
remarkably low, and would be possible only under
conditions
as favorable
as those at Kingsport, of
which Mr. Mackenzie
has taken full advantage in
producing a group of houses of unusual interest.

PerspectiveShowing Grouping of Single Houses with Plan or Center One Above
ClintonMackenzie,
Architect

^

The Development of American Architecture
II.

THE NATIONAL PERIOD.

CLASSICISM

AND ROMANTICISM

By FISKE KIMBALL

DURING

for the realization of his
architectural conceptions.
He felt that even the forms

At its
suspended.
pletely
close, although some crafts

of detail should not be bor
contemporary
from
rowed

the Revolu
tion (1775-83) build
ing was almost com

men continued

European

their work in

leaders were inspired by
very different ideals.
They
recog-nized that the colonial
style,

whatever

its

merits,

The Virginia Capitol at Richmond, 1785-98
Architect
ThomasJefferson,
revival
of thenationalperiodandof theclassical
The firstmonument
in America

was provincial,
and they
sought to establish an archi

worthy of the new,

tecture
states

and

of

the great

them.
In all types of
buildings connected with
political and social institu
tions,

moreover,

publican

the

sovereign,

nation

soon

republican
welded

from

manded solutions

to be the

felt

unimpeachable
the ancients,

turned

authority of
with whose re

gov-

ernment buildings,
the

Maison Carree at

Nimes.
was

de

The

Ionic order
to

substituted

expense, windows

very dif

he

as his model

took

boldly

re

save

were
in the

pierced

necessarily

cella walls, and the interior

buildings,

was subdivided

in conform

ity with the balance of
legislative
and judicial
functions, if not exactly in
accordance with the ex

prisons, asylums, and other
types, new dispositions had
to be found.
The pioneer

in both these movements
Jefferson,
was Thomas
whose political career gave
an unexampled opportunity

he

he

of modern republican

ferent from
those which
were traditional in Europe.

For government

In this situation
to what

publics the new states were
In his design for
felt to have their close st analogy.
the Capitol of Virginia at Richmond (1785), the first

and humanitarian

ideals of America

although

styles,

they should command the re
spect of foreign observers.

the same style as before, the

F.ngravedafter thedra'.vinab\ Alexander Jackson Davis

/

The State House, Boston, Mass., 1795-98
CharlesBulfinch.Architect
Romanandpost-colonial
tendencies
A minglingof academic

pression

It

of

the

exterior.

is little realized that this

design

considerably

ante-

I. atrobe's Design for the Completion of the Capitol in Washington, 1806
byhim to PresidentJefferson
of H. LatrobeRoosevelt,
Esq. The design
Presented
and hungin theWhite HouseduringJefferson'stermof office. Now in the possession
of thepresenteastfront
whichdetermined
thecentralfeatures
81
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anything-

dated
Classical
imitated

similar

examples
in garden

FORUM
rard's Bank) in Philadelphia (1795)
rising the
similar frontispieces
The
full height of the building.
competitive drawings for the Capitol
at Washington (1792-93) showed a

abroad.

had indeed

had

been

temples and com

monuments,
memorative
but never
on such a large scale and never in a
building- intended for practical use.

determined

of
designs
the
competitive
were
.Stephen Hallet, a French professional

(1831) was there anything in Europe
really analog-ous to the first monu
architecture.

The seed of a literal classic revival
thus implanted,

required

States

and am
and of foreign

(1789),

both

academic

employed

the

formula

later
ence,

. ;. i

the

highest
in

In

his first
the scheme,

charge
study

training,
of the
he

had

since so popu

studies, under Jefferson's influ
were based on the peristylar

temple,

the

Pantheon

in Paris, and
in Rome,

the motive of the Pantheon
The Washington Monument, Balti
more, 1815-29
RobertMilk, Architect
The firstexample
of theuseof theGreek
Doriccolumnasacolossal
monument,
and
thusthedirectancestor
of suchrecentex
amples
asthe PrisonShip Martyrs'Mon
umentandthePerryMemorial.

of a columnar central
pavilion over a high basement.
William Thornton's
Philadelphia Library (1789) and Samuel Blodgett's
marble fagade of the Bank of the United States (Gifavorite

placed

lar in legislative buildings, of a tall
central dome with balancing: wings,
similar in form to the College des
Nations in Paris. Various
Quatre

Engineers, builders,

birth, united to infuse them with
largeness of scale and academic char
acter.
James Hoban of Dublin, in
his South Carolina Capitol at Colum
bia (1786-91),
and L'Enfant,
the
French military engineer, in his re
modeling
of Federal Hall in New
York, the first capital of the United

of

was

adopted

none the less the change from colonial
ideas.

architect
who

work.

time to bear

its fruit.
Meanwhile many buildings
of less advanced character evidenced

ateurs, both of native

to secure a monu

mental result.

(1807) were monuments simply, and
not until the Birmingham Town Hall

ment of our national

effort

The design of Thorn
ton, which received first prize, was
based on the great Palladian layouts
of England.
still
More
advanced

Even Gilly's proposed temple to
Frederick the Great (1791) and VigTemple of Glory
non's Napoleonic

which remained

the accepted central

In these studies, also, Halfeature.
let anticipated the foreign instances
of legislative halls modeled

on

the

semicircular form.
Charles Bulfinch showed both the
classical and the academic influences in the Beacon
column in Boston (1789), based on Roman examples,
State House (1795-98),
and in the Massachusetts
with its tall dome and its colonnade above an arched
basement.
Pure French aca
demicism of the mid-eighteenth
century appears in the New York
City Hall (1803-12), designed by
the French engineer, Joseph
Mangin, in partnership with John
McComb. Here for the first time
in America appears a facade re
cessed between angle pavilions,
with a sophisticated wall treat
ment of superimposed orders, of
archivolts and rustication. The
complete victory of classicism,
even in its Roman phase, did not
ensue until after 1815.
It was
Jefferson, the initiator of the
movement, who crowned its tri
umph with the design of the Uni
versity of Virginia group.
Here
long colonnades connecting class
pavilions
of varied design
lead up to the central rotunda or
ical

The SutTteasuty New York, 1834-41
Ithiel I ownandAlexander
JacksonDavis,Architects
Built for theUnitedStatesCustomHouse. The finestof theAmericanversions
of theParthenon

lib
OI the

based

Roman

Qn

^

PantheOH..

preGedent
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Long before classicism had carried the day the
revival had been reinforced by a Greek re
vival. The introduction of Greek forms, already
used in England and Germany, was due to Benjamin
Henry Latrobe, an architect who had the professional
He came to Amer
training- of both these countries.
ica in 1796 and in his first monumental work, the
Bank of Pennsylvania (1799), employed a Greek
Ionic order in two hexastyle porticoes which g-ave ac
In the conduct of
cess to the domed banking- room.
the work on the national Capitol, with which he was
charged from 1803-17, his principal opportunities
lay in the interior, where he created the great semi
circular Hall of Representatives (now vStatuary Hall),
with its Corinthian colonnade employing- Greek capi
His last design was for
tals of the Lysicrates type.
the second Bank of the United States in Philadelphia
(1819-24),
in which — encourag-ed doubtless by the
Nicholas Biddle, later its president — he
philhellene
adopted the octastyle Doric form of the Parthenon
itself.
The need for additional space in the cella led,
Roman

indeed, to the suppression
then the building-

even

Athenean

ideal

monument

so

more

of the side colonnades,
approached

nearly

than

the
any

but

ultimate

European

far erected.

Hellenic influence dominated American architecture
A pupil of Latrobe, Robert Mills,
until nearly 1850.
rivaled his master in advanced classicism by employ
ing- a Greek Doric column, nearly a hundred feet in
heig-ht, as the motive of his Washington Monument
in Baltimore in 1815, and an obelisk of 500 feet in
the Washing-ton Monument in Washing-ton (1836ff.).
The temple form was followed in a series of state
capitals, and notably in the one-time Custom House
• of New York (1834-41), now the Sub-treasury — an

of the Parthenon.
The latest and richest example was the main build
ing- of Girard Colleg-e in Philadelphia (1833-47), for
which Nicholas Biddle forced the adoption of the
temple form, carried out with the Corinthian order of
the Lysicrates type by Thomas LT. Walter. For state
other

and

more

literal version

capitals, however,
with

the type having- a dome and wing-s,
the prestig-e given it by the completion of the

national

Capitol

(1829),

found

thenceforth

more

Old New York Custom House, 1835-41
IsaiahRogers,Architect
andnowusedfor the NationalCitv
Builtfor theMerchant'sExchange.Remodeled
Bank. The colonialmotivein oneof itsbestAmericanexamples

Another favorite motive was the long,
unbroken colonnade, as used in the original (Fifteenth

adherents.

facade of the Treasury in Washington by
Robert Mills (1836-39), and in the Merchants' Ex
change in New York (now forming the lower story
of the National City Bank), by Isaiah Rogers (1835A novelty was the great semicircular portico
41).
of the Merchants' Exchange in Philadelphia by Wil
liam Strickland.
When the Capitol at Washington
was enlarged to its present form by Walter, in 185165, he had naturally to follow the academic Roman
street)

ordonnance

of the exterior,

The Lawn, University of Virginia, 1817-26
ThomasJefferson,Architect
of Romanclassicism
The ultimateAmericanexpression

and thus helped

to give
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Berry Hill, Halifax County, Va.
The mostmagnificent
of theGreekrevivalplantation
houses

classical

itself in two quite differ
One, which still
involved no break with the

buildings of the

the later

movement

ent ways.

a less

By all
Hellenic stamp.
these designs the state and
the nation

were

past, was the employment
of detail,

of Adam forms

endowed

with a tradition of monu

both in exteriors

mental

riors.

and

dignified

gov

Thus

which
has been continued with
but slight interruptions to

oped

the present

acteristic

ernment architecture

In
after

proportions

the

Revolution the
Pierce-Nichols House, Salem, Mass., 1782
SamuelMclntire,Architect
Post-colonial
versionof theRoyallhousemotive

of buildings may
well be described as "post-colonial."
An early ex
ample is the Pierce-Nichols house in Salem (1782),
by Samuel Mclntire.
The facade differs little from
that of the Royall house in Medford, built fifty years
earlier, except in the substitution of a heavy Doricorder in the corner pilasters and in the bolder treat
ment of the doorwray. Classical influence soon showed
group

and

of

the deli
so char

of the later work
of Mclntire in Salem, typi
cal of New England in the
early nineteenth century,

style was resumed

by the craftsmen with little
change, so that a large

devel

attenuation

cacy of ornament

day.

domestic architecture

colonial

the

and inte

were

ecution

and occasionally
where.

seen else

The appropriate

ness of these forms to ex

in the prevailing material,

wood,

lent them

The other classical tendency,
which dominated the states farther south, was quite
different in its inspiration and direction.
It took its
from
Palladianism and from French
departure
the
models, and ultimately sought
to assimilate
From
house also to the ideal form of the temple.
a special

attraction.

^■>i^

Franklin Crescent, Boston, Mass., 1793-96
CharlesBulnnch,Architect
The firstunifieddesignfor a cityhouseblockin America

THE ARCHITECTURAL
the start the portico or frontispiece of tall columns
was common, a prominent example being- the White
House in Washington (1792ff. ). The tall portico be
came especially popular in Virginia and the South
through Jefferson's numerous designs, in which he
sought, where possible, to give the effect of a single
story, as in the French houses
supposedly
Roman cast.
In the remodeling of his own
house, Monticello(l796-1809),

of

he introduced

projecting

Hill

FORUM

house in Athens, Ga., with a Corinthian peri
columns wide in front, show extremes

style eight

of classicism which have no parallel abroad. { [City
houses in blocks showed the same tendencies as
houses which stood isolated. In 1793 Bulfinch erected
for the first time in America a block of unified design,
the Franklin Crescent in Bos
ton, with pavilions of aca
demic scheme
and Adam
detail.

Some coherent treat
of the block remained
an ideal, although one seldom

ment

a dome over the

to secure a

salon

85

still

The

further resemblance to
such buildings as the Hotel de
Salm in Paris. The professors'
houses of the University of
Virginia, which he designed
as "specimens for the archi
lecturer," included
tectural
imitations of the prostyle
temple, and these were widely

Row in Lafayette place, New
York, which had a free-stand
ing Greek Corinthian order
carried throughout its length.
The interiors of the classical
houses lost in richness through
the abandoning of paneling,

copied

and through the chaste purism

where there

were

the same pedagogical

realized.

later example

not

which confined

motives.

Nicholas Biddle, with his cus
tomary enthusiasm for things
Greek, adopted a model of
''

on the Delaware.
Even
in New England the prostyle

temple with Greek forms
finally carried the day ; while
in the South the peristyle
with its manifest
suitability
to the climate
was widely
ton,"
temple

Such

where

magnificent

the

ponderous

all detail

to

their occasional
screens of
columns, served now as neu
tral backgrounds to rich fur

peristyle and all,
"
for his country seat, Anda

adopted.

notable

essential structural elements.
The tall, cool rooms, with

the Theseum,
lusia

most

was Colonnade

St. John's Chapel, Varick Street, New York, 1803-07
John McComb,Architect
closely
followingSt. Paul's.
churches
The finestof thepost-colonial
builtfortyyearsearlier

specimens
columns

as

"Arling

of the great

of

Paestum were imitated ; as the Bennett
house in New Bedford, with its hexastyle Ionic main
and tetrastyle wings ; as Berry Hill in Vir
ginia, with two octastyle Greek Doric porticoes and
balancing outbuildings of the same order, or as the
portico

L'Eglise du St. Esprit, New York
The ultimateformulaof classicism
for churches

niture and hangings.
Post-colonial buildings, dif
fering but little from the
more advanced buildings
erected before the Revolution,
were also common among the

of the early repub
lic. Here, also, slender proportions came in with
Adam
more
detail.
Nevertheless
monumental
effects, parallel to those attained in public build
ings, made their appearance soon after the opening of
the nineteenth century.
The fundamental work was
Latrobe's Catholic Cathedral in Baltimore (1805-21),
the first cathedral undertaken in the United States —
churches

St. John's Church, Washington, D. C.
B. H. Latrobe,nowin thepossession
Watercolorbythe architect,
of Mrs. 1vdi.iLatrobcLoring,andshowingthe
President's
houseasit appeared
in 1816whenthechurchwasbuilt
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scheme which was the first Gothic
church design in America.
In

where it was as novel in its size
and ritualistic arrangement

out,

cross,

with

crossing,
Greek
be.

In

vaulted

low

western
as

portico

of

and twin belfries,
best

1816 Latrobe

they

might

employed the

cross form for St. John's
Episcopal Church in Washington.
Robert Mills developed the audi
torium type of octagonal or cir
cular form in the Monumental
Church in Richmond, Va. (begun
The temple
1812), and others.
form was only adopted later, for
instance in St. Paul's Church,
Boston (1820), or the Chapelle
du St. Esprit in New York.
With its new departures in all
Amer
branches of government,
ica soon took the lead in the re
form of methods of punishment
and of the treatment of the in
sane.
The New York State
Prison, built by Joseph Mangin
in 1796-98, included provision for
the separation of the sexes and
of classes of criminals, and the
Virginia Penitentiary, built by
Latrobe in 1797-1800, was based
on the principle of solitary con
finement.
Later these ideas were
more fully applied and embodied
in radial plans by the architect,
John Haviland, of Eng-lish birth.
By 1835 the American prisons
were so favorably known that
Greek

'

Sedgeley," the Seat of Mr. William Crammond, Pennsylvania
BenjaminHenryLatrobe,Architect
The firstdesignof theGothicrevivalin America

Chapel, St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, 1807
MaximilianGodfroi,Architect
V
Firstchurchexecuted
in theGothicrevivalin America

engi-

carried

out

of St. Mary's Semi
nary in Baltimore with Gothic
forms.
Other architects
soon
essayed occasional
building's in
Gothic,
still inspired less by a
conscious principle of eclecticism
than by a romantic interest in the
style, of which neither the struc
tural principles nor the decorative
forms were much understood.

A

in the Gothic revival
was opened by the building: of
Trinity Church in New York by
Richard Upjohn (1839-46). Here
the design was carefully studied
These
from English examples.
long' remained the favorite
models, although James Renwick in St. Patrick's Cathe
dral, New York (1850-79),
adopted the traditional French
scheme with twin western towers.
In the sixties the influence of
Ruskin led to the adoption of
Italian Gothic detail and to a
moral fervor in the advocacy of
medievalism which had hitherto
Mean
been absent in America.
while, in the forties, the imita
tion of temples in domestic archi
tecture had been attacked as
and impractical, and cot
tages and villas of Gothic, Eliza
had

style

or "Italian"
their places as

Swiss,

bethan,

taken

flexible
more domestic,
more

convenient,

and

and more in har

Indi
mony with the landscape.
vidual Greek forms, however,

tries came to study them and to
introduce

\

French

a

architect,

absurd

coun

their principles abroad.
Although Jefferson, with his
underlying vein of romanticism,
had proposed imitations of Gothic
models as early as 1771, Latrobe
was the first to execute a Gothic
design in Sedgeley, a country
house near Philadelphia (1800).
For the Cathedral in Baltimore
he submitted an alternative

Godefroi,
and

new period

commissions from England,
France, and other European

1807

neer

the chapel

dome over the

a

a

detail,

Hellenized

in

The plan was
through

its classical forms.
a Latin

as

continued

had

be

to

employed

for the details of other houses,
especially

in the towns, and thus

both romanticism
an
Trinity Church, New York, 1839-46
RichardUpjohn,Architect
RevivedEnglishGothic,thoroughly
understood

and classicism

by
for
which

been gradually replaced

had

eclecticism

each

building

seemed

most

which
the

chose

style

appropriate

use and surroundings.

to

its

vS

THE FORUM COLLECTION OF
MODERN GOTHIC ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
PLATE THREE

SIMPLE handling of Gothic detail in residentialwork.
Roof construction and stair framing
of solid oak timbers, hand hewn and pegged together .
A

J±

,

LIVING ROOM, HOUSE OF W.

E.

No finish has been applied, the wood being left to
color with age. Walls are of rough plaster and the
floor is paved with red quarry tiles.

ATWOOD,

ESQ.,

EAST GLOUCESTER,

CRAM a: FERGUSON, ARCHITECTS
DETAIL DRAWING BY EDGAR T. P. WALKER ON FOLLOWING

PAGE
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PLATE DESCRIPTION
Consolidated Gas Company
York, N. Y. Plates 33-37. The
ally interesting

It

precedents.

Building,

New

facade is an unusu

development from Italian Renaissance
is entirely of Indiana limestone, ex

cept for a granite

base course and copper cornice. Be
tween the modillions at the outer edge of the cornice,
gas lamps are installed

which cast

a flood

light over

the facade at night. The Italic letter in relief is an
unusual way of treating an inscription and is partic
ularly effective when lighted from above at night.
The lower story windows are set in cast iron frames,
and the decorative grille at the entrance is likewise
of cast iron. An inter

development

of

building at the university is under

the direction of an advisory board consisting of Messrs.
Grosvenor Atterbury, Frank Miles Day, and Frederick

Law Olmstead,

together with an

This included
at a cost of 21 cents per cubic foot.
all structural costs, plumbing and steam fitting, elec
tric wiring, pipe tunnels, and hydraulic tank in the
basement

floor,

the lift,

neer's commissions.
struction

and architect's

Several different

class work, and conse

quently there are floor
arches in the corridors,

feature was caused by
the necessity of day

entering

exposed
rooms,

working

The

is

story

but one
and

tion

parts

the slope was made low
to permit

Plan Showing Future Development of Civil Engineering Building
Johns Hopkins University

the
in

screen.
This caused a valley against the rear wall
which presented a difficulty in disposing of snow in
winter. Perforated steam pipes were run through it,
and the jets of steam melt the snow as fast

as it gathers.
NJ

Hall, University of

Ide Wheeler

Benjamin

California.

38-40.
Wheeler Hall, the
group at Berkeley
latest addition to the interesting
erected from the designs of John Galen Howard,
houses

the

Plates

Languages.

academic requirements

Literature,

of

departments

History, and

It fully

Fine Arts,

meets the many

from both viewpoints

of plan

The exterior conception is that of im
pressive and reserved French classic with a preference
for Roman motives.
The interior is characterized by
simplicity throughout and immediately evident upon
and design.

entering
groined

the main

lobby,

where

vaults and a moulded

a series of simple
at the wainscot

break

height are the only features of the composition.
markable

acoustic

present

qualities

Re

are one of the particular

features of the building.

Civil Engineering Building, Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md. Plates 41, 42. The
most recent addition to the collegiate group for Johns
Hopkins University is the .Civil Engineering Build
ing designed by Joseph Evans Sperry. The present

structure

is a

unit of the complete
building as contem-

ToiephEvansSperry,Architect

the show room over the

however,

for

in various other
of the building.
The future growth of
engineering work at
the university has been
considered in planning
the building, and the

in

a pitched

insertion of windows

and steel

floor and roof construc

roof was placed over it
with the ridge running
parallel to the main
facade. The bottom of
enough

roof

and reinforced

concrete

space behind this room
height,

steel

trusses in the drafting

from

both sides of the show

room.

and engi

types of con

were used that would serve as examples for

esting construction
light

architect

executive

This building is located
appointed for each building.
on the south quadrangle and was erected in 1915-16

plated and shown in the plan

herewith.

House of Hon. Andrew J. Peters, Dover,
The design follows sturdy
Mass. Plates 43-48.
Georgian precedent, the detail of windows, door
ways, and balustrades having very much the char
acter of English houses of the period.
An unusual
feature for the style, and one that is carefully handled,
is the large amount of window area on the south
facade which provides the main living rooms with a
flood of sunshine.
The construction of floors and
walls is fireproof, the exterior walls being of old
brick laid in Flemish bond with a rough gray joint.
The brick, of mixed sand and water struck varieties
selected at random,

were

hatchet

cleaned

and re-'

ceivcdasand blast finish after being laid in the walls.
In this manner the effect of softly colored, old-time
brickwork was secured, and a transparent waterproof
coating served to make the walls impervious to mois
ture.
The living room, paneled from floor to ceiling
in butternut, was treated with acid and ammonia to
produce a gray-brown antique
finish.
The other
principal rooms are paneled in the Adam manner
with applied mouldings.
The stairway with wood
risers

and treads is constructed

work and insulated from
counteracting any metallic
89

the

ring.

over a steel frame
metal with felt, thus

EDITORIAL COMMENT
ARCHITECTS
cal reasons in
ignore

the value

consolation
recognition

the conditions of entry ; otherwise it makes the
a monopoly.
We want it to help in deciding what
ought to be the conditions of entry, but the State could not
allow any profession to exclude any people it chose to ex

who have in vain sought for logi

determine
profession

the Government's
disposition to
of their profession may find some

in knowing that the lack of Government
is not confined to our own country, but

clude, under any conditions it chose.
It must help the State
to fix the conditions of entry, but the State cannot allow it to
fix the conditions itself.

that the architects of England have faced a similar
situation and are still attempting to find a solution of
the problem.
The effect that the Government

"And now I want to mention two other functions which
are not generally thought of, and this is serious.
First of all,
a very large part of the public function of a professional asso
ciation seems to me to be one which it has not, to any great
extent, yet exercised, and that is it ought to claim the right
and the duty of criticism of everything that is done by the
Government,
or, for that matter, by any public authority, in
the lines of its own profession.
It ought not merely to make

attitude may even

tually have upon the profession has led to serious
discussion among British architects of the means that
can be adopted to strengthen the profession's posi
We earnestly hope that the present situation

tion.

in the United States will lead American architects
a similar analysis of conditions and consideration
means that the profession

that criticism in an irresponsible way, but it ought to regard
it as its duty to inform the Government of the day of the pro
fessional opinion upon every kind of act which is done by the

to

of

Government,

or left undone, on which the profession has a
I would like to see it the duty of a pro
to keep constant supervision, and a very
critical supervision, over all the acts of the Government, or
any Government
department, or any public authority falling
within the realm of its profession ; and to put that criticism
publicly on record, and bring it definitely to the notice of all

may not lose the prestige

community

problems,

and he was, therefore,

bring to the conference

the Government authorities.
I think every ministry ought to
have an advisory professional council of the profession with
which its work is concerned.
And whilst that advisory council
should have no power whatsoever, it should have a free initia
tive to say what it liked, the power of publishing
its reports
when it thought fit to do so, in an uncensored form.
" My third point is this. It seems to me that it is the duty
of a professional association to bring to the public notice, and
to agitate for, the supply of a sufficiency of its service to the
I hope I am not saying anything
community as a whole.
too hard, but practically, the brain-working professions began
as the body servants of the rich, and they have not as yet

...

realized that it is their duty to have developed
sufficiently
out of that to become the servants of the community ; they
have not yet managed to make their service available for the
whole of the community which needs their service.
They
still serve, on the whole, Mammon and Mammon alone. And,

able to

of view and
an unprejudiced consideration of the Institute and its
problems.
It may be said in passing that Mr. Webb
had spent many years in studying trade unionism,
a fresh

point

unfortunately, the great mass of the community still has to
go without the services which the professions do render to

and from that was led to the study of vocationalism.

The structure

and function

of professional

tions are so closely allied to vocationalism
interest

in

another step.
His suggestions

as to the proper sphere

the rich and ought

more and more to render to the
capacity.
I
you ask me to apply that to architecture,
I cannot help noticing that in the early
difficulty.
your association — to go back to the early Victorian

associa
was

"If

but

with

of an archi

sound that we quote their main points
that they may stimulate
similar

the hope
thoughts among

am in a

days of
times —■
architecture was thought of only as a luxury for the rich, and,
even to the end of the nineteenth century, that it could be
said that 90 per cent of buildings did not require an archi
tect ; only those buildings which it was expected and desired
And that seems to
should be beautiful required an architect.
It is the duty of
be a totally unworthy view of architecture.
architects to claim that they shall be responsible for all build
It is a reproach to the
ings, including town-planning.
I do not
profession that any town should be badly laid out.

tectural society strike such a forward note and are so
fundamentally

commu

nity in its collective

that a keen

their organization and ideals

...

distinct opinion.
fessional association

which it has laboriously built up, and that, with a
resumption of normal peaceful activities it may assume
a wider direction of the enormous building program
of the country, and enjoy the fuller measure of confi
dence and respect to which its capabilities entitle it.
At an informal conference of the Royal Institute of
British Architects held a few months ago, many con
structive thoughts of the leaders of the profession in
England were given expression that have great bear
ing on the situation, both here and abroad.
The
feature of the conference was an address by Mr.
Sidney Webb on the function of an architectural
The special value of his address was in
society.
great measure due to Mr. Webb not being an archi
tect or member of the Institute, but a student of

American architects.

...

"The association is entitled to claim participation in the
Every profession needs to be
government of the profession.
regulated in all sorts of ways — conditions of training, ethn
ical code ; it may be registration or what not. And the profes
sional association is undoubtedly entitled — it does not doits
duty unless it claims to be entitled — to participate largely

say it is the fault of the profession, but I hold it up, as an
ideal, that its business, as an association, is to demand that
such arrangements shall be made as may be possible so that
the service which the profession can render to the community
should be available in sufficient quantity, and of sufficient qual
ity, for the benefit of every person in the community, and not

of the profession.
in the government
But I do not think
that, from the standpoint of political science, the profession
can be allowed to govern itself.
It cannot be allowed to

...

merely as a luxury for a rich class."
90
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WRIGHT CRAWFORD

entered the war, the
in building homes for
workmen was unformulated ; the idea of Fed
Yet now
eral construction of homes was undreamt.
for this pur
has been appropriated
$50,000,000
pose, and the legislative ship carrying $50,000,000

we hope for

more is on the ways, almost completed.
A tremendous advance in one year, this : a greater

both public

before

ago,

we

of Federal aid

idea

is now possible.

In

the National Housing Association a few years
over putting on the program

ago there was hesitancy
the subject
housing.
credit

of state or municipal financial aid for
Toronto had tried it, the city lending its

to the extent

of 80 per cent of the necessary
being the borrowing of

funds,

the chief advantage

money

at a much

lower

rate

than otherwise

would

had acted as
Massachusetts
been the case.
pioneer in the United States by enabling its Home
to erect
a state department,
stead Commission,
have

Elsewhere state aid was unknown in this
In less than twelve months the public,
the Administration, and the Congress have been edu
cated to the new idea and have acted on it. It is a
remarkable product of America's entrance into the

houses.

country.

war.

It

because of official and legislative
of the intimate relation, of the interde
pendence, between good housing and getting things
The
done, that this forward step has been taken.
labor turnover witnessed everywhere during the past
year has been one lever of unusual power in routing
should do.
up old ideas of what the Government
That turnover reached 300 per cent in more than
Discontented workers
one industry doing war work.
mean less production ; it does not need statistics to
is undoubtedly

recognition

show that contented, healthy workers produce greater
It is
results than discontented, unhealthy ones do.
common

sense that physically weak workers

produce

the physical

ones do.

results

that

cannot

physically strong

Ask yourself how you have felt after sleep

ing in a room with three or four others : realize that
your doped feeling is but the counterpart of the same
doped

feeling felt

4

War-Time Housing— A Supreme Opportunity

J

YEAR

NUMBER

1918

by

every

under similar conditions.
We expect supreme efficiency

workman who sleeps
in our soldiers,

and

something approaching
supreme effi
ciency in our war workers.
Neither the soldier nor
the workman who has slept in an overcrowded bar
racks can reach
self can.

that height any more than you your

Lack of recognition of these facts, on the part of
authorities and of manufacturers, has ex
isted for many years. The initiative toward bringing
them to public attention had already been taken, and
in £he National Housing Association and American
City Planning Institute means of educating public
opinion and expressing
it had been created.
It is
only articulate public opinion that counts in such
matters ; the silent vote may count at elections, but
housing

matters

have

not yet

constituted

an issue

before the electorate.

In

addition

to common

sense we now have figures
the effect on physique of slum areas
as compared with garden suburb areas to a rather
remarkable extent.
The following figures are taken
from a book on city planning by George Cadbury,
Jr., son of the founder of Bournville, one of Eng
demonstrating

land's most successful garden suburbs.
The figures
show the effect on boys and girls, in weight and
height, of the conditions in the garden town of Bourn
ville as compared with St. Bartholomew's Ward in
Birmingham, only twenty minutes away.

_,

Bovs, Bournville
Boys, St. Bartholomew's

Age 6
Age 8
Years
Years
Pounds Pounds
45.0
52.9
Ward 39.0
47.8
43.5
50.3
Ward 39.4
45.6

Boys, St. Bartholomew's

Ward

.
Weight

Girls, Bournville
Girls, St. Bartholomew's
Height
Bovs, Bournville
Girls, Bournville
Girls, St. Bartholomew's

Ward

Inches
44.1
41.9
44.2
41.7

Inches
48.3
46.2
48.6
44.8

Age 10 Age 12
Years
Years
Pounds Pounds
61.6
71.8
56.1
63.2
62.1
74.7
53.9
65.7
Inches
51.9
49.6
52.1
48.1

Inches
54.8
52.3
56.0
53.1

Obviously, the taller and heavier boys and girls,
carrying the same advantages into their final stature,
will work more efficiently than their stunted neigh
bors of the slum.

The Rev. Mr. Watt, chaplain of the Gordon High
and the Black Watch, said recently, when
''
speaking of one unhappy man :
He had a slum in
mind
because
he
had
a
his
slum as his home." John
Burns, the labor leader, formerly a member of the

landers
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English Cabinet and the man who secured the pas
sage by Parliament of the English Housing and Town
Planning Act of
"

1909, expressed the same thought
Mean streets make mean people."

when he said,

only mental and physical
Mr. Cadbury further gives
the following figures, showing the effect on both the
infantile and adult death rates of good or bad city
The slum affects not
stature, but life as well.

conditions

:

Infantile Death Ordinary Death
Kate per 1000
Rate per 1000
Births
Births
55.0
4.8
50.6
6.1
62.0
9.S
70.0
9.9
62.0
10.4
90.0
13.1
101.0
13.6

Bournville
Letchworth
Hampstead
Bournemouth

.

Lewisham

Hammersmith
London _

It

.

is to be noted

FORUM

dropped to 3,000. The usual growth
in population of Philadelphia is about 40,000 per
The actual growth in the last three years is
year.
about 200,000, the greater part of which occurred in
the last year and the last half of last year ; and the
likelihood is that 1918 will witness a growth greater
district of Phila
yet, especially in the metropolitan
In dealing with such centers we are quite
delphia.
literally dealing with a nation in size ; for in metro
politan Philadelphia, which includes the city and the
area within ten miles of its limits, disregarding all
1917 the number

state or county lines, there is a population equal to
— a population greater
that of the whole of Norway
than that of Ecuador and Nicaragua combined.
That the immensity of the problem may be further
illustrated, it may be

that slums disas

noted that the mere

trously affect the fu
If
ture of the race.
her infant child is

addition to the popu-

lost, the mother may

the

be

physique

as

and

her

in

affected

lationof metropolitan
Philadelphia during

well

population

This

of course,
that the physical

means,

individuals

plant

of the metro

politan

parent

away,

be

the

of Colum

Ohio.

bus,

Some one has said :
Since

1917

will

1918

greater than

as

in her spirits, and
later children may
also.
be affected

pass

years

two

city,

its

hood is the supreme

streets, its transpor

factor in the destiny

tation

of nations."

schools, its parks, its

enthood

Par

should

encouraged,

be

not dis

View of Barracks First Built at Gretna but Later Abandoned for Cottages of
Permanent Construction

couraged by the death of a small baby after the long
months of suffering to bring it to life.
It was with figures such as these, with figures dem

onstrating the effect of better housing even in reduc
ing crime, that the campaign for improvement was
being waged with hopeful, perhaps signal, successes
here and there, before we entered the war on April 6,
1917.
Then began the more rapid education by bit
ter experience.
It was necessary to house the work
ers.
How should it be done ? There was a lack of
local capital, or rather not so much an actual lack
as fear of future losses should buildings be erected
at present high prices, which might be cut in half
by the unexpected ending of the war twelve months
or six months later, causing a heavy loss because of
such capital charges already incurred. This caused
an actual decrease of building at the very time that
there

was

an

altogether

unanticipated
and unpre
of population at centers of

pared for concentration
war industries.
Philadelphia is, apparently, the greatest example
of the combined resultant of these two forces.
Dur
ing 1915 and 1916 about the usual average of 8,000
two-story and three-story dwellings were built.
In

system,

playgrounds,

its

and es

pecially its houses,
must be expanded to accord with this increase.
Obviously city and suburban planning and city and
suburban building on a huge scale must be under
taken

to meet this

Philadelphia
communities

actual

condition

; and the same necessity

that confronts
exists in other

that have become centers

of war-time

activities.

And withal there is need for tremendous speed.
The bending back of the Italian line, the pressure on
the French line, the collapse of the Eastern line,
urges speed, speed, speed.
And yet the two sides in
the world-wide conflict are far more evenly matched
than they were when the war broke out in 1914.
With Germany forty years ahead of her in prepara
tion, with the actual battle only thirty miles across the
channel, with her very existence at stake, England
coolly took the time to build for her munitions

the best garden suburb yet created — the
town of Well Hall ; Scotland, urged on to haste, built
workers

of barracks .at Gretna, and promptly aban
doned their further erection and instead has built a
Will America,
garden suburb for 15,000 workmen.
a row

coming into the war with the opposing forces in
men, in munitions, in finances, far more equal than

THE ARCHITECTURAL
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were in 1914, when, indeed,
matching resources against resources,
they

— and modern
mized

in

warfare

battles, wealth

''

is well epito

Soldiers win
wins wars," — the

the saying,

preponderating advantage is decidedly
on our side, will America, with the
battle line five days away instead of
five hours, fail to do as well for her
as Great Britain has done

workmen

for hers

This is the question that
the next twelve months will answer.

At

?

first

President

Wilson, like any

new to the undertaking
would have done, said to build bar

other

man

racks ; but he has quickly swung away
from that and now favors permanent

buildings. Temporary means are un
wise, if this war is to last more than
six months.
It is folly to prepare for
less than six years.

for twenty-five

America can carry on the war

years, and the sooner the Huns learn

Temporary barracks become a per
Their cost in the long run, financially,
is greater than the cost in the long 'run of the best of
housing, because, if well located, there should be lit
tle or no loss from the latter ; whereas from the former
the loss is 100 per cent on the buildings alone. Work
ers do not like bunks ; they do not provide for family
life ; and now that so much of the rough work has
been done at new plants like Hog Island, a better
class of workmen — men trained in all sorts of trades
— are being called for. The day laborer is giving
way rapidly to the skilled workman : the latter can
that, the better.

manent slum.

Staff Cottages at Gretna

pay for and can only be retained by adequate hous
ing and adequate means of education and recreation

for his family, as well as himself.
The immediate, critical problem is : What standard
will the Government of the people and by the people
set for the people in its first industrial town ? On
the answer to that question depends in large measure
the standard of American housing for the rest of this

A tremendous opportunity is at hand.
The Government must take the responsibility of re
fusing the opportunity or of accepting it. Which
will it be ?
Will the Government accept what has been the
standard heretofore, or will it accept the challenge of
century.

View Along One of the Streets of Gretna, the British Munitions Town in Scotland
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England and surpass WeH'Hall ? Will
it do pretty well or a little better than
has been done by operative builders
heretofore, or will it accept the chal
lenge of Scotland and surpass Gretna ?

Will it seek housing conditions that
will result in 75 or 80 per cent effi
ciency in its men, or will it follow the
example of England and Scotland and
aim at housing that will residt in 100
per cent ?

The method by which the first war
town is built, the decision as to whether
the houses shall be sold or rented only
— I hope that in most locations they
will be not only rented but sold, be
cause every home owner
mere residence

is a better

— he

renter

Recreation and Assembly Hall at Gretna

citizen

than a

has a stake then in the

and physical surroundings of his home ; if
he doesn't own his residence, he can just move out

moral

like any other slacker — these questions, these poli
cies, are not to-day the dominant ones for considera
tion.

It

is the physical

is to build

that

only the effect

is the
on

town that the Government
question

health

and

now.
lives,

It

was not

it was the

on cheerfulness,
the effect produced by the
charm of the towns of Port Sunlight, Bourn ville, and
Letchworth that enabled John Burns, the labor leader,

effect

of the English Housing and
If these towns had not
Town Planning Act of 1909.
been beautiful, if they had been as hygienic as sani-

to secure the adoption

tary science could make them, but ugly, that statute
The objects with
would never have been passed.
which they were built, whether for profit sharing or
philanthropy and 4 per cent, or as an example of
community co-operation, were immaterial ; it was the
power of the attractiveness of the thing that was done
in all these places that produced their counterparts in
fifty-five other garden towns and suburbs of Eng
land, and that swept over old world opposition in
Parliament, carrying the act of 1909 to victory.
Whatever way the administrative
side is handled,
whatever way the ultimate destiny of each house is
determined,
are minor considerations
now.
The
physical standard that the Government
sets for the
housing of the laborers of the United States is

Town Plan of Eastriggs, a British Munitions Town in England
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momentous

month

employed in jobs
formerly occupied

War-time housing"
differs from peace
time housing" chiefly
in

the

by

give up those
nor will their
employers want

jobs,

time.

to cause

them to do so.

The period of re
will be
difficult. Now is the
time to prepare for
construction

to be

We are
overlooked.
learning" by this very
need of housing

it, so that its hard

for

ships may be mini
Always in
mized.

our war workers
how important

The

to

But
war brings with it
a need for prepara
tion, which the pres
sure of the war is
apt

men.

women will not care

opportunity

to do a finer thing- in
shorter

sees ^more
more
women

and

consideration.

it is

periods

in time of peace to
Street View
prepare for war.
The danger to democracy, the danger to America by
the obliteration of space brought about by increased
means of transoceanic transportation,
of which the
aeroplane is the latest example, will let us never
again fancy ourselves safe from attack.
Isolation is
gone as completely as is the eighteenth century.
But
in time of war it is necessary to prepare for peace, and
particularly to alleviate the suffering caused by the
that will accompany it.
unemployment
The longer
the war lasts, the greater will be the number of men
who will come back from the trenches without occu
The longer the war lasts, the greater will be
pation.
the number of war-industry workers who will be
thrown out of employment when those industries
slow down or stop with the coming of peace. Every

sion,

in Well Hall

of depres
public work

has been stimulated

to the unemployed.
employment
Now, in war time, is the time to plan such work.
Public work requires the preparation of city plans,

in

order

to give

their adoption, and the acquisition of the property
These proc
on which the public work is to be done.
esses take time, frequently more than a year or eigh
Obviously if we wait until the end of
teen months.
the war to begin the preparation of plans, we will be
too late to alleviate

immediate

suffering.

City planning in general is more urgent now than
it has ever been and fortunately the war is mak
ing that fact evident.
But the specific town plans
and the definite housing adopted within the next
for its war
few weeks by the Federal Government
workers

ft^^fcffCffffflCrW

is of supreme

importance.

GOVERNMENT HOUSING SCHEME AVELL H ALL *ELTHAM* KENT

The Essential Principles of Industrial Village Development
"ByJOHN NOLEN

AS

a result of unprecedented

sion and the necessity

industrial expan

to provide for military

and naval
forces, the subject
of housing
workingmen has risen to national, or even interna
tional, importance.
This is partly the effect of the
war and the consequent industrial expansion, and
partly the expression of a somewhat new social and
economic ideal.
It is said now emphatically that the
war cannot be successfully prosecuted without in
dustrial, as well as military, strength and efficiency.
It might appear to be an exaggeration to hold that
the success of the American armies depends upon
the number and character of workmen's houses in
American cities.
Yet many believe this is to be the
case.
And the United States Chamber of Commerce
has stated that at the present time the proper hous
ing of workmen is the most necessary thing to be done
to win the war.
This conclusion is a new and strik
"
ing illustration of an old adage,
For want of a nail
the shoe is lost ; for want of a shoe the horse is lost ;
for want of a horse the rider is lost."
The other part of the movement is expressing it
self in a genuine desire to improve the living condi
tions of all who labor, war or no war.
The motive
in part is unquestionably the welfare of the worker,
but it is primarily based upon the conviction that
without good living conditions, outside of factories
as well as in, of which housing is and must always
be the main feature, efficient labor cannot be secured

The use that is to be made of the land should
its general plan and restrictions. There
is no plan that is best for all places, nor for the same
place for all time.
Merit is largely a question of fit
ness for its original purpose, and its adaptability for
probable future purposes.
4. Thoroughfares, and other broadly related city
planning features, should be located first, and within
these lines, and in conformity to them local streets
and blocks and lots should be defined in the best pos
3.

determine

sible manner.

5. The various standards
for various classes of
property, the lot widths and lot depths, the block
widths and block depths, recognized by the best au
thorities, should be applied with skill and discrimina
tion. These are by no means absolute or fixed ; they
are still open to discussion, and in each case are
largely matters of nice judgment. Still, there is some
For instance, the minimum requirements of de
law.
tached, of semi-detached, and of row houses in which,
for this purpose, there is substantial agreement, de
termine largely the width and depth of lots ; the size
of lots determines largely the size of blocks ; the
blocks determine the layout of the neighborhood.
These, in turn, react upon street widths, playgrounds,
and other public features.
6. An increase of lots or residence sites and of the
necessary streets should be accompanied by a corre
sponding increase of playgrounds, parks, and other
and retained.
indispensable public features required by the prob
The problem of industrial housing in its broader able population of the area when fully built up. The
phases may perhaps be best expressed by the term
best time to make these reservations of public spaces
community development. ' ' It calls for the creation of is when the land is subdivided. The cost should be
a complete industrial town or village. It cannot be solved
assessed in accordance with the benefit.
by the mere building of houses, even though they be
7. The interests of the real estate operator, of the
of good types.
From the first step to the last, the prospective owner or user, and of the general public
In most
solution of these problems requires special skill and should be harmonized as far as possible.
Furthermore, the problems of indus
experience.
cases this is not so difficult as it might seem.
While
trial housing are related to the still wider and more the immediate interests of the three parties are not
identical, they are not in the long run normally in
problems
technical
of city planning, city building,
and the proper maintenance
and administration of conflict. It is part of the responsibility of the public,
•
acting through well considered and equitable regu
cities.
Essential Principles
lation and law, to remove causes of conflict, and thus
Some of the essential principles of community de
to define the rights and duties of the several parties.
velopment generally accepted as sound may be stated
8. A plan for community development
must con
as follows :
sider not only immediate use, but also probable sub
1. The plan for the subdivision of the property
sequent use, administration, and maintenance ; and
must, so far as possible, forecast and provide for it.
should fit the topography and give due considera
tion to natural features.
This may be done in part by the plan itself, and in
part by binding restrictions and conditions, provid
2. Even if the land is relatively level, the plan
Or it may anticipate a change
ing for permanency.
should nevertheless have interest, good organization,
and design.
The point of view that leads to a good or conversion into a different use. Opinions of de
arrangement
signers differ as to which is more desirable, — a plan
on hilly ground is also capable of se
curing a good arrangement on level land.
that makes change difficult or one that makes chan.ere
97
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One
easy.
Here again it is a mistake to dogmatize.
thing: is clear, however, even from a superficial study
of land subdivision in its relation to housing, namely,
that the worst results have not been due usually to
the low standard or the lack of fitness of Ihe devel
opment for its original purpose, but to its lack of
fitness for the purpose to which there was afterward
an attempt to adapt it, or to the lack of public regu

lation, or the low standard which the city permitted
to be applied.

Fundamental Questions
The fundamental questions which should be asked
in the planning of an industrial town or village are
the following :
1 . What should determine
the selection of a tract
of land for an industrial village development ?
2. What size tract is desirable ?
3. How important is the relation of the tract to
the city plan ?
general principles should control the
4. What
division of the property into zones, that is, the
selection of areas for industrial and railroad devel
opment ; of open spaces and public reservations,
stores, public building sites, homes, etc. ?
5. What determines the location of streets?
6. What are the best sizes and shapes of blocks
and lots ?
7.

Which are the most desirable house types

?

8. Should the tract be designed so as to be con
vertible, that is, adaptable to a use other than that

for which the plan was made

?

Selection of Site
The first step, namely, the proper selection of a
industrial village, is one that is often
taken without due regard to the purpose of the de
velopment and a consideration of its relation to the
The skill and experience
steps which must follow.
which are of service in the laying out of the property
would be of even greater service if employed in time
to have a part in^the selection of the land.
In selecting land for industrial housing, the points
of greatest importance are as follows :
Usually it should be suburban or out of
Location.
town, or actually in the open country.
It is an ad
vantage if the section is within walking distance of
the factories, which in many cases should them
selves be moved to an out-of-town location.
The value of the land should be low : for
Cost.
unskilled workers, $500 an acre or less ; for skilled
workers about $1,000 an acre.
In order to provide for a complete
Size of Tract.
local community giving the necessary streets, open
spaces, public building sites, and the other features
of neighborhood life ; also to take care of the cost
of the indispensable utilities, such as water supply,
sewage disposal, etc., the tract should be usually
not less than one hundred acres.
Two hundred acres
site for an

is even

FORUM
better.

In

some

cases

a

thousand

acres

would not be too much .
Boundaries.
The boundaries in the case of a tract
with a strongly marked character should usually
follow the topographical features.
Unless streams
or water courses are wide, both sides should be in
If they are
cluded.
So also with main streets.
located on the boundary of the property, the develop
ment should include both sides of the streets and the
boundary of the tract run to the back line of the sur
rounding lots.
The topographical character of the
Topography.
land is likewise of great importance in the choice of
If it is too flat, the result is apt to be monot
a site.
On the other hand, if
onous and even ill drained.
it is too broken or steep, the development is incon
A slightly undulating or rolling
venient and costly.
topography is on the whole best for the purpose.
Furthermore, land which is very flat can often be
better used for factories, and land which is very
broken is better suited for parks and public reserva
tions. Marsh land, if it is to be used, is also apt
to be better suited, when reclaimed, for factories or
parks.
Streets and Roads
In making apian for a village, the first act usually,
after the choice of the tract and the preparation of
the survey, is to study the property with a view to
Although a good
the location of streets and roads.
street system is of primary importance to convenience
and economy in a village, its establishment has not
usually been presumed to involve any special knowl
edge or skill beyond that of the surveyor, nor of
any different point of view from that of the real
Most of such planning in the
estate operator.
United States has been undertaken from the proprie
tary standpoint. It has been done for the owners of
the land, and largely with a view to early and prof
The importance of the street rests in
itable sales.
the fact that it is the channel of all the ordinary
means of public circulation and public service ; that
it is essential to the profitable development and use
of property ; that only through the opportunities it
offers can there be any broad or attractive expression
of community life, and that only through a compre
hensive, well ordered system of streets and roads can
the functions of the town or village be performed
with economy and efficiency.
Every decision with regard to the street is im
portant, — its location, its width, its subdivision, its
grade, its planting, its lighting, etc.
With few ex
ceptions these decisions concern the general public
far more than individuals or groups of individuals
who happen to reside or own property on the par
Different streets
ticular street under consideration.
have different functions, and practically every street
is related, or should be, to some other street.
These
varying functions require varying treatment, espe
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40
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as
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of

as

in

in

a

in

to

a

If

or

to

of

of

The schedule given below shows the relation
wages and rent.
cost
lots and houses
Workingmen receive approximately from $15
$16
they receive, say, $15
$25 or $30
week.
week, and we assume that they can afford
pay $15
month rent, the total investment
house and lot
the

to
6

$20, $25, or $30

a

wages

to

of

to

If

in

should not exceed $2,000.
This allows about $400
for an improved lot (say, 40 feet
width) and $1,600
regular savings are
for the building.
be made
toward the purchase
the house, the wages should
average higher than the figure quoted.
The invest
ment would thus yield annually the usual 10 per cent
gross, or from
per cent net, according
local
conditions. The same comparisons can be made with
the other classes shown on the schedule receiving
week,

or intermediate

amountS.

This schedule
based upon
minimum annual
wage of $800.
Bulletin No. 76, Treasury Depart
a

ment, U.
Public Health Service, makes the fol
lowing statement
“Several studies by various authorities on actual
working men's families tend
agree
conditions
very closely that unless

to

family

of

in

in

a

housing, as
other matters.
What
upon conditions and circumstances

is

a

a

is

in

of

to

best depends
and cost.

5

of

to in

A

or

of

ferent needs

:

in

is

of

of

of

in

of

the fact that different people
have different tastes and preferences,
well as dif

and take into account

S.

to

to of

to It
a is

is
a

to

to

(c) demand and custom.
All the types recommended should have some ad
vantages
house construction or
lower land cost,

in

of

of

of

is

of

of

of

in

more than from 200
300 feet, and the maximum
desirable length
between 500 and 800 feet.
There
decided advantage
east and west
frontages for houses, especially
closely built sec
tions. This applies, however,
northern climates
only.
The size, shape, and proportion of lots are,
course, dependent largely upon the size, shapes, and
proportions
blocks. Here again, within limits,
varieties and differences are desirable, thus supply
ing different demands.
fair minimum for lot
widths would be 14
15 feet for group dwellings,
30 feet for semi-detached dwellings (each unit),
and 40
50 feet for detached buildings.
The mini
mum depth
lots
these classes should range
from about 80 to 100 feet. There
direct rela
tion between size of lots and the utilization of
portion
the interior
blocks for playgrounds or
allotment gardens. This relation should be kept
any attempt
mind
estimate the justification or
value of one or the other.
Some examples
American city practice
the
matter
lot sizes are given below from study un

mostly

HOUSE TYPES

of

AND LOTS

125

105 ft., few
100 by 100
200 ft.
by 132 ft.,
by 120 ft.

No one house or method should be endorsed as the
only one, although the emphasis should be put upon
the single family, self-contained house or cottage
on the whole most desirable. The choice of the
house type depends upon (a) land values; (b) wages;

is

of

is

OF BLOCKS

The size, shape, and proportion
blocks are
great importance, especially from the economic
point
view, and are controlled,
course, mainly
by the location
streets and roads.
Some variety
the shape and size
blocks desirable, and often
preferable, however,
keep them
economic.
fairly near
rectangular shape, avoiding sharp
angles. The depth
the block should seldom be

25

a

in

of

a

SIZES AND SHAPES

---------

Syracuse

by 45

22 by
200 by 200 ft.,
140 by 486 ft.,

of

to

a

or

of

appropriate sites for public and semi-public build
ings. The selection and planning
such features,
planning with
view
their establishment
the
future, should be
part
the study
the street
plan. Both the convenience and the effect
public
buildings and small open spaces
largely lost with
out suitable approaches, giving advantageous view
points.

Few 20 by 100 ft.

Philadelphia------

a

In

planning the street system, opportunity should
be sought for creating minor public open spaces and

190 ft.
30 by 100
125 ft.
by 150 ft., and larger
Kansas City-----New York--------25 by 100 ft., Manhattan, Bronx
20 by 100 ft., Brooklyn, Queens, Richmond
Newark ---------- 25 by 100 ft.
16

or

a

of

total width between property lines
40 feet
even less, the roadway itself being not more than
from 18 to 24 feet.
with

(majority)
by 90
100
80 by 160
180 ft. originally
by 125 ft. now.
by 100
150 ft.

Cleveland -------- 40
Detroit ---------by 100

to to

laid out

--------

Chicago----------

19 14

streets

Brookline

-

local

Berkeley ---------50 by 159 ft.
Boston ----------80 by 250
300 ft. originally
by
ft. now.
(few, 125 ft.)
by 100
Bridgeport ------- 30, 40

to

examples

dertaken
few years ago by the National Confer
Village and town develop
ence on City Planning.
ment should be more liberal.

a

good

of

many

are

is

It

a

it,

cially with regard to street widths. In most com
munities the area given up to streets is ample, but
its distribution has been arbitrary and accidental.
The requirements of local streets, in which classifi
cation most village streets are included, are different
from main thoroughfares, or even secondary streets.
The local street should not be broad, and to make it
so incurs needless expense for grading and paving,
as well as waste of land.
If the local street is kept
narrow,
acquires
quality more distinctively
domestic.
cozier and more attractive. There

99

the average

size
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100

(father, mother,

dependent children) has
of $800 or more, it cannot main
standard.
This conclusion is ap

and three

an annual income

tain a healthful
parently confirmed by statistics of expenditures in
workingmen's families which show that the point of
adequate subsistence is not reached until the family
income is approximately $800 or more."

Terrace Row Type
House on 15-foot lot at $4.00
House connections

(except

paved roadway)
Houses

Total house and lot

$400
1,600

5500
2,000

$600
2,400

$700
2,800

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

20
1,040

25

30

S00

1,300

1,560

15

20

25

30

4

5

6

7

Wages

Per week
Per year

15

Rent
Per month
Savings

Per month
Minimum Lot and Home

for Normal Family

Minimum Lot
Terrace 'Row ___

15 to 16 ft. wide, 80 to 100 ft. deep (alley)

Semi-detached
30 to 40 ft. wide, 80 to 100 ft. deep
(each)
40 to 50 ft. wide, 80 to 100 ft. deep
Detached
Minimum House
4 rooms : living room, kitchen, two bedrooms, and bath.
5 rooms preferred : living room, kitchen, three bedrooms,
and bath ; allows for separate bedrooms for older children
of different

is not practicable to fix any absolute limit to

depends

upon

Very much

the sizes of the houses and

the

Furthermore,

it is not easy to
weigh the disadvantages that might arise from
enlarging cities to such an extent as would give
a much lower number of houses to the acre.
One may safely say, however, that the desirable
maximum would be between ten and twenty
houses to the net acre, that is, the building
land used for house-lot purposes. Twelve houses
to the net acre has proved to be about the right
number for cottage development.
This figure
has been fairly well tested in the garden villages
of England, as well as in this country. For
houses built in rows or short groups, the density
should not usually exceed a maximum of twenty

Building Districts and Restrictions
Districting or zoning is, after all, little more than
an extension and wider application of the principle of
restrictions. This principle is well understood, and
has long been applied by private owners of property,
and to some extent by the public authorities.
It is a
principle that is particularly well understood in the
United States by real estate operators.
The restric
tions placed upon the purchaser in the conveyance
of property often include a long list of the kinds of
business which are classified as nuisances, and which
or maintained upon the
may not be established
property. These restrictions also include regulation
as to stables and garages, fences and walls, setback
of buildings from the street and from lot lines, the
minimum cost of buildings, easements, and rights of
way for public utilities, and in some cases even the
of house plans and specifications.
approval
The
point of view with regard to these restrictions is in
dicated by the fact that the real estate operator

Cost per Acre

Water

Sidewalk
Rough grading

"

often refers to them as

now

safeguards."

LOVELAND FAR.M3
Youngstown Ohio
JOHN HOLEN LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT

HARVARDSOi

STATISTICAL
ACREAGES

LOTS

16118.

for

PERCENTAGES
„S.T.__

..-.71.

LOTS

/feus*?p+r /re++cs-0

.alar

73

176.59

Average Lo+ Area
_ftJfi£L. Ac/-*r

PROPERTIES
SEMI-PUBLIC
Churches

MASS

humioro/Houso Lots
.&£>&..

....6_.
To**/

Jt.

A/orma/'/.or*iS/mo*

-A9 -f*xM*Q.ft\

To+o/

.71

.3

#04****
/MntrWJ aerr

PUBLIC PROPERTIES

... A...

•Schools

Wayground*
Partes
r^jrf SttrTton

.__82SL
66

ToM

...AA

.3

11.77

4.9

STREETS
1643

Development*

Per
House
Lineal Foot Connections
$ .50
$28.00
1.25
18.00
.60
curbing
and
streets
1.65
. . * •
$4.00
$46.00

CAMBRIDQE

STATEMENT

STREET*

houses to the net acre.

Sewer

$160.00
46.00

sexes.

the number of houses to the acre.
arrangement.

$1,696.00 per acre

6 Houses per acre at
$1,236.00 per acre
$206.00
(Depth of lot assumed to be about 100 feet.)
* Estimate basedon figures for Akron. Ohio, September, 1916.

Houses per Acre

It

$60.00
46.00

16 Houses per acre at -__ $106.00
Detached House Type
House on 40-foot lot at $4.00
House connections

General Schedule Showing Relation of the Cost of
Lots and Houses to Wages, Rent, and Savings
Lots, Improved

FORUM

Coco/

.JL45Q
ro¥w/

TOTALS

6.6
15.0

52.93
242.00 24200 100

t*>fot/9
Loco/
L +»r*A-?-X- m,/r*
r<>*<,/ 8. 7
2 1.8
100

— Principalplayground
locatedbeyondlimitsof LovelandFarms. Lots larger
Remarks.
thanusual. Villageintended
for higherpaidforemen
andsuperintendents.Polandave
nue,a boundary
street,is a mainthoroughfare
to city.
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It has become evident, however, that we cannot de
pend upon private restrictions in deeds imposed by
the landowner.
At best his action is applied only
very
areas,
to
limited
and even when most public

spirited is not always intelligent.
His chief motive
must be profit. He cannot be expected to have con
sistent and permanent concern for the results of his
methods upon the future occupants of the property,
nor upon the general pub
lic. Furthermore, no mat
ter how large his holdings,
he has only the legal power
of a private citizen.
One of the most approved
forms of restrictions is that
of a building line establish
ing the setback for the build
Aces/</eavroz
c;7 %
ings from the street.
In
some places this setback

of the street scene.

Diagram Showing Percentageof Property in Loveland Farms
for Various Purposes

There is fully as much reason

distances between buildings on the side
line as on the street.
A good standard is 18 to 20
feet between buildings, that is, an average of 9 or

to establish

from the building to the side line.
the investigation of the National Conference
on City Planning referred to above, some of the
effects of restrictions in various parts of the country
were stated as follows:
10 feet

In

---------

Voluntary restriction
increasing values.

------- Lack

works well toward

permitted

of restrictions
bad housing
conditions to grow.
Louisville -------- Colored problem has dictated restrictions.
New York-------- Lack of restriction as to per cent of lot area
covered has been detrimental.
Newark ---------- Restricted districts have increased in value;
others have not.

TYPICAL STATISTICAL STATEMENT

An important test of success in the laying out of
an industrial village is the percentage of property
lots, semi-public prop
used for various purposes,
erties, public properties, and streets.
An example
development is given
here reproduced of this type of

-

-

5.37

per

net

acre.

These lots are above the
normal lot size, the village
being intended for the
higher paid foremen and
superintendents. In the long
run it can be shown that
good planning pays, pro
vided everything is taken
into account.
SUMMARY

should not be uniform throughout the property, but
should vary in relation to the width of streets and
the depth of lots.
Sometimes it should vary on the
frontage of a block, giving a varying arrangement
of setback to the houses, and increasing the interest

Bridgeport

868

a

also make service connections expensive.
It appears
to be generally agreed that this building setback

Berkeley

in Loveland Farms, a development of the Youngs
town Sheet & Tube Company."
It will be seen that
the lots comprise 73 per cent of the property, the
streets 21.8 per cent, and the public and semi-public
properties 5.2 per cent. The principal playground
is located beyond the limits of this particular tract,
which reduces somewhat the percentage of public
property; and the main thoroughfare is a boundary
street,
which brings the
street percentage slightly
below the normal average,
which is about 25 per cent.
The number of house lots is

is

part of the
street and publicly owned.
In others it is restricted pri
vate property. The width of
this strip ranges from 5 to
25 feet, or more.
If too
deep, it would be wasteful
and out of proportion to the
size of the lot.
It would
considered

101

OF STEPS

The steps for a complete
community development may
be summarized as follows:

accurate topographical survey at scale of
about 50 feet to the inch, with contours at intervals
of from 1 to 5 feet, according to circumstances, is

1. An

the fundamental basis of the plans.

The reservation of public lands, playgrounds,
An important part of this
reservation would usually be the natural features of
the property.
3. The subdivision of the area into blocks of well
dimensioned lots, according to requirements.
4. The setting aside of appropriate sites for
public and semi-public buildings, and for community
2.

open spaces, parks, etc.

CenterS.
5. A system of roads with sidewalks, planting
strips, etc., differentiated into main and minor streets.
6. An electric car or motor bus service approach
ing within a quarter of a mile of every lot.
7. A complete system of sanitary and storm water
sewers, -water, gas, electric light, and telephone pre
arranged.
If financially possible, wires should be
located underground.
8. The establishment of building lines and other
suitable restrictions throughout the property.
regulation and control of the
9. The reasonable
location of buildings and of their architecture.
10. The detail planning for all roads, parks, street
intersections, and if possible, also, of the private
property.
* See also plan of Loveland Farms, TheArchitectural Forum, January,
1918,page 10.
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In conclusion can we not be reasonably sure that
the industrial town or village of the future will make
better provision for an orderly development

; that it
will provide for the convenient circulation of men
and goods ; that it will exercise a larger measure of
official control in so vital a subject as transportation ;
that better standards of public work will increasingly
prevail ? May we not also safely predict that recrea
tion will be better understood and provided for, and
that all the problems of preserving and enhancing
child life will become almost the main care of so
ciety ? The characteristic American home of to-day,
as we see it almost anywhere is not, we can be sure,
to be the characteristic home of the future.

If

these changes are to come about, they must not

only be forecasted,

they must

be patiently and defi

FORUM

nitely planned for ; and difficult problems of design,
of construction, and of distributing the great cost
thereof must be met.
Just such problems as in
dustrial housing involves, problems also of the ad
justment of one interest to another, and of the
reconciliation of individualism and collectivism, or
even socialism, must be met with courage and ulti
mately mastered.

No one who has worked on such problems can fail
if we are to march steadily forward
in community planning and community building, we
must recognize afresh that radical changes in our
practice can be brought about only by changes in
public opinion. Therefore we must find more and
better ways of forming intelligent public opinion and
of giving it effective expression.
to realize that

Street Elevation Showing Placing of Mechanics' Houses to Fit Contour of Land

FloorPlansof HouseAtLeft

PerspectiveShowing Houses for Superintendents of the Company

TypicalPlanaof HousesAbove

Elevation Showing Grouping of Houses and Hotel at Foot of Montdair Avenue
butgreat
Any specialgroupingof houses
by thesteepness
withvaryingset-backs
of thegrades,
waslargelyeliminated
typesoneachstreetto makeattractive
in thegroupingof different
streetviewsandvistas
careandstudywereexpended

DEVELOPMENT

OF THE MIDVALE STEEL COMPANY,

COATESVILLE,

W. Leslie Walker, Town Planner and Architect

PA.

^

The Development of the Midvale Steel Company, Coatesville, Pa.
W. LESLIE WALKER,

ARCHITECT AND TOWN PLANNER

Midvale

one. The entire site,
for example, had not a
tree on it ; moreover,
nance Com
the natural slope of
pany in deciding to
~
-y. ...
the property was ex
undertake the work of
c—<r^r^' £*T
ceptionally steep, from
an indus
providing
15 to 20 per cent
trial town did so with
grades, public utilities
the idea of providing
of every sort had to
not only houses, but
be supplied through
making a town com
out the tract.
plete in all its appoint
ments, and in such a
In other respects
Mr. Walker was fortu
manner as would con
nate — the company
tribute in the greatest
to do the work
wished
to
the
health
degree
\
■■
gauge
on a broad
and happiness of its
View of Development under Construction Looking Up Montclnir Avenue
policy and selected
residents in the full
him as their town planner and architect, entrusting him
realization that such conditions not only make better
to the full responsibility for town planning, utilities, and
citizens but more efficient workers.
buildings necessary for creating a well planned village,
The only site available for this town was a steep hill
and they were willing to accept Mr. Walker's advice that,
side farm of approximately 100 acres, lying a quarter
in the solution of their problem, practicability and sound
mile distant from the works and adjoining the city of
Coatesville.
The problem as it was presented to the economy must come first, and then architecturally it
should be made as good as the conditions would permit.
architect was in many respects an exceptionally difficult

THE

Steel

and Ord-

Plan of Industrial Town for Midvale Steel and Ordnance Company
103
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General View of Exterior

finsr axe. pian

thiem nooB j&ly

J£C0NDflOOZPUN

Ml-'

Jell

if *Tii

Lounging Room

Dining Room

MIDVALE HOTEL, INDUSTRIAL TOWN OF MIDVALE STEEL COMPANY,
W. Leslie Walker, Architect

COATESVILLE,

PA.
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PerspectiveShowing Typical Mechanics' Houses of Six Rooms and Bath

These two points —
that they were willing
to embark upon a broad
gauge program of real
town-planning
propor
tions, and that they
were ready to central
ize authority
and re
sponsibility — were of
the greatest possible sig
nificance in making for

the success

of

the

shows the residential
streets generally
fol
lowing
the contours,
with no grades heavier
than 10 per cent, even
on the parkway which
sweeps up over the hill
to connect with
the
street system of Coatesville itself.
Street sec

tions are varied
with

project.

The town plan, which must

in

width according to use,

Group of Five Houses

a

range

from

for the narrowest to
90 feet for the parkway.
Espe
cial interest attaches to the
50

obviously be considered only in
relation
to the topographical
map, was studied from every
angle so that the site might
afford the best possible grades
and circulation, the most ad*
vantageous disposition of lots
and open spaces, and the easiest
gradients
for
thoroughfares.
The plan of this section known
as the
Midvale
Development

feet

30-foot wide parked

walks,

which give cross connections
through the middle of blocks.
Too steep for streets, they give
exactly the needed access for
going to and from the
men
plant.
All items entering into street
construction reflect the policy
Floor Plans of Group House Shown Above

View Showing Mechanics' Houses Grouped on Steep Grades
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provision of
latter all run underground),
open spaces, including a six-acre hillside
park, and a broad tree and shrub planting
program which will ultimately make up
for the deficiencies of the natural site in
these respects.
Mr. Walker, in charge of town plan
ning and the utilities, retained Mr. Charles
W. Leavitt,
the landscape engineer, in
carrying into execution the engineering
features.
Provision has been made for much more
than the demands already in sight. While
the initial building program included only
70 houses and a hotel, — a home for over a
hundred of the unmarried men, as well as a
meeting and dining room for the staff super
intendent and his staff — the general plan for
the village shows accommodations for about
Elevation and Floor Plans of Garage and Community Club Building
500 houses; it shows, too, reservations for
of building for permanence and low upkeep, rather
the buildings of a public and semi-public character which
than for low first cost.
Such items, for instance, are
must presently be supplied and sketches for which have
concrete curbs, macadam asphalt pavements, a com
already been made.
plete and modern sewage disposal system, storm water
For the houses themselves the policy of the company,
drainage system, water, gas, and electric mains (the
backed by the advice of the architect, eliminated frame
r i
H'.D'/UtJTE

'

; ..OPMiUT
NCICO

Perspectiveof Store and Apartment Building

First Floor Plan
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construction at the begin
side of the plant is a
ning. After careful con
second group known as
sideration of the various
the Brandywine Develop
ment, where foreign labor
materials the decision was
fixed upon brick for exte
is [being provided for.
rior walls and slate for
These houses are of 4, 5,
roofs. Another point of
and 6 rooms each, ar
policy dictated the use, in
ranged as semi-detached
this first development for
buildings, in lots 25 by
skilled workmen of only
100 feet for each family.
single family, detached
Otherwise the accommo
houses.
The lots are of
dations are virtually those
considerable
in
of the houses in the other,
variety
size, from 40 by 100 feet at
more spaciously planned
the smallest to 60 by 150
group.
Seventy-five
of
feet at the largest.
these have already been
The
houses themselves are of
built — they were all oc
two general types, one a
cupied before completion,
six-room house with bath,
and more houses as well
Plot Plan of Laborers' Housing Development
and complete in all de
as stores and other necestails down to copper screens
The other is a larger
sary buildings are to be started at once. In this develop
type, designed for occupancy by the superintendents of
ment the houses are of hollow tile, aind efficiency of plan
the company.
In both cases, ingenuity has been used
and low maintenance have been the controlling factors.
in creating variety through different exterior treatment
Both here and in the Midvale Development the costs
and roofing.
have been kept at a surprisingly low figure. And, cu
The steep grades make it practically impossible on a
riously enough, the unit prices in the two groups are
majority of the lots to provide private garages. To
almost exactly alike, viz., 19 cents per cubic foot for
supply the need which will presently become a general
complete, with decorations, screens, and
the houses
one, designs are being made for a community garage.
electric fixtures, and including walks and finished grad
It will be centrally
ing. The equality of
placed, and, besides
cost in two groups of
its primary function,
differing
somewhat
will afford, on the
is
accommodations
upper floor, general
explained by the in
recreation rooms,
crease in prices dur
with bowling alleys,
ing the six months
pool tables, etc., for
which elapsed before
the use, first, of the
the second and sim
men who live in the
pler group was under
hotel-club nearby,
taken.
Additional
and second, the other
work contemplates
members of the com
the use of a type
munity.
suited to the steeper
grades as shown
On another slope
at the opposite
below.
View of Laborers' Development under Construction

MiSVALC JTICL « 0«.t»*«CI COBA.A»*Y W1HI. DtVlLO»f[ST
*-L tl Lit WALtt^-AUKT lOJ PIAA AVE'N-Y-

Two-Family Laborer's House

View of Street in Laborers' Development Looking toward Mills

i

The Architect's Relationship to an Industrial Housing Development
PERRY

By

R. MACNEILLE

speaking, it would seem that any
of this subject might begin and end
with a consideration of the aesthetic factors of
town-planning and building design as they relate to
the problem of an industrial housing development.

bility for the successful working out of the whole
plan, who will report directly to the official appointed
This executive can be the
by the owning company.

A

architect,

discussion

GENERALLY
more

careful

analysis

of the problem,

however,

and of the many factors which bear upon its proper
solution,

will show that the function of the architect

reaches a far broader scope.

As

a realization

architects

of this fact crystallizes
the demand

who have specialized

profession

in the minds
the provision of

for the services of
of the

tect's services may be judged by simple comparison
of housing developments which* have been carried out

with and without architectural

supervision,

and little

comment is necessary on this particular phase of the
subject.

fully undertake

of the problem

from an

the architect who would success

an industrial housing problem must
knowledge of what should

be possessed of a thorough

constitute

proper

classes of workmen

living conditions
whom

or the contractor : but since

the engineer,

rather than of an engineering nature,

and since the

for the performance of the work places re
sponsibility .on shoulders higher up than the con
tractor's, it is logical that the architect should be the

for the various

he is about to house.
He
characteristics,
their likes

must know their national
and dislikes, and their various

one in supreme charge.

Admittedly, the architect
late his functions

From the aesthetic standpoint the value of an archi

Aside from the solution

it is obvious that there
charged with responsi

the bulk of the work to be done is of an architectural

in this branch

becomes more insistent.

aesthetic standpoint,

project
executive

contract

of those who are about to undertake
homes for workmen

industrial housing
must be a central

conceptions

of what a

He must study the factors of seg
existence, striv
and community
regation, welfare,
ing always to produce homes which, harmoniously
grouped, will result in the desired encouragement of
proper community life, insuring a healthy and con
tented working population.
Space and time prohibit the detailing of the many
factors which enter into the proper development of
home should be.

such a project.

.Sufficient to say that the selection of
site, the layout of streets, the provision of community
facilities,
features, and the design and
recreational

who would

to the solution

properly re

of a housing

prob

lem must take on many activities outside the ustial
architectural
scope — activities for which he must be
prepared and equipped through

especially

of careful,

the means

of every feature and
A brief outline of
development in this special field.
the general method followed in making an analysis of
housing conditions and needs in a certain locality will
proof of the importance of an
serve as additional
architect's relationship to a housing problem.
Housing problems usually develop in connection
with individual manufacturing enterprises or in in
dustrial centers where several factories maintain a
large labor population.
The need for relief is shown
by a high percentage labor turnover, and by a con
stantly shifting labor force, which seriously handicaps
production

analytical

study

housing

At

and efficiency.

need is distinctly felt,

this point,

the architect

who

when

the

is also a

and social expert should be called in.

His first activity is to analyze conditions so that
intelligent relief may be given at the lowest possible
expense.

Where a house shortage exists, there are several
methods for obtaining relief which should be applied

equipment

Among these
houses.
actually constructing
are the questions of bettering existing transportation
facilities or providing new facilities and encouraging

ject.

local interests,

of homes all bear importantly on this sub
The policy of the owing company must be de
termined upon, whether their houses are to be sold or
rented.
Provision must also be made for the mainte
nance of the village after it is completed, arid well de
fined policies must be clearly established and firmly
adhered to if full success is to be attained.
It will
readily be seen, therefore, that in addition to the
proper equipment for town-planning and home-de
signing the architect must be possessed of a thor
ough knowledge of the social conditions and needs of
in order that he may enter his broader
to an industrial housing project.
an organization
for the carrying out of a large

before

building loan socie
by giving rental guaran
The question of trans
tees or through other means.
portation involves a careful analysis of possible exist
such as builders,

ties, and similar enterprises,

ing housing

in

surrounding towns which might

housing without expense to the manufacturer should
be carefully gone into and utilized wherever feasible.
After such action has been taken, and all existing

the workmen

forces toward a bettering

relationship

into coordinated

In

be

used if better transportation facilities were provided.
In other words, every possible means for providing

will automatically
108

of conditions have been set
housing problem

action, the actual
present itself.

THE ARCHITECTURAL
At this point there enters the real estate aspect,
which includes the selection of properly located tracts
of land, bearing in mind relative distance from the
facilities, such as stores,
The natural
tracts of land are next for

factory and from community
churches, and recreational
possibilities

of available

activities.

consideration.

These include topographical features,
nature of soil and drainage, general adaptability, also

sewage and availability of public utilities.
There
after the subjects of town-planning and design, to
gether with organization,
follow in logic sequence.

In order that the importance of the architect's rela
tionship may be fully realized, and to give some
understanding" of the broad functioning' which this

FORUM

of materials,
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the stores keeper,

and the contractor.

The superintendent of construction must be respon
This
sible for scheduling
and planning the work.
scheduling should be done graphically and in a manner
to show the complete plans for the conduct of the
work

in advance.

available

These graphical

charts should be

for the use of the buyer, who can make

de

tailed charts of his purchases to meet the needs of the
contractor.
Perhaps the most important function of
the superintendent will be to see that these charts are
made far enough in advance to enable both contractor
and buyer to perform their respective functions on
schedule time.

Furthermore, the charts referred to should

be laid

■HOUSING-

■ARCHITECT

r

-C-B-

MECH

ARCHITECT-

CONSTRUCTION

CHARTS

DESIGN-

SPEC-

TMELD ENG'R.

QUANTITIES

-5UYER:

STORE HEEPEK

1

CONTRACTOR;

Graphic Chart Showing Proper Organization for Conducting Housing Developments

will outline the
the following paragraphs
organization and methods which have been
evolved for handling large industrial housing projects.
The functional chart shown in conjunction with
to explain graphically the
this article will serve
general organization necessary for handling a large

out

general

which executive

project.

In the first place, the architect should be put in
supreme charge of the project, reporting only to
an official or committee appointed by the owning com
The architect's work can then be sharply
pany.
divided into two classes :
(a) That which has to do with design.
(b) That which has to do with construction.

The design should be in charge of the chief de
signer in the architect's office, and he will have under
him a force of draftsmen, civil and mechanical engi
neers, and specification writers, as well as a quantity
surveyor.

The chief designer's

duties will be to pre

pare plans for the architectural and mechanical portions
of the work, to write specifications, and to prepare
This work should be performed
lists of materials.
by experts in each line, and the final design should
be submitted

for approval

of

the official

appointed

by the owning company.
That portion having to do with construction should
of construction, who
be in charge of a superintendent

will

be

served

by the

field

engineers,

the

buyer

so that

they will give weekly information
upon
action can be taken.
The object of

entails,

these charts is not to record past accomplishments,
except insofar as this aids future activity.
Their sub
is mainly for the purpose of indicating in the
most condensed form what is to be done and to point
to weak points in the work.
They are a means of
greatly multiplying the capacity of the executive by
showing him where his effort is needed, and saving
ject

him from spending

any time on those portions of the

work which are moving satisfactorily.
Quantity surveying must be carefully carried out
for estimating the quantities of each kind of material
entering into the work. These estimates should show
not only the total quantities but the quantities for
each building and the rapidity of supply, e.g. , the
needed each week.
These estimates should
serve not only for making purchases but as an insur
ance against wasteful use of the material.
The quan
tity of materials needed should be accurately estimated
quantities

and, as they are delivered

at the site, they should be
As they are dis
tributed from the yard to the different buildings, he
should be credited and the local foreman should be
Then, and then only, can the responsibility
charged.
receipted

for by the stores keeper.

for waste be fixed.
There has been no intention in this article to lay
out definite rules for organization
or for an analvsis
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On the other hand, its particular

of a housing project.

purpose has been to show that the relationship of an
architect to an industrial housing- problem can be de
veloped to a high point of efficiency.
During the past
years much of the housing of workmen which has
been done in this country has been carried out with

FORUM

considering

develop

on one hand the unrestricted
degenerated into slum

ments which have

sections ;
the unattractive and inefficient housing of the average
industrial section where little thought has been given
to the comfort of tenants and to proper mainte
and the many rapidly depreciating groups of
industrial houses which form eyesores in the neigh
borhood of many of our factories, and which repre
nance,

little regard for aesthetic values, and without carefully
analyzing cause and effect in important labor prob
lems which have, as a definite factor in their solution,
the proper housing of industrial workers.
Much of the housing which has been provided has
been through the unregulated
activities of specula
tive builders, or through the employment of contrac
tors who construct long rows of unsightly, boxlike
structures, entirely devoid of architectural
merit, or
any recognitions of the highly important sociological

working population,
which
for the stabilization of
working forces and at the same time guarantees in
vestment return and serves in a manner beneficial,

problems.

rather than detrimental,

our various industrial centers,
the unfortunate
results of such indiscriminate hous
ing stand as indisputable evidence of what the rela
tionship of the architect to the question of industrial
housing should be.
The proof consists in paralleling
the two distinct types of results.
We may do this by

The distinct relationship
industrial housing problem

As we investigate

sent large sums of wasted investment.
On the other
hand, we may consider the attractive garden cities of

England and
this country,
healthy

a few of the better
developments in
where the dwellings are occupied by a

and contented

serves as an excellent

shown by the natural
when one enters an

nucleus

to the community.
of the architect

question

to any

most easily

which comes to mind

attractively designed

perous industrial community

"

is, perhaps,

and pros

:

Who was the architect? "

1~1.
.

jjw

TwifP!W»'

'*•♦

msf&r

oj equal value to know ' ' what not
to knoiv what to do.
The above illus
tration is given as an example of the former.
These
houses were built some years ago by a manufacturing
They arc in barrack
company for their employees.

TT IS sometimes
to do

"as

like groups, accommodating ten families each and
totaling approximately 250 families.
They represent
a tremendous

waste of invested capital

as they have

depreciated to such an extent that it will soon be neces
sary to remove them entirely.
This is due, in large
measure, to the fact that so little constructive thought
was expended in their development that their influ
ence is depressing to the occupants rather than inspir
ing as it should be. They rent for $6 a month per
family and are occupied by foreign works. — The

Editors.

,

Elmwood Park, Bethlehem, Pa.
GEORGE S. WELSH, ARCHITECT

of this group of houses.
The area developed
is the outcome of
comprises 16.60 acres, of
successful welfare work
which 12.41 acres are in
lots, 3.51 in streets, and
carried on by Weston
Dodson & Company, coal
.68 in alleys.
There are
twelve lots to the acre.
operators, in connection
with theirminesin Penn
The land development
sylvania.
Mr. T. M.
has been completely
Dodson, vice president
done and the costs per
of the Company, has for
acre for various items
fourteen years been in
are as follows : sewage
General Plot Plan of Development
disposal, $1,980; con
terested in the work and
his success prompted the Company to extend its efforts
crete sidewalks, $242.31 ; concrete curbs and gutters,
$252.41;
beyond its own mining territories.
For this purpose the
street lighting, $148.20;
street construction,
Dodson Realty Corporation was formed. The present
$903.61 ; cinders in alleys, $48.19 ; planting, $36.44, and
development has no connection with the coal mining
hedges, $69.27, making a total of $3,680.43 per acre.
industry, but was instigated by the great demand for
The cost of sewage disposal was more than would ordi
housing workmen of the Bethlehem Steel Company. The
narily be incurred and was occasioned by special condi
tions. There are no sewers in Bethlehem which made it
enterprise is not connected with that company, however,
although its employees are occupants for the most part
necessary to use sumps. Underlying the town is a lime
development

at Bethlehem, Pa.,

THIS

General View Looking Across Curved Street at Northern End of Development
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General View Showing Location of Group and Semi-Detached Houses

naturally

stone formation which
provides perfect drain
age if a crevice can be
In this instance
found.
a septic tank was in

expensive.

When the cost of street
lighting and other items
has been refunded by the
city, the development
costs will be reduced to
about 53,000 per acre.
There are in the devel
opment 5,659 feet of
streets, 8,580 feet of
sidewalks, 4 feet wide,
and 3,800 feet of alleys.
The houses are in most
cases
semi-fireproof in
construction. Thefoun-

stalled underground

near the house and a
few feet from it a 6-inch
hole drilled until a crev
ice was found. This ne
cessitated drilling some
times to a depth of from
40 to 125 feet.
The
method has been par
ticularly successful but
Three-Family House on Coiner Lots
AurrO 5 10^S X & JO JUr/r'

First Floor Plan
of Three-Family House

Floor Plan of Seven-Family Group House

Principal Elevation of Seven-Family Group House
GeorgeS. Welsh,Architect

Second Floor Plan
of Three-Family House
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Views of Typical Semi-Detached Houses'of Similar Plans

shingles or of wide siding.
The work has been carried
out in four different groups
and the buildings total 167.
The first three groups were
built by contract and the
last group of sixty was con
structed by the Company's
own force in order that they
might secure actual costs and
accurate data. The house
shown at the extreme right
of the illustration on
the top of page 112,

dations are of 8-inch inter
locking hollow tile and have
proved satisfactory under va
rious tests, while effecting a
saving of 325 to $50 on each
foundation over other meth
ods typical of that locality.
The exterior walls are mostly
of brick textured hollow tile.
For variety of effect some
houses are stuccoed, and
dormers on others and a few
single houses are
painted
of white

Plans of Semi-Detached
House Opposite

Group of Two Semi-Detached Houses

General View Showing Grouping of Semi-Detached Houses in Center of Block
GeorgeS. Welsh,Architect

Plans of Semi-Detached
House Below
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Single Houses of Seven Rooms Having Similar Plans

—
be, for instance, $35 per
and also a variation of the
1—
month, which includes all
same in the center of the
expenses, such as taxes,
illustration at the bottom of
interest, water rates, etc.
.r.V,Yy$W
page 113, cost in October,
1915, $4,040, and in March,
The .selling prices range
I
IP1
1
1916, $4,272. The estimated
from $3,000 to $6,000.
s&u<r.?:.i=r-_J<U. _ 10 " 1
cost on April 1, 1917, was
The houses are of an
Floor Plans of Single Houses Above
$4,856, and the actual cost
agreeable type of archi
Nov. 1, 1917, was $4,943.
These prices are for one
tecture developed from the traditional Colonial types of
The same proportion holds
Pennsylvania.
They are mostly of the semi-detached
semi-detached dwelling.
throughout the development and is a very fair average
type, although a number of attractive row houses with
in showing the increased cost in the last few years.
16 feet frontages and an interesting three-family house
The houses are sold on the following basis: $150 is
The group house has
for corner lots are introduced.
been found the most eco
required as a first payment
nomical in construction,
and monthly payments
thereafter, amounting
to
affording larger rooms and
better methods of building
$1 for each $100 of prin
than single dwellings of
cipal until the mortgage
The
equal cost, and its effect in
has been discharged.
street elevations is much
payment on a house selling
L JjfouZ.j « s
more valuable.
for $3,500, with lot, would

J

Floor Plans of Single Frame House Below

General View Showing Location of Single Houses at Ends of Blocks
GeorgeS. Welsh,Architect

'

Housing Types for Workmen in America
By CHARLES

attempting any sort of
survey of the various types
of house which have been
and are being used to house
the workmen of this country,
a distinction must be made at
once between housing as it is
and housing as it should be.
Certain types of detached house
built by companies even within
recent days of comparative en
lightenment are too primitive
to meet any set of minimum
standards; certain other types,
like the wooden three-decker,
obnoxious
are in themselves
and will presently be legislated
On the other
out of existence.
hand, it must be recognized
that the virtue of a type of

C.

MAY
and that in its best form this
means an individual plot of

IN

ground, a detached house, and
a bit of land on which to prac
This ideal, so
tise gardening.
far as land is concerned, is
sometimes more easily attained

for the lowest paid wage-earner
than for the skilled mechanic
of twice his earning power —
simply because of the discrep
ancy in land values.
The com
mon laborer in a southern min
ing town can, likely enough,
occupy four times as much
land as the fabulously wellpaid munitions
worker of
Bridgeport. In some fortunate
instances the land value is so
small as to become a negligible
factor in determining the type
of house to be used.
Here we

house is by no means neces

sarily

in proportion to its
may attain at once the ideal
Some of
of rooms.
Single House of Frame Construction
above mentioned, — individual
the largest houses have been
Estimated to cost #4,000. 19,432 cubic feet
plot and detached house.
Yet
planned with least care for
Mann6CMacNeille,Architects
a small house on a big lot is
and for proper
convenience
not without danger where land is likely to increase
of living.
There have sometimes been
standards
in value.
The land may after a time become too
little regard for the prime essentials in workingfor heavy a burden for the worker to carry, and he may
design — that is, for economy,
man's
house
see in his abundance of real estate a chance to relieve
simplicity, for suitability.
Virtually every planning problem is a combination the load by putting another house on the same lot
The proportions with his own.
Unless restrictions prevent, this
of architecture and economics.
tendency is always present, and it has in the past
vary from pole to pole, from the play-palace of the
millionaire, where the limitations are chiefly those
produced some of our worst slum conditions.
Even
where land is cheap, then, the area given to the in
of the architect's imagination, to the minimum dwell
dividual house should be carefully proportioned to
ing for the laborer, where architecture is at every
the grade of workman and to his capacity to handle it.
point circumscribed by economics, and the fanciful
In the majority of cases, however, the land value
has no place.
The architect's province in industrial
is a vital factor.
Given its first cost, add an esti
housing is that of the planner who must show that
mated charge for development, including amenities
his habit of mind, his training have fitted him to
grasp the economic as well as the aesthetic side of of planting, finished grading, etc., and a figure is
obtained from which may be worked out the cost to
the problem ; to prove that comprehensive planning,
the workman of a lot of the size proposed.
Roughly,
both in the community and in the house, conduces
and a
it may be said that the proportion of land cost to
toward good design,
a sound
investment
house should be from about 15 to about 25 per cent.
satisfying result.
The type of house is bound up with the value of In another way, working back from the price agreed
upon as the maximum advisable for total selling
It has been said that gen
the land it is to occupy.
erally the poor man lives on expensive land and the price of land and house, there may be determined
rich man on cheap land. What the well-planned in
the number of square feet that can properly be
allotted to each house, and, therefore, since depths of
dustrial community should do is to reverse the poor
lot are usually determined beforehand, the typical
man's side of the proposition and give him the
Here the land value begins to bear
chance of living on cheap land.
It is generally lot width.
So long as the lot
agreed that the goal toward which we should aim is directly upon the type of house.
may be of a normal width, and the prospect does not
the possibility of home ownership for the workman,
number
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a jump in
toward
value, the detached

labor is largely recruited
from foreign lands, this

single-family house may
properly be used. Where

corresponds
somewhat to
Dis
the grade of worker.

land is more expensive, the
possible lot width becomes

tinctions

point
land

so narrow as to force that
condition which we deplore
in so many of our factory
towns — rows of houses set

so close together
space

between

quarters,

that the
is a dark

facings;

but

the

several

since

in

essen

tials a bedroom is a bed
room, whether the occu
Hungarian or
pants
be
Italian, Pole or American.

slit, of worse than no value to
The conditions may
any one.
be helped somewhat by variety
of grouping — different setbacks
and different

in

grades of house occur
largely in the living

The point that is sometimes over
is the craving of the
workman for the monumental
in
bedsteads.
One
is under the
necessity, then, of either provid
ing a wall space wide enough
and high enough to take the high
head of the double bed, or do as
is now done in many parts of our
country — install the built-in, dis
appearing type of bed as part of
looked

gen

erally speaking we may say that
Single Frame Houses,
when the lot size is forced below,
Kistler Industrial Village, Pa.
say 35 feet, it becomes wise to
MannflcMacNeille,Architects
reapportion the lotting so as to
Size of house, 20 by 28 feet. Size of lot,
40 by 100 feet. Cost, gl.OOO in 1916
include semi-detached and group
houses on narrower lots, thereby
giving extra space to be used for detached houses on
the household equipment.
The variety thus gained is, besides,
adequate lots.
It is in the kitchen that the greatest variations
a great asset architecturally, producing groups
of occur.
Its size and importance in the family life
better mass and scale than can be had by indefinite
may be said to vary inversely with the grade of the
spotting with the tiny single house units.
workman. When cooking, eating, and washing all
For the dwelling itself, suitability is the prime go in the one room, to say nothing of whatever
essential.
It must be, first of all, suitable to the supervision there may be over the smaller sizes of
nationality of the worker, and since our common
children, it is easy to see that the room should be
1...I

v

s

houseat left

was bni/t in 1915
7W£
and cost $2,698.

House at right built
in 1916
and cost$3,134.
Cubic foot cost .176
and .1X7,respectivelyBoth of frame con
struction, with steam
heatand cellar under
entire house.
FloorPlansof HouseBelow

FloorPlansof HouseBelow

Two Houses at Indian Hill, Development of the Norton Grinding Company, Worcester, Mass.
GrosvcnorAtterbury,Architect
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of ample proportions. When eating takes
place in a separate dining room, when
washing consumes a smaller proportion of
the housewife's time, the kitchen is used
more nearly for its primary purpose and
may be correspondingly cut down in size.
If we could always assume an intelligent
use of space provided, the English ar
rangement

would be most acceptable.

We

scullery — we might
probably call it a kitchenette- in which
would go on all the cooking and dish
washing, and nothing more.
The large
living room would then have one end dedi
cated to dining, and such a room would be
really utilized through all hours of the day.
It is an excellent arrangement,
and it
would work well — if the workman would
so use it.
But as yet the craving for a
"
" has not died in his breast.
Semi-Detached House Built in Syracuse, N. Y., 1917
best parlor
Cost about #3,000per family. Tile and frame construction. Cellar and heat
For the present the scullery, with living,
Mann& MacNeille,Architects
dining room combination, will appeal far
more strongly to the higher grade mechanic or clerk
or a miner, just so soon as ideas of decent living
loses the
are adopted in his household,
with small family than to the majority of workmen
standards
privilege of entering the house proper, even the
with larger families and greater kitchen activities.
kitchen, direct from his work. The rear entry is his
Another feature which is somewhat affected by
nationality, but is a pretty general requirement for first stop, and there he must have hanging space for
all classes of workers, is the rear entry.
A laborer the grimiest of his working outer garments, before
"
going inside to wash up."
The house must, in the second place,
Obviously
be suitable for the locality.
the housing problem in a copper mining
town of New Mexico is a far cry from
that of a New England munitions town.
This affects, in every particular, the
matter of construction, with which we
are not primarily concerned now, but it
affects also the type, size, and shape of
Where land cost is low,
the house.
FirstandSecondFloorPlans
where the amount of winter heat re
quired is at a minimum, it is as cheap or
cheaper and perfectly practical to omit
cellars, to spread out over the ground,
putting a four-, five-, or six-room house
In a northern
all on the one floor.
climate the discomfort and heating cost
of such a type would render it quite out
Similar considerations
of the question.
affect the matter of roof slopes, eave pro
jections, etc.
The workman's house must, further
more, be suitable in size for its purpose.
There is a growing conviction that the
should

have a small

general
Semi-Detached House for Highland Road Land Trust, BrookJine, Mass.
Brick walls, slate roof, cellar, and hot air heat. Cost in 1916 about #3,000per family
rCilham
ft:Hopkins,Architects

average

of low-cost

houses

are

Super
too large rather than too small.
fluous space always suggests a boarder to
occupy
tempt

it.

Heretofore no general at
made in planning the

has been
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proper provision for the boarder,
with the result that his presence has invariably
tended toward lowering standards of household liv
ing. Mr. Ham, of the Bridgeport Housing Com
pany, advocates making it possible for the worker's
house to grow up with him as his family and pre
This he would do, not
sumably his income increase.
by building successive additions to the original house,
but by providing houses of graded sizes, with a
larger proportion of small ones (that is, of five rooms
or less) than is usual at present, and by making it
easy for a man to change his holding as the need
house to make

arises.

The Bridgeport Housing Company has done this
very thing, at least so far as the provision of the
several sizes is concerned, in their Connecticut avenue
group, where the range reaches a minimum size
These occur in a low, twoapartment of two rooms.
story group. In their future enterprises, however,
they will probably include very few, perhaps, none,
of these two-room units. The tendency is to attract
the floaters, who move in and out at no notice, cause

and depreciation to the property, and prove
generally undesirable ; while the young married
couples, or the older ones without children, take
more kindly to the three- or four-room units.
For the single family detached house the fourroom unit comes near to being the irreducible mini
mum.
And here, speaking always of the family
group with children of both sexes, the rooms should
be arranged as one large living-kitchen and three
bedrooms.
The program lends itself to good archi
tectural treatment for conditions where one-story
houses are advisable ; it is, of course, very difficult,
architecturally, where two of the bedrooms must be
damage

on a second floor.

The five-room house is the first grade where size
and arrangement give some degree of latitude in plan
ning. Accepting for the normal family the threerequirement, puts the sleeping rooms in a
majority over the living, and this seems unavoidable
unless the boys may be permitted to sleep in a trans
When we advance to the sixformable day room.
and seven-room houses, we enter the range of actual
bedroom

Second Floor Plan

Exterior View of Three-Family House
houses
were erected in a
development
of 105
/louses for the Pitts
burgh Reduction Com

rHESE

pany at Massena,

N. J'., during 1907.
Basements have 10inch concrete it alls,
upper walls of 9-inch

common red brick

Second story
furred.
trails on some houses
of frame, sheathed,
papered, and covered
with stained cypress
Trim of
shingles.
cypress painted. Roofs
cedar
covered with
in
shingles
dipped
stain. Interior finish
of cypress stained.
Floors of hard pine.
Cost about $2,000per

family.

Exterior and Plans of Four-Family House
Albert H. Spahr,Architect

First Floor Plan
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architectural planning, with a multitude
of given conditions and requirements,
which, taken with the economic side of
the case, challenge the most skilful de
signing. Up to the present there has
developed a wide variety of plan and ar
rangement,
but some few features are
common to the best of them.
The allinclusive requirement of simplicity is
one that must apply to every detail : to
the shape of the building (for a given
area, the square has the least exterior
wall) ; to framing of beams and rafters ;
to layout of partitions — the least pos
sible number of breaks and jogs ; to dis
position of plumbing, so that the piping
may be most direct and shortest ; to the
stairway, that the run may be easy to
frame and put together (a straight run

Tl ON
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or

stucco on ft-ame, slate
CONSTRl'C

roof. Division and
stahway watts of brick.
Built 1915and costSI.W pet
family, or it cents per cubic
foot. Both Hoot-plans alike.

Four-Family House for Naumkeag Steam Cotton Co., Salem, Mass.
Kilham6cHopkins,Architects

the cheapest) ; to hall spaces, that they may be
as to be economical, but not so cramped as to be a
nuisance and a damage ; to closets, that they may be properly
placed in relation to the rooms they serve, and of a shape to
is of course

so small

First and second floor plans of three-room flats at left
Cost #2,250per family
Four-room flat at right. Cost #3,000per family

give maximum service in minimum space.
The greatest variation among low-cost cottages exists in the
placing of the stairway. Probably a majority put it along one
This is often a
side of the living room on an outside wall.
pleasant feature in a room which tends to be featureless, but

First and second floor plans of tworoom flats. Cost #1,500per family

First and second floor plans of single
house in blocks costing #3,250
General View of Houses in the Connecticut Development, Bridgeport, Conn.

Schenk dc Mead, Architects

Erected in 1917 at averagecost of about 30 cents per cubic foot
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it has disadvantages
and is always

: the room

subject

requires more heat,

to drafts ; it makes the living

a passageway, and in the case of a boarder,
usually involves giving him one of the family rooms.
The next most frequent placing of the stair is in a
little entrance hall at one side of the house, with
access to living room at the other side. This results,
in houses of three living rooms, in an impression of
ample scale, because the rooms may be thrown wide
On
open into each other and count at their biggest.
the other hand, these stairs occupy one of the good
corner exposures of the house, thereby preventing its
use by a bedroom.
This exposure is sometimes stolen
back by gaining a high silled, recessed window in
the bedroom above, in as wide an alcove as head
room on the stairs will permit.
If we are willing to accept the small house as a
small house, and not try to magnify its apparent size
by throwing its first floor all together, the central
stairway has decided advantages.
It gives a mini
mum first floor hall, openings to living-dining room
at one side, to parlor (or bedroom) at the other, and
Its economy of hallway is
a straight run of stairs.
at a maximum in the house of only two bedrooms on
the second floor.
There the hall at the top is like
that below, with merely turning space into the bed
room

rooms and bath.

For the semi-detached

house, most of the accepted

more or less directly from corre
sponding grades of detached house . There are, how

types are derived

points at which the existence of the
party wall raises special points. If houses are for
rent only, it is desirable to concentrate plumbing into
one stack for the two houses ; it is well to get stairs
next the division line where light is least, thereby sav
ing the good exterior corners for living quarters ; it
gives better privacy to keep living porches away from
the party line, so that each family may have oppor
ever, several

tunity to live unto itself insofar as it wishes to do so.
The semi-detached house is, in most cases, superior
from the housing standpoint to the two-family house
— from the architectural standpoint, vastly so. The
lessened sense of privacy, the usual difficulties of
access and responsibility, are compensated only by
the

most exceptional

circumstances

and

the

most

careful planning.
The group house, or terrace type, is becoming
more nearly standardized than any of the others.
It
is generally agreed that such houses, with light and
air confined to two sides, should not be more than
two rooms deep. Anything more results in the pock
eting of the interior room, and shutting off crossdrafts from the others.
Here again the stair ar
rangement is the crux of the planning problem. A
very compact and economical plan is that in which
stairs go up directly from the main entrance, with a
parlor-bedroom at the side and a single room, the
living-kitchen, at the rear. Upstairs is equally
direct and simple.
The difficulty seems to lie in the
use made of the downstairs front room.
If as a
parlor, well and good ; but if as a bedroom, the neces
sity of passing through it to get to the kitchen from
upstairs is a serious defect.
Another type places the stairs in the center of the
house, running crosswise.
This has the advantage
of not requiring much framing of beams, and it gives
the front bedroom of the second floor the benefit of
On the other hand,
the entire width of the house.
to get the separate access to the living-kitchen, there
must be a hall leading back to it the full depth of
the front room.
While on plan this appears a waste
of space, every one must realize the necessity, even
in the minimum sized house, of a certain amount of
hanging space for coats, etc., which will be so used,
in any event, in the rooms themselves if no other
space is available.

PlansandElevationof FlatBuildingAccommodating
TwelveFamilies
British Government Housing Development at Well Hall, England

Jefferson

Rouge, the Development
MANN

&. MacNEILLE,

of Solvay Process Company, Detroit, Mich.
ARCHITECTS

AND TOWN PLANNERS
When Mann & MacNeille were engaged to
study the problem, they
first took into consid

housing de
velopment of the
Solvay Process
Company is especially
interesting in showing
to what extent the
proper subdivision of
land is essential to
the success of a hous

THE

on

the

future

growth of Detroit and
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been

these

land abutting

streets was then
reserved for commer
borders the
erected
cial development and
and is
river Rouge
a corresponding value
about two miles from
placed upon it. This
the center of Detroit.
reduced the cost of the
General Plan of Jefferson Rouge Development
The growth of Detroit
remaining land to the
in manufactures has
equitable basis of $300 per lot, and the development was
been so great in recent years that all land possible of de
then carried out in accordance with the plans reproduced
velopment for this purpose is held at a high figure. In
herewith, a large portion of which is completed.
the present instance houses for the workers of the Sol
In the construction of the houses the architects were
vay Company were badly needed, but in the plotting of
able to take advantage
the land nothing better
of an existing contract
than $1,000 per lot had
the Company had for
been obtained, which
building brick which was
was, of course, excessive,
not further required for
and the whole project
its original purpose, and
was in danger of being
a system of brick veneer
entirely abandoned.

houses

First Floor Plan

Two-Family House, Costing #2,700per Family

General View of Henley Street Looking toward Blackburn Street
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Second Floor Plan
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of Three-Family House
on frame was adopted as
the most economical form
of construction under the
special circumstances. For
variety of treatment, stucco
on wire lath was introduced
and a dull red asphalt
shingle was used for all
roofs, thereby welding the
whole into a harmonious
composition but sacrificing
nothing in interest or vari
ety of effect.
The development is char
acterized by group houses
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Floor Plans and Exterior of Six-Family House, Costing $2,400 per Family
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General View of Central Block from Corner of Blackburn and Somerset Streets

instead of single dwellings, the
scheme is less expensive than
family units ranging from four
outside areaways, which are
to six rooms in size and from
generally used under similar
Si, 875 to $2,700 in cost. All
circumstances, and also elimi
houses are provided with cellars
nates the difficulty always at
and a heating system, bath
tendant with their proper
room, and sink with hot water
maintenance.
boiler in kitchen.
The houses
Two boarding houses oper
of the central block, between
ated by families and each ac
Henley and Somerset streets,
commodating
fourteen single
follow modern English prece
workers are another unit of
dent in their architectural treat
the development. They are lo
ment and show a pleasing
cated at each end of Henley
street, frontage on the circular
grouping about an interior
Plan of Block betweenHenley and Somerset Streets
playground.
They have been
parked spaces.
placed low on the ground to give them a comfortable,
Although a very economical use of land is evident
homelike appearance, and the consequent difficulty of
from a study of the plan, the care expended in the plac
admitting sufficient light to the cellars has been solved
ing of the houses, with varying set backs, and the special
in a novel manner. The cellar windows have been placed
grouping at the intersections of streets have contributed
a sense of spaciousness to the entire development, and
directly under those of the first floor, and a bulkhead,
with the completion of the planting program, the village
serving the purpose of a window seat, built into the first
floor rooms, permits the light to enter the cellar. This
will have many picturesque and attractive qualities.

View of Model of Block between Henley and Somerset Streets Showing Interior Court

Methods of Economy in Housing Construction
By CHARLES

A. WHITTEMORE

considering the question of economy as applied
to the housing problem, we are likely to lead our
selves into the common error of thinking that

IN

economy means the

"

least possible amount

"

as re

To any one who gives this
ferred to expenditures.
subject careful consideration, the fallacy of such an
True economy and false
idea must be apparent.
Unless we
economy are as far apart as the poles.
get the correct viewpoint, our whole discussion is
likely to be distorted.
Economy in house building comprises various ele
Not cheap, shoddy construction whose life
ments.
Not the cheap tar paper,
may be but a span of years.
shingle covered, temporary construction. Economy
means low cost for materials of real value, with con
struction methods as good as may be ; omission of
unnecessary elements and luxuries and simplifica
tion of all possible processes.
Even though we are not now considering the phase
of "economy" as applied in the psychological sense,
we must here record the fact that there is no real
economy in building a cheap shack, glossed over with
a superficial dressing of shingles, clapboards or the
like, and presented to a workman for his family to
occupy at a price at which some real construction
might be obtained.
Nor must we lose sight of the fact that the evolu
The cycle is but partly
tion of labor is not complete.
rounded. The effect on labor of the shoddy houses,
their attitude toward an employer who rents them
such an apology for a home and who, rather than
help them improve their condition, offers them ac
no better than the slums they know
commodations
The
so well, must be most carefully worked out.
immigrants of yesterday may be skilled labor of
to-morrow.
There are so many phases of the housing problem
that one can only express ignorance of it all in claim
ing a complete solution. England spent time and
money in solving it; the United States may profit by
England's experience, although the conditions are so
radically different. Up to the present the housing
efforts

may appear

to have

been conducted

on the

principle of "grab it all and get something done,"
"
offer the best solution."
rather than
A broad, general, comprehensive plan should be
made
adopted and the Government developments
along these lines. Once this has been established
determined
for
and the right type of development
each locality — Macon, Ga., does not require the
— the question of real econ
same type as Erie, Pa.
omy is encountered.

For the purpose of this discussion we will assume
the type selected to be the proper type for the place,

and that all the details of the development which do
not enter into the actual construction are happily

arranged.
One of the first considerations
is the magnitude
of the operations. None will question the greater
economy in a large building project of say one thou
sand houses over a development
of only two hun
dred.
In the interest of this greater economy the
Government plans should be so laid that the houses
be built in as large numbers in one contract as pos
sible. Not that the numbers should be carried be
yond or even quite up to the actual demand, but
rather that the housing groups in territory as nearly
contiguous as possible should be under one general
constructive control. The net saving to the Gov
ernment,

if

such a method

were adopted,

would

be

large and would offset some of the expenditures
in other directions which may seem unnecessarily
extravagant.
In carrying on the development of one of these
groups, an efficient organization is a vital necessity.
No house can be built as a single, separate unit
without the skeleton of an organization, and the
functions of the unit are manifolded in the group.
The organization may be called upon to purchase,
sell, lease, mortgage land, buildings, real estate,
etc. ; may loan money, build roads, sewers, streets,
etc. ; may develop all the functions of a municipality
and still be in the pursuit of economy in the general
Such an organization must comprise
development.
many divisions and branches, and each of impor
Not the least of these would be the material
tance.
and the contracting and
purchasing department
building department.
On these two actually must
rest the return on the investment.
In their control
lies the possibility of gain or loss from the standard of
They must, therefore, be care
maximum economy.
fully selected and efficiently managed. If the develop
ment be large in scope and number of buildings, the
purchasing becomes more nearly a wholesale rather
It might even be more eco
than a retail function.
nomical to purchase standing timber instead of build
The extent of the possibilities in the
ers' finish.
direction of purchasing is limited only by the magni
tude of the operation.
It will at once be recognized
department

that the purchasing
must be guided by some other influence

Oak finish
than the cost of each grade of material.
might be offered at a low, attractive figure, but
might not be economical in the general construction.
Pine may be quoted at such a price that when
in quantities oak, ash, or chestnut may be
These conditions
not only better but also cheaper.
must be determined by the contracting department
bought
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under the guidance of the general planning head,
and thus does the organization build itself.
As has been noted, the careful selection of mate
rials is of utmost necessity in order to construct houses
such as should be built for the workmen at the va
rious ship-building and munitions plants in the most
economical manner.
Careful selection does not, nec
essarily, mean selection of the grades of materials,
so much as it refers to the kind of material which is
most easily available in large quantities and which
can be produced and delivered with the least possible
delay.
In this item again the purchasing depart
ment of the organization plays a great part, but
before this matter reaches the stage of the purchas
ing department it must be very carefully investigated
in laying out the original work . For example , in some
localities stone is easily available for foundation
work ; while cement means additional transportation
and, under the present conditions, the transportation
problem is in such shape, that this factor should be
eliminated in so far as possible.
Stone, if avail
able, can easily be hauled over the road by teams;
while cement invariably means not only car-load
but train-load lots if the development
is of any
magnitude.
So it is, also,

with the roof materials, with the
finish, and with the outside structural ma
terials.
Brick makes an excellent outside wall,
either used structurally or as a veneer on a wood
frame.
It has this advantage over almost any other
material, — that the low priced bricks can be made to
present a pleasing appearance and, once laid, the
maintenance cost is at an end.
Other materials,
such as stucco or wood, require more or less atten
In this particular instance the first cost is
tion.
not necessarily
the item to be the most seriously
outside

considered.

The materials having been carefully selected, the
next important step in securing the best results from
the standpoint of economical construction is in the
standardization of materials and details.
nor is it advisable, nor would it
make a good development, to have all units exactly
A change of units can readily be effected
alike.
without militating against the standardization
of
In one development, for instance, there
materials.
nature

It

of

is not necessary,

may be but two

sizes of floor timbers used, these
lengths.
The mill get

two sizes being of different

ting out this lumber could get them out in the exact
lengths, and thus eliminate much of the hand work
With an arrangement of this kind
at the building.
the rooms which would be of the same size in many
units may be placed in different relative positions,
and each house still have a very satisfactory plan.
The doors and windows can all be of standard form,
detail, and size, so that one mill order put through
in large quantities would produce the material for a
very large operation. The classification of the ma
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terials at the building would be very much facilitated
because all of the units, being of the same size and
interchangeable,
would require less scheduling and
arrangement on the lot. So it is with the inside fin
ish, which can be of a standard detail and yet varied
in a large degree in its arrangement.
The flooring, the kitchen and closet fittings, the
outside trim, fireplaces (where such occur) — all of
these can be standardized, so that the same materials
and the same sizes can be used in all different parts
of the building development and eliminate a large
This same thing is true of all
amount of mill work.
the different elements which enter into the house,
such as the ranges, the plumbing fixtures, the pip
ing, electric fixtures, hardware, etc. It is obvious
that purchasing the same type and style of a com
modity in large quantities possesses a great advan
tage over purchasing the same quantities of different
types.

After the standardization of the materials has been
so far as the plans are concerned, a vital
necessity is the elimination of useless and unneces
sary rooms.
In a private residence for an owner,
when the residence is built as a unit by itself, many
features which may be classed as luxuries can be
added which, while not absolutely necessary, make
toward the more pleasurable enjoyment of the resi
Because these units are
dence as a dwelling place.
not essential, they may easily be eliminated in a
development which is purely commercial and which
is to provide houses for a class of workmen who have
not previously been accustomed to the comforts and
conveniences
which even such a type of develop
ment will offer.
An architect frequently finds in laying out a private
residence odd corners which are called storage clos
ets or by some other name, but it must be a matter
of careful study in the planning of housing develop
ments to eliminate all odd corners and to make
every inch of space in the house available for the
This, of course, will tend
actual living necessities.
to reduce the size of the house and to eliminate some
of the expense of the building.
Instead of kitchen pantries and butler's pantry and
rear entrance, etc., arrangement can easily be made
to accommodate all the materials usually served by
these rooms in another way, without necessarily in
For example, the
creasing the size of the house.
kitchen walls may be built with cupboards, similar
as a
Dutch
to what is known in the profession
These cupboards do not take up valuable
kitchen."
space and in many cases utilize space which other
So it is with linen closets and
wise would be wasted.
It may be of psy
cold closets in the basement, etc.
chological value to allow the man who occupies one of
these houses to build his own storage closets, creat
ing a more personal interest in the house by the
The unnecessary rooms and
labor of his own hands.
effected,

r
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closets and storage places count a great
deal in the reduction of the cost of building.

unnecessary

The heating, plumbing, and electric systems may
laid out on a very economical basis, or maybe ex
travagant without being any more efficient.
This
requires careful investigation in order to determine
layout of these various func
the most economical
tions. In some cases it may be wiser to use the hot
air type of heating system rather than steam or hot
water. Location, weather conditions, climate — all
have an important bearing on this work.
In the
colder sections of the country steam may be used,
while in more temperate localities a furnace may
answer all needs.
In laying out the heating system, effort should be
be

made to use as few chimneys as possible.
If two
houses are built side by side with a single wall be
"
tween, — the type known as
semi-detached," — the

may be built in this wall, and one chimney
used not only to serve the heating plant, but also the

chimneys

kitchen stove in each
There also comes
tral heating system,
tribute the heat to
course,

is desirable

are built in blocks,

to mind the question

of a cen
whereby one plant would dis
This, of
various buildings.

and

economical

where

houses

in the
The increased cost of
laying pipes in the streets and underground to the
buildings, as well as the heat loss due to imperfect
insulation, and the fact that a flaw in the heating
plant would inconvenience so many tenants, is likely
to make it not so available in the cases of single
dwelling units as in other types of development.
There are in existence now in some cities central
heating plants which supply heat over a radius of
miles, and in some cases these are economical as an
investment, but, undoubtedly, the merit of an instal
lation of this kind is in the magnitude of its opera
tion, and would not necessarily be available where
the heat demand is small.
The plumbing system should be of the simplest
In some housing de
type, but should be complete.
velopments the lavatory, usually placed in the bath
case of detached

room,

is omitted,

and may even be desirable

dwellings.

and the

this construction is greatly overestimated,
and the
cost does not warrant such an installation in any eco
nomical plan. The usual heating plugs and recep
tacles may also be eliminated, because the majority
of the workmen not only do not understand, but
probably would not require, devices of this sort.
Where receptacles can be installed without any addi
tional cost beyond the cost of the box and cover it
self, it may be advisable to place one or two of these
in convenient places in the house, but such installa
tion would not be advisable if it means additional
running of wires.
The simplification of all of the elements entering
into house construction should be the uppermost
thought in the mind of those who are making the
development layout.
Standardization alone cannot
accomplish
as much
as may be required, while
by simplification will
standardization accompanied
undoubtedly produce results which are eminently
desirable.

It

house.

occupants

wash

at the

kitchen sinks. In the judgment of many who have
studied this problem this is a case of first cost econ
omy which does not prove wise.
The people who
occupy, or are likely to occupy, houses built under
the program now in consideration are people who
may not have been accustomed to the same type of
living conveniences as those who now occupy a rela
tively higher station in life. They should, however,
have an opportunity to acquire the better methods of
living, and this can be afforded them without a pro
hibitive increase in the cost of the house develop
ment.

In installing the electric system three-way switches
should be entirely eliminated, as the convenience of
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in some instances where the
will warrant to use floors of fire resist
ing material such as concrete ; to use plaster which
will not readily deteriorate or dent — such as the
The use of these materials
patent hard plasters.
immediately permits of the adaptation of the hard
plaster, etc., to the jambs and trim around doors and
windows. The concrete may also be carried up to
form the base around the room.
Where concrete
may be advisable

development

floors

are used, however,

there

must

be some other

surface for a walking surface, and in this case wood
or linoleum can be readily adapted.

There is a type of floor construction on the market
which is not only economical, but which has all the
merits of concrete construction, together with the
peculiar characteristic of being of great tenacity in
holding nails. A wooden floor may be laid directly
The
on this material without the use of sleepers.
expense of this is very slightly more than the cost of
wooden construction, and it presents a possibility of
plastering directly on the under surface, eliminating
furring and lathing, as well as the nailing strips for
Materials of this kind should be
the upper floors.
carefully investigated and, undoubtedly, many adap
tations of structural materials not now considered in
the plane of economical construction may be used
to advantage.

Inasmuch as the class of occupants in these houses,
as a rule, will be those who have been more accus
tomed to the tenement house and less desirable living
conditions, it is advisable to eliminate to as great an
extent as possible all interior and exterior wood
Not that the
work which can readily be damaged.
occupants will not take so great care of the materials,
but that the children, not being accustomed to con
ditions in which they now find themselves, are likely
to be less easily controlled and, inadvertently, to in
cost factor which will work
troduce a maintenance
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In a
as an investment.
against the development
recent development in the Middle West some very
nice, artistic houses were constructed and rented to
workmen, but, after having been occupied about a
month or two, the piazza railings and wooden steps
To a large degree this
had entirely disappeared.
wood may have been used for fuel, but certainly, to
some extent, the carelessness of the children caused
damage.
Metal finish for bases and trim can be
easily acquired and is now being seriously considered
These metals are not easily
for these developments.
dented or injured in other ways, and a little paint
can readily repair the damage and make the finish
as good as new.

The economical

construction of houses in such a

does not end with the careful selection
and standardization of materials, nor with the con
sideration of the various details and elimination of
development

This forms only the first
the unnecessary features.
step, and when the construction work is commenced, a
very great factor for waste enters in. The actual
construction work must be intelligently laid out, so
that there

will

be no lost motion and no waste effort.

As an illustration, consider a development on both
sides of a single street, which we will assume to be
say one hundred
large enough to. accommodate
If the work is carefully laid out, the exca
houses.
vation will be started at one end of the street and
As
carried to the other limit as rapidly as possible.
soon

one

as

excavation

has

been

completed

the

work will follow and be carried through
With the comple
to the limit of the development.
tion of the foundation of one house, the carpentry,
framing, etc., will start in and follow through. By
the time the masons have completed the last founda
tion work, the first house will be ready for plaster
It will be seen that in this way a
and chimneys.
foundation

smaller
opment,

crew of men may be maintained on a devel
with systematic em
and will accomplish,

in a given space
larger force were em
ployed with less intelligent direction.
There are, undoubtedly, a great variety of ways
in which the work may be laid out differently from
ployment
of

of labor, as great

results

time as though a much
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saving of time and effort in the final
considerable
result. Intelligent planning of labor, as well as in
telligent planning of material, must be a large factor
in the house development.
In any organization for handling workmen of such
a character as is here being considered, it is vitally
essential that there should be close, intimate co-oper
ation between the contractor, the laboring men, and
the material
man.
A particular effort should be
made to maintain an equitable, harmonious arrange
The ten
ment in all these branches of the work.
dency of the times under existing high costs is to
make the labor element somewhat restive, and any
dissatisfaction on the part of the laboring man neces
sarily will produce results which are not of the char
Every
acter to be desired in the finished work.
effort should be made, therefore, to see that the labor
ing men in connection with these developments are
properly paid, are well cared for as regards their
own living accommodations during the construction,
and that the surroundings and employees in other
branches of labor may be made as harmonious
as
possible.

The magnitude of the operation enters vitally into
the cost, as it is obvious that the greater the number
of duplicated units the less will be the individual
expense.
There is, however, an economical limit
where this may not hold true. Such a limit would
be in the instance of one organization handling large
developments of, say, one thousand houses, in vari
Here the increased
ous locations at the same time.
cost of shipment to the various localities of the differ
ent items entering into the construction might oper
ate seriously against the lower cost for each locality,
were it being constructed as a unit by itself.
It may not be inappropriate to call attention to va
rious forms of contracts which are being considered
The "cost plus"
in operations of this character.
type of contract is being superseded, to a large de
gree, by types of contract which are more favorable
to the speedy, economical completion of the work,
without a possibility of friction between the owner
and the contractor.

In

"

cost plus

"

effected only by a very careful plan.

system by itself there is no
limit to the expense, and this fact is reflected through
It is undoubtedly
all of the various sub-contracts.
true that the present high prices of materials are di
"
cost
rectly due to a large extent to the existence of
"
plus contracts.
A better form of contract is one where the cost of

poration

the operation

the example
sults,

cited that may produce

as efficient

re

but it is obvious that the minimum number

with
of workmen must be employed commensurate
economy of operation, and necessary to the elimina
This can be
tion of waste effort or loss of time.

A large cor
carrying on work of this sort would have
"
" of men for each part
gangs
differently organized
of the work, and these men would proceed with their
respective functions in one portion of the develop
ment, pass on until the whole work is completed, and
then on to a new location,

and, in this way, become

thoroughly accustomed to the type of work and
the best manner of executing it that there would be
so

the

is established

; where

the contractor

is

given a fixed profit, plus a proportion, say one-third,
of the net savings he may make below the contracted
This form of contract has operated very

amount.

satisfactorily in private professional

practice,

and has

the advantage of giving the contractor an additional
incentive in that, as the cost of the work decreases,
his remuneration increases.
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Another form is a contract
tion price is established
a certain percentage.

in which the construc

and the contractor

If

allowed
the cost exceeds the con

tracted price, the profit to the contractor is reduced
by a fixed proportion. If, on the other hand, the
cost is less than the contracted price, the profit to
the contractor is proportionately increased. The only
of this latter type lies in the fact that
disadvantage
no special provision is made for extra work which
at the time of the contract ;
was not contemplated
"
" type and in the " first cost
cost plus
while in the

"

type this contingency is well cared
for.
The net result of the tremendous housing opera
tions which are now, or soon will be, in full swing
will undoubtedly be a readjustment of prices for labor
of contract forms
and material, and a rearrangement
which will do away with the old gamble which con
No contractor
tractors are called upon to assume.
estimating work hurriedly, and particularly without
very keen competition,
will put in the contract
prices which do not include a safe allowance for
The newer
possible contingencies which may arise.
forms of contract eliminate the necessity for this
gamble on the part of contractors submitting bids.
plus percentage

FORUM

In this whole housing problem one thing of ex
which must be kept in mind is that
the development
should be arranged so as to be a
addition, if possible, to the locality in
permanent
To do this, the houses must
which it takes place.
be made of a sound, reasonable
construction and
and provisions must be made to render
character,
sufficiently attractive as to war
the developments
rant a permanent investment for the laboring man.
Primarily these developments are undertaken with
the idea that the laboring man will purchase his own
home and become a citizen of the community in
It must also be borne
which his work is located.
in mind that as civilization progresses, the laboring
class are being educated to a point far beyond that
which they previously enjoyed, and a development
of this sort must not in the least degree tend to re
produce the living conditions to which the laboring
The psychological
man was formerly accustomed.
effect of making the laboring man feel that he is an
essential part of the community in which he lives,
and that he is wanted rather than despised, will go
far toward making a stable, economical building and
manufacturing condition in the country which no
other course could possibly produce.
treme importance

First Floor Plan at Right of a
Group of Four Houses

Two Detail Views Showing Different Exterior Treatment.

Group of Houses at Oakenshawe, Baltimore, Md.

Flournoy& Rournoy,Architects

,

Group of Houses at Oakenshawe,
FLOURNOY

&. FLOURNOY,

Baltimore,

ARCHITECTS

white. Interior doors are birch or fir
with mahogany finish.

houses occupy both sides
Terrace in Guilford,

7'HESE
of Guilford
the later

development of Roland
They are built
in Jive groups, — three containing six
houses each, one containing four,

The architects endeavored, as far
as was consistent with economy, to
obtain as much variety as possible in
the design of the houses in both exte

Park in Baltimore.

and another five.
They are 21% and
J2 feet wide, and the lots are 100 to
The walls are of dark
105 feet deep.
red brick,
relieved
by occasional
stuccoed bay windows, white
porches , corn ices,etc. The roofs
are surfaced with bluish gray
slate, laid 8% inches to the

Md.

rior appearance

First Floor Plans of Three End Houses Showing
Variations in Treatment

and arrangement oj
rooms, there being but few duplicate
plans in any one group. Although
these houses were built for sale, the
construction

and finish are de

cidedly superior to the average
house of this type, and the cost
ivas less than might have been
The large groups,
expected.
erected in 1916, averaged 15%
els. per cubic foot, and the
others, built in 1917, 17% els.

Torch floors are of
weather.
red quarry tile with brick bor
ders.
The interior finish is
yellow pine, generally painted
Third Floor Plan of Six-House Group

^

est

lur:^ Lir:

First Floor Plan of Six-House Group

:

Second Floor Plan of Six-House Group
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Tyrone, New Mexico, the Development
BERTRAM

GROSVENOR

GOODHUE,

Tyrone, in southwestern New Mexico, the
Phelps- Dodge Corporation is building an indus
trial development which is entitled in several re
In the
spects to the overworked adjective "unique."
first place, its character is most unusual for an indus
trial village as pictured east of the Mississippi — the flat
roofed, Spanish mission type of architecture is foreign
and likewise not suited to eastern and northern con
ditions ; second, in its reliance for effect upon rough
textures, broad surfaces, an entire absence of applied
ornament, and especially upon abundant use of integral
color, it stands quite alone ; third, its method of pro
cedure is different.
Ordinarily, the company puts up
groups of houses, larger or smaller as the case may be,
and follows, usually with some tardiness, by supplying
'
the more general community needs.
In this case the
two classes of building have gone on simultaneously.
The development at Tyrone is a fiat city just as truly
as was Gary — the classic example of American city build
ing. And it is by no means in criticism of the company
to say that their provision of community buildings was
forced upon them by circumstances, for there was noth
ing whatever of the sort when the building program was
entered upon, and we know that even a copper-mining
town must have its nucleus of municipal activities.
It
was, therefore, virtually a clean slate which was handed
to Mr. B. G. Goodhue of New York, on which he was to
trace the outlines both of town-planning and of housing.
The site for the town is a rarely beautiful one in a val
ley between mountain ranges, about
a mile and a quarter from the mine.
A railway terminal brings the pas
senger directly to the village center,
the mail to the receiving platform
of the postoffice, and freight to the
doors of the warehouse.
Around the rest of the perimeter of
the village square, at present about
half of them built, are the depart
ment store, hotel, office building,
bank, moving picture theater, a mim-
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ber of shops, and a clubhouse. This club, by the way, is
to be run on a basis of pure democracy, its facilities open
alike to the American engineer and the Mexican miner.
The hotel, it should be said, is projected to accommo
date, not so much the transient public as the resident
bachelor, and its planning is particularly to suit his
needs.
On a rising ground outside the center is a large
schoolhouse. Its furnishings were supplied by the town
ship, of which Tyrone is a part ; but like all the other
buildings for community use, except the railway station,
Buildings such as
it was built by the company itself.
the shops and the bank are leased to individuals or
The company activities, not
companies for operation.
stopping here, include also a plant for generation of
electricity, and a central heating plant which will take
care of the buildings about the central square as well as
some few outside.
Of the town-planning features of the project it is not
here possible to speak ; that must be reserved for sepa
At the moment we may merely call at
rate treatment.
tention to some of the points of interest in the matter of
housing.
The dwellings divide themselves naturally
into two main classes, — those for Americans and those
for Mexicans, the nationality from which practically all
For the Americans, the
the common labor is drawn.
accommodations are much the same as those to which
the East is accustomed, except that only one house, that
of the mine superintendent, has a heating plant aside
from stoves and the kitchen range, and except that
all the houses have but one floor.
is a complete installa
Plumbing
tion, with sewer connections ; elec
(TAPPCUXfl
\ tric lighting is everywhere provided.
Many of the house plans show the
convertible room feature — that is,
room, with a
a large living-dining
smaller room which may be a dining
room or may be rented out to a lod
ger without prejudice to the privacy
of the family itself.
Another feature which verges upon

Floor Plan of Houses Below

American Detached House, Type O

American Detached House, Type 02
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$40,650.00
15 Appropriation
Total number of houses
17.3
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$40,608.05 Houses completed March, 1916
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Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue
ArchitectandTown PUnner

SKETCHES

FOR AMERICAN HOUSES, TYRONE, NEW MEXICO

James Perry Wilson
Delineator
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on the blocks, the waterproofing
being applied as an integral part of
the stucco. The same is true of the
color — that is, the third coat of
stucco contains the color as part of
its own mixture.
Interior finish is
everywhere flat and simple. Roofs,
where flat, are 3-ply asbestos, laid in
tar ; where sloping, which is the case
only where accents of brighter roof
color were needed, they are of tile
which was brought east from Cali
fornia.
The houses for Mexicans, as indi
cated by the plans reproduced, are

unique" is the manner in which
has been made of necessity
in adapting the house plans to the
excessive grades of the side hill where
they must be placed. The solution
is made possible because these houses
are, as we have noted, confined to
one floor.
On some of these slopes
a normal house placed in its natural
relation to the street level at the
front has necessarily such high foun
dations at the rear as to give a per
fectly well lighted and ventilated
space adequate for another family.
And so they have been built. The
a virtue

House, Type W2, under Construction

Elevations of House, Type W2

— Tl

sole practical

disadvantage in the
lower level entrance is the loss of
the one exposure where the struc
ture beds itself into the hillside.
The houses are further interest
ing from the structural standpoint.
All exterior walls are stucco, most
of them on terra cotta block, though re
cently trials have been made with an
adobe brick which promises well eco
nomically.
Interior
plaster is directly

I

xsax?/ I

I— I

smaller and more compacted
than those for the Americans.
They are not as yet provided
with
sewer connection, nor
Upper Floor Plan of Type W2
10 15 10

have they the bathroom facili
ties of the larger houses.
For
the rest, they are of the same
substantial construction and the same
rough breadth of finish. Their floors,
however, are of cement marked off in

*//>AV.V
r-,X.TO/WT

Floor Plan of House, Type M2

American Semi-Detached House, Type M2

Lower Floor Plan of Type W2

Floor Plan or House, Type

American Semi-Detached House, Type

Nl

Nl
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large squares and finished at the
walls with a low cement wainscot
instead of the hard pine which
is used throughout the American
houses. The porch floors in all
the houses are likewise of ce
ment.
The ceiling heights in
general are 9 feet in the clear,
and air spaces with vents open
ing in the outside walls are
provided beneath the roofs for
ventilation.
The particular charm of these

to their sloping

Type X2 under Construction

One-Half Floor Plan of Group of Six Mexican
Houses

their
suitability
to
the country in
which they are
located.
Their
houses

is

r

sites remains to
develop
ment has already taken place to
indicate the picturesqup charac
ter that will eventually be at
tained. The site of the town is
one of great natural beauty, and
the architect in his disposition
of the community features on
the lower level and the residen
tial streets on the hillsides above
has neglected none of the oppor
tunities it afforded.
As in other developments, the
be done, but sufficient

Plan of American Detached House,
Type X2
.
C3

0-

One- Half Floor Plan of Semi-Detached
House, Type SS

—a

n

Tyrone colony
has

■,^_~ifzoaz-^fm

|

I

been

build

ing against

a

market.
rising
The two sched
CJk.A»r_T
broad stucco
ules reproduced
...Ui_
+* j—
surfaces,
on
show very strik
Rear Elevation of American Semi-Detached House, Type SS
which there is a
ingly the condirefreshing absence of effort to secure even
tions of 1916 as compared with those of 1917.
planes and rigid angles, are extremely rest
They contain, too, significant data for proph
ful in the brilliant light.
The simple ex
ecy concerning the current year and the
terior details and arched openings furnish
difficulties to be met by the Phelps-Dodge
strong shadows, giving the necessary points
Corporation.
It is to be hoped that it may
of accent. The color is intensified here and
be found possible to carry on an ambitious
there by projecting porch roofs and hoods
program auspiciously begun, in spite of the
surfaced with red tile and supported by
handicap of rising costs, for a development
of the complete character of Tyrone is
corbels and beams of rough hewn timbers.
The windows, which are of the casement
sorely needed in America to emphasize the
type throughout, add another feature of in
value of well ordered, town-planning prin
ciples in industrial communities.
terest. Planting which will tie these houses
Plan of House, Type
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American Detached House, Type P2

The Financial Aspect of Industrial Housing
By C.

NOT

STANLEY TAYLOR

only in written expositions of the various

turers are no longer those of selling.

phases of industrial housing, but in their dis

civic bodies and by individual
carefully avoided subject
has been the difficult question of financing. Writers
this important issue because of
have side-stepped
a lack of definite knowledge, or the means of gain
ing that knowledge.
Manufacturers have generally
avoided it because to them its consideration has
offered but one solution — to provide the money as
part of the plant investment, and this the stockhold
Bankers, having
ers have been unwilling to do.
given cursory analysis, have passed it by, classing
it as risky and unattractive collateral. Perhaps this
has been a just decision, when we consider the spirit
of laissez /aire which has characterized the housing
of American workmen in every stage of our indus
trial development.
In all the years since the establishment of great
manufacturing industries at strategical geographical
points has brought about a centralization of indus
trial workers, the human machinery of industry —
labor — has been neglected.
With a few striking ex
ceptions, the energy and capital of industry have
been directed toward a perfecting of inanimate ma
The master hand con
chinery and sales efficiency.
trolling the law of supply and demand has been that
of the financier and organizer, and the strength of
that hand has always been dependent upon its ability
to temper the wind of supply to the shorn lamb of
demand.
Just so long as potential supply in our
cussion
manufacturers,

commercial

by

the most

markets

exceeded demand could the bal

by capital.
During the time when supply exceeded demand,
the factor of production played a minor part in the
But labor has been inher
great game of industry.
ently an integral part of production, bearing no
Thus, with the
tangible relationship to finance.
balance of power in the hands of financiers, whose
interest was not in production, it has been but natu
ral that labor should align itself against capital.
What labor wanted — reasonable hours, better pay
— it obtained only through organized resistance and
Ultimately, then, better housing for in
insistence.
dustrial workers must have waited through the years
for the demand of organized labor, had it not been
resulting from
for the sudden industrial upheaval
To-day the
the unnatural demand of a world war.
law of supply and demand lies shattered at the feet
Production, and not demand, is
of war emergency.
the word of the hour.
Thus labor has become a
ance of power be retained

supreme need.

As before stated, the problems

of most manufac

Their entire
production
— the betterment of their animate machinery has
become a definite object.
Labor turnover, being far
above normal, is a subject of grave concern, bring
"
ing in its wake the wastes of
breaking in " new
hands, mechanical
and lowered plant
depreciation,
efficiency.
The difficulty is not so much in getting
labor as it is in holding labor.
To the manufactur
ing plant comes the greatly needed mechanic, until
the number of employees has been doubled and re
doubled, and all available local housing has been ex
Transportation means are overburdened,
hausted.
the workman has difficulty in finding a home for
himself or his family, and he naturally drifts on to
"
"
another plant. Thus the percentage of
floaters
is greatly increased through the lack of housing.
Almost over night the need for industrial housing
has made itself felt to such an extent that it has become
a national issue.
Congress has for some time been
considering the question of Government aid for the
housing of workers at shipyards and munition
Already $50,000,000 has been appropriated
plants.
for housing at shipyards, and at this writing a bill
appropriating another $50,000,000
is in committee
for housing at war materiel manufacturing plants.
At this time, when the financing of industrial
housing is being considered on a large scale, it seems
logical that manufacturers and bankers should give
careful study to the subject of seeking a means
through which an elastic system of real estate credit
Through log
for this purpose may be established.
ical economic reasoning we have established
the
soundness of industrial housing as a greatly needed
investment.
Production is the need of the hour, and
will continue to be the need for many years to come.
Labor is the need of production, and proper housing
is the need of labor and the means of holding it.
What other argument is needed to establish in
the minds of the community, the manufacturer, and
the banker the soundness of this collateral ? Is not
the indirect return on this investment of such incal
culable value that it merits a place as part of plant
investment, and is not plant investment the basis for
a vast total of money loans ?
In Great Britain the affirmative answer has taken
form in an expenditure by the Government of $700,000,000 in one year to house the workmen.
In ad
dition to this amount many millions of private
capital have been wisely invested in this manner.
This is the message from across the seas, and in
considering the financial aspect in industrial hous
ing we cannot well overlook it.
energy is now directed

13.i

toward

increased
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and one which bears directly
success of a housing investment,

The next question,
upon the financial

of this money.
Dur
ing the years before the war, when little attention
builder
was given to this subject, the speculative
reaped a golden harvest. Into our community life,
through his unrestricted building activities, he
thrust the ugly eyesores which to-day constitute
Utterly devoid of
our tenement and slum sections.
architectural merit, insanitary, poorly constructed,
the average housing of our industrial classes stands
folly in
as a mute testimonial to our monumental
allowing the speculative builder to spend annually
at least 20 per cent of our national industrial payroll.
He has betrayed his trust, and the day of fire-trap,
home-building
health menacing, and heterogeneous
is drawing rapidly to a close.
To make the investment in industrial housing one
having financial, as well as social and aesthetic merit,
— the doctor of
the housing expert is being called in
—
diagnose
to
and
homes, if you will
prescribe in
order that we may establish a proper precedent for
is that of the wise expenditure

the years to come, and create the basis of a sound
Thus the financial value of the service
investment.

*******

of an architect,
student

of social

who is at once a town planner and a
is definitely
and labor conditions,

established.

At

the present time, owing to the high cost of
building material and labor, together with rapidly in
creasing land values around most industrial centers,
it is impossible to make a definite statement of the
direct financial return which may be expected from
an investment in housing. At the recent One-Day
Conference on War Housing held under the direction
of the National Housing Association at Philadel
phia, the statement was made by a representative of
shipyard labor that the workman could afford to pay
up to 22 per cent of his monthly income as rent.
Using this logical figure, the best we can do is to
analyze present-day costs, relating them to the in
come of the average workman in order to gain some
idea of what might be expected in the way of direct
financial return.
Under present conditions it is extremely doubtful
whether a 5 per cent return could be realized on a
rental basis if the income is to be limited to 22 per
In practically every case the types
cent of wages.
of labor which it is necessary to house are skilled
In general, the industries
labor and mechanics.
which are to-day in great need of housing do not
employ a large percentage of common labor.
The
presence of gang labor engaged in yard and build
ing improvement is usually for a period of a few
months only, and the housing of this labor is of the
bunk-house and barrack type of temporary nature.
In the matter of permanent housing, therefore,
we have usually to consider no lower class than that

FORUM

of the skilled laborer and the mechanic.
These
men are earning at least $20 per week in almost
every case. Considering this as a minimum, we
have an annual income which will allow them to
spend approximately $220 per year on rent.
In order to determine the gross income necessary
to provide 5 per cent earnings on capital investment,
we find that general experience has shown that this
should be at least 10 per cent.
With the minimum
present-day consideration, a rental of $220 per year,
we have available for investment $2,200 to pay the
cost of the cheapest houses which we may consider
building, together with the costs of land, street im
provements, recreation grounds, etc.
After deduct
ing from $2,200 the cost of land, improvements,
expert architectural and engineering advice, we have
usually insufficient money to construct a suitable
house at the present scale of building material costs.
But is there not another way in which this matter
may be handled

and a sound

investment

provided

for the mutual benefit of manufacturer, workman,
and banker?
We have already referred to the indirect return
which the manufacturer enjoys through the stabili
zation of labor, resulting from the provision of proper
industrial housing. What is this worth to the manu
facturer ? Surely it is fair that he should bear the
cost of recreation centers, expert advice, general im
provements
to the property, and even the cost of
land. This is a small investment for which to obtain
a well housed working force, and in the course of a
very few years the savings which would be realized
on overhead expense of the factory would not only
pay a high rate of interest, but would cause a return
of the principal.
With these costs assumed by the manufacturer,
taking his return through saving in his own plant,
the success of the investment in the construction of
houses would not only be assured, but the project
In addition to this, em
would be easy to finance.
ployees would be encouraged to buy their homes, and
the attractive selling prices and rentals would serve
as the best form of labor insurance.
The individual banker or loaning institution does
not usually profit directly by the greater stability
of labor and the increased efficiency resulting from
This profit comes directly to the
proper housing.
manufacturer, and for this reason loaning institu
tions cannot reasonably be expected to require less
security than is now the custom in
conservative
building operations.
These institutions have al
ways to consider that the demand for housing may
In view of this
fall off with production demand.
fact no better

guarantee

can be offered by the man

ufacturer, who above all others is to profit by the
operation, than his direct assumption of a part of the
In addition to this, when
financial responsibility.
application is made for an industrial housing loan,
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much depends upon the care with which the plan has
been worked

out and

upon

its presentation.

The question is often brought up as to whether
labor unions will interfere
with the purchase of
homes by workmen.
It is naturally assumed that
they

would because the purchase of homes renders
labor less flexible.
A deeper analysis of this subject
might, however, show little loss of flexibility be
cause workmen's homes are not usually provided
except in industrial centers where available housing

These industrial centers include
many manufacturing units, and a man is not usually
dependent upon one job for a living, as he could un
doubtedly find work elsewhere in the community. It
has been used up.

might, therefore, be more fair to state that organ
ized labor would object to the workman purchasing
his home in a
one-industry community."
On the
other hand, it would probably be found that in the
average one-industry community the policy of the
owning company would be to maintain
control
through renting instead of selling. Above all, we
must consider the home-owning instinct which is
born in every man, and which recks not of the
wishes or prejudices of the labor union or of the
manufacturer. If he is given an opportunity to do
so, a man will always buy his home if working con
ditions and community life are satisfactory to him.
What he wants is comfortable living, sure pay, edu
cational and community facilities.

*******

Realizing that the provision of industrial housing
is of great economic importance and exercises a bene
ficial influence upon industry (which, after all, is the
basic collateral of all loans), it behooves bankers
and loaning institutions to give careful study to the
question of providing the money for the large invest
It must be realized that industrial
ments required.
housing constitutes a permanent investment ; and that
where it does not constitute a permanent investment
--in other words, where it is certain that the demand
for housing will fall off — buildings of a temporary or
only should be provided. Such
portable nature
projects are not expected to interest loaning institu
tions, their attention
being directed only to the
financing of permanent housing.
Since we are asking the workman himself to
assume ultimately the cost of his house, either
through direct purchase or through the payment of
sufficient rental to write off depreciation, we must
realize that

the usual

short term, real estate loan is

This, then, is the banker's problem.
Interested in maintaining industry upon the highest
possible financial plane, he must devise a more elas
tic system of real estate financing. This would in
volve the policies of long term loans, reasonable
interest rates, and amortization, thus enabling the
workman to bear lightly the burden of the roof over
his head.
To this might be added the encourage
not sufficient.
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ment and further development of building loan as
sociations, and for this purpose municipalities and
even states might render invaluable aid by the

*******

securing of popular support for a proper housing
propaganda. Thrift should be made the national
watchword, and thrift is ever conducive to homebuilding and home-owning.

In considering financial

methods of operation, we
are limited to generalities by the active factor of ex
isting conditions in each individual case. There
are, however, three distinct methods of operation,
each of which has special merits for individual ap
plication, and each of which has proven successful in
some cases.
These are :
1. The housing company organized by manufac
turers or other community interests, but operating
independently.

The copartnership scheme, such as has been
in England, in which the workman does
not buy his home, but buys shares in a co-operative
company which owns and operates the industrial
village.
3. The paternalistic method, such as that of the
great community of Port Sunlight established by
Lever Brothers in England. In this general method
the employer provides and operates the village for
the benefit of employees.
Considering the first operating method, the most
obvious fact is that usually there must be a definite
profit, the cost of which will be borne by the work
man.
Such an organization is that of the Bridge
port Housing Company, which buys land, builds and
sells, or rents homes.
This is an excellent method,
provided it does not degenerate into a purely specu
lative venture which can be avoided by the mainte
nance of control by manufacturers who are most
directly interested in the housing of employees.
A company of this kind is usually financed by a
group of manufacturers
who hold the controlling
Enough capital is provided for or
stock interest.
ganization and to furnish the equity for the first
After that the business is carried on in
operation.
the regular manner of an operating real estate and
building company, arrangements being made with
loaning institutions to provide building and perma
2.

successful

Houses are sold on easy payment plans
and rented where deemed advisable.
The second operating method, that of copartner
nent loans.

ship,

is one which is not well understood
in this
It is, however, logical to believe that it
come into vogue in many places during the

country.

will

In carrying out this method the
few years.
first organization is completed by those interested in
providing housing. A stock company is formed in
next

which the ownership of all land and buildings is
and the person who wishes to live in this
community buys sufficient stock on the easy pay
placed,
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concessions.

This plan has the merits of equality in community
profit-sharing and offers a flexibility which cannot
be gained in any other manner. If a tenant wishes
to move away from the community, his is but a
stock-selling proposition; and if the operation is
properly managed, the ownership of the stock is so
attractive that it can easily be disposed of in the
same manner that railroad and mining stocks are
handled.
This method will overcome any objection which
labor unions may have to the ownership of homes by
workmen, as it in no way interferes with the flexi
bility of labor.
The third method involves a larger, permanent in
vestment and is weak in that it induces a spirit of
paternalism which might well be avoided. It is al
ways wise to maintain a separate organization for
housing in order that complications may be avoided.
The paternalistic idea does not take well with the
better class of workmen in this country.
As to methods used in carrying out this scheme of
operation, it may be found in modified form at Good
year Heights, the industrial village of the Goodyear
Rubber Company at Akron, Ohio. This operation
may prove interesting to those manufacturers who
wish to handle the matter directly.
A mortgage loan of approximately 50 per cent of
the value of land and houses was obtained at 6 per
cent from large Eastern financial interests on a
long term basis.
The houses were then constructed
and sold to employees, subject to the mortgage of
the above mentioned financial interests, and no pre
liminary cash payment was required. The second
mortgage for the balance of purchase price is carried
by the Goodyear Company at 6 per cent interest
and semi-monthly payments are made by the pur
chaser.
These are applied to both second and
first mortgage, so that the second mortgage is paid
off in twelve years and the first mortgage in three
years more.
The purchaser can make extra pay
ments to reduce the maximum period of payment,
and those made during the first five years are on the
basis of the real estate value of the property, which
is determined by adding 25 per cent to the actual
cost.
This method is adopted to prevent speculation
and after an employee has lived in his house for a
period of five years, and shown his willingness to
maintain his interest, the additional payments are
credited to him.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY.,
WATERBURY, CONN.
PAYMENT PLAN FOR $2,750 Hous E
Terms:

Cash ------------------------------------------1st Mortgage ---------------------------------2d Mortgage -----------------------------------

1st Year:
Interest

$18 per month, $2 per week saving fund

on 1st Mortgage at 5% -----------------Interest on 2d Mortgage at 5% -----------------Taxes ----------------- ------------------------Water Rent -----------------------------------Insurance --------------------------------------

Total Yearly Expense-----------------------

$300.00
1,800.00
650.00
$2,750.00

90.00
32.50
35.00
10.00

_2.00

$169.50

216.00
Yearly Rental -------------------------------------104.00
Saving Fund --------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - $320.00
Income ---------------------------------Expenses

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Net Saving

-------------------------------------

2d Mortgage
Payment - - ---------------------------------------Balance

169.50
$150.50
650.00

150.50
Due on 2d Mortgage at End of First Year, $499.50

At this rate of payment the second mortgage is paid up in
two years and nine months.
There then remains the first
mortgage of $1,800, which may be handled in the usual man
ner and entailing an expense of $137 per year, or $11.42 per
month, representing $47 for taxes, water, and insurance and
S90 for annual interest.
INDIAN HILL COMPANY, WORCESTER, MASS.
This extensive community development plan was inaugu
rated by the Norton Company and the Norton Grinding Com
pany, both of Worcester, Mass., for the purpose of properly
housing their workmen.
Terms: 10% cash, 90% mortgage held by company.
Payments: Regular monthly payments will take care of
ex
all

land and building.
In this manner all increment in
land values resulting from the centralization of pop
ulation accrues to the benefit of stockholders, as well
as any income which may be derived through the
rental of stores, manufacturing sites, and from other

There is left for discussion only the question of the
relative advantages of renting or selling company
built houses.
The Dupont interests do not in any
case sell a company house, preferring to retain abso
lute control. This means a permanent investment
which many concerns would find it difficult to carry,
but it has the value of a constantly available housing
supply. Generally speaking, the easy payment sell
ing plan seems to produce the most favorable results
in stabilizing labor.
In selling homes to workmen they should be given
every possible advantage to purchase economically.
The terms of sale should be made easy, extending
over a long period, and selling arrangements should
They should be easily
in no manner be complicated.
and thoroughly understood. The confusion result
ing from details such as interest, taxes, insurance,
and payments on principal should be avoided by
working out stipulated regular sums, payable in the
same manner as rent.
In addition to this it is well
to provide some form of insurance which will protect
the interests of the worker in case of sickness, death,
or a slack working period.
Below are given two selling plans adopted by man
ufacturers that have proven successful in practice.

penses such
interest on mortgage, taxes, fire insurance,
$2,800 property
$14.10 payment per month on
$3,700 property
S17.20 payment per month on
a a

ment plan to place at his disposal a house which he
may select.
He does not own either land or house,
but he does own the right to occupy the designated
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It is necessary that the purchaser reduce the mortgage as
much as possible during the first twelve years of his owner
ship.
The company recommends that the purchaser take out five
shares in a co-operative
bank
(55 payment per month),
which at the end of twelve years will he worth 51,000. If this
is applied to 90% mortgage, it will reduce it to 60%.
The responsibility of the company here ceases. The owner
can secure a first mortgage from a savings bank for 60',; at 5%
interest, or he may take an additional five shares in a co-op
erative bank.
In the latter case, at the end of the next
twelve years, he will be the owner of the property.
The company provides insurance on the lives of the pur
chasers.
In the case of the death of the purchaser, the com
pany will pay the difference between what has been paid on
the house and 60% of its value.
Interest
on the 90% mortgage
held by the company has
been calculated roughly and found to be about 3.5%. This
figure was arrived at in the following way :
Annual income
Total investment

= 'rgross

income,

514.10 monthly payment, or $169.20 per year, which is about
6% of $2,800. If 6% is the gross income and includes charges
for taxes, repairs, etc., which expenses probably amount to
about 2.5%, the difference between 6% gross income and 2.5%
expenses leaves 3^%.

The question of financing is one which is unpleas
antly familiar to the few American housing experts
whose activities have extended through the past few
years. Manufacturers, Chambers of Commerce, and
other interested bodies have called upon them from
time to time for lectures, reports, and other construc
tive advice. These have become enthused, but noth
ing so dampens enthusiasm as the cold water of
financial necessity.
Local conditions in various
parts of the country have been carefully studied by
housing experts, and various projects have been made
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ready for full fruition — but always, with few excep
tions, the money to carry out the project has not
materialized.

Those who have had the proper solution of this
at heart have looked forward toward a dis
tant but gradually approaching millennium when
friendly co-operation
labor and capital
between
should result in broader industrial achievement.
The statement is well worth repeating, that the first
factories of the world were in the homes of the peo
ple, and to-day production is suffering because the
homes have not been kept apace with the factories.
As we spend money to house and protect mechanical
machinery, are we not under obligation to spend
money for the housing and protection of the human
machinery, without which the other is useless and
cannot even come into being ?
Here is food for thought and constructive action
on the part of the manufacturer who would cut down
his overhead costs and increase his productive ca
pacity ; for the banker who would protect produc
tion, and for the community which would attract
and maintain the payroll disbursement which flows
like new blood through its commercial arteries.
It is significant that through information received
from the president of one of America's largest title
guarantee companies it has been learned that invest
ments in German housing bonds have held their value
during the war better than any other type of invest
ment in Germany !
question

Old Tenants' Hostel, Kennington, London, England
AdsheadSCRamsey,
Architects
recertifycarried out in a poorsectionof fj>ndon. It contains small apart
This building is Part oj a housing development
mentsof threeroomson eachdoor and is built abouta large, centra/courtfrom which entranceto theapartmentsis gained

Goodyear

Heights, Akron, Ohio

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOODYEAR TIRE
GEORGE H. SCHWAN,

ARCHITECT

;

6c

RUBBER

COMPANY

WARREN H. MANNING, LANDSCAPE

development is
the second under
taken by the Good
year Tire & Rubber Com
pany for the benefit of its
employees. It is a contin
uation of the previous
known as
development
Goodyear Heights and lies
along the east side of Brittain Road and adjoins the
on three
city
reservoir
sides.
The site is approxi
mately one-half mile from
the Goodyear factories and
two and three-fourths miles
from the business center of
Goodyear avenue,
Akron.
which begins at the Good
year factory and is the
principal thoroughfare of

DESIGNER

of land, commanding good
views in all directions.
Certain parts of the land,
notably the southwest por
tion, are heavily wooded
and only sufficient trees for
street openings have been
removed. All other trees
that lend themselves to the
development of the plan
have been preserved, and
before the work is com
pleted all streets will be
suitably planted with trees
and shrubs.
The streets are laid out to
conform with the future
growth of Akron and are
SO and 60 feet wide, with
the exception of Goodyear
avenue, which is 70 feet
the original Goodyear
wide. All streets are to be
Heights, crosses the new
paved and stone curbs and
concrete sidewalks will be
development from north to
provided. The blocks have
south. The street railway
so
arranged as to
been
system will be extended
avoid the use of alleys.
along this avenue, bringing
General Plan of Goodyear Heights
The average lot is 50 feet
all parts of the property
wide and 115 feet deep.
into convenient access with
the city of Akron and connecting the two developments.
The houses themselves are permanent in character and
present a wide diversity of exterior treatment and ingeThe site comprises about 350 acres and is a rolling tract
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^HE two housesshcmni
beh
>elow
at theleft are of
brick construction.
plans
The
of thelarger one
aie oppositeat left. It cost
$1,X60in March. 1917. The
housewithPlansattherischt
is constructedof brick on
backinx-uptile and cost in
$3Jj65.
March. 1917,

Types of Single Houses at Goodyear Heights with Floor Plans Above
140
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Exterior and Floor Plans of Five-Room House Costing $3,840 (March, 1917)

They are single, of five and six
nuity in planning.
rooms, and cost from $2,400 to S4,450.
The materials
of construction are brick on backing-up tile, and stucco
on hollow tile. Occasionally the second stories are of
shingles to afford variety.
The roofs are slate, porch
floors of brick and concrete, and other details of similar
enduring

character to ensure a low maintenance

cost.

The houses are equipped with hot air heating, sanitary
plumbing, and electric lighting systems.
They
There are 525 houses now under construction.
are sold to employees of the Goodyear Company on a
simple and easy payment plan, the large building opera
tions of the Goodyear Heights Realty Company, the or
ganization in charge of the work, making the price to

---

R1Torien
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-

-

invincl.
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Exterior and Floor Plans of Six-Room House, Stucco on Hollow Tile, Costing $3,750 (March, 1917)
GeorgeH. Schwan,Architect
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'///f house shmvn
plan at the left
of holloiv tile
with stucco surface.
The illusti ation shows
it incompleted. Its cost
in April, 1917. was
tl.800. The house at
theright is brick on the
first story, and fiame
with shingles on the
second, ft costin Janu
ary. 1917.
suai.

I

Eoor

Two Single Six-Room Houses at Goodyear Heights

the purchaser much lower than if he were to build his
The selling plan is as follows :
home individually.
Two mortgages may be placed upon a property. The
first mortgage is for one-half of the cost value and is
carried by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company of
New York, the payments due them being made to the
A second mortgage is given the
Goodyear Company.
Goodyear Company for the balance of the purchase
price. A payment of 2 per cent of the purchase price is
required at the time of purchase. Semi-monthly pay
ments will pay off the second mortgage in ten years and

the first mortgage in ten years more, the rate of interest
being 6 per cent per annum.
To discourage speculation, the payments for the first
five years are based on the real estate value, which is 25
per cent higher than the cost value ; but at the end of the
fifth year, if the purchaser is still in the employ of the
company, and retains title to the property, the difference
between the two values and the interest paid thereon is
canceled by crediting his account with that amount.
All payments thereafter are made on the basis of the
cost price of the property.

">-n

*

mm
0

Five-Room Single House, Stucco on Hollow Tile, Costing #4,300(March, 1917)
GeorgeH. Schwan,Architect
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Broader Economy in the Maintenance
By HORACE

A

B.

MANN
Renewal

of paintinjr
of wood
Deterioration
Reduction of insurance

general analysis

of the proper and economical
and management of an industrial

INhousing-

maintenance

of an Industrial Village

group the subject naturally divides it
self into two aspects for consideration
as follows :

Total maintenance
masonry

(1) Physical maintenance, involving inspections
and timely repairs in a constant effort to check
depreciation.

(2) The human element in maintenance, taking
advantage of deliberately induced psychologi
cal reactions and commonizing
the interests of
tenants and the housing company.

A definite reason to which may be ascribed the
failure of many promising housing projects has been
the inability or unwillingness of the original owner
or developer (usually a manufacturer)
to realize the
great importance of properly maintaining the com
munity, socially as well as from the purely physical
viewpoint.

This

general

manufacturers
termination

attitude
has

of direct

on the

part

of American

in

many cases resulted
in a
interest, once the houses were

built and tenanted.
This has been partially due to
their unwillingness to attempt an apparently expen
sive program of supervision, although
in reality if
such

supervision
were placed tvpon a systematic,
basis, it would repay the cost many
times over in the saving on depreciation
and me
chanical cost, and in maintaining the intrinsic and

commonsense

social

value

maintenance

of the community.
is not a burden

The

of

problem

to be cast aside,

but

the often unrecognized basic factor of the
success or failure of the entire project.
Maintenance is not so difficult a problem as it may
seem on first approach.
It offers as an inducement
constitutes

for its successful

a fair return on invested
labor efficiency ; closer co-opera
tion of employer and employee , and the fostering of
proper pride on the part of both in good living and
working conditions.
This helps to reduce labor turn
solution

money ; increased

over and contributes its quota to increased plant effi
ciency.
These are the greater dividends on housing
investment, and only through maintenance may they
be kept up.

In taking up this subject it is well to note that
very often a slightly increased initial cost will more
than repay the additional outlay through reduced cost
of maintenance.
For instance, it has been found
by the careful analysis of accurate records on several
industrial housing projects that the annual saving in
construction

is approximately

.1 percent
of
__

1.0 per cent annually

In general, it is safe to state that the maintenance
cost on wooden buildings will run between 3 and
6 per cent, while on masonry buildings it will aver
age from 2 to 4 per cent.
Relative depreciation
2 per cent annually on ma
sonry and 5 per cent on frame.

costs are approximately

A

case in point is that of a coal company

in east

Pennsylvania, which has recently thoroughly
overhauled a group of several hundred frame houses
approximately forty years old.
The real estate man
ager of this company stated that the original cost
ern

of these houses was $700 each and that the cost of
equal to that
was approximately
amount.
In addition to this, the maintenance cost in

overhauling them

ordinary repairs has averaged about 4 per cent per
year.
In this case a large sum of money would have
been saved had the buildings originally been of better
construction.
Immediately
upon the completion of a group of
industrial homes it is absolutely necessary to estab
Only the most
lish a definite policy of maintenance.
inexcusable shortsightedness would permit the mak
a large investment
and trusting to the occu

ing of
pant's

interest

comparatively

to keep up

the

property.

In

one

where the group

recent development,

of houses was not large, no attempt

at maintenance

These houses
by the owning company.
were of excellent construction, having masonry walls
and partitions ; but in one year doors and windows
were broken, water froze and damaged plumbing,
woodwork
was ripped out for fuel, and in all the de
preciation for the first year was 10 per cent ; whereas
it should have been practically nothing.
The cost of
supervision
would have been a trifle — probably not

was made

more than 10 per cent of the loss.

It

was noticeable

that two or three houses in this group were attractive
and well kept at the end of the year, haying practi

cally no depreciation.
Upon inquiring into the rea
son for this, it was found to be merely because the
women in these particular families were good house
keepers.

The Physical Aspect

masonry

saving
as against frame

.7 per cent
.2 per cent

as follows

:

The close supervision of the property can best be
done by a social worker who has the confidence ami
This question will be consid
trust of the tenants.
ered further in later paragraphs.
There should be a
regularly established repair crew, or if the village is
a

small

one, a single

"jack of all

trades

"

could be

Reports of needed repairs will be made
employed.
to the crew or to the official in charge by the social
143
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In addition

worker and by the tenants themselves.

to this the crew should be instructed to make regular
inspections at least monthly, and following' the exam
ple of

large

real

management

estate

companies

a

regular inspection form should be provided for re
Tenants should be educated to promptly re
port.
port needed repairs, and a line should be distinctly
drawn

between

needed

to suit the

additions

and

repairs

tenants'

taste.

alterations
Changes

FORUM

Picture mouldings should be furnished for hang
of wall decorations, and it has been found wise
to supply each house with free picture wire and
ing"

hooks.*

and

Periodic inspection should be made of plumbing
Proper
Leaky faucets should be repaired.
chemicals should be poured down kitchen sinks. This
should be done in laundry trays as well, as much

and

grease accumulates

which the tenant desires may well be
made as a premium for the prompt payment of rent
or neatness in which the place is kept.
An interesting method of keeping" down repair
costs, and inducing' the tenant to make his own minor
repairs, has been carried out by the Gerard Estate,
Philadelphia, Pa., by the Octavia Hill Association,
If the tenant
Philadelphia, Pa., and some others.
keeps the property in good repair and pays his rent
promptly for eleven months, he is not required to pay
alterations

fixtures.

At
should
down

and

Outside

masonry

to have
showing

inspection

made

reports

needed repairs

by this

concern,

but allowing no work to be

done except on direct orders from the company.
Promptness in making" needed repairs means a large

smoke

systems

pipes

taken

This will greatly increase

the

should be kept pointed

up, espe

not only
keeps the house looking" fresh, but costs no more in
the end, because when neglected the wood dries out
and has so increased in absorptive

three years.

Another method of maintaining repairs is to make
monthly arrangement with a local firm to inspect
the property and handle all repairs upon request from
In making such arrangement it is best
the owner.

and

cially around the tops of chimneys.
Frequent painting of exterior woodwork

the tenant.
a

winter the heating

over

life of pipes.

two extra

month's

the

cleaned.

rent ; any repairs needed are de
ducted from this rebate and the balance remitted to

the twelfth

at this point.

end of
be gone

the

power that one or

coats have to be put on to overcome this.

Buildings should

be repainted

at least once every

Wooden

structural
members should be replaced
signs of rot appear.
Rotted porch floors
and steps are due to being built so that they hold
wherever

rain water
should

instead of shedding
it.
Porch floors
be tongued and grooved
as water is

never

retained in the groove and rotting quickly sets in.
An important question for consideration is whether
maintenance

should be handled

by the housing com

saving

during" the course of a year.
A small leak
in the roof if neglected would entail replastering"
ceiling's and repairing other damage done by the

owners of
the property.
This brings up the question of the
human element in the maintenance of an industrial

water.

village.

pany or by an association

Following are some suggestions which offer moneysaving

possibilities

in the maintenance

trial village :
After heavy storms look at the
floor for traces of water indicating"
When building" is vacated, be
turned off, and in cold weather
pipes, not only in the plumbing"
steam heat is used, from
water system as well.

of an indus

ceilings of the top
leaky roofs.

maintenance

sure

the water

is

drain it from the
system but where

the steam heating" or hot

Water should also

be syringed

surface

water

the building"

away

from

the

is such
building"

rather than bringing it into the cellar and around the
throughout
foundations,
with ensuing" deterioration
the house.

Empty houses should have all rubbish removed
blinds shut and fastened on the inside and

and

shutters

over

the

windows.

These

should

be

in

spected regnlarly to see that all doors and windows
Very frequently a house is badly dam

are locked.

aged by mischievous boys.
See that tenants do not drive nails
woodwork.

through a community organization.
In
this organization the housing" company should main
tain a vote of at least 25 per cent.
Where houses
are sold, this control is often kept by retaining the
ownership of streets, parks, and playgrounds.
This
association

may maintain

a

repair crew and will also

such as the keeping up of
lawns and parking spaces, shrubbery and trees, leav
cover public maintenance,

See that the grading" around
to shed

The Human Element in Maintenance

If

the tenants are generally of an intelligent type,
it is well to let them handle practically all matters of

out of traps.
as

of the tenant

into plaster

or

ing the back yards in care of individual tenants.
public utilities and road repairs are not main
tained by the city of which the community may be a
part, the community association usually has charge
of these and also the shoveling" of walks in winter,
Where

•One company which recently built a large number of very cheap
bungalows for foreigners has found the question of substantial plastering
a most important item. The plastering in these houseswas very cheap
and thin, and was soon badly broken in many places. Substantial plaster
ing in this case would have stood up much belter and saved the cost of
entire replastering. In these housesthe evidence of the value of a prop
erly trained social worker was soon shown. Many of the workmen and
their families did not know how to live in a decenthouse. They destroyed
interior woodwork, burned the interior doors, and in other ways caused
rapid depreciationwhich educationalwork on the part of the socialworker
could have prevented.
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the removal of garbage and ashes and other sanitary
The cost of such maintenance may be
maintenance.
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For final consideration

we

farms
community
always be encouraged.
of

subject

have the interesting
and gardens which

If

a village

can be

against the property as a tax, or it may
on at the expense of the owning company
until such time as the tenants may become educated
to bearing their proper share.

should
arranged

For extension and improvement of public utilities,
various methods are followed, one being to assess
against individual property owners in the usual man
ner, another to add this potential cost to the land
before resale, and still another by popular subscrip

nearer the
ings, bringing each individual garden
owner, grouping them for common plowing and fer

distributed

be carried

It

that the general community
may be induced to maintain the roads and parks and
to put public utilities into the housing development.
Where the class of tenants is not capable of han
tion.

is often found

dling such affairs they must, of course, be kept within
The advantage
the control of the housing company.
of the community
creates

association

It
plan is self-evident.
and inspires better

co-operation

community

individual maintenance.

A

trained

welfare

valuable adjunct

worker is

the

perhaps

to the proper and economical

most
main

tenance of an industrial village. Among the igno
rant and foreign classes, education will go a long
Frequently ten
ways in preventing deterioration.
ants of the foreign common labor class are unfamil
iar with the use of toilet-room facilities, and clog
resulting in much
ignorance,
the drains through
damage.
In one housing development at Bethle
hem, Pa., attempts were made to remove these
stoppages by taking a crow-bar and punching a hole
cleared the
in the porcelain.
This undoubtedly
the sewage
stoppage, but incidentally discharged
under the building.
Proper welfare conditions exercise a most beneficial
influence on the problem of maintenance.
We usu
ally find that the higher we go in the various classes
of

city dwellers,

houses by tenants

less is the damage
or through carelessness.

the

done

to

Bearing
work which

in mind this inverse proportion, welfare
develops thrift, a high moral tone, and good

fellow

of a co-operative spirit
ship, with the establishment
between tenant and owner, will result in direct finan

organization.

space to be neglected

and

development of the village association
to
lead
the maintenance of a farm, supplying
would
products to the village, and distributing the products
This farm may be carried on
which they may raise.
for educational purposes and can be made to pay its

A

possible

own way.

The

farm

organization could

plow

the

gardens or even individual gardens which
should be arranged so that boundary fences do not
The farm organization could also manure
interfere.
different
Having a farm organization
the ground.
allotment

tenants could specialize on special vegetables as as
The farm organization would col
signed to them.
lect the crops and keep proper book accountingThe Canadian Government is working out
records.
a plan

for rural community

developments

includes

to provide

This plan
farming and gardening on the co-operative

proper home sites for returned

soldiers.

plan.

of allotment gardens has greater
value than the same space given over to
individual gardening,
which must be worked by
Many men who are fond of gardening are
hand.
often discouraged by having to do the heavy work by
The arrangement

economic

With the allotment garden, plowing, harrow
hand.
ing, and similar operations can be carried out by
machinery and sprinkler systems may be installed
for watering.
The question of maintaining property which has
been sold in a village is a very important point to be
Certainly, unity cannot be preserved if
considered.
property

owned

by private

parties

is allowed

to de

Thrift

and moral

ing.

them, and locating them

may act as proper examples.
As before stated, the welfare

by introducing
tone is

so that they

worker will be a
Rent collect

The best method of solving this problem, and one
which has worked out most successfully at Kensing
ton Gardens, Long Island, N. Y., is to impose a tax
in the way of a restriction to be paid by every owner
for the proper maintenance of streets, sidewalks, and

It

was found at Kensington Gardens that
running foot of lot, amounting perhaps
a year, would take care of this for each

great aid in reporting needed repairs.

planting.

ing should

a few cents a

handled carefully, and it is always
better to designate a period from the first to the fifth
be

of every month when

back yard

filled with rubbish.

the auspices of the

spread through the medium of contagion by care
fully selecting families which possess these qualities,
encouraging

has not a large

under

Good fellowship may be encouraged
community

In
tilizing, and decreasing the size of back yards.
case a tenant does not wish to maintain a garden, he

teriorate at least in those respects where it comes in
comparison with properly maintained property, such
as the sidewalks, curbs, front lawns, and street plant

cial benefit.
sports and social functions

with allotment gardens distributed in spe
cially designated plots throughout the village, it has
the advantages of increasing the space between build

the tenant may come to a cen

tral office and pay rent voluntarily rather than to
have a rent collector call at the individual houses.

to $8 or $ 10
property owner.

Architectural unity is another element in making
for the success of a village. The best way to obtain
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is, of course, to have all the buildings designed
at one time, either by one architect or by several in
this

so as to secure unity in design and espe
cially in grouping. If this cannot be clone, but the
policy of the property owners is to sell lots for indi
viduals to build their own houses, then some form of
restrictions should be made, not only as to the posi
tion of the house on the lot, the setback from the
street, the height of the house, and the location of

consultation

but even in the material, and color of the

*L.

the garage,

**.aW**M
IB*****

.;:.,:,■.::
77

'*■■■
J.
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At Forest Hills, Long Island, the roof
ing material was restricted to one material and color
— a red shingle tile.
Almost any material could be
used in the house itself, but unity of roof was insisted
upon, and the result most successful in maintaining
the unity of the ensemble.
The importance of maintenance cannot be over
house itself.

estimated, and some form of community

maintenance

has proved to be in every way the most efficient and
economical.

^j^L^tmm

WilliamH. Cok,Architect
Perspectiveand Floor Plans of Apartment House and Community Building
Development of the Connecticut Mills Company, Danielson, Conn.

The Development of the Connecticut Mills Company at Danielson, Conn.
WILLIAM H. COX, ARCHITECT
necessity for securing

rear being but one story high to
fit the grade.
workers was the sole factor
Another part of the plan of
in influencing
the Connecticut
special interest is the community
center, of which the first building,
Mills Company to undertake the
construction of dwellings for their
Connecticut Gables, is now under
employees.
It was due to the
construction.
This center is be
broad, sympathetic view of the
ing developed at the junction of
vice-president, Mr. R. J. Caldwell,
Wheatley and Morin streets with
who realized that proper housing
Holmes Road, and if the remain
must be obtained regardless of
ing buildings to be erected attain
first cost, and that the return on
the high standard of the apart
the investment must come in the
ment house shown on page 146,
resulting greater efficiency of em
the group will be the most charm
ployees, that the Company adopted
ing and picturesque to be found
from the beginning a plan of ac
in any industrial community of
tion following the best practices
The buildings of
the country.
of community planning.
this group are to be designed in
The property is located in gently
character
with the apartment
rolling country about a mile from
house and will be of field stone,
the center of Danielson and is
which is found on the property,
Single Frame Cottage with Shingle Exterior
bounded on the east by a main
and stucco and half timber work.
thoroughfare having street-car service and on the west by
The left wing of the Gables is given over to a community
the mills and the steam railroad. The land slopes from all
club on the first floor and contains an assembly hall,
sides to the center of the tract where there is a small
reading rooms for men and women, and a barber shop.
body of water which will be developed as a community
The floors are tiled and the walls are paneled in cypress
feature with opportunities for swimming and other out
with hand-hewn beamed ceilings.
The court is given a
Along the rising ground from the lake picturesque character by the outside stairs giving access
door recreation.
small stone cottages will soon be constructed, the living
to the second floor apartments, which range from three
rooms on the lower level overlooking the water, and the
Adjoining the
to five rooms with bath and kitchen.

and holding contented
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GENERAL VIEW AND FLOOR PLANS OF SUPERINTENDENT'S HOUSE
WILLIAM H. COX, ARCHITECT
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Single Cottage with Floor Plans at Left.
Frame and Shingle Construction. Toilet.
Heated by Stoves.

F7 ^

Single Cottage with Floor Plans at Right.
Frame and Shingle Construction. Bath
room. Heated by Stoves.

D R.

apartment on Holmes Road
there is to be a school carry
ing out the long, low lines of
the latter, and the remain
ing space at the corner of
Wheatley and Morin streets
will be devoted to store
groups, the buildings to be
connected by an arcaded
extending over
treatment
the streets to foim a square.
The houses are

seven

Sl,500toS2,300
in cost for single houses
and S3, 000 to S3, 600 for semi
detached houses.
They are
rented to the employees at
a figure approximately
10
per cent gross of the cost
for the yearly rental.
Most
of the houses have a mini
mum of three bed

mostly of the

rooms,

as the
are of
chiefly French, Eng
lish, and Italian
workers

single family type
and of frame con

struction,
there

are

though
a

few

semi-detached
types, a four- family

house, and a two- flat

They vary
house.
in size from four to

rooms

and from

First FloorPlan
Two-Flat House.

SecondFloorPlan
Frame Construction.

Floor Plans and Exterior View of a Two-Family House at Danielson, Conn.

nationalities, with a
small percentage of
Americans, and all
having large fami
lies. The Company
is desirous of secur-

Cost #3,000in 1917

Frame and Shingle Construction.

WilliamH. Cox, Architect

Cost #3,600in 1917
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Labor Superintendent's House

J

e~T^HEhouseshoiun
attheleft is typi
cal of thesmall'
est built. It has no
bathroom or heat,
but the usual plumb
ing in kitchenwith a
toilet. It costin 1V17.
S1.90I). The houseat
',
the right cost in 1911
$2,200
with heat.

ing married workers and for
that reason no special accom
modations are provided for
single men and women, those
that are employed readily find
ing accommodations
as
boarders in the homes of the
married workers.
The single detached house
with space for a garden has
been found by the Company
to be the most generally de
sirable. The lots vary in size
from 40 to 50 feet by 100 feet
deep, permitting space for gar
dens, and in addition allotment
gardens are provided for those
who want them, and the Com
pany assumes the cost of pre
paring the land for cul
tivation.
To maintain
the interest of the em

FirstFloorPlan

sansxmr

"

\-^um\

I

HALL

ployees and encourage a spirit
of friendly rivalry prizes are
offered each year to those who
have the best looking yards
and gardens.
The fact that the superin
tendent of the mills and the
welfare worker have their
homes on the property, tends
to raise the tone of the de
velopment and also bears an
influence
its proper
upon
maintenance.
The welfare
worker is the person in close
touch with the conditions of
In her home
employment.
there is a kindergarten class
for the young children and
also an assembly room where
lectures are held, be
sides class work among
the young girls.

Single Frame House Designed for Large Family or for One Keeping Boarders
Built 1917. Cost #2,300

SecondFloorPlan

Housing the Low Paid Workman
THE INITIAL EXPERIMENT IN GOVERNMENT AID UNDER DIRECTION OF
THE MASSACHUSETTS HOMESTEAD COMMISSION
KILHAM

& HOPKINS,

% WILLIAM

ARCHITECTS

ROGER GREELEY

the Governor

and the mercy of ruthless land
lords to find a place in which

WHEN
the Massachusetts
and Council authorized

to live.

Commission to ar
range for the purchase of a cer
tain tract of land in Lowell,
Mass. , within easy walking dis
tance of the business and in
dustrial center and near many
of the large mills, for the pur
pose of constructing groups of
workingmen's cottages, to be
sold upon their completion to
operatives in the Lowell mills,
there was formally launched
the first governmental attempt
in America to solve a difficult

Years ago in Europe people
began to feel it a duty to help
the poor operative find a decent
home . New Zealand , in an at

Homestead

tempt to render such aid to her
working classes, has so wonder

fully succeeded that she puts
$500,000 a year in the public
treasury.
Last year Massachusetts, al
though carrying the heavy load
, rt'-r-sE- ''t
i>"
->l
of a war budget, gave heed
to the recommendation
of her
Fig. 1. Plot Plan Showing Houses Built to Date
Homestead
Commission and
problem, namely, to prove that workingmen's houses
appropriated $50,000 to help secure homesteads for
may be built attractively, comfortably, and with fair
her poorer citizens.
By this action the United States
profit at a reasonable figure.
joins the group of nations pursuing this enlightened
We have imported millions of men and women to
policy. Massachusetts is steering clear of paternal
work for us as operatives in mills and as laborers in
ism or state ownership, and intends to constitute her
the fields, and we have kept them at work all day,
self a laboratory for working out the housing prob
and paid them off, and sent them away from the mill.
lem, and an agent for securing houses for the people.
"
They have found themselves in a strange land and
In the words of the Commission, The State should
without a home.
We have left them to themselves
experiment to learn whether or not it is possible to
151
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puted as about 9 per cent of the
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tivatios:

- DATA

Costof House. * 2:60ex
Area of House-sea-so "1"
Cubic-Contents
11180
cut
cost percubicfoot 213cent
Cost-of5ooo#land1. $
450.
CostofGradu

£

TotalCostof Homestead
#2*loss
PentalValue@ 4%go, 52.
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Outside
Shuncle
Poofs-Green
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InsideWalls
&Celines-Plaster
floor, Harduood
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UEcond-floor

- PLAN.

sell

ing value of the homestead.
A man
earning $25 a week ($108 per month)
could pay $27 a month as rent. This
amount would secure for him a
$3,600 homestead.
Land and im
provements over and above the cost
of the house itself can be secured
for $400 or $500 in most localities,
leaving $3,100 or $3,200 as the cost
of the house.
This price will per
mit the construction of a 6-room
house, even at the present market
prices. There is no baffling problem
for the architect here.
In fact, he
is already solving the housing prob
lem for families receiving $25 or
more per week, and solving it well.
The more perplexing part of the
problem is the working out of a plan
for the man receiving not more than
(Below) Fig. 2. Double House Built for
MassachusettsHomestead Commission

==

="E=E=E==E=
[TT
E.
LII

|

|#H#H#E

(Above) Fig. 3. Single House Built for
MassachusettsHomestead Commission

build wholesome dwellings within
the means of low paid workers.''
In Massachusetts there were, early
in 1917, 258,000 grown men working
for less than $15 per week; of this
number 98,000 receive indeed less
than $10 a week.
As the Commis
sion says: " Every consideration of
public health, morals, well-being,
and progress and stability of civili
zation demands that the children of
these men be brought up in whole
some, healthful homes.
Yet almost
the only dwellings available to them
are the tenements, into which they
are flocking in increasing propor
tions.''
In determining the size and char
acter of a house a family can afford,
one-quarter of the monthly income
is

accepted

monthly rent.

as

the

The

for
is com

standard
rent

- END

I
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Unfortunately, there
class than of any

or

A GROUP of LoW RCNT
DOUBLE BRICK CoTTAGfJ
r-°R.Tnr.5ALtM RtbUILDINQ TRUJT

are more of this
other.

This part of the housing question
has been the one to which the Home
of Massachusetts
itself in all seriousness
and devotion. The results so far are
interesting, but the problem is not yet

stead Commission
has addressed

solved.

First the Commission undertook

to

analyze the needs of the family, and

differing in
at conclusions
respects from the standards
developed
and tacitly accepted by
arrived
some

housing interests.
They agreed in
the major divisions of the house, —
living room, kitchen, three bedrooms,
and bath, but differed

Workmen's Houses at Salem, Mass.
Kilham6CHopkins,Architects

in the matter

of height of rooms, believing 7 ft. 8 in. and 7 ft. 4 in.
to be high enough for first and second floors, respec

tively.

There is ho virtue in the slight additional
of air contained in a room 8 ft. hi.uh when it
is sealed up with closed doors and windows, and
there is much gained in appearance by the lower
stud, as it gives increased apparent size owing to the
It also
improved proportions of the small rooms.
justifies itself in the saving in cost, and the more
attractive exterior lines of the house.
The standards agreed upon, by housing experts for
the one- and two-family house for mill workers, are
in part as follows :
Number of rooms normally, four.
amount

Size of rooms.

Large bedroom,
Small bedroom,
mum width, 7
Parlor, 10 by 12
Dining room, 10

Fig. 5.

10 by 12 ft. to 12 by 14 ft.
minimum size. 80 sq. ft., mini

Kitchen (where there is no dining room), 10 by 12
ft. to 12 by 14 ft.
Where there is a dining room, a kitchenette
80 sq. ft. in area with minimum width of 6 ft. is
acceptable.

Ceiling heights.
Minimum, 8 ft. clear.
Cellar.
Well lighted, cross ventilated,
dry and
paved, minimum height, 6 ft. 6 in. clear, not essen
tial under whole house; where omitted, house to
beset upon posts, stones, or wall, with 2 ft. clear
space, drained and ventilated.
Windows.
Each room to have at least one, two
where feasible ; minimum size, 9 sq. ft.
Heads as
near ceiling as practicable.
By windows, transoms, or doors for all
Ventilation.
rooms.

normally at least 22 in. in
and preferably with a door.
Plumbing system.
Set wash tubs, preferably two in
kitchen ; if demanded by local custom, to be per
mitted in well lighted, dry, and ven

Closet.

One to bedroom,

one dimension,

ft.

ft. to

12 by 14

ft.

by 12 ft. to 12 by 14 ft.

tilated cellar.

Sink in kitchen, rim

about 36 in. above floor.
Bath tub.
Water closet — modern type orifice
of easy clearance, inside house, in

well ventilated compartment, with
window to open air of 3 sq. ft. mini
mum. Preferably impervious floor
slab.
Set wash-bowl, preferably
in bathroom.
Heating. Individual system. If cellar
is omitted,

heat bath from kitchen

stove .

Lighting.
Electric or gas.
Cooking. Gas range.
Material of walls. Brick, tile, or con
crete preferred.
Fig. 4.

Workmen's Houses at Salem, Mass.
Kilham6CHopkins,Architects

Roof.

Fire -resisting

surface.

material

for
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The question of materials is important. Evolution
and experience

have pointed

to the frame

house

as

"fittest survivor" of the exacting conditions
existing in New England.
It is cheap, warm, dry,
It is practically
easy to build, to enlarge or alter.
as safe from conflagration as a house with exterior
walls of masonry if built with fire-resisting roof and
with proper space between houses. No other kind of
construction offers the same combination of advan
Masonry offers
tages for this lowest type of house.

the

Single, 5-room — 16 by 26 ft
$2,360.83
The houses were designed with two types of roof,
as shown in the general perspective view, the roofs
being covered with slate surfaced asbestos shingles.
The contractors included complete cemented cellar,
plumbing, hot and cold water, electric lights, hard
wood floors, plastered walls and ceilings, paper on
walls at 15 cents a roll, double hung windows, special
frame, double thick glass, firestops, trap door and
vents to attic, and four plumbing fixtures and sill

to cold and heat, as engineers have
is not so dry.
It is more difficult to en

cock.

large or alter and presents more work in building,
It costs more, although some
especially in winter.
what cheaper to maintain.
The Commission, however, invited proposals on
masonry types and on ready cut houses as well as the
The figures submitted showed the old
wood frame.
fashioned frame house in the lead.
Contracts were let for a number of houses of three
types, as follows :
Semi-detached,
4-room — 16 by 22 ft., $1,932.00
Single, 5-room — 18 by 22 ft
2,313.00

tract

less resistance
proved.

It

The illustrations show two of the types under con
at

Lowell:

one

(Fig.

2), the 4-room,

semi

house costing $1,932;

the other (Fig. 3),
the 5-room single dwelling at $2,360.83.
For the
sake of comparison we have shown two houses con
detached

one (Fig. 4) with 5 rooms ; the
with 4 rooms.
These were built for
the Salem Rebuilding Trust at Salem, Mass., after
the big fire of June, 1914, and are of brick with slate
roofs.
The 5-room house cost $1,888 — $44 less
than the 4-room wood frame house with asphalt
slate shingles at Lowell.
The 4-room house at
structed

other

in

(Fig.

1915 :

5)

Salem

cost $1,736 as against

$1,932

for the Lowell house — an increase
of 11 per cent plus the difference
between materials.
A third type of house is shown in
Fig. 6. This is the result of an effort
to build, at present market prices, a
house costing only $1,870, and yet
conforming to the required standards.

It

is intended

to meet the needs of

workman's family.
be American
ized at one fell swoop.
This plan
gives them a cellar, hot and cold
water in sink, bath tub and wash
bowl, hardwood floors, electric lights,
etc., but permits them to follow their
former habits in the matter of eating
in the kitchen and heating the house
They are helped
by the coal range.
to avoid disorder by the substitution
of an alcove or a wall space for the
closet ordinarily provided in a bed
the lowest
Such

paid

a family cannot

room .

Just a word may be ventured here
of the kitchen.
The
source of the greatest ill health in a
family is the unnatural dryness of the
indoor air in winter. In the housing
field there is only one economical
humidifier — the tea-kettle. Mois
ture, as a by-product of cooking, costs
nothing extra, but is a fine health
With a gas range and a
promoter.
furnace this advantage
disappears.

on the matter

First
Two Family
For

MlLLWORKERS
Kilham Shopkin s Architects
9 Park 5tre.lt Boston Mass.
Fig. 6.

Data

rs-22-5SoI
-'wow Areaof House
CostofHouse
Cost(wr-curt20.9'
Cubicconteats-69io.it.
MATERIALS
Outsidewalls- Shmjtostained
Roof GreenSlate->s[*alt shinoles
Insidewalls^ceilings-Plaster
- Electriclights
Floors-Hardujood

Low Paid Workman's House to Cost $1,870 per Family
Kilham&£Hopkins,Architects

House Types in Industrial Communities
PREPARED

FOR CLIENT COMPANIES

OF INDUSTRIAL SERVICE AND EQUIPMENT COMPANY

GEORGE F. MARLOWE,

CONSULTING ARCHITECT

It is the intention to
standardize plans, spec
ifications, and materials
The
so far as possible.
varying uses of similar
gables, dormers, porches,
etc., as shown by the

accompanying
drawings of workingmen's houses
have been selected from
a series made by the
Industrial
Service and
Equipment Company,
George F. Marlowe, con
sulting architect, in part,
for use by housing asso
ciations in the commu
nities where mills of the
American Felt Company
and the Daniel Green
Felt Shoe Company are
located.
These locali
ties embrace Saxon ville,
Hyde Park, and Frank
lin, Mass., Glenville,
Conn., and Dolgeville,
N. Y.

THE

illustrated,

drawings

effect pleasing composi
tions and do not reduce
the architectural treat
ment to monotony. The
houses are designed gen
erally to be of clapboards

or shingles painted

white, or in some cases

The larger

stucco.

houses for foremen and
are to
superintendents
small
be heated with
hot air furnaces, but
These companies,
the simpler types are
as to be
with whose ownership
so arranged
Willett, Sears & Co. of
All
heated by stoves.
Design for Six-Room, Semi-Detached House
Boston are identified,
houses have bathrooms
employ an unusually high class of labor, and an obvious
equipped with three fixtures and the kitchens are to
attempt has been made to provide houses of a type some
have soapstone laundry trays and sink, as well as built-in
what better than that of the usual industrial housing
dressers in houses where no separate pantry is provided.
They are by no means
It is the intention to do a certain amount of planting
development of this country.
extravagant in any manner, but are of sufficient size
of hedges, shrubbery and trees in each of the devel
and attractiveness to meet the special conditions.
opments ; in fact, to obtain as much as possible of the
The tracts to be developed vary in size from a few
attractive quality of the English garden villages.
acres to a hundred, and in each case they have been
The houses have been figured to cost from $1,800 per
carefully studied as a definite part of a town planning
family for the four-room units in blocks up to $3,000 and
project in connection with existing local conditions.
$4,000 for the more pretentious single houses.

-r~

\m
Looc.ri.AN

Design for Five-Room, Single Cottage of Frame Construction
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DESIGN FOR FOUR-ROOM

COTTAGE

OF FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Ill^^lPl ftl
DESIGN FOR GROUP OF FOUR HOUSES SIMILAR
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IN PLAN TO THAT BELOW
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DESIGN FOR GROUP OF EIGHT FOUR ROOM HOUSES
GEORGE F. MARLOWE,

CONSULTING

ARCHITECT

FOR INDUSTRIAL SERVICE 8c EQUIPMENT

CO.

Living Close to the Melting Pot
SUGGESTIONS FOR MEETING THE .CONDITIONS OF HOUSING
IMPOSED BY FOREIGN-BORN LABORERS FROM INTIMATE OBSER
VATION OF THEIR HABITS AND NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
■ByMARGUERITE

adequate description of the living quarters
occupied by the single men and women work
ers of our industries would occupy more space
is put at my disposal — to do it briefly and

WALKER JORDAN
is furnished with more greasy benches and one long,
narrow, home made table.
Brown oilcloth may or

AN

may not be there ; but regardless

than

lack of covering,

truthfully would mean the combined swear words of
I will therefore only sketch condi
many languages.
tions as they are found in many parts of the country
and indicate the chief national traits and customs of
the

be

planning

boiled beans, and huge piles of greasy, hard
fried meat. There are greasy plates as well, whose
weight in the hands of an irate boarder make them

white

workers that
in
recognized

various

must

It

dangerous

is eleven o'clock ; in
the kitchen an old hag is
slouching about, boiling
beans and
frying more

lages and boarding places
that will enlist

their inter

Half washed clothes
are in one corner and dirty,

est and produce the results
contentment
in increased
and decreased

turnover

meat.

discarded

so

with, almost

To begin
boarding

has

owner

plant

working

house or

a dozen

Behind

a

two

Slavs

or two beer cases.
the

are

stove

somewhere about his plant ;

enough

of boiling clothes
their Sunday bath.

show

him

how

some

trying to steal

just where in many cases
know, for he
he doesn't
has certainly never visited
it ; yet he would visit any
thing or anybody who
would

gar

ments piled over and under

much needed.
every

weapons.

It

vil

industrial

of its covering or
the table still needs its maiden bath.
is littered with scraps of food, chunks of bread,

water

from

a pot
to get

If the
floor space is sufficient, you
may open the back door,
for

to

as

of fresh air
be agreeable ; but
you behold that which

is

apparently

a

breath

would

or fifty
get twenty-five
As a rule,
good workmen.
men come to a manufac

garbage

turing

dump,

the
you

town
find

that you were mistaken.
or mining place
Unfortunately
manyworkersareaccustomed
to livingquarterslikethese—
You hastily turn and be
alone, try the work for a
of the better
so it cakesa little timeand educationbeforethe advantages
homeor boardinghouseareappreciated.
gin to climb the stairs,
while, leave, or send for
which, by the way, are so
their families. Their whole
built that every ray of light is successfully excluded.
first impression is largely formed by their boarding
This is usually run by a man who has no
All the bedrooms are just the same. If this boarding
house.
responsibility to the company, outside of paying his
house happens to be in a mining town, the palatial
chairs are powder cans. The beds are wire cots with
rent and being well "cussed," if most of the men
leave at the same time.
heaps of ragged, dirty, cotton comforts.
When the
As you enter this average boarding house, built on beds fail to go around, the inmates sleep on the
floor, which looks equally inviting.
those familiar, ugly, oblong lines, you come into a
Two years ago
Through the dirt of the men were paying $30 a month for such quarters,
long, narrow passageway.
side walls and the smoke of the ceiling you are barely
and yet the combined brains of a powerful organiza
able to distinguish that white was the original color
tion were frantically putting forth every effort to get
of the plaster.
To the right is a room whose princi
employees.
pal object of furniture is a dirty, red-hot, eggshell
Sometimes the men live in small shanties, where
"
stove, or a radiator which doesn't radiate ; around
they cook their own food, or get it at a nearby
hash
the walls are a few greasy, narrow, high benches ;
house." Nobody knows how many men sleep in a
the windows are nailed shut and are so dirty that you
room.
can't see out. This is true of the entire house, where
The presence of the foreign laborer greatly compli
the air can be cut with a knife. The dining room
cates the living problem, but many times his superior
157
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home." The fame of our beds went everywhere and
it was called Matterassi di penna (Feather Bed House)
until at length everything about the company, to the
disgust of the august

of
A familychatstill showsthe effectsof its lateenvironment.The restfulness
cottages,
andothercommunity
curvedstreets,
comfortable
featureshavenot beenfelt
sufficiently
longto create
aninterestin gardening
andflowers.

efficiency or continuous labor makes his contentment
worthy of serious consideration.
Whether foreign

labor is in small or large groups, the Roumanian,
the Italian, and the Slav make three distinct and
separate classes, and experience

has proved that they

They are united on one thing,
however, and that is the great underground railroad
of good and bad news which they feel is their only
If one Italian has
means of defense and education.
been unjustly treated, every other foreigner knows
remembers.
it and feels it, says nothing, but
One day, to a trusted friend he will announce that
he is leaving that night or in the morning. Here
tofore you have thought that everything was all
right ; but he will tell you grievances that he has
been brooding over for two months, and moving is
apparently no hardship to his family — or to any
"
They
class of labor, as far as that is concerned, for
fold their tents like the Arabs and as silently steal
away."
Their life is largely made up of many little
things ; and if you are in position ever really to know
them, you will be surprised by the importance which
they attach to the simplest things.
I was once suddenly made responsible for the dor
''
Floating Gang, ' ' and bedclothes
mitories of the
after one
became a sore trial.
Cotton comforts,
washing, became an unusable, soggy mass of wadded
cotton and faded calico, so that there was no warmth
Blankets they would not use, and the men
in them.
I knew this
had to sleep in their working clothes.
One day I
condition was affecting their efficiency.
happened to think of the feather beds which came
over in the steerage, and I realized that, even in
this country, wealth is sometimes rated by the num
will not live tog-ether.

ber of feather

beds.

So

we immediately

bought

a

quantity of feathers and set all the available foreign
women to work making big feather comfortables, im
proving upon the foreign custom by making covers
of unbleached domestic, firm enough to keep the
ticking and feathers always clean. The men were
One great big, homesick chap said to
delighted.
"
O nica lady, it littl lika
me, with tears in his eyes,

general manager,

was prefixed

with the title Feather Bed.
Taken as a whole, foreigners are simple but heavy
eaters ; huge loaves of bread are put right on the
table and every man helps himself. They have
adopted the American custom and have become heavy
meat eaters, but this meat is always put into a thick,
highly flavored soup. Then there are goulashes of
They are extremely fond of
various descriptions.
pork and garlic, consuming it in unbelievable quanti
ties. The Macedonians must have strong coffee, pref
Arbuckle's has been the real, though
erably Turkish.
unsuspected, reason for many a Macedonian getting
The Italians, of course, have their maca
a new job.
roni with, if possible, the best Roman imported cheese ;
olive oil, green peppers, tomatoes, and parsley are
If they have their own
used in many combinations.
garden plots, they will raise bushels of tomatoes.
When these are very ripe, they are cooked and spread
out in the sun to dry until a paste is formed, which
sometimes is stored in jars, or when very dry is
rolled and cut. I have been in homes where the
very walls were literally covered with these rolls;
sometimes just before it goes into the soup, the dust
and cobwebs

are washed

this home-made

product,

If they do not have
off.
they buy an expensive im

ported paste.
The manufacturer

or plan towner who must house
of foreigners will find many difficul
ties ; for our foreigners are not naturally inclined to
The tendency of such
the large boarding houses.
places is overcrowding and "railroad rooms," such
''
'
Hungary Hollow '
as gave rise to the disgraceful
of East St. Louis, 111. Places like these are largely
responsible for the antipathy which the average for
They
eigner feels toward a big boarding house.
large numbers

want and seek the

''

hominess

''

that

comes through

family group. They prefer to board in a
"
boarding missus " does the wash
family where the
and
"for stays" the Polish, or
ing and cooking
a small

At the end of the
whatever food they are used to.
month they divide the bills among themselves, beer
"
boarding boss."
included, allowing so much for the
Sometimes these boarding houses are of a low order,
and the men invariably sink to the type of the house
The morals of the Italian and Ameri
they live in.
can are about on a par, the Russian and Polish are

not so good, while those of the Transylvania Slav are
As a rule they get along very
possibly the best.
If,
nicely, settling any quarrels among themselves.
however, a complaint ever comes in "Missus too
much dirty" — beware, for what they consider un
clean, we would consider unspeakable.
This preference for home life is discussed merely
as giving us a working knowledge

of foreign charac
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teristics.

It

is not advisable

and out

be attractive

and

the

colors good.

Pleasing appearance is a tremendous factor, affect
ing even the roughest men. Such an appearance is
dependent
ture.

more on good

Although

the

taste than large

average

manufacturer

expendi

would

with a little forest green stain,
some lattice work, and a sprig of ivy can impart to
hoot at it, a decorator

the dingiest place that atmosphere so dear to the heart

If the walls are finished in washable
paint, they need not be dark.
The Roumanians and
Italians are accustomed to brilliant colors, which if

of the Italians.

properly handled need not be garish. m
For unskilled workmen it is particularly desirable
to have all toilet facilities on the ground floor con
veniently accessible to the entrance ; this saves re
pairing of plaster and also helps keep soiled clothes
out of the bedrooms.
Ample light and ventilation
must be provided; if it cannot be secured on the
ground floor, then first floor space must be used, for
such facilities are vitally related to health and ulti
mate efficiency.
The best plumbing pays, and no
matter how dirty the rest of the house becomes, the
toilet and washroom must be kept immaculate ; other
wise the place will be dreadfully abused and finally
fall into disuse.
The men prefer shower baths, but
it is well to have one or two tubs.
always be provided.

Hot water must

To maintain a boarding house of this kind requires
intelligent supervision, and, by the way, I don't con
sider the company plain clothes man suitable for the
job ; it needs the co-operation of a person whom the
men can really trust and like.
There is a certain
type of woman who is admirably suited for this work.
The foreigners respond warmly to a little interest in
their personal affairs, and if the thing is handled
right, the men will take as much pride and interest in
guests being shown through their living quarters as
do the superintendents who are responsible for them.
If there are several boarding houses, a little healthy
rivalry can be stimulated which will accomplish
wonders.
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to keep boarders exeept

in houses particularly planned for such purposes.
The entrance to the boarders' rooms should be sepa
rate from the family apartments,
the dining- room
beingthe only common meeting
Two
ground.
boarders to a home is best, four the maximum.
There are many attendant boarding house evils,
particularly the terrific infant mortality, largely due
".boarding missus," who hasn't
to the overworked
the time to care for her own children.
If conditions are such that you must provide living
quarters for large numbers of foreign workmen, plan
from the beginning to take care of your three groups :
Italian, Roumanian, and Slav in separate quarters.
Such buildings need to be homelike and comfortable.
No matter how simple, or what class of workmen are
to be housed, have the lines pleasing.
Let the design
inside

FORUM

[iketo board; theyoungcouplehave
This is thekindof housein whichforeigners
the housebeingso plannedthat their roomsareseparated
two boarders,
fromthe
onoppositesides.
familyapartment.This ii a doublehouse,withentrances

Recently,
whom

I

while in Colorado,

the

social

worker

was with asked a man if his wife could knit.

He immediately

became

eyes, and tongue

said,

and with hands,
wife — lady — she can

excited

"My

knit, she can knit like the devil. ' '

His partner, here
in, "Lady — my
wife — she can knit — she can knit like two devils."
Of course it's possible that such a spirit may be due
to that Western atmosphere ; but regardless of geo
graphical limitations, friendly rivalry is a valuable
trait quite capable of development even in people
whom we may have thought bouvine.
In an all American boarding house, especially for
unskilled labor, the cafeteria system of serving food
tofore

ignored,

immediately

joined

is the easiest and most practical.

The recreation facilities in these houses are important, though often a difficult feature.
The skilled
men will need a smoker

and pool room on the first

floor a small writing and
reading room.
If this is the only building of its kind
in the town, gymnasium facilities should be added.
Foreigners and unskilled laborers need a general liv
ing room.
A pool room is not usually considered
If there are groups of these boarding
necessary.
houses, a municipal amusement and recreation hall is
best.
If the town is small, or greatly scattered, such
facilities must be provided by the company or an in
dependent organization. The most successful ven
tures of this kind which have come under my obser
vation were operated by the industry direct.
In
planning the activities of such an amusement build
ing it is well to hold in mind that Sunday is the
wage earner's day of recreation,
and that our for
eigners are accustomed to the Continental Sabbath.
Recreation for men is so dependent upon local con
ditions that it is most difficult to lay fixed rules.
We
know, however, that it must be provided in order to
obtain the maximum
efficiency from any class of
workers.
The problem of providing living quarters for women
is unrelated to that of housing men.
Present condi
tions, however, are making it acute, and we know
floor ; on each

bedroom

THE ARCHITECTURAL
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in her
has increased the production
munitions factories by providing- suitable living quar
In this country several
ters for women workers.
The fail
attempts to do it have been unsuccessful.

at noon ; but as a diet of pie, cake, and salad does
not tend toward increasing efficiency, it is better to

houses, groups too large

girls coming directly from their work can wash their
hands before eating. The general living room should

that England

ures are due to unattractive

for adequate supervision, and lack of consideration
for the girls' work and social life.
English experience has proved that it is neither
wise nor liked by the girls to house more than
150 in a unit;
the problems of management are
increased,

and the social

and moral

difficulties

are

be
should
not
minimum number
for these houses
less than 75, as it is essential
to be entirely self-supporting ; and on the amount
of board proportioned to the girls' wages this can
The non- Eng
not be done with a smaller group.
lish-speaking girls should never be housed more
than 75 in a group
until they become used to
Many older women object
the American customs.
to the larger group because of the noise, confusion,
and consequent lack of rest.
Colored girls and
Younger
women must always live by themselves.
girls will need social life and an opportunity to enter

great.

The

tain visitors.

In addition to providing an excellent housekeeper
there must be a social head to these houses, a woman
of tact, experience, and personality, with a sincere
interest in all girl life and girl problems.
A building of this kind should have an attractive,
homelike entrance, with the office on one side ; open
ing out of it several small parlors.
One wing of the
building may contain the recreation hall and dining
room, this space so arranged

that it can be used as
the dining room it is well to have the
serving table at one end, cafeteria service can be used

one room.

In

a set menu for two meals each day.
Near
the dining room there should be a lavatory so that
provide

have a stage at one end and a fireplace

on the side

for gymnasium and
general social purposes.
Recreation the girls must
have, and without it they will be neither happy nor
contented. A coat room for men, as well as a retiring
room, will be needed on this floor.
It is best to have the bedrooms all single, about 8
On each floor there should be a small
by 12 feet.
work room, equipped with sewing facilities, adjoin
ing a sitting room for use of the girls only, and sepa
rated from the halls by arches or pillars.
In providing living quarters for industries' single
men and women, the one thing of most importance,
wall

; this room can also be used

judged

from

the experience

human viewpoint

— an

of social workers,

appreciation

low's vision.
There is one little story of environment and igno
rance often told before, but it helps us to get a proper
attitude.
An Italian woman of New York's East
Side saw some roses.
At first she didn't think they
were real,- and when finally convinced she sang out,

"

Roses

from

"

Italia,"

and to all arguments

she an

No — Italia — no roses in America." The
population of the whole block, which is about that
of a village, crowded around the flowers, each one
carrying away a petal or a leaf. And the discards of
''
Roses
. a florist shop called forth a surge of song,
"
Italia,"
from
Roses from Italia," which was like a
song of home by a lost people.
swered,
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Two of thesehousesare /orated in the industrial village of the
ViscoseCompany,onefor womenworkersand theotherfor men. Each
accommodates
fourteen persons,ttvo occupyingeach room. Theyare

is a

of the other fel
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conductedhy a matronwho has an apartmenton thefirst floor. The
constructionis of brick with slateroofs. Otherviewsand plansof com
pletedevelopment
were publishedin The Brickbvilder, December,
1916.

Boarding House, Industrial Village of the Viscose Company, Marcus Hook, Pa.
Bellinger6t Pcrroc,Architects
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Housing the Single Worker
By

WALTER H. KILHAM

the war the designing of lodging houses

of the new housing movement

BEFORE
had not

"

" comes first to the front for
hostel
The English
This may be taken in general to
consideration.
mean either a regular dormitory, with numerous
beds arranged along the walls of a single long room,
or the same system arranged in cubicles about 6 or
7 by 8 feet, with dwarf partitions around each bed,
each cubicle having its own window.
In England
some of these projects were so designed as to allow
of the barrack-like build
ings being later con
verted into row houses.
Study of this proposi
brought
tion, however,
out the opinion that
these hostels would

Some establishments located in
where suitable boarding places were lackingfound it necessary in order to retain desirable single
men and women in their employ to provide reason
any great extent.
towns

ably attractive buildings near the mills, where they
could be comfortably lodged and fed and be at the
The em
same time more or less under control.
sometimes

ployees
these
but

re

permanently at
boarding places,

mained

more

often

and one which still

needs more study before the final solution is achieved.

scale for single industrial workers
been developed or even discussed to

on a large

the ac

commodations

were
found most useful for
the worker who had
newly arrived at the

never attain

the desired

fortable quarters for

which was to
bring about the forma
tion of a body of workers
who would be sufficiently
contented to remain at
the plant in preference
to looking for better
conditions elsewhere ;
in other words, such a
stabilization of labor as
would insure the plant
against the ill effects of
''
''
overturn
the dreaded
— the bane of war-time
It
industrial expansion.

both

became evident

lutely essential.
It was
at first thought that

workers would not only
want actual rooms of
reasonable size, but
finally that they must be

plant,

and

needed

objective

time

about for a per
manent lodging. These

to look

boarding places were apt
to be conducted in old
buildings whose con
struction often dated
from the early days of
the plant and they offer
little of the present-day
interest.

To keep up with the
present industrial expan
sion it is found that com
male and female
single workers are abso

these

left

people

who

often

fairly

comfortable
homes to go to the in

dustrial

centers

be contented

would

Exterior and Floor Plans of Boarding House at Jefferson Rouge, Mich
Development of Solvay ProcessCo.
MannfitMacNeille,Architects
byfamily; accommodates
Conducted
14men

to occupy
rooms in such private homes as would be patrioti
cally, or otherwise, opened to them.
The "take a
" campaign had
roomer
a brief and inglorious career,

for neither the men nor women workers
showed any keen desire to share the restraints of pri
vate family life, not to mention the variable quality
of such cooking as they might encounter.
Workers
however,

of both

sexes desired first, freedom to go and come

without too much question ; and second, to mingle
with one another rather than with persons of other
occupations.
The construction of modern boarding
and lodging houses, therefore, has become a feature

single
wise

that the

rooms, as other
the inevitable dis

agreements between

roommates would nullify
The size of
the good results of the whole proceeding.
each room it seemed, ought to be 70 square feet, if

and the width should not be less than 7 feet.
minimum of 60 square feet with a width of 6 feet
might be permissible, but is not advocated.
So far the present conclusions are alike for men
Being agreed that separation of the
and women.
sexes is desirable, the question of what variations in
plan are necessary comes up for study and with it
the various matters of minor detail.
Next to the bedroom arrangement comes the ques
tion of toilets.
Private baths are not yet a feature of
possible,

A
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the industrial boarding house, although judging by
present and prospective wage increases they may

future. Until such
time the proportion of fixtures to be installed may be
become so in a not too distant

taken as for girls about 1 shower for 10 girls, 1 water
closet for 6 girls, 1 bowl for 10 girls, 1 tub in each

bathroom.

For men about the same proportion with
change of substituting 1 water closet
and 1 urinal for 10 persons.
The tubs, water closets,
and showers should be in separate compartments so
as to allow the fullest utilization of the facilities of
the room.
In men's boarding houses the wash bowls
may be in the open room ; in women's they may be
in one room, but should be separated by stall-like
partitions, about 2 feet deep and 5 or 6 feet high.
Syphon jet water closets are not as desirable as those
having an orifice of easier clearance.
The great
question of tubs and showers still remains at the
front. Evidently one or more tubs should be in
stalled in any case in either type of toilet room for
the use of elderly persons or those slightly indisposed.
the possible

Beyond

that

men

will

soon become accustomed

to

Women object to
the overhead shower on account of wetting the hair
and say they need the horizontal or "body" type.
Even at that some protest against them.
A lady at
the overhead

shower and enjoy it.

FORUM

the recent conference of the National Housing Asso
ciation caused some amusement when this question
arose by stating that women over thirty preferred
tubs, while showers were desired by those under
thirty, thus creating a rather entangling situation
which most architects would doubtless be anxious to
"
" on to the social worker.
pass the buck
avoid and
A good sized cheerful general living or recreation
room is essential, which to save space may, if de
sired, be entered directly from outside like the office
of an hotel.
In cold climates, however, a vestibule
ought to be provided. For women workers one or
more separate small reception rooms are essential for
the entertainment of male visitors, so as to obviate
the necessity of the use either of a bedroom or the
street corner for this purpose.
In either case the en
trance to the bedroom portion should be clearly visible
from the living room or office.
It is far better, par
ticularly with women, to have the place constructed
so as to be easily and quietly supervised
than to
enforce restrictions and rules which only serve to
irritate the lodgers, and perhaps drive them to ques
tionable

locations.

The amount

of recreation

facilities naturally will
If it expands

depend upon the size of the building.

to several hundred rooms (700 has been set as a ten
tative maximum), it becomes evident that certain lux

uries may be added beyond the carrying capacity of
a small establishment. Thus a lounge, with open
fireplace, billiard room, bowling alleys, etc., may be
added for men , and good dancing facilities for women ;
in fact, these latter ought to be provided in some

FirstFloorPlan
Boarding House for the Naumkeag Steam Cotton Co., Salem, Mass.
Kilham3CHopkins,Architects
; accommodates
Conductedby company
30 men; brickandframeconstruction
;
stairways
fireproof. Cost£20,150
in 1914

form for women in any case. Halls for entertain
ment, lectures, or picture shows are clearly within
the scope of a large establishment, but they form a
special problem which would usually be provided for
in a separate building, open to the dwellers in cottages
as well.
Women of whatever condition have a natural de
sire to do a little cooking, even if of a rudimentary
sort, and a lodging house of any size ought to pro
vide on each floor a sort of kitchenette where fudge,
molasses candy, or other forms of light edibles can
be prepared and enjoyed on nights and Sundays.
Closets in bedrooms are still a matter of discus
sion.
"Welfare" workers deplore the enclosed
closet with a door, saying that it is dark, close, and
harbors vermin, and advocate either a shelf with a
curtain or at least the omission of the door.
Others
say that the lodgers are entitled to a regular closet
the same as any other people.
If the door is pro
vided, it would seem as if the top and bottom panels
might be open to create a circulation of air. In all
cases the bed and bureau space with the position of
the electric light must be carefully studied.
Cross ventilation of rooms should be provided by
placing transoms over the doors and placing doors
opposite each other across the corridor.
Slat panels

THE ARCHITECTURAL
in doors may also be worth consid
ering for obtaining ventilation.
The kitchen, pantry, and dining
room require no especial description
at this point, as their disposition must
depend upon the size of the house,
whether cafeteria service is installed
or not, etc.
For women a conven
ient and cheerful sewing room with
sewing machines and electric flatirons ought to be included.
In houses designed for either sex
a laundry with set tubs and drying
and ironing facilities should be pro
vided for the use of lodgers, together
with the assurance of plenty of hot
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water.

A suite of two or three rooms with
bath and dining room (which may be
served from the general pantry) , with
an entirely separate entrance from

coeri

has to be provided for the
boarding master and his family, and
probably accommodations for the ser
Boarding House for the Ohio Steel Foundry Co., Bucyrus, Ohio
vants according to local conditions,
GeorgeH. Schwan,Architect
and of course the usual provisions for
Accommodates
20foreignworkmenand housekeeper.Roomshavedoubledeckediron bedsand
Basement,
July,
individual
lockers
t
hroughceiling.
ventilated
abovegrade,contains
showers.Erected
linen, brooms, mops, etc., on each
1917,andcostcomplete
#6,300
for frameconstruction.
floor are understood.
A dry room in
1. Younger girls should live in groups where they
the basement or attic for the storage of trunks ought
can have social life and an opportunity to entertain
also to be included.
their friends, but still be under some of the restric
Some of the plans for medium sized boarding houses
tions of the home.
seem not to have well considered the question of
2. Older women
of living.
want independence
proper fire exits.
A house even of ten or twelve
Many of them object to living in large groups be
rooms is no longer a private residence, with the con
cause of the noise and confusion and ensuing fatigue.
ventional (but absolutely inadequate) single stair
way ; it becomes an embryo hotel
and subject to the dangers of a
habitation containing a number
of strangers of varying habits
and temperaments.
Two or more
stairways are necessary, enclosed
in doors separating them from
the corridors, and if needed fire
escapes must be added.
Fire
proof construction should be
obligatory if the building is over
outside,

three stories and is recommended
in any case.

The Young Women's Christian
Association has done some con
structive
work in developing a
type of building which would be
suitable for the accommodation
of women workers.
Their pam
phlet of "Suggestions"
contains
''
interesting hints on
How Girls
should be Grouped," from which
the following may be quoted :

Boarding House for Rome Brass & Copper Co., Rome, N. Y.
MannScMacNeille,Architects
'reignworkmen,
\
whofurnishtheirown foodwhichis preparedin diningroom. Master's
id door.
floo Exteriorwallshollowtilewithtenuredsurface.Partitionsandroofframe
suiteon second
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FORUM
with wash bowls and toil
ets adjacent to the dining
room, giving an opportun
ity to the girls who come
directly from work to wash
their hands before eating.
This is important both from
the point of view of cleanli
ness and for the sake of the
girls' health.
The dining room is ar
ranged with a serving

every case, colored

girls and women should
live by themselves,
and
provision should be made
for their social life.
4. It has been found that
it is more successful to
house the non-Englishspeaking: foreign girls in
small groups, until they
learn English and become
used to American customs.
A social worker should be
employed to work with

table at one end, that can
be used for cafeteria

them.

vice

The pamphlet

at noon

if

ser

desired.

describes

For the other two meals a

building
the ''Type
designed by Duncan Cand

set menu should be pro
vided, as the girls choose

ler of New York, and re

very unwisely if left

produced

themselves.

A"

on page

166,

as

to

The recreation hall has
building, the
windows on three sides
permanent
with a set stage at one end.
structure that
the Y. W. C. A. is build
There is a fireplace in the
ing as a demonstration in
This room can
side wall.
Boarding House at Kingsport Farms, Term.
ClintonMackenzie,
Architect
Charleston for girls work
be used for a gymnasium
; livingquarters
Accommodates
skilledworkmen
on firstfloor; allsleeping
ing in the naval uniform
and for social parties. It
; familyapartment
roomsonsecond
onfirstfloor
factory, is designed for use
can also be arranged in
in places where only one building will be erected.
such a way that several classes can be held at the
It includes not only living and dining rooms, but also same time in different parts of the room.
In order to get to the sleeping rooms on the first
recreational facilities. There are adequate fire es
floor, it is necessary to pass the office.
Next to the
capes outside the building, as well as two fire walls
inside.
office is a room with a private bath for the head of
The dining room and recreation hall, several par
the house.
The bedrooms are all single, 8 by 12 feet.
lors, and bedrooms for 44 girls
are on the first floor.
There is
but one entrance for the resi
dents.
This makes it possible
for the matron or social head of
the house, who is in the office
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Dormitory for Remington Arms Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
Hiss 6CWeekes,Architects
Accommodates
135girls. Entertaining
theuseof which optional, in
facilitiesonfirst floor. A restaurant,
thebasement.Six dollarsperweek theaverage
costof boardandroom
is

can

thrown into one for a large social
gathering.
The dining room is reached also
by an entrance from the porch
outside.
This makes it possible
for people to go to lunch in the
cafeteria without passing through
the house.
There is a lavatory
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so arranged
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it are several
from the hall by arches.
To the
right is an entrance to the wing
containing the recreation hall and
dining room.
These rooms are

Ip^iH

I

hall is attractive
Opening out of
parlors separated

11 1 1 n

*
I

The entrance
homelike.

■

m1

who comes in or goes out.
and

L_CL_«

to see every one

is

the door,

|H1

near

:

■

follows
Type
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Each room

has a single bed, dresser, chairs and
table, and closet.
Single rooms not only give the
privacy and quiet which girls working hard every
day need, but also make the management of the

firmary and a private bath.
This room has a cross
There
draft and is in the quietest part of the house.
is a storage place for trunks on this floor.
The recreation and dining room wing of the house
house much easier.
is one story high.
All sleeping rooms are removed
There are bedrooms for 51 girls on the second
from noise and confusion.
floor.
There is also a sitting room separated from
The Y. W. C. A. states that building units of not
the hall only by pillars.
Larger
This is for the use of the more than 150 girls are most successful.
girls only. Next to this is a small sewing room with units mean greater difficulties of management and
supervision. At the same time the minimum num
facilities for sewing.
Toilets, wash bowls, and bath are grouped on each ber of a group should be not less than 75.
Houses
holding less than this number they believe cannot
floor. There is one toilet to every 10 girls, one wash
bowl to every 6 girls, and one shower to every 10 be self-supporting on the amount of board that the
girls.
girls can and should pay.
There is at least one tub on each floor.
It is essential that these
Shower baths are more sanitary than tubs, and there
houses be completely self-supporting.
is much less difficulty in taking care of them.
They
The boarding house of the Naumkeag Steam Cot
should be body showers.
Each toilet, shower, and ton Company in Salem, Mass., was built after the
tub is in a separate compartment.
great fire of 1914, to replace an old structure which
On each floor is a slop sink, a closet for brooms
had served for many years and is a good solution
and pails, and one or more linen closets.
of a purely urban development, being located in a
There is also on this floor a kitchenette with a gas closely built section of the city. Special attention
plate, sink, and cupboard for the use of the girls.
has been paid to the exits, which consist of two brick
A place should be provided either on this floor or enclosures containing concrete stairs, isolated from
in the basement where girls can do as
the rest of the building by fireproof
n1,nIJn„nIJn
much of their laundry work as they
Though a little severe in treat
doors.
ment, they give a satisfactory feeling
wish. This laundry should have sev
eral set tubs, a drying closet, irons,
of security. Although designed and
ironing board, and a gas plate.
built before the war had called general
There are bedrooms for 6 girls on
attention to the subject, the plans con
PUn of Block
the third floor.
tain most of the features which have
There is also an in-

ft

-

TypicalElevationof BunkHouses

/ 'Vlr'E blocksof thesestruc-

X*

turts are already completed
and arranged similar to the
plan above. Thebunk houses(A)
accommodate
20 meneach.2 to a
room, for a charge of SI.SO per
week. Each man has an indi
vidual bed and steel locker.
Their cost is as follows : ternPorary. $3,771;frame, $4,215:
Permanent $4\551, exclusive of
cellar and heating. Cellars
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FloorPlanof BunkHouse(A)

Elevation
of BoardingHouse(B)

AlternateElevation
of Bunk Houses
estimatedat $70" and hot air
heating. $tOQ for temporary
and $300for Permanent build
ings. The larger units iR) con
tain dining room servicesuffi
cient to accommodateall the
men in the block. The cost of
for temporary-and
(B) is $15,788
$18389for permanentconstruc
tion, exclusiveof cellar andheat
ing. These items are estimated
at $8-13and $1.8f2 respectively.

FirstandSecondFloor Plans
of BoardingHouse(B)
Buildings for Single Workers at Plant of Merchant Shipbuilding Corporation, Bristol, Pa.
; P. R. MacNeille,Supervising
MannAcMacNeille,ConsultingArchitects
ArchitectforEmergency
FleetCorporation
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since.
The boarding mas
ter's suite uses one of the tower entrances, but is
otherwise quite well isolated.
Its dining room util
izes the pantry of the main kitchen.
There is a liv
ing room and general dining room on the first floor.
The bedrooms are all single and have closets, and
the proportion of toilet fixtures is what later inves
tigations have shown to be correct.
There are no
As the purpose of the building is mainly
showers.
to accommodate newly arrived operatives,
and as
been generally adopted

Type A. Single
Recreation Halls

the city of Salem

contains sufficient housing to ab
any overplus of employees, there was no need
of a large building.
There is a certain present tendency toward a
smaller class of structure, possibly of the bungalow
type, with a living room and kitchenette (which may
possibly be combined in one room), bathroom, and
three or four bedrooms.
These can be utilized by
small groups of women who thus obtain a more
homelike environment, although their supervision
would seem to be more difficult. These
bungalows may be built near a common
Building with Dining and
kitchen and dining hall. Plans of some
Forming Complete Unit
buildings of this type are illustrated here
with.
Then there is the type of private board
ing house, operated perhaps by some work
man's family who is able to accommodate
several (say 5 or 6) boarders.
It seems
desirable in this case to group the family's
private apartment on the first floor, provid
ing a special entrance and stairway for the
sorb

boarders

whose chambers and bathrooms
are all on the second floor, the only room

family and boarders meet in
being the dining room.
This
type is probably as much open to sugges
tion and local experience as any. It cer
tainly seems as if this house in particular
is entitled to have some sort of a piazza for
where

the

common

hot weather.

The question of balconies, roof prom
enades, etc., must be taken into account in
all cases and settled according to climate
local conditions, remembering that
the primary object of war housing (and it
ought to be the object of any kind) is not
only merely to shelter human beings from
the elements, but to keep them just as com
fortable, happy, and contented as the men
higher up. If the new housing does not
do this, it is a failure and the nation will
be the chief sufferer.
My experience in housing has led me
to the conclusion that the attempt to design
industrial dwellings from the top down is
open to the perpetual danger of misunder
standing between the designers and the
and

It is easy to say what sort of
places another class of people ought to live

occupants.

in and be thankful for, but it is also desir
able to put one's self in their place, par

ticularly the wife's, and see how these well
intentioned buildings really fit. I think
Third FloorPUn
Building for Housing Committee of War Work Council, Y. W. C. A.
DuncanCandler,Architect

there has been too much effort to reduce
costs of industrial housing, to reduce sizes
of rooms, to cut out everything not essen
tial to bare existence, and to forget that
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realized this and
are providing dwell
ings for their em
ployees which mea

by side with
theory that the
worker is part of
the plant, needing
sanitary oversight
to protect his health
just as the machine
needs lubrication to
side

the

sure above the stand

now generally
accepted for this
type of work.
La
protect it from
bor is not only bet
ter paid each year,
wear, ought to go
but is learning
also the idea that
through better edu
is like
his house
cational
facilities
wise a part of the
plant, to be scrapped
the desirability of
higher standards of
when no longer
suitable, and not to
living and is rapidly
TypeC. Single Building with Four Apartments. Unit of a Group for Housing
arriving at a posi
be subject to the
Committee, War Work Council, Y. W. C. A.
''
bug-bear of
ten
tion where
it will
''
calculated
on the exact visible
per cent gross
dictate its own terms, and when that time arrives
return that each individual house may be expected
it will not be satisfied with any form of housing but
A number of manufacturers have already the best.
to earn.
ards

buildings
rHESE
mittee of Ike War
are intended

for

designed for the Housing Com
Work Council of the Y. W. C. A.
varying needs. Type A is complete in
itself ; Types B and C are
units of groups.
Type B ac
commodates 150 girls and kas

provision for dining and sit
ting rootn space. Type C is
arranged as a four-family
apartment and is intended for
older women who wish to live
independently, or for foreign

girls

who are not sufficiently

Americanized to mingle with others than those of their
own nationality.
The plot plans at either side show al
ternate schemes of grouping ;
the wings

of

Type

B

can be

I'aried in their position to
form different courts. In the
larger groups a recreation
building (A on the plan) is
provided for social life, for
in a large group some means
of recreation aside from the
living rooms is an obvious

JtL
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
the editorial comment appearing- in our February
we stated from reports contained in the daily

INissue
press

that

requested
structures
authentic

"

of the Treasury McAdoo had
the building of houses and other private

Secretary

be postponed until after the war."
Later
information has shown that we misinter

preted the Secretary's request, which fact we deeply
regret.
The request was in no manner intended to
impose difficulties on architects or any branch of the
building trades, but was meant to apply only to the
building of lavish houses for which there could be no
necessity except the gratification of luxury, that could
in all fairness be withheld till after the war.
There has been some misunderstanding concerning
the request, and we are glad of the opportunity to pre
sent excerpts from a more detailed statement contained

in a letter from Secretary McAdoo to Samuel Gompers,
President of the American Federation of Labor, which
we are permitted
''

to quote :

I

have said that building operations which are not re
quired to protect the health or provide for the comfortable
needs of our people, or to supply facilities necessary for
the proper conduct of business essential to the successful
prosecution of the war, should be postponed.
''
As you know, I have no authority to direct that build
ing operations be curtailed. I have merely suggested
that unnecessary work of that kind be postponed until
the end of the war. Such postponement would, I am
sure, help win the war, but every patriotic man must be
determined by his own conscience in the matter and must
decide for himself if he can postpone the erection of a
contemplated building until the war is over. Compliance
with this suggestion may cause some inconveniences which
are to be greatly deplored, but such inconveniences are
an unavoidable incident to war. The situation must be
viewed from a national and not from a local standpoint."

Architects most certainly appreciate

this viewpoint,

and their patriotic and unselfish offer of service to
the Government, wherever it might be used, stands as
private inter
For the last three
in building- have
practically reduced new building to terms of absolute
necessity — in fact, building has been so much cur
tailed that in our larger cities there is to-day a seri
ous shortage of hotels, apartments, and all buildings
of residential type. The great part of the work to
supply these needs will for economic reasons be post
poned till after the war, but in the meantime there is
need for many types of building that are essential to
The Government in
the proper progress of the war.
its vast building program has exceeded the largest
figures of private work, but it has not been carried
on through the same channels, and it is only natural
proof

of their eagerness

to submerge

welfare.
ests to the Government
years the constantly rising costs

that certain

trades and certain

sections of the coun
in the change.

try should find many disadvantages

It

is to be hoped that this

unfortunate

circumstance

will be minimized as much as possible through a
larger and more widespread use of existing agencies
by the Government instead of creating new organi

zations or increasing to mammoth size those already
very large, which can only be done at the expense
and discomfiture of the smaller units.

need for buildings required to
the war, though one not yet fully appre
ciated by Governmental authorities, is housing for the
most pressing

THE
further

industrial workers. Production of manufactured arti
cles not considered essential to the war is gradually
being curtailed, and the workers in those industries
are told their patriotic service is to seek employment
and if necessary move to new dis
this work is to be had.
This imme
diately brings to the forefront the housing problem.
The great war industries have been concentrated

in war industries,

tricts

where

principally in sections of the country already thickly
populated, and the great demand for living quarters
in these centers is constantly being increased and
will, by the time we reach the rate of production
hoped for, be so evident that the lack of housing fa
cilities will be apparent to all.
Although the first bill carrying an appropriation of
$50,000,000 for housing the workers in the shipyards
has been enacted into law now for some weeks, the
delays which seem to be inevitable in our war prepa
are already in evidence here.
rations
Notwith
standing the convincing example Great Britain has
furnished of how the problem should be solved and
and advice of men in our
the earnest exhortations
own country who have made industrial housing an
important part of their study, rival bureaus in Wash
ington are advocating widely different and opposing
plans for treating the problem, and the matter of
permanent construction which is so earnestly recom
mended by all who know the dangers to be avoided
has been actually turned down in many cases.
As we go to press the progress on the second hous
ing bill carrying an appropriation of $60,000,000 to
of the Department
be expended under the direction
of Labor has met opposition in the Senate that would
indicate absolute ignorance of the need and of eco
nomic conditions governing building in the country
The bill was described by one senator as
to-day.

"

the most obnoxious that has ever come before Con
added that under its provisions
the
could continue housing work after the
Government

gress," who

war and thus enter the field of private enterprise.
We are being looked to by our allies for the ships,
guns and ammunition, food and other supplies which
will sustain the armies fighting for the safety of
democracy, and yet the shortage of living quarters
for the industrial army required to produce these
things — a national emergency — must wait upon dis
cussion in Washington of its effect upon private in
terests and upon differences of opinion between rival
bureaus charged with the execution of the program .
170

The Adaptability of Metal Lath to Industrial Housing Work
COMPARATIVE COST FIGURES SHOWING GREAT AD
VANTAGE OF SOUND CONSTRUCTION OBTAINED AT
ONLY SLIGHT INCREASE OVER TEMPORARY WORK
is no doubt that the need for living:
accommodations for workers, which has reached
an acute stage in various localities, due to the

THERE

concentration

natural

of war and other requirements

with which our country shall "do its bit" in the
Titanic struggle for mastery between unprincipled
autocracy on one side and true democracy
other, has done more to call the attention

on the
of the

American people to the possibilities of making such
industrial housing more protective to the occupants
of the buildings than has been accomplished by all
of fire-resistive materials, all the
the manufacturers
efforts of fire-preventive societies, and all the figures
of underwriters' reports for the past twenty-five
years.

The interest evinced in this subject by the various
publications

architectural

and

the

space given

to

articles by men of high authority has been a source
to those who have in the past paid out

of gratification

good money for space in which to advertise fire-resis
Let the good work go on, and the
tive materials.

American artisan will soon be housed in a building
will give him fire protection and afford him
comfortable and hygienic living conditions ; while the
stupendous fire loss of the American nation amount
ing to $250,000,000 per annum will correspondingly
be reduced to such an extent that it will no longer

that

be

a reproach

to our people nor an evidence

to the

world of the prodigality of our expenditures.
It will interest the architectural profession to know
that the officials in charge of the Government indus

trial housing have had results

of investigations

fur

nished to them that show unmistakably the possibili
ties of using a progressive, fire-resistive, and hygienic
construction at a very slight extra cost over the ordi
nary

flimsy

experts

and

easily

burned

type of house

condemn.
figures were given

that

of cost to prevent not only the Government and in
dustrial concerns who are building for similar pur
poses, but the average man who builds his own house,
from adopting the same class of construction.

Another comparison that will be interesting is that
for cheap cantonment buildings on wood

the figures
studs

8 feet on centers and 4 feet under windows,
'/&-inch sheathing, tar paper, and battens, are $ .123
per square foot of wall ; whereas the offer was made to
produce buildings, stuccoed on metal lath outside and
back plastered, instead of sheathing, tar paper, and

battens, interior construction

to be of compo board at
per square foot of wall.
There is a further consideration in connection with
this subject, whether the contemplated building is

$ .1372

for private or public enterprise, and that is the ques
tion of the transportation of materials.
The material
to be transported for 100,000 square yards of stucco
construction can be hauled to destination in fifty cars.
To transport the material for wood-frame construc
tion to give the same service would take eighty-six
cars, and the haul would average about double the
length.
For the interior plastering to cover the same
space the wood lath required would need seventeen
cars to hatil to destination, whereas metal lath would
need only seven cars.
There is thus a balance in

of fire-resistive
construction
by the use of
metal lath of a total of forty-six cars. With the pres
ent car shortage, railroad congestion, and the impera
tive need of getting supplies to the seaboard for the
favor

use of our armies and Allies, this is a point worthy of
further consideration wholly aside from the intrinsic
merit of the material

Bostwick

been advertised

in architectural

"

metal lath, which has
papers for more than

century, is a material with special
which is available for a wide variety
It is a self- furring metal lath that
of constructions.
is attached directly to the studs, giving the neces
space without the need of furring ;
sary radiation
it is easily erected, and secures for the owner and
builder a lower price for the finished metal lath and
plaster surface than is possible with other types of

a quarter

of

a

characteristics

unanimously

For instance,

itself.

"TRUSS-LOOP

which practically

offered to furnish stucco on 26 gauge, 2V2 pounds per
square yard metal lath on 16-inch center studs, using
composition board for the interior at a cost of $ .154
per square foot of wall, and stucco on 26 gauge, lV-i
pounds metal lath on 16-inch center wood studs for
the exterior, metal lath and plaster interior, %-inch

material.

The Bostwick Steel Lath Company may be ad
dressed at Niles, Ohio, and will be pleased to give
details of the large finished stock that they have on

cement stucco, outside coating at $ .206 per square foot
of wall.

Considering that the cost of wood studding spaced
on centers, %-inch sheathing by 4 feet,
and compo board above 4 feet, including two coats of
paint outside, would be $ .1684 per square foot of

hand ready for immediate shipment upon a priority
order, and to show any architect interested in indus

16 inches

trial housing projects the possibilities of the service
they are in a position to render.

wall, it surely has been proven that there is no item
17
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Revision in Plan — and

six solid weeks, with hardly enough let-up
for meals, I'd been grinding out details of the

FOR
heating-,

lighting', and plumbing- plans of one of

our biggest jobs of the year. It was literally de
signings whole town — four hundred and fifty small,
model houses for the Deep Water Dock Company,
and the whole thing- was in our hands,
sewers, lighting', heating', plumbing', etc.

--

streets,

It was impressed upon us that the completed town
must be a model for convenience, comfort, sanitation,

artistic —
reasonably inexpensive."

simplicity; but withal
"
and designed to be

it should

also

be

I

Being" an engineer, not an architect,
of heating', lighting', plumbing'.

had charge

While it was right in our line of work,
They
none of these biff assignments is ever a cinch.
tax experience, endurance,
and brain to the limit,
especially when they absolutely
in double quick time.

The Chief pointed out to
" warning'.
pensive
"

must be completed

me the

''

reasonably

inex

people

It abso
with sound principles.
lutely must be right ; but keep down the cost all
along the line as much as possible."
To make a long story short, I finished the job. On
heating I had called in the engineer of a boiler man
ufacturer whose line I'd found O. K. and been speci
fying for some time. We worked out the details of
individual steam boilers, ample radiation, and all that,
but always keeping
sible cost consistent

down

costs.

Plan and specifica
tions were all O.K.'d
the Dock Com
pany, everything was
by

ready for signing the
contracts, and I felt
the satisfied relief of
a good job well done.

met a Mr. W

, an officer

ternational
were

Company's job and the four hundred and
fifty homes.
Naturally we talked heating and I told
him we specified the steam boilers.
"Well, sir, he offered a suggestion for heating
these homes with an altogether new system that in
the Dock

It's

terested me considerably.

that furnace idea that

uses only one pipe to heat a whole house

— the

One-

pipe Heater they call it.
You'll remember our dis
cussing it once.
I know we didn't think it worth a
; but

told me last night

what W

has got me guessing.

"

He didn't try to sell me anything, but was merely
offering a suggestion ; and also he frankly admitted
they themselves, a few years ago, when this
new heater appeared on the horizon, were skeptical.
He said their engineers undertook
it originally
how

a

system

only for small farmhouses

to displace

stoves.

"Well, it

seems it took like wildfire among

the

the trick for them so much better than
stoves that all over the country they scrambled to get
The disease spread.
First to
these new heaters.

farmers,

did

bungalows,

then

stores, then

churches

and schools.

Finally, without any particular pushing on the part
it reached into cities ; into
of the manufacturers,
small individual homes, not only to displace stoves in
old dwellings but for new houses as well.
"
The system has apparently, by sheer reason of a
merit not originally anticipated
even by their own
engineers, forced itself into the market on a rather
big scale.
From the many varied instances that
W
referred to, evidently this heating system has
made good beyond anybody's expectation.
suggested the advantages of this sys
Mr. W
tem for the Dock Company's town : A good saving in
first cost and yet using high grade equipment ; a good
saving in fuel to occupants of the buildings ; no risk
of damages by leaks, breaks, freezing, etc.; no space
taken up in rooms for radiators ; and yet the house is
heated as well — and he ventured to prophesy better

Dock

I asked Mr. W
plain the proposition

was

Company

in to go over

heated — than with steam.

"

the plans for the last

salesman

Chief sent

upsetting

time

the

for me.
"

George,

b'y
Manufactured
, , ,
International Heater Co.
n.y.
Utics,

Last night at

of the In
Heater Company of L'tica, N. Y. We
discussing business, and I was telling him of

I

the Club

Early in the morn
ing of the day before
Colonel Arthur of the
coming

InTeRrMnotML Onepipe Heater

the Deep Water Dock Company's job.

as

operators," he said.
are bigThat expression gives you some leeway ; but I am
very anxious to produce this job at the lowest pos
These

Opinion

tinker's damn

Some job!
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a suspicion

I

have

that

I'm

going to ask you to
reopen

.1

the

of heating

..

question
plans

on

if he would come in and ex
He argued he was no

to you.

and had no intention

in his suggestion

of

I as
our plans or bidding for business.
sured him I should not consider it a breach of club

rules, and so he's coming in at 10.
"
I wish you'd look into it and let me .have your

ideas."
Well !
Of course, nothing to do but comply.

Besides,

I

Adv.
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began to feel a little curious myself about these sin
gle pipe propositions.
Up to then, I admit, I hadn't

given them more than cursory consideration — on the
very face of it, they didn't look like anything more
than a makeshift
good

contraption,

engineer's

specification

outside
pencil.

the pale of a
None

boys I believe had ever taken them seriously
to even go into preliminary details.

Mr. W
found

knew

about heating.

arrived —

under

I

his

of the
enough

who I
great deal
the problem and, after a
He figured the cost on

very decent chap,

a

modesty

explained

a

very

bit, showed him the plans.
the steam, and surprised me by his close accuracy.
He came within $25 of our best estimate.

Then he figured the other system, basing it on cost
of International Onepipe Heaters for all except the five
duplex houses and the arcade, for which he suggested
the steam boilers as planned.

The difference in first cost was about $40,000 !
By this time I was too interested to be startled.
Nor did I feel chagrined at not having known more
"
" before.
about
Onepipes
He "sold" me com
pletely on the idea ; his store of overwhelming evi
dence in its favor was inexhaustible.
Late that afternoon I went in to see the Chief.
"Well, George, anything to those renegade fur
naces ?

''

"

I

gTiess

" Yes,"
I

"

do.

mate as we doped it out together.

industrial

'

was

sold

bungalows

onepipe

heaters?

individual homes —
—
farmhouses
churches — stores and small

theaters.

They Simplify the Heating Problem
Thousands of them are in successful operation.

They are

not a makeshift

they are high grade, practical, substantial
heaters built according to the InTERt1^T"IOH^L
standard.
Simple and economical
to install and the most efficient
type of apparatus that can be selected for certain types
of building. They are also extensively used as auxiliary
steam and hot water boilers.

Send for Booklet 12 56- A

InTERn/rrion/iL He/tter Co.
Main Office and Factory

UTICA, N. Y.

Branch

Warehouses

:

he too

And Colonel Arthur !
Of course it was the result of extreme diligence
and effort on our part in his behalf — a sort of
eleventh hour spurt.
All that remains unsaid in my
little tale is that the town will be built this summer
and International Onepipes used.
a severe winter.
We just passed through
I've
watched a dozen or two different homes heated in
this manner as a cat watches a mouse, and I've never
seen anything like it for efficiency.
I don't believe
that anywhere in this country you can find a single
village, township, or city that will be as uniformly
and economically heated as that private burg of the
Deep Water Dock Company.

projects — small

heaters to supplement

guess that's

more than he had seen fit to indicate.

heaters are worthy of your most careful consider
you are planning heating equipment for
housing

I

doing the trick reasonably inexpensive ' ! "
I could see the Chief was pleased. I could tell
"
" —

InTERn/mon/iL
when

replied.

There's not much more to
I'm going to see him again in the morning to go
I'm satisfied.
It's rather a
over it and check up.
Possibly a revolution.
revelation.
Here's the esti
answered.

Do You Know the Possibilities

THESE
ation

" I

I showed him a new set of plans for the heating, in
the rough.
"
"
What, gone that far, have you ?

[ADVERTISEMENT!

of

Perhaps $40,000

there are possibilities.

worth and then some, maybe !

New York

Chicago

Nashua, N. H.
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The Goodyear Tire BeRubber Co. Development, Akron.
George H. Schwan, Architect, Pittsburgh
development
This picturesque
andsuccessful
owesa greatpartof itsvarietyto theharmonious
coloringof theshingles
withCabot'sCreosote
Stains

u

Artistic Color Schemes for Housing Developments

IT

IS

no exaggeration

OF GREAT

IMPORTANCE IN HARMONIOUS

to say

Creosote

external appear
ance of a housing group is
that

the

of vastly more importance
than

The stains give rich, pictur
coloring effects that

to

elements of comfort or conve
nience that seem to be more

bring-

many

Time spent in

essential.

veloping picturesque
monious

exteriors

as important

creosote

and har

and

preserves

are

much

in this

problem

coloring.
In the old-fashioned corpo
ration boarding- and tenement

building's
One of the Akron Units
Showinguseof shingleson secondstoryandroof,makinga
for
artistic
surface
color-treatment
thataddsgreatlyto itsattrac
tiveness.

house the finishing
dreariness was given by the
Modern hous
expressionless coating of drab paint.
ing- is studying individuality and producing artistic,
harmonious color schemes that add immensely to the
of

monotonous

The cheapest kind of
by artistic coloring,
and an almost infinite variety can be obtained in
small frame building's by using- the lumber in various
Dressed or
ways and staining it in various tones.
rough siding, rough boards, clapboards, as well as
shingles and other lumber, can be laid in different
ways on houses of the bung-alow, chalet, or cottage
type, and the entire surface stained with Cabot's
success

of

the

penetrates

is therefore

as

touch

out the beauty

grain of the wood,

de

well spent, and no other item
of exterior decoration is quite

operations.

houses can be made

that is far

exterior

less than any other finish.
esque

success

at a cost for

Stains

the whole

other

its

RESULTS

attractive

the

the wood

suitable

of this type, because
the wood transpar

ently and retain allof its beauty,

while paint would produce a
uniform expressionless coating-.
Besides being much more artistic than paint, and
thoroughly preserving- the wood, Cabot's Creosote
Stains cost less than half as much as good paint, and
can be put on at half the cost.
The work can be
done rapidly, and any intelligent laborer can do it,
so that skilled labor is not essential.
The colors are
strong, rich and lasting.
For the small house, there
fore, these stains are vastly more appropriate than any
other colors, and with their aid artistic and beautiful
housing groups can be developed by the use of the

The money will go farther and
will be more successful.
For
houses partly or wholly finished with stucco, Cabot's
Waterproof Stucco Stains give similar restdts.
cheapest materials.

the

development

-

Unit of Carbon Fuel Co. Development
than manycostingtwiceas
This simple,homelikebungalowis moreattractive
much,because
the roughsidingis capableof suchrich and beautifulcoloringwith
Cabot'sStains.

they color

the

The stains
for

it.

more

of
and

^ "J.

*.
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COLOR TREATMENT

Unit of New Durham Development
"
A Simpson-Craft" house,by JohnT. Simpson,Architect,of Newark. Stucco
stainedwith Cabot'sStuccoStains,and trimmingswith creosote
stains. Stucco
needsvarietyasmuchasanymaterial.
Adv.
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What Means

Can the Practice of Architecture be Developed in Order
to

Win

a Larger

have enjoyed an enthusiastic response from
the members of the profession in reply to the
above question, and the letters reproduced
herewith, emanating from men in widely separated

WE

show a unanimity of high
sections of the country,
ideals with respect to the duties architects are capa
ble and desirous of fulfilling that presages service to
the public of such enduring quality that recognition

Recognition?
ing that in Government

circles and out a new balance-

and that out of it will come a full
and complete estimate of worth based on actual
value, in which case architects may confidently ex
pect to be called upon to render important
service
is being

struck,

intrinsic merit cannot be withheld. In
these hazardous times which menace the
progress and appreciation of art, evidence is not lack

for which they alone are equipped.
They must con
tinue and increase their contact with humanity and
be fully cognizant of the changes which are rapidly
taking place in our economic structure, so that at all
times they may readily assume the leadership for
which their profession fits them. — The Editors.

Editors, The Architectural Forum: Recognition, that
automatic register of public approval, is seldom with
held except for cause, and if a majority of archi
tects is convinced that our efforts and ideals are not
appreciated, it behooves us, rather than become dis
couraged, to take stock and discover, if possible, the
It may be possible that, as
reasons for our tribulations.
a class, we have failed in rendering a public service ex
pected of us ; it may be possible that architecturally satisfving buildings are too infrequently erected to arouse
public interest in the art ; it may be that there is room
for improvement in conducting the business of building.
Service is the watchword of the world to-day and, as
a professional group, architects have, I am afraid, ren
Not until
dered precious little unselfish public service.
the American Institute of Architects, through its public
service arm, the Journal, had presented the attitude of
the profession toward city-planning, and again recently
the matter of governmental housing of wagepressed
earners (thus compelling a sure and quick recognition),
have architects conspicuously appeared as being seri
ously interested in large national affairs. In but few
cases, as far as 1 know, have local chapters of the Insti
tute or other organizations of architects taken a large
part in the solution of public problems such as local
citv-planning, for instance, or architectural harmony in
neighborhoods, and barring a few architectural exhibits
little or nothing has been done by the profession toward
Surely there is a
popularizing a love for the beautiful.
large field which only architects as a body can ade
quately cover, and efficient, unselfish effort and a rea
sonable success will as surely win recognition.

Is recognition withheld because we are, shall we say,
casting proverbial pearls? Among our so-called " intelligensia " there is but little lack of appreciation for
the really splendid work produced by the modern mas
ters. A discriminating discernment even of the quali
ties which bring this building or that into the realm of
art is no longer the rare possession of the cultivated
American that it was years ago, and there is no more
reason for our disconsolate frame of mind than that
there should be discouragement among musicians be
cause thousands prefer a Jazz band to Jascha Heifetz.
We must not forget that architectural gems are not
being daily produced by every office in the land ; that
familiarity with inspiring architecture is difficult, and
it is hardly fair of us to expect a public, whose taste
we have never striven to cultivate, to be deeply inter
ested in so subtle a manifestation of art as is ours.
No,
if we have failed of recognition, it is not because our
art standard is thought to be low, — or, for that matter,
too high, — but because we have been quite generally
charged with business short-comings sufficiently grave
to cast doubt on the value of the entire profession.
That the charge is unjust, is of little moment. We our
selves have apparently failed to recognize that we are
being held to account for conditions over which we have
little or no control ; we have certainly not tried to
defend ourselves, and the charge stands.
The dominant note in present-day manufacturing is
organization.
Through it alone are team work and
elimination of waste made possible ; through its expan
sion and refinement have producers been able to give
larger, better, and cheaper service. In the manufacture

because of
spite of
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of buildings, however, disorganization is too often the
dominant note from start to finish, and the consequent
annoyances and failures are all laid at the feet of the
In the producing of a building we start with
architect.
the architect's organization, however perfect or imper
The initial step hav
fect that may be, as the first unit.
ing been taken, we proceed (in each separate operation !)
with the building up of another unit, a temporary hit
or miss organization, formed of unrelated smaller units,
chosen largely because of cheapness and in themselves
but parts of other more or less complete (contractor's)
units. Team work, under such circumstances, is only in
a measure possible, elimination of waste becomes a mat
ter of chance, and the architect, the nominal head of
the new machine, exercises practically only such control
as the issuing or withholding of certificates of payment
grant him. Were his duties to end with the preparation
of specifications and plans, present office organizations
would be all sufficient ; but the building public is not
buying plans but buildings, and in the vast majority of
cases looks to the architect as commander-in-chief and
blindly trusts that his organization can carry on the
work expeditiously and efficiently up to the point of
occupation.
We are all too familiar with the usual results to dwell
on them. To a manufacturer the system is absurd to
the last degree, and it is not without good cause that
well organized building concerns have erected a large
number of factories and are now branching out in other
Most owners, I am sure, are interested only
directions.
in the final result and want it with the least cost to
themselves in money, time, and annoyance, and when
they get all that under the present methods of proce
dure it is largely luck and not the architects who have
accomplished the almost impossible.
It may be possible that the best artistic results are
procured under the scheme of contracting which obtains
Certainly the
to-day, but that has yet to be proven.
proportion in the number of well designed buildings to
the mediocre mess which passes as architecture is not
such as to warrant a fear of change. And certain it is
that when the architect becomes again the masterbuilder as he was in Gothic times, when he is more than
the designer and superintendent, when his organiza
tion includes not only engineers, artists, draftsmen, and
accountants, but also a tried-out team of craftsmen of
various kinds, will there be an approach toward what
a large number of American business men seem to be
Whether the desired results are most
looking for.
surely gained through large building organizations of
which architects, the master-builders, are to be the
presidents, or whether the present system will continue
in use, altered so as to secure sufficient coordination of
the many necessary elements to make greater efficiency
possible, need not concern us at this moment.
Both
methods will no doubt] be put to a thorough test, and
experience will determine which is the better.
If we have really failed of recognition, it must be
largely because we have persisted in attempting in this
day and generation to give service through inadequate
organizations over which we have had only partial con
We have failed, at least in a large measure, to
trol.
give satisfaction, and others not restrained by profes
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sional considerations have in many instances taken our
place. The answer is obvious. Those of us who like to
think of the practice of architecture as a pursuit of art,
pure and simple, rather than as a business, will not be
pleased with it, but we may be sure that unless the art
of architecture is to be produced on modern business
lines, buildings without art are likely to be the rule more
than they are even to-day.
The war has taught us much about the value of organ
ization, and the war will upset many a standard to which
we adhere to-day. It is not at all impossible that our
standards of architectural practice will go to the discard
pile with hundreds of others, and that in their place, as
the years pass by, there will be developed a scheme by
which the profession of architecture will be able to
When
render service equal to the best of all the ages.
that has been accomplished, the larger recognition will
have been won.
Wm. H. Schtjchardt.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Editors, The Architectural Forum : What architect has
not considered this question in the past two years, dur
ing which period he has been classed as a non-essential
and a luxury ? We ought to take stock at a time when
About 60 per cent
we are unable to take commissions.
of all the building executed is made up of very small
units.
These are usually of poor architecture, and the
credit is generously given to our profession. The small
commissions need our protection most, and we are not
We should find
organized to execute them profitably.
For larger commissions, and especially com
a solution.
mercial work, the Institute can be helpful in reorganizing
our practice to meet the ever changing conditions.
That which begets work for an architect is what he has
achieved as an artist, which is the result of training.
That which proves him an architect is his business abil
ity, acquired by experience and experiments on owners.
Most owners would consider almost any design agreeable
if it were profitable and the execution conducted on busi
ness lines.
Specifications and drawings, as a basis for contract,
cannot be given too much thought and study. Contrac
tors complain too often, and justly, of over elaboration of
details after contracts have been based on less elaborate
This has been responsible for the custom
scale drawings.
among contractors of rating architects on a percentage
basis. This percentage is added to the normal cost and
profit to cover this elaboration and is dependent upon
the architect's usual practice. These evils can only be
overcome by more businesslike methods on the part of
architects and a better working basis between the archi
tect and contractor.
All building can be summed up in three principal items:
size, material, and cost.
The owner, in his lack of tech
nical knowledge, usually fixes the size and cost. The
architect, by skill, can somewhat regulate size and mate
rial. Cost is fixed by the contractor and sometimes at
Size and material are the archi
the expense of material.
tect's function and control cost. The owner, if cost is
not satisfactory, and after usually consulting the con
tractor, places the responsibility of cost on the architect.
The net result is that too often the architect and archi
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tecture are judged by cost. Under present conditions of
practice the architect cannot and does not assume any
responsibility for the cost.
The cost of a building from the standpoint of the con
tractor can be divided into two groups : first, material and
manufactured articles (forming sub-contracts common to
all general contractors) ; and second, labor. Under labor
the contractor works out his profit and shows his judg
ment and ability in the installation or erection of those
things grouped under the first heading.
If a simple,
satisfactory method could be devised whereby the archi
tect could present the first and second items to the con
tractor, it would remove the game of chance in contract
ing, and the architect would be in a position to analyze
cost. The size, material, and cost of a building could then
be controlled with more knowing results by the architect.
A group of architects and contractors of recognized
ability and with experience in different sections of the
country could, I believe, place building contracts on a
less hazardous basis and relieve the architect of much
It might result in fixed quantities or a
guess work.
guaranteed price and profit, but surely not the extrava
gant cost-plus system. Would not the client, or should
not the client, take our ability on the purely technical
and architectural side for granted ? It is really our
Do we not, as a class, overemphasize it
raison cCitre.
and imply a lack of good taste in our clients ? To-day,
unfortunately, all things are judged on a business basis.
Let us then convince our client of our business ability,
which is the thing he knows. This will bring faith, the
great opportunity for better design in architecture, with
little or no hindrance.
Larger recognition will come
naturally, for in building, good architecture is good busi
ness and will stand the test of time.
Cincinnati.

Frederick

W. Garber.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : For the common
good how can every real architect be kept busy at the
work which he is fitted to do, and in proportion to his
real worth to the cause of an increasingly better and
more beautiful architecture?
To the extent that men spend their days at uncon
genial, trivial, or inadequate tasks, to the extent that
men anxious to work are idle, we all lose.
Our problem is only one phase of the larger economic
problem of under-employment, of bringing together the
man and the job under modern complex conditions of
production and distribution, of inequality of opportunity,
of an imperfect democracy.
Under the stress of our war to preserve so much of
true democracy as we have already attained, this des
perately earnest struggle of force against force to pre
serve the freedom of democracies to develop toward a
higher goal is bringing us all closer together.
It is substituting unselfish co-operation for selfish
With our sons in the trenches or prepar
competition.
ing to go in, the spirit of individual effort and personal
sacrifice for the common good becomes strong within
us.
We are inspired by the thought of a better world
after the war, in which every individual may enjoy not
only the ordinary necessities and comforts of existence,
but may have his share of beauty.
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In the truer democracy of the future, it will be the
serious concern of our profession that beauty, as well as
comfort, enter into the construction of the smallest cot
tage ; that the coal miner and mechanic be no longer
housed in monotonous rows of flimsy, ugly houses ; that
the humble farmstead be no longer a blot on the land
scape.

We shall worry less as to the profitable business of
building skyscrapers, and be more concerned with the
types of building which are needed in every small town —
the types which come close to the people everywhere.
Trained by the team-work of war, every community
should be ready to co-operate enthusiastically in schemes
of town planning and public improvements conceived in
a liberal and far sighted spirit.
Now is the time for architects to study their own com
munity needs, and to prepare for the improvements that
will be needed after peace comes.
Unless we get closer
to the people, the people will not get closer to us.
We
must study their needs and spare no pains to satisfy
these needs in terms of beauty — in an inventive and
creative spirit.
If we architects cannot afford, as individuals, to de
sign many cottages and farmhouses, we can get to
gether and in various ways help the man of humble
means to the fruit of our most painstaking study in the
housing field. We can teach him to see that we can
solve his small problem in a better way than the builder,
"
the plan factory, and the ready cut " mill.
The majority of "successful" architects has looked
with disdain upon the small house, relegating it without
a qualm to the hands of the carpenter and builder.
As
one of them put it : "There is house building and there
is architecture — and house building doesn't pay."
But we cannot get close to the people unless each of
us is willing to do a certain amount of work that
"doesn't pay." Doctors treat penniless patients, and
lawyers defend impecunious clients.
Architects enter
so-called competitions and do all sorts of work gratis in
Why not give
order to secure profitable commissions.
something to the betterment of house building, where
architecture in its simpler and humbler aspects touches
every man, woman, and child?
As long as the average home is lacking in real comfort
and beauty — as long as the majority of houses is either
commonplace or ugly — so long shall we bewail the gen
eral lack of architectural taste and appreciation.
Architecture as a living, national art must spring from
sturdy roots which spread among the masses of the peo
ple. It must be a democratic art, flowering at the top
in our great public and commercial buildings.
It must
be an honest, straightforward art, free from the illogical
It
pedantry and stylistic affectations of the schools.
must express the joy of the architect in doing creative
work instead of the soulless technique of the timid and
conservative fashion-monger.
In the meantime what remedies can we apply to pro
fessional weaknesses, to public apathy and ignorance ?
Most of our future architects will be trained in techni
cal schools. We can and must improve these schools.
The American public is a newspaper and magazine read
We can enlighten it as to architecture and
ing public.
architects through sustained publicity, using the cinema
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screen as well as the public prints to illustrate and inter
We can be more friendly and
pret good architecture.
intimate with our draftsmen, treat them as pupils, co
workers, prottges, firing their enthusiasm, encouraging
evident talent, expanding their opportunities for learn
ing all sides of our practice. For they are the architects
of the future, and the influence and training of the office
often goes farther and deeper than that of the school.
Training draftsmen implies keeping them steadily em
"
hiring and firing " with the fluctuations of
ployed, not
business. How can we keep ourselves and our drafts
men busy so that we can all be steadily giving to the
public the best that we have ? If we are real architects,
we need have no hesitation or false pride in selling the
services which we are able and ready to render.
The mooted question for men of all professions except
the favored few who enjoy a liberal and steady patron
" How can we secure the recognition
and the
age is :
"
Advertising in the
opportunities which we deserve?
old sense of printed laudation is under the ban, and
properly so.
But in recent years a new form of advertising has
come into wide and successful use in the form of educa
tional publicity, which has already been employed by
several chapters of the Institute, as well as by the In
stitute itself for the good of the profession as a whole,
as well as for the good of the public.
In taxing ourselves collectively for a much stronger
and effective use of paid educational publicity, we shall
The world is too busy to pay
make a wise investment.
much attention to us unless we tell the world something
of our story and keep on telling it in a convincing and
interesting way. The maker of a better mouse trap who
should retire to the woods and expect the public to beat
a wide pathway to his door would be a slacker, and
Emerson's illustration would fall flat, regardless of the
simple truth it carries. In these days another man would
invent a still better mouse trap, long before that path
became a thoroughfare.
The architect in the large city is known by his works
to comparatively few people. Unless his buildings are
big and commercial, they are too scattered to be gener
ally appreciated. And hitherto, at least, they have been
Where his monogram or signature has
anonymous.
been inscribed, it is so modestly placed and cut that it is
rarely noticed.
The proper time for an architect to secure at least local
recognition of his authorship of a building is during con
struction — not after completion. How fearful we are of
anything resembling real publicity and honest aggres
No wonder the contractor, even
sive salesmanship !
the plumber and the screen maker, bulk larger in the
public eye than the real creator of the building.
Why not prohibit all signs on each building under con
struction except the signature of the architect, and if
there be a contractor's office, the builder's name? If
a building is interesting and good, let the public know
from the start who deserves thecredit.
If it is ill planned
and generally bad, let the blame be placed where it
belongs.
As to personal salesmanship, why not do the simple,
frank, manly thing?
Instead of playing the social game
and burning our candle at both ends in order to get busi
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ness, why not save

the time and energy which belongs
to our clients and go directly to prospective builders,
tell them what we can do for them, get acquainted with
them for possible mutual benefit and co-operation?
Suppose that the work we are seeking is in a field that
is to us new and unfamiliar.
A versatile architect, like a
good engineer, enjoys attacking and solving new prob
lems, and his first essay at a new type of building will
"
often excel the work of the specialist " who has gotten
into a rut. Let us say so. We may be obliged to retire
gracefully, or do some preliminary work gratuitously to
prove our case, but if we can engage the full co-operation
of our "prospect," we can soon establish confidence;
and if we insist upon having a clear field, very soon make
him our client and later on a friend.
It all depends upon our courage, our self-confidence,
our technical and inventive skill, and our willingness to
study thoroughly every problem from the ground up and
from the roof down — to give to every man we serve the
very best that we have.
Believing that it is the duty of every good workman in
every useful field of human endeavor to keep himself
busy, by all honorable means, regardless of the artificial
checks and antiquated restraints of his guild ; and hav
ing, doubtless, already sufficiently shocked some of my
very good friends, I thank you for the opportunity to
offer a few opinions and to ask a few questions, which I
hope will be answered by others.
Chicago.

Robert C. Spencer,

Jr.

Editors, The Architectural Forum: Presumably yourquestion is an expression of the new concern over Government
recognition of the engineer as the more effective instru
ment in our war extremity . Personally, I do not sympathize
with this concern, and, moreover, I think there is danger
of the present hysteria leading to an effort to recover a
more or less imaginary disadvantage by stepping outside
hitherto well respecfed boundaries.
Our interest will
not unlikely be found to lie in a greater rather than in
a lesser detachment from that of the engineer.
In some
quarters it is thought that the architect had already lost
in public esteem through his own disposition to empha
size the artistic rather than the business side of his
interest ; but I am not aware of any general feeling
that the architect has failed to measure up to his busi
There are some respects, however,
ness responsibilities.
in which I believe the profession has put itself at disad
vantage — notably by the purely provisional estimate
which in ordinary practice the architect himself has
Precisely the same
been willing to put upon his service.
work for which, if directly engaged by the owner, the
architect charges a definite commission, will be ten
dered for nothing in mere speculation to the next comer,
who may, if he only desire it, secure as much service
simultaneously from twenty others.
The influence of this irregularity on the public mind
may be detected when we present our bill to the client
for commission on a suspended project.
It is never com
pletely hidden from us that our plans have been so far
regarded merely as an element in the adventure, and
that only the laying of actual bricks and mortar can
dignify them into documents of real importance.
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I advocate the utter abolishment of competition (ex
cept in the case of Government undertakings) as the
only way to correct these anomalies. What in the nature
of an architect's activities makes it more reasonable that
he should gain his client by competition than that the
lawyer or the doctor should ? We are told it serves to
give opportunity for the young fellows, but there is no
suggestion that opportunity fails to come to the youth
of other professions, nor that those professions are
troubled seriously about the measure of their public
influence.
Another element of weakness is to be noted in the
difficulty with which the public perceives the responsible
authorship of the architect in the face of what it con
ceives to be the qualifying claims of various associated
engineers and contractors.
It is quite as apt, indeed, to
hear associated with a work the name of the contractor
as that of the architect, the etiquette of whose code im
This is so rare a posture these
poses a shy retirement.
latter days the world can ill afford to spare it for the
blatant aggressiveness which some appear to think the
more profitable attitude.
In my view it would be fitting and would meet the
case were the Institute, through its chapters, to select
annually for conspicuous honor such members of the
profession as have designed notable buildings of local
In this way there would be perceived more
importance.
dramatically by the public the normal activity of the
architect and his abiding influence on the life and aspect
of the community.
Charles D. Maginnis.
Boston.
Editors, The Architectural Forum : In order to arrive at
answer to your question, it has been neces
sary to cover a great deal of ground both in the past
and present. When architecture flourished the archi
tect was the master builder in fact as well as in name.
He co-operated with his fellow-craftsmen and together
they concentrated their energies upon the task in hand
and, united, worked out the problem.
This union of
effort made each one shoulder his share of the respon
sibility and created an enthusiasm which naturally fol
lows the pride engendered in an accomplishment well
done. This feeling found reflection in the attitude of
the laymen who were proud to become patrons and led to
a widespread appreciation of the beauty of architecture.
A somewhat similar condition existed in this country
during the Colonial and Georgian periods, for the work
that has been handed down from these times bears
the stamp of refinement and straightforwardness.
Then
followed an era of architectural oblivion which lasted
until the appearance of Hunt and Richardson on the
scene.
These two and McKim who followed them were
exceptionally well trained and had the magnetic quality
of leadership.
Their influence on the profession is im
measurable ; they should be given full credit for the
splendidly trained group of men who are to-day en
deavoring to create for their profession an atmosphere
of dignity and respect. To-day the universities and
ateliers are turning out these trained men in goodly
numbers and their influence is slowly spreading.
In
this phase we have the spectacle of a comparatively few
a thoughtful
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thoroughly trained men taking care of a small percent
age of the work for an appreciative but select clientele.
In considering the other ninety and nine, it might be
well to take the attitude of the layman first. He looks
upon building construction as a business proposition, and
justifiably so. Primarily so because of his training along
mercantile lines. In this he is aided and abetted by the
majority of people engaged in building because they
are in a position to give him fairly exact information
The
that is considered desirable in such undertakings.
layman would be entirely willing to consult with archi
tects if he realized that it would work to his advantage.
If the architectural quality in buildings has an intrin
sic value, the burden of proving it is clearly up to the
architect.
He must demonstrate his capabilities for
handling the work in a businesslike way so as to con
vince the public of the value of his service ; he must be
trained to think of his profession as a combination of
science, art, and business.
One stumbling block to greater recognition is that the
title of architect has no intrinsic value — it is assumed by
any one who has the inclination to do so. This condi
tion retards the growth of appreciation for architecture.
Without wishing to deny to any one who has the ability
to construct safely the right to do so, I feel that they
should be prevented from assuming a title that has not
been earned by technical training.
Other states should
establish a standard as New York has done, or Institute
membership should be a prerequisite to a certificate of
proficiency.
Another detriment is the division of forces engaged in
building into groups of professions, trades, material men,
and unions, each so intent on emphasizing its own value
that it fails to realize the need of interdependence upon
others and the tremendous value of co-operation. A uni
fication of these interests would create a feeling of mutual
understanding and good fellowship that would be highly
educational to themselves and to the public.
The archi
tect has so successfully camouflaged himself that to the
major portion of the forces engaged in carrying out his
design he means but little more than a name on a blue
Therefore, it is not to be wondered at that he is
print.
even less to the public in general.
The architect should become more of an integral part
of the community by doing his share of public service.
There are so many forms of civic activity that it is en
tirely possible for him to select some that would appeal
to his interest and sympathy.
He should abandon the
habits and thoughts of a recluse and keep abreast of the
times and make his personality felt by the public.
One
of his chief complaints is the failure of the press to give
what he considers a proper recognition in the write-up of
This attitude of the press is a perfectly natural
buildings.
one, for as a rule the building has comparatively little
architectural value. When a building is constructed that
has general merit, it is always appreciated by the public
and credit is given — where credit is due. The profes
sion has been so busy trying to secure individual publicity
that it has entirely overlooked the need for educating
the public into an appreciation of architecture.
When
we get over the fixed habit of placing the value of self
above the value of architecture, it will be much easier to
make progress. An effective means of education might
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use of the deadly parallel with

a merit

and demerit column.
A lesson might be learned by the examination of the
In this branch
status of the engineering profession.
when a man is through his school training he endeavors
to lay as broad a foundation for himself as possible, and
does not hesitate to go into the shop or field in order to
secure the desired experience.
He seems to adapt him
self to the spirit of the times, and all without loss of
He seems to have gained in the
professional dignity.
confidence of the public a recognition that is enviable.
The membership of the Institute shares in the world
wide unrest and is in need of skilful guidance in order to
avoid disaster. The Institute is confronted with a con
dition rather than a theory and should encourage its mem
bers to express frankly their opinion of the present status
of the profession and endeavor to gain constructive criti
cism which should be carefully digested and put in some
tangible and workable platform for adoption.
E.
St. Louis.

J.

Russell.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : The trouble with
the profession of architecture in this country is largely
It sees feverish visions of public inaphypochondria.
It tosses about with dreams of civil engi
preciation.
neers driving it out of business with Prussian-like
efficiency. It sulks in dejection at fancied slights from
It is worrying itself sick over imag
the Government.
during this war.
ined inability and fancied uselessness
Architecture needs some lusty, big voiced conviction to
slap it on the back and say, "You're all right — get
plenty of fresh air and exercise and have faith in your
self and, above everything, quit worrying and talking
about your troubles. ' '
The other professions, excepting the military, do not
They re
seem to be in any better case than our own.
ceive a modicum of respect and a patronage limited to
The lawyer, I believe,
the necessity of their clients.
What
is held in much less esteem than the architect.
the priesthood was to the wits of the Renaissance so the
legal profession is in this age — synonymous with trick
One would think that the Bar Asso
ery and extortion.
ciations would combat the prevalent opinion that to have
to resort to the courts is nothing short of a calamity, and
whatever the verdict, the lawyer is the only winner.
The medical profession is held in higher esteem, but, on
account of its power of alleviation of suffering, is re
The
garded more or less as an eleemosynary institution.
ministry is filled with men with their stomachs empty
The pedagogic
and their minds filled with perplexities.
fraternity is notoriously underpaid.
No ; it cannot be said that architecture has been
singled out by the so-called human race for studied
abuse or neglect.
Because we are no worse off than the
others is no reason why our position in the aristocracy
of the professions cannot be improved and further en
nobled. The obvious and the best way, of course, is to
do better and nobler work ; but we believe that what,
to our wonderment, Michael Angelo said of the sixteenth
century, we can say with better cause of the present :
" The times are unfavorable to art."
Our lives have been cast in the pleasant places of
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eclecticism. Truly we have a goodly heritage — the heri
tage and the inspiration of a glorious time when archi
If, then, we
tecture was a necessity and not a fashion.
are so bound to the past that we must look backward with
Lot's wife, let us not make our calling petty and ridicu
" mode " and by making it
lous by prostituting it to the
a plaything to be exploited for the benefit of those able
to pay the most, for by so doing architecture will become
a pillar of salt that shall have lost its savor.
A case in point is the servile copying of varieties of
styles such as the recent rage for Adam or the raptures
of a dilettante architect and his ultra-fashionable client
over a piece of period furniture or a mediocre ceiling
ravished from thrice looted Italy.
The rugged inde
pendence of Richardson, the serenity of McKim, the
originality of Cram, show a nobler conception of an
architecture in which the art of the past is regarded
as a trust and not a treasure-trove to be looted and
despoiled.
The respect with which we treat architecture will be
Respect can be
reflected in the opinion of the laity.
augmented by understanding,
and understanding can
be brought about by education.
The introduction of the
history and philosophy of architecture into the curricu
la of our cultural universities and colleges and the high
schools as well should be urged by the profession.
Buildings during and after construction should be
signed by the architect with his insignia of membership
in the Institute, thereby instructing the public and fixing
the responsibility of authorship.
In constructive methods
within the body architectural , rather than by railing at an
allied profession or by beating on the portals of an un
sympathetic officialdom, may architecture be developed
in order to win a larger recognition.
Chicago.

Thomas E. Tallmadoe.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : In the modern rush
and cry for efficiency, the architectural profession seems
to be pushed one side. The public is turning to the
engineer, and the architect is looked upon as a luxury.
How can a larger recognition of the profession be
This question has
developed? It is no new problem.
been before the profession for a long time. Undoubtedly,
before the war, through the activities and publicity car
ried on by the American Institute of Architects, the pro
fession was beginning to receive a better recognition,
but even then it was far from being appreciated.
The public still seems to look upon the architect as an
artist and an impractical man. The entrance into the
field of mechanical engineers, who from their very train
ing must approach the building problem from a narrow
minded point of view, was becoming more and more a
source of worry to the profession, and signs of a large
class of building being turned over to them, caught by
their cry of efficiency first, was apparent.
Certainly the architect, by his very education, train
ing, and experience, is better qualified to handle success
fully a building operation, but the public does not appre
ciate this. Why?
I cannot help but feel that this condition is largely due
to the manner in which architects have approached the
public. They go forward with a sketch in their hand
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and lay stress on their artistic ability and seem afraid
Naturally,
some one might think they were practical.
the art side of the profession appeals to them in most
cases first.
It is the first taught in the schools, and the
greatest stress is laid on it in the education of young
men, and their administrative qualities and practical
ability only begin to get their development when the
actual work in their profession commences.
The war may remedy to a certain extent this situation
by the fact that many architects are going to be put in
places of responsibility and administrative work where
the public will have a newer insight into their ability.
As the artists of to-day are showing the usefulness of
their training for practical war purposes, so the field is
open to the architects to show their ability to handle in
tricate war constructional and administrative problems
which the public has heretofore thought belonged to
others.
Architecture is ornamented construction and not con
structed ornament ! Show the public we can be practi
cal men as well as artists.
Boston

Arthur Wallace Rice.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : There are no doubt
many ways by which the practice of architecture might
be developed so as to win a larger recognition ; but at
this particular time there is one way which seems to
stand out and offer itself as a most promising opportu
nity to accomplish this end, viz., for architects to interest
themselves in factories, warehouses, industrial and com
This is a field of work so large and
mercial buildings.
important that if once entered into generally by the
profession, it would eventually secure a recognition far
wider than it has now, and what is also important is
that the practice of architecture would then develop
naturally along the lines in which a large part of the
people of this country are engaged. It will probably be
recalled by many that there is actually a third of our
alone,
entire population interested in manufacturing
counting the owners, employees, and their families.
It should also be pointed out that it is an unnatural
thing for the architects of a nation or people to fail to
take the leading part in erecting the buildings needed
for the principal pursuits of the people. Architecture
has always claimed the function of expressing, in at
least a recognizable degree, the character of the people ;
and if the leading trait of character of Americans is for
making things and trading with people, and if American
architects leave for others the work of designing the nec
buildings for these pursuits, then the present
essary
practice of architecture is out of harmory with the spirit
of the times, and consequently fails to secure the full
recognition to which the profession is properly entitled.
An evidence which seems to indicate that this state of
affairs prevails to a certain extent just now, is the fact
that architects were not called upon at first to any im
portant extent to assist in the great construction work
for the war.
It may be that the reason why architects have not
undertaken factory and industrial buildings is because
they do not understand that such problems to-day usu
ally involve opportunities for the most scientific and in
teresting planning, also problems of design, sometimes
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grouping and landscape studies, and nearly always prob
lems of a most important character that have to do with
the health and welfare of the employees.
From a standpoint of giving valuable service there
is also the opportunity of doing a lot of good for the
masses of the people, and along with it the chance to
take an important part in improving the standards of
manufacturing and industries throughout the country.
The more one investigates this field of work, the more
it reveals all the inducements apparently necessary to
attract the attention of the profession ; yet in order to
bring about even its consideration by architects, it will
be necessary to pursue a more or less persistent policy of
promoting the subject.
As to the best means of securing such work, it appears
that there is no very effective way outside of the per
sonal efforts of each architect who may be in sympathy
with the movement.
It is almost certain that the pro
spective client will not seek the architect who has never
done any of such work, so that if the architect wants it,
he will 'simply have to go after it. There is everything
favorable on the architect's side for attaining success,
however, if he will only take advantage of it. This
work belongs to the architect above all others, because
his training, education, and the nature of his profession
peculiarly fit him to perform the complete services re
quired better than any other profession or calling could
do.
It is also true that those factories and industrial build
ings which have shown the greatest advancement and
improvements in recent times are those which have been
designed by architects.
At any rate, those who have already engaged in this
work can say like the small boy who has taken the first
" Come on in, the water's fine."
plunge,
Chicago.

George C. Nimmons.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : The practice of
architecture can be developed and can win a larger
recognition by taking larger possession of its rightful
field in human society.
The profession must give the public the needed assur
ance that it is competent to construct soundly and eco
nomically, and that it will conduct the business of
This is assumed
spending its clients' money wiselywith regard to the engineer who does not have to strug
gle against some of the unfortunate notions that the
Possibly the best way
public associates with architects.
to accomplish this is by state registration.
As it would be unreasonable to exclude the engineer
from such a licensing plan, the architectural profession,
in order to differentiate itself, must make known the
value of the art of architecture to both the body and the
soul of society, and must demonstrate this value in its
work.
The art of architecture is either the esoteric pastime
of a few, or a means by which all may be instructed and
ennobled. The ready abandonment of its satisfactions in
times of economic stress suggests a widespread belief
that the former is true. The latter is asserted to be true,
and the failure of the generality to enjoy architecture
"
is said to be due to lack of
This is a
appreciation."
lame excuse.
The easy accusation of the layman blinds
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the profession to the real truth.
The art is dumb, or
what it has to say renders the layman hostile, and for
these faults the responsibility is on the profession itself.
The art of architecture has for the most part served
wealth. Fine buildings are created to advertise business
and increase wealth or to gratify the indiscriminating
pride of possession, or to please the ill or misinformed
dilettante and critics.
Overornate office buildings, the
palaces of the rich, extravagant banking institutions, do
not make a high appeal to possessors or beholders. Even
in some of our universities, architects have lent them
selves to the production of Roman splendors, which in
imaging the concentrated power and dulled vision of the
creators of this type of architecture unfortunately char
acterize its purchasers of the present day. Architects
In some of our hospitals
do not lead, but cater only.
great useless columns have been introduced, each of
which represents a substantial part of the endowment of
another bed.
This work is carried on in secret ; it is hidden from
the eyes of the public. The architect, when asked to ex
plain or justify these productions, which have a base
meaning or none, or are an actual economic waste, rebels.
In his ignorance of the power of his art he takes refuge
in empty assertions as to the value of art and his sacred
Is it a wonder that the public does not look
profession.
at architecture, and when it does think of it, regards it
as unnecessary, costly, and meaningless?
The pity is that it is not known that this is not the
Not all the
best that the profession can do or is doing.
In
rich house themselves vulgarly and ostentatiously.
constantly increasing numbers, architects are beautifully
translating into vivid forms that all can understand the
habitations of the responsibly powerful, who have an un
obtrusive conception of their duty to society, and are
building universities that are permanent testimonies of
Architects have
a desire to serve quietly and modestly.
rendered society a vast service in the progressive per
fection of many modern types of building, notably the
hospital and the schoolhouse.
Because there is nothing but subservient criticism of
the art, the public cannot discriminate the good from
For its success it needs the
the bad or harmful work.
courageous damnation of the obscure and meaningless,
no matter how much it cost or how permanent its form
Failing to know good from bad, or not daring
may be.
to say what they think of the endless maladaptation of
anachronistic architectural fetishes, the critics, whether
in or out of the profession, take easy refuge in history
and archaeology as a means of acquainting the public
Ap
with the sources of the architect's "inspiration."
palled by the initiation alleged to be necessary for
" appreciation," the public gives up the whole matter.
Lock up the historical pictures and all histories, and
put an embargo on architects ! Make them look at what
is being done now. The teachers say with their mouths
that architecture is the outgrowth of its own civilization.
Let us believe wholly what they say faint-heartedly,
and look at our civilization in which reside the meanings
which we must express. We must sympathetically share
its better spirit and set it down in solid structure.
We
must use only such forms as have meaning.
We must
teach the people to read these simple forms until every

knows, without further teaching, the inherent and
inseparable significance of this art. Then will civiliza
tion lose the embarrassment which it feels in the ex
pression of the surpassing motives which now lead it.
By the million, men are pledging their lives in a cause
in which they have such an universal and absolute faith
as the world has never before dimly glimpsed.
State
after state is reconstructing its whole social organiza
tion, beginning for the first time in history with the man
at the bottom, housing him in fit dwellings, in gardens,
in communities of sweetness and light.
Man is mount
ing step by step in a confidence that fair play to his
fellowman and constant sacrifice for that highest good
is his best life.
His soul will be fortified to continue in
this path if we can so share this spirit as to embody it
in some degree in every building whether it serve him
humbly for an humble purpose or nobly for a noble pur
pose ; for these testimonies are a part of him now, and
will thus continue to be the best part of his spirit to
him and his children and his children's children.
Cease to adore and deplore the past ! The industrial
villages of war-time England mean more than the cathe
drals. The great selfishness of the world is destroying
those.
The great unselfishness is erecting its own monu
How large a part shall we
ments in our own moment.
have in the spread of unselfishness, in the conduct of
the battle against the selfishness on this side of the
trenches? Just in the measure that we join our force
to every force that is working to this end and reveal to
the present the soul of the present, shall we cease to
pander and really take up that service which is ours,
of experiencing and giving form to the faith of man.
Working with this best religion that has ever been we
can free the world from the Frankenstein of Science.
If we can perform this service in any measurable de
gree, think you civilization will lightly consider its debt ?
one

Boston.

William L. Mowll.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : In what manner
and by what means can the practice of architecture be
developed in order to win a larger recognition ?
By publicity ! Through this means only can anybody
or anything win a larger recognition.
Publicity for de
veloping the practice of architecture does not imply
similarity to the usual commodity advertising. It means
tactful and dignified constant instruction, always interest
ingly as well as beautifully presented, along the follow
ing lines :
1.

School Instruction.

photographs and drawings of architectural
interest on the class-room walls.
b. Make free-hand drawing and modeling compulsory
everywhere.
c. Give illustrated lectures on architecture, preferably
with the courses on mythology and history.
d. Have the pupils visit the museums and important
buildings under the guidance of competent architects.
a. Hang

2.

Indirect Public Instruction.

a. Carve the architect's

name on the exterior of his
building, as in France.
illustrated, non-technical
articles in the
b. Insert
monthly magazines.
c. Show moving pictures illustrating how the different
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peoples live. Never show historic monuments without
interspersing some human element of interest.
d. Associate architects with community work.
Amal
gamate their too numerous societies under the recog
nized American Institute of Architects, a representative
of which is to be appointed to serve in each town coun
cil in an advisory capacity.
3.

Direct Public Instruction.

a. Write articles for the daily papers describing, and
during, the construction of meritorious buildings.
Cor
rect instantly any misleading statements or erroneous
conclusions regarding matters pertaining to the fine
arts.
b. Have all chapters of the American Institute give
semi-annual public exhibitions in which works are to be
shown from their inception to their completion.
Watercolors, sketches, and drawings — not photographs — to
predominate.
c. Spread propaganda by means of moving pictures,
etc., showing interesting works of architects in engineer
ing and decoration during their erection.
d. Give an actual demonstration of the sincerity and
common sense business ability of architects and their
work ; omit absolutely all freakishness and "stunts."
e. Let the American Institute of Architects advertise.
An excellent beginning would be a timely, tasteful, and
tactful display in the daily papers throughout the coun
try for the Fourth Liberty Loan.

New York.

Herbert

R. Mainzer.

Editors, The Architectural Forum : Perhaps the follow
ing sermon heads may give suggestions in answer to your
question :
1. By acting habitually through the A. I. A. and its
chapters ; in other words, acting as a compact profes
sional body and not as individuals.
2. By carefully selecting the officers of the A. I. A.
and its chapters so that they will continue to represent
the profession at large, and not a section or a faction or
a group of dreamers.
3. By convincing the members of our profession that
the maintenance of ethical standards is the only right
road to business success.
4. By making the public believe in us because
we
believe in ourselves.
5. By uniting with our appreciation of beauty a thor
ough knowledge of practical considerations and a recog
nition of the constant changes in modern life.
6. By forgetting the everlasting self-seeking.
7. By such education and by such combination of the
various professional specialties as will enable architects
to control all building, because architects are the best
fitted for such work.
8. By such interest and participation
in public and
quasi-public affairs as will show that architects are men
of general ability and civic pride, and not merely selfinterested practitioners.
9. And, last and not least, by such inspiration
and
thoroughness in design as will give convincing solutions
and satisfactory wearing qualities ; in other words, every
building a monument.
Boston.

Harry J. Carlson.
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Editors, The Architectural Forum : The fact that this
question may be raised is sufficient evidence that archi
answer and
tects recognize the need of an intelligent
that the laity cannot or will not furnish it. The solu
tion of the problem — and it is a vital problem in peace
times, but much more vital in times such as these —
must be worked out by the members of the profession in
terms which will mean something to the business world.
It is astonishing how few men, who are not in direct
touch with constructional problems or building enter
prises, realize the tremendous scope of an architect's
training.
Professional men, business men, and the laity
in general think of an architect as an artist whose knowl
edge is limited to making pretty pictures and drawings.
They feel that by employing an architect they are evi
They do
dencing good taste and indulging in a luxury.
not recognize that as an investment the services of an
efficient architect return as good a dividend as any other
phase of building

development.

The education of the general public is one of the first
The status of an architect
and most important steps.
must not be ambiguous, and the value of his services
Under the conditions
must be intuitively recognized.
" is
existing in the profession to-day the term "architect
Many are now practising
not an evidence of ability.
under this title who not only have not the necessary
ability, but who are a real menace to the profession, as
The layman can
well as to good building construction.
not know this except at the cost of bitter experience,
unless some means of differentiation is afforded him.
Those whose experiences have been acquired through
"
architects" are naturally
association with incompetent
inclined to minimize the value of the services of the en
Some method must be evolved to place
tire profession.
before the public a condition which will reduce to the
least degree the chances of an error in the selection of
an architect.
Such a result may be obtained by estab
lishing certain legal restrictions, which will preclude the
possibility of any one using the title who has not demon
strated his ability.
The licensing of the architect would, to an astonishing
degree, free the profession from the incubus of the unin
telligent, untrained, unfitted man who now attempts to
practice.
Why should not a profession in whose charge rests
the expenditure of vast funds of other people's money,
whose responsibility for the enduring character of the
development does not end with the final payment, whose
mistakes may mean loss of life as well as money, be sub
jected to regulation ? A rule governing the licensing of
architects should not exempt any one from the necessity
of an examination, not even older men of the profes
sion whose ability is unquestioned and will always be
recognized.
The public should be asked to co-operate, and archi
tects should meet with various other business and pro
fessional and trade bodies so that all of these other
organizations among the laity might get to know the
ideals and the high standards for which an architect
stands and have some knowledge of the exacting re
This would tend to turn
quirements of the profession.
over to architects many of the large contracts involving
architectural

problems which

are now entrusted

to en
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gineers. It would also acquaint the public with the fact
that primarily the architect is an engineer.
The exact
status of the architect must be fully understood by the
building and investing public before a large recognition
can be expected.
Architects must be prepared to face big problems
which are continually arising and which will arise in
a far greater degree at the close of the present inter
national conflict than any problems which have so far
developed.
It is only by keeping in touch with the
development of the business world and by contact with
''
men of large business experience that the
organiza
"
tion
end of architecture can properly keep pace with
the developments of the aesthetic side.
The business end of the architect's office is an excep
tionally important part. Too many offices are conducted
on the basis of an adjunct to an art shop rather than a
direct business proposition, and it is in a large degree
due to the laxity of the methods of the architect's office
that the business man feels skeptical about entrusting
important work to him.
Unless architects are willing to change from slipshod
methods to sound principles of real business, they may
well expect to see important work which they might
have, turned over to engineers.
The office of the de
signing engineer is based on real efficiency.
Pure

From

"

architecture is subordinate to "getting results."
Our
profession must also show some appreciation of these
facts and build itself on a solid foundation of accurate
information, keen business principles, and service.
Our national body, the American Institute of Archi
tects, should be and is the natural leader in any move
ment to better the status of the profession at large.
However much we may be disposed to criticize any
restraint over individual action, however much we may
"
rules " which may seem antiquated or
deplore certain
un progressive, we must still support whole-heartedly
and vigorously the parent organization.
Suspicion,
doubt, and distrust must be laid aside. All must pull
together or we shall pull apart. Unity of action among
individual members and chapters alone will give the
solid support without which the efforts of the Institute
will be seriously hampered.
As architects, a few may individually gain wide recog
nition by virtue of special opportunities and special
As a profession we can gain larger recognition
ability.
only by the elimination or education of the unfit, by
a general knowledge on the part of the public of the
requirements and abilities of the profession, and by con
sistent, coherent, united effort on the part of architects
themselves.
Boston.
Charles A. Whittemore.

Old Cottagesin the Cots-wold
District"
Manor Farm, an Old Cotswold House at Temple Guiting, Gloucestershire,England

A

Group of Stone Houses at St. Martins Green, Philadelphia
By

i

EAUTY

B'

sess."

HAROLD DONALDSON

is the most utilitarian asset we pos
is the dictum uttered, not long

Such

credited with a full
ago, by a manufacturer
practicality and known for the suc

share of shrewd

his business undertakings.
so
voiced an important
tersely
it
was
that
who
Just
truth, or just when, the writer cannot now recall, but
The truth of the
that is quite beside the mark.
cess that had rewarded

statement itself, the wide scope for its application in
manifold connections, its concrete illustration in the
building development of St. Martins Green, Chest
nut

Hill, Philadelphia,

a tangible

that really count
tion.

and its obvious justification in
and cents, are the facts

return of dollars

and afford

food for mature reflec

In the July number of The Architectural
Forum were discussed the brick houses of Linden
Court, a single unit in the general scheme of neigh

EBERLEIN

borhood

building. At that time it was pointed out
of dwellings contiguous to St. Mar

that the groups

tins Green presented

a satisfactory

solution

of

the

housing needs for people
of moderate or comfortable circumstances, through
speculative building for tenancy, and, at the same
pro
time, of serving a coherent and comprehensive
gram of city planning ; it was likewise pointed out
that such speculative building, under the right di
rection, was fully "compatible both with legitimate
architectural ideals and with sane neighborhood plan
ning aims."
It was furthermore noted that one con
trolling ownership made it possible to allow properly
for the lie of the land in planning for groups of houses,
and that the work was , entrusted to three architects,
— H. L. Duhring, Jr., of the firm of Duhring, Okie,
& Ziegler, Edmund B. Gilchrist, and Robert Rodes
McGoodwin, — who collaborated for the general corndouble problem of meeting

Two Views in Living Room in House at Left in Above Group
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position of the grouping: scheme, but enjoyed ample
and latitude for individual interpreta

independence

tion each in his own groups.
We now come to the
several groups of stone houses, each group a signifi
cant factor of the neighborhood ensemble.
The first of these, consisting of four houses built

in a quadrant, with convergent fronts — a peculiarity
of arrangement that has gained the group the semi"
humorous sobriquet of the
Half Moon Houses " —
faces northwest on Lincoln Drive, a roadway that
runs diagonally through the St. Martins Green tract.
The particular bit of land upon which the quadrant
houses are built was thus rendered of such shape and
dimensions that no equal distribution of ground be
tween the houses, in the usual conventional manner,
The house at the north end would

was possible.

have had too little and the house at the south end
would have had too much ; had the houses been faced
in a straight row, according to common practice, the
lots would have been of awkward shape as well as
unequal in extent.
It was obviously best, therefore,

FORUM
It was merely a logical
of the principle of massing units to get

the most effectual showing.
application

an effect — a device fully warranted

by the result.

The individual kitchen yards are sufficient for all
practical purposes as service and drying enclosures,
but were kept down to a minimum and so disposed as
not to be in conspicuous evidence, no matter from
what angle the group is viewed.
The composition
as a whole exhibits unity of mass and style, but, as
the illustrations indicate, there is enough agreeable
diversity between the units of the group to give each
house a separate individuality.
The style of architectural expression adopted is a
modification of the Cotswold type, a style well suited
to the consistent and successful use of the local build
ing material — the native Chestnut Hill gray stone.
The walls are of rough, quarry faced oblong blocks
of varying lengths and thickness, all of them, how
ever, fairly thin, and the mortar joints are raked.
Door and window trims, the upper stages of the
chimney

stacks, and the moulded chimney caps are of

The long hoods bracketed

to break deliberately away from all sanctions of com
mon usage and, with such precedents in mind as
Piccadilly Circus, the Royal Crescent at Bath, or some

the same stone dressed.

other like British prototype, set all the houses as near
as might be to the eastern boundary of the plot and
face them convergently
in a

pedient to quarry blocks of the requisite dimensions.
The concrete was carefully mixed for color, and tool

crescent

or quadrant

out above three of the house doors were cast in con
crete and tooled to a rough surface, as it was not ex

toward

dressing brought the surface
into harmony with, the con

Lincoln Drive, with an open
of common ground

tiguous

stone.

Close exami

nation

of the

illustrations,

spreading

especially

space

out between

them

and the road — a feature for

the houses yet to be con
sidered, will show that the

the occupants of all the houses
to enjoy equally and a surety
that the group would make

FirstandSecondFloorPlant
of Houseat Left

the illustrations of

native
Block Plan of Quarter Circle Group

FirstandSecondFloorPlansof CenterHouses
Quarter Circle Group of Houses at St. Martins Green
Duhring,Okie OcZiegler,Architects

stone is susceptible

being effectively

of

dressed into

FirstandSecondFloorPlans
of Houseat Right
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both for exterior and interior

use.

All exterior woodwork is of oak, pinned
together with oaken pins, and allowed to
weather to some extent before any sort of
was applied. The entire dress

dressing

ing consisted of a coat of boiled linseed
oil and, in certain places, a very littlestain to accelerate what coloring the
weather had already begun. The fashion
of all the woodwork is of the utmost sim
plicity and vigor, and the overlappng
plank-hung porch ends are especially sat
Most of the down
isfactory in aspect.
pipes are of glazed terra cotta drain pip

ing, while a few are of lead with lead
rain-water heads cast with a simple dec
orative device in relief, a bit of decorative
craftsmanship
that might profitably be
developed
cessory

to a greater

factor

Living Room in House of Navaho Street Group

extent as an ac

of interest

in our domestic

architec

ture.
The cut stone upper stages of the chimney
stacks, — some of them are paneled — topped with
moulded caps, afford a note of amenity that materi
ally contributes to the comeliness and pictorial value
of the design.

While the pictorial value of the composition has
been carefully considered, the thoroughly practical
have in no way been sacrificed, for
requirements

upon which all else was
based and from which the whole conception sprang.
Without being large in either appearance or real
ity, the houses are commodious and so compactly
they were the fundamentals

planned that the utmost value

is derived from every

of the floor plans will
Inspection
show that the rooms, though comparatively
few in
number, are of good dimensions, and that exception

inch of space.

ally adequate provision

has been made in the matter

Detail of Entrance and Library in Navaho Street Group of Houses
EdmundB. Gilchrist.Architect

r
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of ample

closet space and large

The

bathrooms.

the two middle
houses, caused by their radial treatment, might at
As a matter
first seem to some an inconvenience.
irregmlar

shapes

of

the rooms

in

of fact, however, any one familiar with the same
houses in England
feature in eigfhteenth-century
and the experi
knows that it is not objectionable,
ence of the occupants of the quadrant houses at St.
Indeed, the
Martins Green bears out this verdict.
houses do even better than they promise on their
face, for the expanding amplitude inside is apprecia
ble physically as well as visually. In view of the
manifest practicality of the scheme, the radial device

FORUM

designed
by Mr. Duhring and the other by
Mr. McGoodwin, and both were faced, at different

was

angles, to get the most agreeable exposure and view.
These houses also plainly proclaim their Cotswold
lineage and that both, though quite different to each

by a sunken garden, pool, and shrubbery masses,
scheme
contrived as a part of the neighborhood
on a low strip of ground, the
of embellishment,

is one of numerous
of the unanimity with which the three
architects
have collaborated.
The native stone has
been wrought into more elaboration of moulded trims
on the walls of these two houses than on the quad
rant group and, inside the house by Mr. McGoodwin,
the dressed stone has been used for the whole chimThough not ordinarily employed in this
neypiece.
manner, the working of the native stone into mould
ings has proved entirely satisfactory.
The fact that
casement windows occur throughout both houses is
an important factor in the general tone of their as
pect.
One especially interesting item is the treat
ment accorded the dormers in the house by Mr.
Duhring. The sides of these dormers, instead of
being shingled
or slated in the usual manner, are
hung with overlapping, beaded edge oaken boards
in the same way as the porch ends of the quadrant
houses.
The terrace before each house is laid with
stones of random shapes and sizes ; in one case the

former bed of a brook, that would have been un
One of these houses
suitable for building purposes.

stones are set in cement, in the other there are open
earth joints grown with grass and clover.

to suit a peculiar
charge

condition

must be acquitted

of whimsicality that

of any

the over-conventionally

The
minded might be inclined to prefer against it.
small window within the living-room fireplace of the
north house is an echo of

a local

eighteenth-century

precedent.
The second group . consists of two houses on an
irregular shaped plot on the opposite side of Lincoln
Drive and partially shut off from that thoroughfare

other, accord so well in character,
evidences

On Navaho street, nearby and within full
view of the other groups, is the third group,
consisting
of four dwellings designed by
Mr. Gilchrist in a very pronounced Cotswold
fully harmonizing with the generic
style of the houses already discussed but
differing from them altogether in the indi
vidual mode of interpretation pursued. They

fashion,

are smaller than the other houses, but though
less in size they are not less in degree of
charm.
In the matter of material, the archi
tect has departed from the practice, observed
in the other two groups, of using only the
native stone for all purposes and has intro
duced buff Indiana limestone for the cut trims
of

round

Living Room Mantel, House of Spencer Ervin, Esq.

headed

windows,

wherever

they

Another pleasant touch of variety in
the use of materials is seen in the three narrow
courses of flat tiles above the house door in
one case, the topmost row projecting slightly
to make a drip course.
The exterior woodwork is of oak and, as
in the quadrant houses, pinned together with
oaken pins, the pin heads left projecting.
No
finish nor dressing of any kind, not even an
initial coat of boiled linseed oil, has been
applied : sun, wind, and rain are the sole
modifiers.
This treatment or, more properly
speaking, lack of treatment, is quite justified
physically by the experience of ancient prece
dent in England ; visually it is fully justified
occur.
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by

the

present
of

appearance
which

constantly
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scale

contour

wood

which

improves

and

as

in
all of

flat

as possible,

tends to create

an

in color with the passage
of time. There is no paint

of space in rel
atively small rooms.
On

to be seen anywhere

on the

the outside, the fine leaded

exterior of the houses, for
the casements are of metal
with leaded glass ; the only
color variation from the
gray of the stone with its
occasional patches of
tawny rust is in the sil
vered weathering of the
window frames and mullions and in the slight dash
of deep reddish brown in
the thin tile drip courses

lines of the casements and

impression

the inconspicuous
emphasize
,

ney stacks, and other

logical

paint and color contrast at
Hallway in House of
all the window openings ;
the absence of such items to arrest the eye contributes
to the apparent size of the house. Another bit of sub
tlety, which has its effect both without and within, is
seen in the metal casements with their narrow leaded
lines.
As in the Linden Court houses, all interior
and all projections

scale

and

pro

jecting masses.
In their whole presenta
tion the four Navaho street
houses, without any sug
gestion of mere archaeo

There is a bit of subtlety
this abstention from

woodwork

the

vigor of the porches, with
their boldly cut native
stone mouldings, the chim

above them.

in

window

details serve by contrast to

have been kept refined

copying,

express

with unusual fidelity the
spirit of the Cotswold mode
Edward Clark III, Esq.
which the owner desired
to embody and which, as already noted, was peculiarly
suited to a successful rendering in the local building
"
" dormers, thinly framed
material.
The paper-shell
in oak with rough cast sides and gables, afford a
happy instance of consistency with the rest of the
composition.

View of Living Room in House of Edward Clark
Duhring,Okie& Ziegler,Architects

Nowhere

III,

Esq.

is there any affectation.

186
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The construction cost of the Navaho group was 25
cents per cubic foot ; the house in the second group
by Mr. Duhring cost 22 cents per cubic foot and that
by Mr. McGoodwin 25 cents ; the quadrant houses 22
It is quite true that houses of
cents per cubic foot.
the same size might have been built for less money :
it is true, also, that more houses of less original con
ception, allowing less space to each house and paying
less heed to considerations of outlook and the lie of the
land, might have been erected on the same area. But
to have done any of these things would effectually
have destroyed individuality and all the other quali
ties that go to make residence at St. Martins Green
eminently desirable, create a waiting list when other
houses of like size in the vicinity long remain idle,

FORUM

and make it possible to ask a higher rental than simi

lar houses elsewhere bring.

The initial cost of con
was somewhat greater than for many other
dwellings of equal extent, but all the houses are so
struction

honestly built of the most durable

materials

that de

for repairs fall far below the
average in other cases.
In the end, therefore, the
St. Martins Green groups cost really less than the
structures ordinarily erected for tenancy by the spec
ulative builder.
This quality of permanence and the
character of the setting together render St. Martins
Green, from a purely business point of view, a more
sterling investment than a like extent of the usual
speculative building and, incidentally, a justification
terioration

and outlay

of the dictum quoted at the outset of these remarks.

Detailof EntrancePorch
House in Stone Group on Navaho Street, St. Martins, Philadelphia
EdmundB. Gilchrist,Architect
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PLATE 49

J '.

AT LINCOLN DRIVE AND WILLOW GROVE AVENUE, ST MARTINS. PHILADELPHIA,
DUHRJNG.

OKIE ecZIEGLER, ARCHITECTS

PA.
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SIDE OF CENTER HOUSES

GROUP OF HOUSES ON NAVAHO STREET, ST. MARTINS, PHILADELPHIA,
EDMUND

PLATE 51

B. GILCHRIST,

ARCHITECT

PA.
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PLATE 54

FIRST FLOOR PLANS

GROUP OF HOUSES ON NAVAHO STREET, ST. MARTINS,
EDMUND B. GILCHRIST,

ARCHITECT

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.
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HOUSE OF SPENCER ERVIN,

OF ENTRANCE
ESQ.,
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PLATE 57

FRONT

ST. MARTINS, PHILADELPHIA,

ROBERT RODES McGOODWIN, ARCHITECT

PA.
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PLATE 60

DETAIL OF PORCH END
SCAL£

O

10

20

Lf VINO ROOM

HALL

\ZL
SECOND FLOOR PLAN

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

HOUSE OF EUGENE

M.

SIMON

KAUFMAN,
*

ESQ., GERMANTOWN.

BASSETT, ARCHITECTS

PA.
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GARDEN FRONT OF END HOUSES

ENTRANCE

FRONT OF END HOUSES

GROUP OF HOUSES AT ST. MARTINS, PHILADELPHIA. PA.
ROBERT RODES McGOODWIN, ARCHITECT

PLATE 62
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Group of Houses on Willow Grove Avenue, St. Martins, Philadelphia
ROBERT RODES McGOODWIN,

%

CHARLES

know the design of dwellings in this coun
try is steadily improving-.
Yet an architect,

WE

as

about him, seldom finds an ob

he looks

Imagine my pleasure, therefore,
of delight.
when, upon wandering the other day not far from my
home, I came upon the group of houses on Willow
My surprise was the greater because
Grove avenue.
only two or three years ago
all this land I knew as a

ject

quite

undeveloped

Nor

was

learn

I

that

region.

surprised
these

to

houses

were the work of so tal
ented an architect

as Mr.

McGoodwin.
The neighborhood
been

transformed

has

by

the

building of houses in at
tractive groupings, all de
signed

ARCHITECT

Z. K LAUDER
it, — one as a center

and two flanking it at right
The result has been three successful houses
instead of one.
Each complements the other; each
has an equally desirable outlook ; the terrain of each
is exactly suited to its purpose, that of giving a good
The terrace between
setting to its particular house.
the houses, for example, is just high enough to set
off the group and to awaken
one's curiosity. Who could
refrain from ascending it
to look for more ?
The flanking buildings
are duplicates
in plan,
though , of course .reversed .
They, as well as the center
building, are designed with
exceeding skill — the skill
that produces good propor

angles.

tions, an excellent arrange
ment of parts of the mass,
and, withal, an unusual

by three architects.

That there is between the
work of these architects
a similarity, it is as useless

of dignity and re
The houses at the
side are freer in their design
than their more balanced
and formal companion be
degree

pose.

to deny as to admit that
there is anything in com
mediocre
mon with the

dwellings of the vicinity.
The houses illustrated here
and on Plates

61-64 espe

small

metry

sym
and a high degree

of exquisite simplicity.
The expanse of wall sur
face,

piece

of land by attractively
groiiping three houses upon

the center house

is seen a commanding

cially appealed to me.
The endeavor has been
to make the best use of a
comparatively

In

tween.'

especially

the first
windows
Detail of an Entrance Doorway
1S7

the

between
and second story
: the closeness of

latter

to

the

eaves ;
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View from Lawn of Center House Showing Garage and Service Yard of End House

-

if

fifteen
even ten-years.
In con
one cannot but imagine,
the past
progress
kept up for the next decade and
rate
the next, what superb creations will then be the
houses we live in.

.

-

f

-

#.

-

-

-

sidered

in

group is but another sign of the ad
our domestic architecture has made

is

Here is the work of one who has con
every detail with a constantly active mind,
but whose judgment has ever imposed restraint,
designers.

The present
vancing strides
during the last
templating
it,

-

a foreign stone of smooth face would surely have
produced a jarring note
well studied refinements
such as these cannot but arouse the enthusiasm of

and whose artistic impulses
are held firmly
reserve, creating beauty of enduring order.

of

the carefully considered roof projection
and curv
ing upward of the ridges as they end at the gables;
the use of the local stone, simply dressed, where

-

View of Garden from Terrace of Center House
RobertRodesMcGoodwin,Architect

PerspectiveSketch of Proposed Reformatory at Occoquan, Va.
|

V

Prisons and Prison Building
By ALFRED

I

Alfred Hopkins, Architect

HOPKINS

IV. DORMITORIES

T IS

of floor area and

perhaps

fair to say that
until very recently the dormi
tory has been in disrepute, but
largely through lack of a clear
understanding of the principles of
discipline necessary for its proper
control. These principles are all

contained in the one word "super
vision,” which must at all times be
sufficient and continuous. Hous
ing the men in dormitories has
many advantages,
chief among

HE
HE
LIL-J Dut:
HE HE

Afte:
HE HE
HE HE
HE HE
EE
HE
D.L. Llr"

£--

#
– "-L

L-1 HE

280 cubic feet of
air space. In the plans of the dor
mitory shown for Occoquan Prison
the floor area is 40 square feet per
man
not a very large increase
but the air space is 1,550 cubic
feet per man,
a very considerable
one. In floor area the dormitory

- -

-

may have little advantage

over the
block,
ock, but in cubic
cubi contents it
advantage;
has a very decided
likewise in cost and in simplicity
•
of
construction it has many points
- •
- •
in its favor. It is a building which
furthermore can very readily be

Ce 11

60-0
|-H-5/-dr-JEwhich is economy. The difference
between the initial cost in struc
Plan of Dormitories
built by the inmates themselves.
ture of caring for 100 men in one
Reformatory at Occoquan, Va.
large room, and in 100 separate
All these advantages are thrown
rooms each with wash basin and toilet as is now
to the winds, however, if proper supervision and
practically demanded by the custom in New York discipline in the dormitory are not maintained. Too
many dormitories have been tried out experimentally
State, is very considerable. The dormitory also pro
vides a somewhat greater floor area and a very much
in a half hearted way, with such unsatisfactory results
greater volume in cubic feet of air space per man. The
as to discourage their further use.
It has been left to Mr. W. H. Whittaker, superin
minimum cell approved by the New York State Prison
Commission is 5 feet by 7 feet by 8 feet in ceiling
tendent of the prison at Occoquan, Va., and Mr.
height. This provides for each inmate 35 square feet
John Joy Edson of his board, to develop the dormi

£4%:
Elevation of Recreation Corridor toward Garden Court, Reformatory at Occoquan, Va.
189

Alfred Hopkins, Architect
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and the number of escapes
so
insignificant that the question of the fortifi
cation of the new institution is a matter of
keen controversy among the board, some
members maintaining that
should be en
tirely without bars — a fine thought.
In the freedom at Occoquan, which is
largely contributed by the dormitory, there
an element not to be found in cell block
housing, and that
the possibility of detect
ing the inclination of a man who wants to

it

is

before,

mttfi *■■■

_ffj

nininii.Hj*r[
yiiumil■
!!KFf

is

MmnnnnFT'

is

'£MllliWiilfeiMM

he takes any definite steps to
do so, for within four or five days after his

escape before
Temporary Shacks at Occoquan Reformatory which have been built some five
or six yearsand in effectiveuse as prison dormitories during that time

is

is

is

it

is

is

is

it

tory and to prove beyond peradventure that
can be
made entirely satisfactory as a means of housing the
criminal offender, and the success attained there
because the supervision and discipline of the dormi
tory are constantly maintained.
Two guards are on
duty all night in the dormitories for 200 men, one
guard in the dormitories for 100 men. The guard,
wearing rubber shoes, patrols his beat throughout
the night as methodically as the city policeman.
This quiet, continual, and certain movement of the
guard among the inmates
very necessary for dis
cipline and practically does away with the abiises
At
which have given the dormitory its bad name.
Occoquan the dormitories are merely wooden shacks
The inmates
with no protection at the windows.
have a freedom which has been almost unknown

it

admission to the institution
possible to
discover by his actions whether he can be
trusted or not.
The author presents here some tentative sketches
which were made for the new prison at Occoquan,
Va., and this
to him a very unusual and a very
interesting solution of the prison problem.
Occo
quan now has about 750 prisoners all housed in onestory shacks, without any enclosing wall and with
no jail protection whatsoever.
While these quarters
as originally constructed were considered only tem
porary measures, yet they have been so successful
that
the commission's desire to construct the
new prison on the general principles of the old. The
new plan therefore contemplates housing all the men
in dormitories and makes these dormitories one story
in height — a particularly sensible idea for a mild
climate like that of Virginia. This
an entirely new
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Plan of Proposed Reformatory at Occoquan, Va.
Athletic Field Surrounded
Shops to the Left of Punishment Cell Block
Alfred HopJcin»,Architect
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Tentative Scheme for a Reformatory for the State of New Jersey
Alfred Hopkins,Architect
The general

scheme proposes two groups

of

buildings, — 'one the .Administrative Croup and
the other the Industrial Croup. The Adminis
trative Group would contain the administrative
offices, the reception building, the observation
cells, and accommodations for those prisoners
who could not be trusted with the liberties per
mitted in the Industrial Group. The plan pre
sented shows the Industrial Group, which is a
series of units placed around a I'illage green
with the auditorium in the form of a New

England churchrat one end and the refectory
at the other.
The individual units are placed
between, with the officers' quarters on one side
of the central axis and the school building on
the other.
dations

for

Each unit would provide accommo
40 inmates with

a recreation

room

and accommodations for one officer who would
have charge of the building. In this instance the

structures were to be of wood, the only protection
being mesh grilles at the windows, and in some
of the cottages it was proposed to omit these.

thought, but the more the author worked
kitchen, and bakery at the rear. Behind
on it the more convinced he became that
the refectory and joining the athletic
ground are the punishment cells for
it was the right one.
incorrigible prisoners and others who
The plan follows out the idea of the
connecting- corridor which has already
These are very high
need discipline.
Plot Plan of Industrial Group
The
been dwelt on at length, but here the
cells with ventilation at the top.
connecting
corridor is made 30 feet wide and is prisoner will be unable to see out the window, but
developed into a recreation space for the men, divided the cells are intentionally placed where he will be
into four compartments by glass partitions so that cognizant of the freedom of the men at their games
supervision may be had at all times throughout its on the outside.
entire length. The dormitories are laid out for 80
It is the intention to have all the buildings open to
men, although the number will probably be increased
the roof, so that there will be no place of conceal
Between the dormitory and the recreation ment anywhere. This gives splendid cubage which
to 100.
corridor are the lavatories, toilets, and showers,
in the dormitory amounts to 1,555 cubic feet per
accessible from both divisions.
The men are not man.
Ventilators placed in the roofs will remain
allowed in the dormitories until the retiring hour, so open all the year around, and while it may take a
that there is no occasion for the continued
super
little more coal for heating during the winter months,
vision of the dormitory and the recreation corridor the difference will be more than made up in the
at the same time. If this were necessary, there would health of the men.
be a disadvantage in the location of the washroom
It will be noted that the lavatories which connect
between them which would make such supervision
the dormitories to the recreation corridor have flat
These
difficult.
roofs and are lighted overhead by skylights.
The Administration Building in the center will will be operated on worm gears so that excellent ven
have on the first floor the general business offices
The low roof
tilation will be had there at all times.
and a guards' corridor which will be used for visitors
of the lavatories permits windows to be placed above
who come to see the inmates, and on the second
it not only in the end of the dormitories, but in the
floor the guards' rooms.
The prisoners will be re
side of the recreation corridor as well, so that this
ceived in the basement, all of which is well above
corridor has cross ventilation at the top throughout
ground, where the usual series of rooms for this its whole length of 448 feet. In fact, the principal
purpose will be provided.
As the life of the inmate
thing to be desired in any prison is adequate venti
at Occoquan is so free it was the thought of the
lation and abolition of the depressing prison odor.
commission to have the chapel and the school
This plan has been designed for fresh air. There
building well in front of the main institution and will be no prison odor here, nor is there the slightest
separated from it, and there will be no difficulty
trace of it at the Westchester Penitentiary.
whatever with this arrangement.
To the rear of the
Another very important and attractive feature of
main court is the large mess hall with the guards'
the plan is its flexibility with regard to possible fu
dining room in the front and the serving room,
The dormitories can be increased
ture extension.
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in length almost indefinitely, but better than this, ting men to work in the vegetable garden. He
additional dormitories may be added both at the front finally hit upon the idea of planting flowers there,
and at the rear, without in any way affecting the as well as vegetables, and said that since the flowers
architectural quality of the plan. In the dormitory had been planted he not only had no trouble in get
each prisoner will have a cot, a chair at the foot of ting men to work in the garden, but there was actual
his bed, and a table at the head of it, this latter to competition among them to see who should be de
contain drawers for his clothes and a shelf at the
tailed to work there.
If an impulse for good can be
bottom for shoes, etc.
created in the mind of the criminal offender by the
sight of flowers, is not the appearance of the institu
The buildings are to be placed in a well wooded
part of the property and are to be built of the brick tion to which he has been committed a thing to be
which the inmates make themselves.
While the taken into serious consideration ?
drawings are only tentative ones and need much
In many of the prisons it is the custom, and a very
further study to perfect the quality of the architec
wise one, for the authorities to permit the men to
ture, yet it is thought that this general scheme is well
decorate their rooms.
Where such privileges are
worth careful consideration and that in the light of given they are always appreciated, and you will see
our present penology the extended prison plan has that in such institutions the great majority of
here found its solution, whether the offender is to be cells have been adorned with photographs
and pic
housed in separate rooms or in the general dormi
tures, and with growing plants and with vases of
flowers, and not infrequently even with curtains and
tory.
hangings and bedspreads, and things which one
V. IMPORTANCE OF GOOD ARCHITECTURE
would look for more in the feminine impulse for in
A very important phase of prison building which terior decoration than in the masculine. At the
has scarcely received any attention whatsoever is its
State Prison at Jackson, Mich., there are some 500
architecture. The prison inmate is much more sus
canaries belonging to a prison population of less
of the visual aspect of than double that number.
ceptible to the influence
things than is generally supposed, and the evidence
That the prison should have a definite architec
Indeed, it
goes without saying.
of this interest which he has for agreeable surround
tural expression
ings is brought out on every hand. A warden tells should be beautiful architecture, and the buildings
this story : For a long time he had difficulty in get
should be planted and finely treated from the point
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Third FloorPlan

Plan for a Women's Prison, showing two generalclassificationswith separaterecreationcourts. These are surrounded
by brick walls approximately 8 feet nigh and intended fully as much to give privacy within as to confine the inmates
Alfred Hopkins,Architect
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of view of the landscape architect.
A satisfactory
aid to the accomplishment of this is that there is al
ways sufficient labor to keep the grounds and build
ings in perfect condition.
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There is not the slightest doubt but that agree
able surroundings have a very decided influence over
not only the prison inmates, but the wardens and

of environment has meant in that man's life
— that it has been perhaps the vital thing to bring
him where you have come to know him ; and since
he has been sent to prison to pay the penalty which
our laws prescribe, who shall say that buildings free
from the reproach of the usual gloomy and oppres
sive prison architecture are not a thing to be de

keepers as well, and the architect

sired ?

should bear this in
mind from the very first inception of his plan. The
possibilities of the extended prison group are almost
limitless with regard to pleasing architectural courts
and corners where plants and flowers may be grown,
and with this idea of not only the possibility but the
absolute necessity of fine architecture for the prison
the author ventures to close with a quotation from
his recent address before the Wardens' Meeting of
the American Prison Association :
"
You practical men may think that I have laid en
tirely too much stress on the artistic side of prison
building, but you know better than I that the thing
which is to work regeneration of the men you have
subordinate to your will and discipline is influence.
Proper influence is what will cure your man if you can
find it for him, and you know better than I what the

influence

"One

tenets of my student
to be good architecture

of the architectural

days was that

a building

This expression of fitness
difficult to obtain in stone and mortar ;
but even now the thought is a good one, and if our
penology demands that the spirit of the offender be
crushed beneath ponderous walls and prison barred
windows, then the old system of prison design should
prevail. If, on the other hand, better results are had
by putting some brightness into the prisoner's life,
should look its purpose.

is sometimes

let us cut out root and branch

the old system and
erect buildings that in their appearance will not seem
to emphasize but will minimize the ignominy of the
prison sentence, and will not proclaim to the outside

world that here shall dwell the transgressor, and that
it has been written his way shall be hard."

PerspectiveShowing Exterior Design for a Women's Prison, plans for which are shown on the page opposite.
It is needlessto say that attractivearchitectureis quite as necessaryfor the women's prison as for the men's
AlfredHopkins,Architect

Notes on the Fifty-First Convention of the American Institute of Architects
particular interest are the proceedings of and a tentative draft of such a law, printed in full
Fifty-first Annual Convention of the on another page, was presented for the consideration
American Institute of Architects, held in of the convention and accepted.
First, be
Philadelphia, April 24, 25, and 26, 1918.
Advertising as related to the conduct of individual
cause of the reflection among the delegates of pres
members of the Institute has many times been dis
ent war conditions which are vitally affecting the cussed, and the statement in the Canons of Ethics,
practice of architecture ; and, second, because of the that such procedure is unprofessional, has always
constructive manner with which problems before the successfully withstood assault. Developments affect
ing architectural practice in recent years, however,
profession were attacked and solved. The departure
have served to bring the matter to the foreground
from the custom of holding the convention in Wash
ington was due to the war congestion in that city> once more, and a committee previously appointed to
study the situation submitted its report to the con
and in selecting Philadelphia the Board of Directors
vention, which in substance declared that advertis
provided an excellent opportunity for many archi
ing to excess is a question of bad taste ; that it is
tects to become familiar with the group of Colonial
buildings which have been restored and preserved to practically impossible to control matters of taste by
legislation, and that it is better, therefore, to remove
the city and nation largely through the efforts of the
Philadelphia Chapter. It was also the first conven
advertising from the list of punishable offenses and
tion held at the new date in accordance with the revise the Canons of Ethics accordingly. Spirited
debate of the question brought out many of the vary
change made at the previous convention.
The action of the delegates centered largely on ing conditions architects are called upon to meet in
further development of the profession's ability to carrying on their profession in various parts of the
country. Arguments on both sides of the question
serve ever widening interests, and to promote such
means as will insure a better understanding of archi
were evenly balanced, the Western architects in gen
eral favoring the adoption of the report, and those
tecture and the functions of architectural practice
of the East opposing it ; the majority of the dele
among laymen and the officials of the Government.
The convention was opened by President John gates were in favor, however, and the Canon was re
Lawrence Mauran, who in his address reviewed the pealed, the Board of Directors being empowered to
activities of the Institute in aiding the Government change the article covering this point in the Advice
on Practice to be in agreement.
in its emergency building program for war purposes
This action will not
— work which was accomplished under severe handi
probably alter to any great degree the present atti
caps because of a general lack of understanding of tude of individual architects toward advertising, but
architects' abilities and a marked aversion on the it will present a much needed avenue of approach to
part of officials to co-operate.
In spite of these dis
the public for associated bodies of architects
and
couraging conditions, the work of the Institute and the Institute itself, whereby educational publicity of
a useful character may be properly carried on.
its officers looms large and embraces valuable sug
A subject of similar character to advertising is the
gestion and guidance to the Navy Department, Coun
cil of National Defense, Signal Corps, and other signing of buildings during the course of construc
branches of the Government. If the tangible results tion, the demand for which, like that of publicity
are not large, it is because of failure on the part of through advertising, was first expressed in the Mid
Although eliciting considerable
the Government to make use of the talent and ser
dle West.
discus
vice at its disposal, and not because of disinterest on sion, final action was not taken by the convention
and the matter was referred to the Directors.
the part of the Institute.
Among the reports tendered the convention, those
The election of officers for the year was as fol
covering registration of architects, advertising, and lows : Thomas R. Kimball, Omaha,
president;
Charles A. Favrot, New Orleans, first vice-presi
the signing of buildings received extended consid
eration, and the action of the convention with refer
dent ; George S. Mills, Toledo, second vice-presi
dent ; W. Stanley Parker, Boston, secretary.
ence to them is indicative of the constructive reason
Di
ing, influenced by present-day conditions that char
rectors :
Edward W. Donn, Jr., Washington;
acterized the work of the delegates.
Robert D. Kohn, New York; Ellis F. Lawrence,
The Institute at its previous convention had stated Portland, Ore.; Richard E. Schmidt, Chicago.
that it neither advocated nor opposed the regulation
The following members were elected to fellow
of the practice of architecture by law, considering ship :
Los Angeles;
Louis
James E. Allison,
that such legislation was a matter for each state to Ayres and Charles Butler, both of New York ; E. E.
determine.
It has been advocated, however, that Dougherty, Atlanta ; Alexander C. Eschweiler, Mil
the Institute adopt a standard form of registration
waukee ; Albert Kahn, Detroit; John B. P. Sinkler,
that might serve as a model for future legislation, Philadelphia, and William L. Steele, Sioux City.
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'T'HIS

bay is at the south end of South Sage Hall,
the new group of dining halls at Princeton
University. This group is one of the most distinguished
American interpretations
of the Gothic style and is
particularly interesting in showing a spirited handling

i-

one

of

of the

style entirely free from archtrological
influence.
The walls are faced with a local shale stone carefully
selected for color and used in conjunction with the mica
which had been largely used for
schist of Pennsylvania,
precious buildings at the university.

DETAIL OF BAY IN SOUTH SAGE DINING HALL, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
DAY & KLAUDER, ARCHITECTS
DETAIL

DRAWING

BY ROBERT A. TAYLOR ON FOLLOWING

PAGE

DETTAir,- OF

-"BA^T

exterior.

EDITORIAL COMMENT
laws regidating the
of architecture in fourteen states, and
others have similar laws in preparation.
A number
of these laws were framed without expert advice from

whether

the profession,

City.

practice
THERE

are now in operation

and many contain undesirable
fea
tures ; some, on the other hand, have many good
qualities, but, as a whole, they cannot be considered

entirely effective in meeting- the conditions they were
naturally intended to correct.
The phase of state
regulation that is generally criticized and that will
become distinctly burdensome with any further in
crease of registration, is the difference of qualifica
tions in different states.
This entails difficulty in
reciprocal state relations and will impose inconve
in
niences upon architects who have commissions
other states than those in which they are registered.
While the Institute of American Architects has
taken no stand either for or against state regulation,
it has seen the complications
that may arise through
lack of coordinated effort on the part of responsible
representatives
on the character
convention

of the profession in furnishing advice
of such legislation, and at its recent

a tentative

model law that may be used

for future legislation was submitted and accepted.
Many of the existing laws are deficient in provid
ing means for determining the qualifications of per
sons that were practising before the enactment of the
law.

In

some states any person so engaged becomes
registered by the passage of the law,

automatically

thereby defeating what should be the main purpose
of legal regulation.
Thus incompetent men may be
regarded by the public in the same light as those that
fully competent, inasmuch as both are regis

are

There should be no attempt to
carrying on any activities he
engaged in before the passage of legislation,
nor
should there be any restriction placed upon the pub
lic as to whom they should engage to prepare build
ing plans ; but the state should not place a seal of
approval upon any person claiming ability to prac
tise architecture till he has proved his right to such
tered by the state.
prevent

any one from

approval .

The Institute has done a commendable thing in
drafting a model law that would seek to avoid these
evils, and it is hoped that its influence in future legis
lation may be sufficiently great to develop uniform
regulations in those states imposing them that will
provide full protection to the public and justice to the
members of the profession.

The form of registration law submitted at the re
by the Committee on Registration
Laws is here printed, and it is the hope of the Board
of Directors of the Institute that suggestions or crit
icisms of this tentative model law will be sent to
them at the earliest possible date by all architects,
cent convention

interested

members

of

the Institute or not, who are

in the subject.

may be
Communications
sent to Mr. Wm. P. Bannister, 69 Wall street, or
Mr. D. Everett Waid, 1 Madison avenue, New York

AN ACT
of Architec
and to provide for
and Registration of Architects.

To Define the Qualification
ture in the State of
__
_
the Examination

for

_

the Practice

] . Any person wishing to practise architecture resid
ing in or having a place of business in the State, who,
before this article takes effect, shall not have been en
gaged in the practice of architecture in this State, under
the title of architect, shall, before being styled or known
as an architect, secure a certificate of his qualification
to practise under the title of architect, as provided by
this article.
Any person who shall have been engaged in the prac
tice of architecture under the title of architect, before
this article takes effect, may secure such certificate in
the manner provided by this article, having presented
proof of competency and good character.
Any person having a certificate pursuant to this article
may be styled or known as an architect or registered
architect.
No person having the right to practise as an architect
because of his or her use of the title architect prior to the
time this act takes effect, shall assume any title indicat
ing that he or she is an architect or any words, letters,
or figures to indicate that the person using same is a
registered architect unless he or she shall have qualified
and obtained a certificate of registration ; but this article
shall not be construed to prevent persons other than
architects from filing application for and obtaining
building permits.
2. There shall be a State Board for the examination
and registration of architects, who and their successors
shall be appointed by and hold during the pleasure of
(name here the appointing power, preferably the de
partment having jurisdiction over education) and who,
subject to the approval of (same department), shall
make rules for the examination and registration of can
didates for the certificates provided for by this article.
Each member of such Board of Examiners shall be en
titled to ten dollars per diem while actually engaged in
attendance at meetings ; the members shall receive also
the amount of actual expenses incurred in travel to and
return from meetings, and for necessary expenditures for
hotel bills, meals, postage, typewriting, printing as may
be approved by the said (department having jurisdic
tion), subject to the approval of the Comptroller of the
.
State of
3. Qualifications, Examinations,
Fees. — Any citizen of
the United States or any person who has declared his in
tention of becoming such citizen or any citizen of another
country complying with the requirements of this article
for aliens, being at least twenty-one years of age and of
good moral character, may apply for examination or
certificate of registration under this article, but before

\u;
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receiving such certificate shall submit satisfactory evidence
of having completed the course in a high school approved
by (department having jurisdiction)
or the equivalent
thereof, and subsequent thereto of having completed such
courses in mathematics, history, and language as may be
determined by the board for the examination and regis
tration of architects ; examination for the above academic
requirements shall be held by the (department having

jurisdiction).
The board for the examination

and registration of
architects may accept satisfactory diplomas or certificates
from approved institutions covering the course required
for examination.
Upon complying with the above requirements the appli
cant shall satisfactorily pass an examination in such tech
nical and professional courses as are established by the
board for the examination and registration of architects.
The board for the examination and registration of archi
tects may in lieu of all examination accept satisfactory
evidence of any one of the qualifications set forth under
" A " and " B " of this article."
subdivisions
A. A diploma of graduation or satisfactory certificate
from an architectural college or school that he or she
has completed a technical course approved by the Amer
ican Institute of Architects, together with at least three
years' satisfactory experience in the office or offices of a
reputable architect or architects.
The board for the examination and registration of
architects may require applicants under this subdivision
to furnish satisfactory evidence of knowledge of profes
sional practice.
B. Registration or certification as an architect in an
other State or country where the qualifications required
are equal to those required in this State.
C. The board for the examination and registration of
architects may grant registration to those who have been
engaged in the practice of architecture for at least one
year prior to the date when this article takes effect as
a member of a reputable firm of architects or under his
own name, or to those who have been engaged in the
practice of architecture as an employee for at least five
years prior to the date when this article takes effect,
provided that applicants under this subdivision shall
present satisfactory proof of competency and qualifica
tions and evidence as to character, and providing that
the application for such certification
shall be made
within two years after the date when this article takes
effect.
Any architect who has lawfully practised architecture
for a period of more than ten years without the State
shall be required to take only a practical examination,
which shall be of the nature to be determined by the
board for the examination and registration of architects.
Any architect who is a citizen of a foreign country and
who seeks to practise within this State who has lawfully
practised architecture for a period of more than ten years
shall be required to take a practical examination as de
termined by the board for the examination and regis
tration of architects, or if in practice for a period of less

FORUM

than ten years shall obtain registration by academic and
technical examinations, but in either event he shall file
a bond with (the department having jurisdiction)
for
the sum of five thousand dollars ; such bond and certifi
cate shall remain in force for a period of three years
and shall then terminate unless privilege of renewal be
granted by the Board of Examiners and Registration at
its discretion.
Every person applying for examination or certificate
of registration under this article shall pay a fee of
twenty-five dollars to (department having jurisdiction).
4. Certificates. — The result of every examination
or
other evidence of qualification, as provided by this arti
cle shall be filed with (department having jurisdiction)
and a record shall be kept by the (department having
jurisdiction) and the board for the examination and reg
istration of architects shall file records of all certificates
Every
issued with (department having jurisdiction).
person securing such certificate shall have same recorded
with the County Clerk of the county in which he resides
or conducts the practice of architecture.
The board for the examination and registration of
architects may revoke any certificate after thirty days'
notice to the holder thereof, granting him a hearing if
proof be presented in the following cases :
a. Where certificate has been obtained by fraud or
misrepresentation .
b. Where the architect has been guilty of any fraud or
deceit in his practice or guilty of any crime or misde
meanor.
.
c. That he is an habitual drunkard or habitually ad
dicted to the use of morphine, opium, cocaine, or other
drugs having a similar effect.
Proceedings for the annulment of registration shall be
begun by filing a written charge against the accused
with the board for the examination and registration
of architects ; a time and place for the hearing of the
charges shall be fixed by the board ; where personal
service or service through counsel cannot be effected,
service by publication may be made. At the hearing
the accused shall have all rights of examination, crossexamination, counsel, and witnesses as granted in court
of law. The board shall make a written report of its find
ings, which report shall be filed with the Secretary of
State.
5. Every architect or person using the title of archi
tect in this State before this act goes into effect shall
within one year record his name with proof of his use of
the title architect with the board for the examination
and registration of architects, such recording not to be
interpreted as evidence of competency or ability unless
applicant applies for and is granted a certificate of regis
tration.
6. The use of the title architect without compliance
with the provisions of this act shall be deemed a misde
meanor punishable with a fine of not more than two
hundred dollars or imprisonment for not more than one
year or both.
7. This act shall take effect immediately.
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Sunlight Engineering in City Planning and Housing
By HERBERT

S.

THE

t

To what height may buildings be erected on either
side of a street and yet provide' sufficient sunshine
for the apartments and work rooms on the ground
floor ? How far down on a street facade does the
sun shine and how long does it shine there ? How
small may courts and yards be made without shad
ing the lower stories ? What proportion should the
length of a court bear to its width ? What ratio
should its width bear to its height ? What is the
relative sunshine value of a window fronting on a
yard as compared with one fronting on a street ? On
an inner court ? On an outer court ? On a side yard ?
What is the effect of obstructing buildings ? Howare these factors

affected

by the orientation

of the

By its latitude ? To what depth will
sunshine penetrate into a room ? What is the rela
tive value of a large window as compared with a
small one ? What proportion of the sunshine enter
ing a window is shut out from the room by walls of
building

?

different

thicknesses ?

are questions which this paper will enable
any one to answer for himself.
The accompanying table defines the points of sun
shine and shadow in inner and outer courts on the
These

The coordi
shortest day in the year, December 21.
nates given are applicable to both the side and end
walls of any particular court, no matter what its
height, width, length, or orientation may be so long
as it is rectangular in shape.
To locate the portion of a facade in sunshine on
either side of a street at different times of the day, onlyneed be defined, that of the opposite
In the case of a wall of a rectangular
parallel wall.
court there are two shadows to be defined : first,

one shadow

that from the opposite parallel wall ; and, secondly,
In the
that from the adjoining w-all at right angles.
case

of outer courts opening

'

SWAN AND GEORGE W. TUTTLE

purpose of this paper will be to provide
some of the fundamental data required for the
application of sunlight engineering- in city plan

ning- and housing.

6

to a street or yard, the

•Copyrighted, 191S.by Herbert S. Swan. All rights reserved.
this subject, seearticles
t For a popular discussion of the laws governing
"
by Herbert S. Swan and George W. Tuttle on Planning Sunlight Cities "
in TheAmerican City. Septemberand October. 1917.Reprinted as No. 167.
The American City Pamphlets.

opposite

side of which

is improved

with buildings,

there is also a third shadow to be defined

— that

of

the obstructing buildings.

This is true also of inner
courts which have their sunshine obstructed by high
opposite buildings.
The coordinates in the table define the several por
tions of a court in sunshine and shadow at sunrise
and sunset and at each even hour and half hour
throughout the day.
The coordinates A of the
table are measured horizontally along the given face
of the court from the end nearest the sun. The cor
responding
coordinates
B are measured downward
from the top of the court.
Both coordinates are ex
pressed in terms of the court's width. ft
For either side or end walls oriented west of south
the table of coordinates is read from the top down in
connection with the time of day indicated in the lefthand column for the orientation given at the top.
The letters on the left of the coordinates indicate the
side of the court' then in sunshine and the end of the
court through which the sunshine is then entering.
For walls oriented east of south the table is read from
the bottom up in connection with the time indicated
in the right-hand column and the orientation given
at the bottom.
The letters at the right of the coordi
nates indicate the side of the court then in sunshine
and the end of the court through which the sunshine
is then entering.

The detailed method of applying the coordinates
types of walls will now be described in
the following order :
1. The facade of a street ;
2. The side wall of an inner court ;
3. The end wall of an inner court ;

to different

tt The following formula; were used in computing the coordinates :
Let A = horizontal distance of shadow of upper corner of court nearest
the sun on opposite side wall, the distance being measured
from the end nearestthe sun. (See Diagrams.)
Let B ~ vertical distance of the above shadow point down from top of
court. (See Diagrams.'
Let a = azimuth of sun for the given latitude and time (given by tables'*.
Let h = altitude of sun for the above latitude and time.
Let b = azimuth of side wall of court.
The width of court is assumedas unity.
We then have
A = cot 'a—b).
tan h
sin la—b)
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6.

The side wall of an outer court ;
The end wall of an outer court, and
The interior of a room.

1.

The Facade of a Street.

4.
5.

In defining

the points

in sunshine

continuity of the street facade is interrupted the
shadow point of corners of obstructing buildings
given by coordinates A and B will often fall outside
the facade in question.
These points are then used
in the construction

and shadow on

a street facade the coordinates are expressed in terms
of the perpendicular distance between the buildings.
To ascertain the portion of a facade at a given
latitude and orientation in sunshine at a given time,
where the buildings on either side of a street are of
a uniform height and conform to a common building
line, the coordinate A should be measured horizon
tally along the front of the obstructing building from

the end toward the sun, and the
coordinate B down from the top

FOROm

lines outside the actual facade omitted.

The method of ascertaining the shadow line of a
street facade is illustrated in detail in Diagram 1.
2.

The Side

WINTER
40'NORTH
LATITUDE
SOLSTICE.
P.M
12.30

is beneath

point falls on the face of the wall,

drawn

where both buildi ngs are of the same height — in
either case the point fixed by the coordinates is es
tablished with reference to the top and end of the
obstructing building toward the sun, though it is
plotted at the same elevation and directly opposite on
the obstructed building.
Where the height of the obstructing building va
ries at different points, as in the case of a gabled
fixed by the two coordinates

is

lo

cated on the obstructed building with reference to
each point of the obstructing building having a
Lines connecting points fixed by
different height.
the coordinates on the fagade of the obstructed build
ing define the portion in sunshine.
Where the buildings do not conform to a common
building line the width of the open space taken as
unity is not that directly opposite the point casting
distance between
the shadow, but the perpendicular
the point casting the shadow and its shadow on the

buildings or where the

wall
line
and

above another line drawn parallel

Diagram i

the surface

part of the
above the diagonal
as just described,

all that

situated

ings is different the same method is followed in as
certaining the portion of the facade in sunshine as

opposite building.
In the case of detached

to
fixed by the co

ordinates A and B for the given
latitude, orientation, and time. If

then

of the ground, the entire facade is in sunshine.
Where the height of the shading and shaded build

roof, the point

it is only necessary

nearest the sun will be the part
in sunshine (Diagram 2). If this

The por
tion above a horizontal line drawn
from this point and away from
the sun parallel to the tops of the
buildings derives its sunshine
from over the tops of the ob
structing buildings. When the
open end of the street.

coordinates

the day,

locate the point

between this point and the upper
corner of the wall at that time

the point fixed by the coordinates
its sunshine
from the
derives

fixed by the

an Inner Court.

this point falls outside the face
of the wall under consideration,
then all that part of the wall situ
ated above a diagonal line drawn

wall furthest from the sun defines
That part
the area in sunshine.
of the street wall toward the sun
from a vertical line drawn through

point

Wall of

To define the particular part of a side wall receiv
ing sunshine in an inner court, the length of which
is oriented in a given direction, at any given time of

OFCASTANDWESTSTSEfT
SUNSHINE
.AND
ONFACADE
SHADOW

A
of the obstructing building.
point directly opposite and at the
same elevation on the parallel

of the shadow lines precisely as
and the portions of the

if the facade were continuous

to the top of the court from this
to the end of the court at that time furthest
from the sun, will be the part in sunshine (Dia
point

gram
3.

3).

The End

Wall of

an Inner Court.

The shadow lines on the end wall of an inner court
by the use of the same coordinates as
for side walls having the same orientation.
There is
an important difference in their application, however.
The coordinates which locate the shadow cast by a
corner of the court on the side walls are proportional
to the breadth of the court which for convenience is
taken as unity in measuring its dimensions.
When
the shadows of the corner of a court on its end walls
arc considered, the length of the court takes the place
of its breadth in determining the length of the shadows
and the magnitude of the coordinates.
It is, therefore, necessary to multiply each of the
coordinates as heretofore given by the length of the
court expressed in terms of its width unity.
With
these new coordinates the shadow lines for the end
wall of an inner court can be located as in the case
of a side wall (Diagrams 4 and 5).
The method of ascertaining the period of sunshine
enjoyed at different points on a wall in an inner court
is illustrated in Diagram 9.
are determined
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AND SHADOW IN INNER COURT

SQUARE COURT ORIENTED NORTH AND SOUTH,

west

FORUM

40°

NORTH LATITUDE, WINTER SOLSTICE

wall

NORTH

END WALL

?J0'*- -. *3Uv4

Diagram9

SUNSHINE IN INNER AND OUTER COURTS,

40°

NORTH LATITUDE, WINTER SOLSTICE
Dimension — 10 feet wide, 20 feet long, 10 feet high

Length of Court Oriented North and South
Westside wa/l,InnerCoort.
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A-24.10'
s°Mh.
£»#_
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Diagram5
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Length20
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1.86
2.21 87
1.22
2.23
1.43
2.76 .75
2.977.21a.m.
1.66
3.49 .55
8.67n.s.
1.92
4.51 .22E.E.
1.08
5.29 .00n.s.
2.08
.00s.s.

.00
.06
.17
.28
.38
.48
.571.46p.m.
.66W.E.

E.

30°W

B

30° North Latitude
OF WALL ORIENTED

A.

COURTS

A

w.s.. .06
.00
N.E. .04
.11
S.E. .03
7.18a.m. .10
.22
.19
.33
.28
.46
.40
.60
54
.77
71
.99
.94
31
1.26
1.83
1.73
2.8611.06a.m.
2.54
6.44e.s.
4.26
21.96
10.58
3.78
es. 33.69
1.95
1.2.2
1.53p.m.6.94
3.98
2.84
.52
2.24
1.84
1.58
.01S.E.
1.54
.00w.s.

-

LENGTH

45°

| || |

B

South

||

B

w.s .21
.00
.01
S.E. .22
.30
.12
.38
.25
.48
.39
.60
.56
.75
.78
.94
1.07
21
1.52
1.61
2.3812m.
2.30
4.93e.s.
3.73
infinite
8.78
4.93
2.38
es. 31.82
1.52
12.54p.m.5.91
1.07
3.33
2.33
.78
.56
1.80
1.46
.39
1.33
.25
12
105
.92
.01 E.
.90
.00w.s.

|| ||

|

15°W

E.

30°

60°W
-

OUTER

n.s. 68
.00
E. E. .64
.05
.55
.16
.47
.26
.38
.362.57p.m.
.28
.46W.E.
.17
.56
.06
.68
.80
.07
W.
.92
10.14a.m. .21
.38
1.07
.58
1.25
.8l
1.48
1.11
1.80
1.48
2.31
2.00
3.299.03a.m.
2.73
6.34n.s.
3.89
44.14
6.11
3.62
11.66
1.45
57.29
.62
.16E. E.
s.s. 22.90
.00s.s.
4.39p.m.13.30

A

AND

| |

South

B

||

A

45°W

| | ||

n.s.. .35
.00.4.39p.m.
.32
E.E.
.05N.
.25
.15
.18
.25
.10
.36
.01
.48
.60
.09
W.E.
.74
9.03a.m. .21
.34
.91
51
1.11
72
1.38
1.00
1.74
1.38
2.43
1.95
3.9210.14a.m.
2.90
10.72e.s.
4.87
11.14
11.20
3.27
1.72
s.s. 95.49
1.02
2.57 p.m.10.02
5.61
.60
4.01
.31
3.17
.09S.E.
2.86
.00w.s.

A
E.

15°

INNER

| | ||| | | | | | | | |

A.

IN

.7

E.
E.

South

SHADOW

25° North Latitude
LENGTH OF WALL ORIENTED
-

AND

B

||

||

6.55 m w.s. 51
7.00
S.E. .52
7.30
.61
8.00
.72
8.30
.86
9.00
1.03
9.30
1.27
1.62
10.00
2.18
10.30
11.00
3.31
11.30
6.69
12.00m.
infinite
12.30p.m. e.s.6.69
1.00
12m. 3.31
1.30
2.18
2.00
1.62
2.30
1.27
3.00
103
3.30
.86
4.00
.72
4.30
.61
5.00
.52
5.05
.51

.
||| |

IDay

A

30°W

SUNSHINE

B

|

| .

T:o

- -

DEFINING

B

| .

A.

A

15°W

POINTS

B

.00
w.s.. .08
w.s.. .19
00
N.E. .04
.05
S.E. .22
.05
.29
.16
S.E. .02
.18
.27
17.21
a.m. .09
.36
.31
.16
.45
.40
.46
.26
.53
.56
.64
.37
.70
.69
.88
.50
.89
.89
1.20
.67
1.15 1.15
1.71
.90
1.55 1.51
2.6712m.
1.23
2.24 2.13
5.49e.s.
a.m.
1.73
3.73 3.43.11.10
infinite
2.62
9.68 8.52e.s.
5.49
4.66
2.67
e.s. 19.74 16.21
14.30
1.71
12.50p.m.5.14 3.94
3.01 2.10
es. 16.83
1.20
2.15 1.34
1.46p.m.5.73
.88
3.58
.91
1.69
.64
2.65
.62
1.39
.46
2.13
.40
1.19
.31
1.80
.22
1.04
.18
1.57
.92
.06S.E.
.05S.E.
1.46
.00w.s.
.86
.00W.s.

OF

DINATES

o

6.44a.m. wis. 48
S.E. .52
7.00
.60
7.30
8.00
.70
8.30
.82
9.00
.98
1.20
9.30
1.52
10.00
2.05
10.30
3.10
11.00
11.30
6.24
infinite
12.00m.
12.30p.m. e.s. 6.24
1.00
12 m, 3.10
2.05
1.30
1.52
2.00
1.20
2.30
.98
3.00
.82
3.30
.70
4.00
4.30
.60
.52
5.00
.48
5.16

Time
of
Day

COOR

#
|

B

A

B

-

B
E.

South

COOR

B

||

A
30

||

07

#

'

|
85

|

|

|

1

| -|

B

||

|

E.
S.

#

|

62

|

|

4

E.

E.

E.

B

B

B

A

B
B

A

B

B

A

|| |

8

||| |

E.

|

|||

E.

|

||

||

A.

!

60°

|

i.

759

A

West

East

E.

A.

.00
n.s. 1.68 .00
.02
E.E. 1.60 .03
.12
1.32 .16
.21
1.10 .26
.28
.90 .34
.34
.72 .39
.39
.56 .43
.41 .46
.4312.59p.m.
.27 .48
.47W.
.50
.13 .5012m.
.52
.00 .50W.
.53
W.
.13 .50
.54
12m. .27 .48
.41 .46
.54
.53
.56 .43
.50
.72 .39
.46
.90 .34
.38
1.10 .26
.26
1.32 .16
.05E. E.
1.60 .03E.E.
.00n.s.
1.68 .00n.s.
E.

||
45°

||

E.

A.

|.

East

|

|

30°

E.

| || |

A.

B

!

|

15°

75°W

75°E

B

|

A

B

Time

1

||

South

A

A

West

SOLSTICE

B

n.s.. .56 .00
.98
E.E. .53 .02
.93
.42 .10
.78
.32 .18
.64
.51
.21 .252.03 p.m.
.10 .32W.E.
.38
.25
W.
.01 .38
9.57a.m. .13 .43
.13
.26 .48
.00
.41 .53
W. E. .13
.58 .58
11.01a.m. .27
.77 .62
.42
1.01 .66
.58
1.30 .70
.77
1.68 .74
.98
2.23 .77
1.23
3.06 .80
1.53
4.55 .81
1.93
8.03 .78
2.46
28.64 .40E.E.
3.27
81.85 .00n.s.
3.56

-

WINTER

.00
n.s. 1.83 .00
.08
E.E. 1.61 .11
.19
1.35 .25
.28
1.13 .35
.93 .43
.36
.75 .50
.43
.48
.59 .54
.43 .58
.53.12.57
p.m.
.28 .60
.57W. E.
.61
.14 .6112m.
.64
.00 .62W.
.65
W.
.14 .61
.67
12m. .28 .60
.67
.43 .58
.66
.59 .54
.64
.75 .50
.59
.93 .43
.52
1.13 .35
.41
1.35 .25
.20E. E.
1.61 .11E.E.
.00n.s.
1.83 .00n.s.

75°W

THE

A

.00
.01
.103.16 p.m.
.17W.E.
.25
.32
.39
.46
.54
.62
.71
.81
.94
1.12
1.40
1.988.44a.m.
4.62n.s.
3.84
.70
.62E. E.
.00s.s.

AT

.00
n.S. .95
E.
.07
.94
.16
.79
.25
.66
.33
.53
.40
.401.58p.m.
.28
.47W. E.
.53
.15
.59
.02
.65
W.E. .12
.71
ll.03 a.m. .27
.77
.42
.82
.60
.88
.79
.95
1.01
1.01
1.28
1.08
1.59
1.17
2.00
1.307.17
a.m.
2.53
3.29
1.79n.s.
4.13
.00E.E.
S.S.

60°W

60°

COURTS

B

w.s.. .28
.00
w.s.. .01
.00
n.S. .25
.00
S.E. .31
.01
S.E. .03
.01
.02
E.E. .23
.41
.10
.12
.10
.12
.14
.52
.19
.22
.18
.24
.05
.30
.26
.37
.65
.33
W.
.05
.82
.41
.54
.45
.35
8.44a.m. .16
1.02
.44
.77
.54
.59
.28
1.12
1.30
.70
.77
.54
.41
.66
1.7812m.
1.72 .93
.99
.57
2.40 1.28
1.30
.81
.76
3.72e.s.
3.73 1.9311.01
infinite
a.m.
1.73 1.00
1.00
2.43 1.29
7.70 3.83e.s.
1.31
3.72
3.78 1.83
1.75
1.78
es. 286.48|133.61
1.12
7.60 3.289.57a.m.
2.41
12.59p.m.7.60 3.28
.77
3.92 1.53
3.56
81.85 30.92e.s.
2.63
.89
.54
6.17
e.s. 9.84 3.13
.37
1.97
.55
2.03p.m.,4.75 1.21
1846
1.56
3.15
.58
.24
.32
s.s.22.02
2.37
.25
.12
1.28
.16
3.16 p.m. 7.21
.03S.E.
1.07
.02S.E.
1.88
.02S.E.
4.33
.00w.s.
1.02
1.78
.00w.s.
3.92
.00w.s.

A.

45°W

ORIENTED

Latitude

OF WALL

40° North

E.

30°W

#

|

45°

B

LENGTH

" . .

E.

15°W

60°W

OUTER

| | | | ||

30°

.

E.

A.

|
87

B
a.in.

D.in.

y

w.s.. .59
S.E. .62
.76
.91
1.11
1.39
1.78
2.41
3.68
7.49
infinite
e.s.7.49
12m. 3.68
2.41
1.78
1.39
1.11
.91
.76
.62
.59

'6

| | .

South

ORIENTED

AND

.

A

29

#

7.22a.m.
7.30
00
8.30
9.00
9.30
10.00
10.30
11.00
11.30
12.00m.
12.30p.m.
1.00
1.30
2.00
2.30
3.00
3.30
4.00
4.30
4.38

A
E.

15°

INNER

E.

.

|

A

45°W

||

|| |

Time
of
Day

|

.19
.31
.46
.66
.78
.92
.99
1.33
1.26
2.1112m
1.67
2.36
4.33e.s.
infinite
3.73
8.14
4.33
2.11
e.s. 63.66
1.33
12.57p.m.6.77
.92
3.63
.66
2.49
.46
1.89
.31
is:
.19
1.26
.07S.E.
1.07
.00w.s.
1.05

IN
Latitude

OF WALL

35° North

SHADOW

LENGTH

AND

B

A
A
4.43p.m.
.00N.E.
n.S. .61
n:s.
.00
.06
E. E. .23 .06
E.E. .53
.15
.43
.15 .153.11p.m.
.24
.24W.E.
.33
.33
W.
.04 .32
.23
.43
8.49a.m. .14 .40
.12
.54
.26 .48
.01
.66
.40 .57
W.E. .12
.80
.56 .65
10.02a.m. .25
.98
.75 .76
.40
1.23
100
.58
1.62
1.32 1.00
.78
2.351002a.m.
1.80 1.18
1.03
4.58e.s.
1.35
2.53 1.43
3.84 1.85
66.80
1.76
7.03 2.818.49a.m.
3.30
2.34
1.42
27.27 8.66n.s.
3.25
.74
4.87
s.s. 16.83 3.74
.38
8.64
3.11 p.m.,6.77 1.02
.13S.E
4.30 .26E. E.
30.14
.00w.s
3.40 .00s.s.
s.s.40.92
4.43p.m.
A.
A.

||

W.s.
N.E. .02
.03
7.17a.m. .12
16
.26
.21
.31
.43
.50
.66
.57
.74
.97
1.12
1.28
1.55
1.73
2.3811.03a.m.
4.97e.s.
2.48
3.98
36.45
3.61
8.64
1.75
es. 143.24
1.06
1.58p.m.8.26
.68
4.37
3.01
.24
2.31
.08S.E
1.87
.00w.s
1.64

B

||

South

W
.00

30°W

SUNSHINE

B

w.s.. .24
S.E.
.40
.50

DEFINING

A

i

A

15°

POINTS

B

.00

OF

B

w.s.. .54
S.E.
.74
.89
1.08
1.33
10.00
1.70
10.30
2.31
11.00
3.51
11.30
7.11
infinite
12.00m.
12.30p.m. e.s.7.11
1.00
12n. 3.51
30
2.31
2.00
1.70
1.33
2.30
3.00
1.08
.89
3.30
.74
4.00
.62
30
4.53
.54

DINATES

3
5

n
n

|:|
8

B

B

E

| | | ||

B
E.

B
E.

B
E.

B
E.

B

|

B

A

||| || |

*

S.

||
E.

A

B

|| |

A

B

| ||

B

B

B

A

01

.| | | |

E.

|

|

E.
E.

|

|||

|

|12 |

|

|

60°

.7

||

750

E.

B

|

|

A

45°

E.

30°

B

A.

B

A

E.

A

B

D V

.00
in
.08
.15
.20
.24
.27
00
.28
.2912m. 12.30
.30W. E. 12.00m.
11.30a.m.
.29
.28
.27
.24
.20
.15
.08E. E.
.00n.s.
East

|| |

15°

B

|

A

|

.00
n.s. 1.31
.06
E.E. 1.06
.12
.86
.18
.68
.53
.221.03p.m.
.39
.25W.
.28
.25
.29
.12
.31
.00
.31
|W.
.12
.32
12m. .25
.31
.39
.53
.29
.68
.25
.20
.86
.11E.
1.06
1.31
.00n.s

West

East

n

D.111

Time
of

p.y
# ''

|:

South

B

|
n.s.. .42 .00
.77
E.E. .30 .06
.62
.48
.19 .112.10p.m.
.35
.08 .17W.
W. E. .04 .21
.23
9.50a.m. .15 .25
.11
W. E.
.28 .29
.42 .31
10.57a.m. .14
.58 .34
.27
.76 .36
.41
.97 .38
.56
1.24 .39
1.59 .40
.93
2.09 .38
1.17
2.86 .34
1.47
4.26 .24E. E.
1.86
7.81 .00n.s.
2.44

A

B

.003.21p.m.
.05W. E.
.11
.17
.22
.27
.32
.37
.42
.47
.54
.61
.72
.908.39a.m.
1.50n.s.
1.72
.00s.s.

75°W

750

B

.14
.03
.08
.19
.31
.44
.60
.78
1.00
1.28
1.68
2.27
3.25
5.34
13.30
s.s. 3182
3.21p.m. 7.39

A

A

.00
n.s. 1.51 .00
.06
E.E. 1.31 .07
.13
1.08 .17
.20
.88 .24
.26
.70 .29
.54 .33
.301.01p.m.
.34W. E.
.40 .36
.37
.26 .38
.39
.13 .3912m.
.41
.00 .40W.E.
.42
W.E. .13 .39
.42
12m. .26 .38
.42
.40 .36
.40
.54 .33
.38
.70 .29
.32
.88 .24
.24
1.08 .17
.12E. E.
1.31 .07E.E.
.00n.s.
1.51 .00n.s.

West

SOLSTICE

A

.00
.05
.12
.18
.25
.32
.40
.48
.60
.75
1.01
1.619.50a.m.
5.75e.s.
2.16
.60
.19S.E.
.00w.s.

A

60°W

A

WINTER

75°W

THE

B

n.s..
E. E.
W. E.
8.39a.m.

45°W

AT

B

a

8.00a.m. w.s.. .76 .00
w.s.. .41
.00
w.s .13
S.30
S.E. .94 .07
.06
S.E
.23
S.E. .54
9.00
1.16 .17
.68
.14
.35
9.30
1.46 .29
.86
.22
.48
10.00
1.89 .45
.63
1.08
.31
.42
.80
10.30
2.58 .68
1.37
11.00
1.03
3.95 1.1212m.
1.79
.56
1.32
11.30
2.46
.77
8.03 2.35e.s.
12.00m.
1.73
3.73 1.15
infinite
infinite
2.37
7.20 2.1210.57 m.
12.30p.m. es. 8.03 2.35
1.00
3.53
71.62 19.73e.s.
m. 3.95 1.12
1.30
2.58 .68
6.46
e.s. 9.21 2.29
2.00
1.89 .45
.94
27.27
1.03p.m. 4.37
2.30
1.46 .29
2.84
.50
e.s. 13.00
3.00
2.08
.26
1.16 .17
2.10p.m.5.29
3.30
3.31
.94 .07S.E.
1.61
.10S.E.
4.00
2.39
.76 .00w.s.
1.29
00w.s.

A

E.
OF WALL ORIENTED

60°
E.

30°W

E.

LENGTH

B
Latitude

A.

||

50° North

COURTS

n.s.. .50 .00
.88
E.E. .42 .05
.77
.31 12
.63
.49
.20 .182.07p.m.
.09 .24W.E.
.37
W. E. .03 .29
.24
9.53a.m. .15 .34
.12
.27 .38
W.E. .00
.42 .42
10.59a.m. .13
.58 .46
.27
.49
.41
.99 .52
.57
1.27 .54
.75
1.63 .56
.95
2.15 .57
1.20
2.94 .56
1.49
4.37 .51
189
7.81 .34E. E.
2.44
15.89 .00n.s.
2.97
.7

E

15°W

17

45°

60°W

OUTER

|

South

|

30°

00

.043.19p.m.
.11W.
.18
.24
8.41a.m.
.30 .31
.36
.43
.49
.56
.64
.73
.85
1.03
1.408.41a.m.
2.71n.s.
3.11
.32E. E.
.00s.s.
E.

A.

in

.S. .20
E.E. .14
.04

AND

| .| |

15°

B
.00
.04
.12
.19
.25
.34
.43
.52
.64
.79
1.02
1.39
2.329.53a.m.
11.17e.s.
27.01
.93
.39
.11S.E.
.00w.s.

45°W

ORIENTED

B

| |

A

A

IN INNER
Latitude

OF WALL

45° North

SHADOW

LENGTH

AND

|

| |

South

-

w.s.. .06
.00
.05
S.E. .13
.23
.13
.22
.34
.31
.46
.43
.61
.56
.79
.74
1.01
1.02
1.31
1.53
1.73
2.9310.59a.m.
2.40
3.66
70.22e.s.
2.86
6.85
1.25
38.19
.70
e.s. 11.20
.41
2.07p.m.5.05
.21
3.25
.07S.E.
2.39
.00w.s.
2.01

B

| |

A

A.

30°W

SUNSHINE

A

.00
w.s.. .34
.05
S.E. .41
.53
.16
.67
.27
.84
.42
1.05
.61
.90
1.34
1.4512m.
1.75
2.43
3.02e.s.
infinite
3.73
7.49
3.02
1.45
190.98
.90
e.s.8.51
.61
1.01p.m.4.17
.42
2.73
.27
2.03
.16
1.59
.05S. E.
1.29
.00w
1.13

DEFINING

B

w.S. .66
S.E. .76
.93
1.14
1.42
1.84
2.51
3.81
7.70
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4.

The Side

The area of

Wall of
a side

shine is determined

an Outer Court.

wall of an outer court in sun
by identically the same coordi

nates as for an inner court.
The area receiving- sunshine

through the top is
in the same manner as in an inner court.
The additional area receiving sunshine through the
open end is defined by drawing a vertical line from the
defined

point fixed by the coordinates

in ascertaining1 the area

illuminated through the top to the bottom of the
court.
The added area in sunshine is that between
this vertical line and the open end (Diagram 6).
If
the point fixed by the coordinates should in the case
of an outer court opening toward the sun fall outside
the face of the side wall considered, there is no occa
sion for drawing either the horizontal or the vertical
line as the entire wall is then in sunshine (Dia
gram 7).
If the closed end of the court is toward
the sun, the shadow lines are the same as for an
inner court.
5.

The End

Wall of

an Outer Court.

The coordinates are plotted in the same manner for
the end wall of an outer court as for an inner court.
When the open end of the outer court faces the
sun and the point fixed by the coordinates for the end
wall falls outside the wall, only so much of the wall as
is above the diagonal line drawn from this point to
the upper corner

nearest

the sun receives sunshine.

When the point fixed by the coordinates, however,
falls on the end wall, an area in addition to that situ
ated above the diagonal line receives sunshine.
This
additional area is the surface of the end wall between
a vertical line drawn through the point fixed by the
coordinates and the side wall at that time furthest
from the sun <Diagram 8 ) . When the closed end of
the outer court faces the sun, the end wall of the
outer court is entirely in shadow.
6.

The Interior of

The portion

of

a

a Room.

wall within

a room

illuminated

by sunshine entering- a window is determined in the
same manner as that for the corresponding- wall of an
outer court receiving sunshine

through the open end.
The width of the court is taken as the distance be
tween the edge of the window nearest the sun and
the opposite wall of the room at that time furthest
from the sun ; the height of the court as the height

for the same
Similarly coordinates
sun.
diminished in width by the width of the win
dow will give the point in sunshine from the upper
corner of the window furthest from the sun.
Ver
tical lines dropped from each of these two points, of
a length equal to the height of the window opening,
determine the points in sunshine from the two lower
corners of the window. The portion of the wall en
closed by lines connecting these four points is the
area at that time in sunshine from the whole window
opening.
Of course, some of these points may fall
outside the wall in the room at right angles to the
window. This simply means that part of the pos
sible sunshine
on an indefinitely extended
wall
strikes the floor or the wall opposite the window.
The portion of the wall opposite the window in sun
shine at any particular time is obtained in the same
manner as that of an end wall in an outer court.
It has been assumed above that the window open
ing is effective to the edge of the glass.
This condi
tion is true only where the wall in which the window
is set has no appreciable thickness.
When the sun
shine falling on a particular wall in a room is limited,
not by the edge of the glass, but by the sides of the
window opening, or by obstructing walls either inside
or outside the room, the coordinates should be plotted
for a court, the dimensions of which are determined
not by the edge or surface of the window pane, but
by the edge and distance of such obstructing wall.
est the
court

Need

for Sunlight Engineering.

Sunlight engineering has in the past been all but
wholly ignored in city planning. The width and ar
rangement of streets, the length and breadth of lots,
and the size of blocks have all been fixed without the
slightest reference to latitude or sun.
And so it has
been in housing, too.
The height of buildings, the
size and thickness of window openings, the depth of
rooms, and the least dimension of courts and yards
without any con
have generally been determined
of the fact that the altitude of the sun
sideration
varies not only during each day of the year, but
during each moment of the day. From the way cities
are planned and houses built one would never know
that the sun described during half the year less
Both
than half a circle in its orbit through the sky.
the street plan and the building plan of many a city
would

suggest

that the inhabitants

were under

the

of the top of the window

illusion that sunlight was equally available in all

of the court

directions.

above the floor ; the length
as the depth of the room from the win

The coordinates A and B when plotted
on the wall furthest from the sun — A as the distance
in from the window, and B as the distance down from
the upper edge of the window — give the point in
sunshine from the upper corner of the window near
dow surface.

The low sun and the short day are the two great
disabilities of a northern latitude in winter.

natural
These

two disadvantages

overcome

may, to a large

by the application

in city planning and housing.

extent, be

of sunlight engineering

THE FORUM COLLECTION OF
MODERN GOTHIC ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
PLATE FIVE

J

FREE rendering of Gothic precedent in simple
-f± forms, particularly fortunate in its pleasing con
tour of mass and fine relation of scale between tracery.

mouldings, and units of masonry wall. An interest
ing use of inscriptions as a decorative motif is shown
on the facia beneath the gable copings.

DETAIL OF UPPER PORTION OF TOWER, CHURCH OF THE EPIPHANY
SHERWOOD, WEST PHILADELPHIA, PA.
DAY ecKLAUDER AND E. E. HENDRICKSON,
DETAIL DRAWING
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Yorkship Village
CAMDEN, N. J.

A DEVELOPMENT FOR THE NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION,
ELECTUS

N

'OW

States

ARCHITECT

D. LITCHFIELD,
By CHARLES

C.

MAY
States 5 per cent interest
plus 3 per

that the Fed

on its loan,

eral Government

of the LTnited
has definitely

accepted
offered

the

cent

payment

challenge

by the combina

of low speed pro
and universal
shortage of houses,
nothing can exceed in
interest for students of
the subject the working
out in practice of the
relation of the govern

appraisal

mental

a reasonable

tion

duction

sponsor

villages over
has assumed

guardianship.

to

pected

that

the project

siderable

period

after

the war.
Provision is
made, therefore, for an
to be made at

time after
the close of hostilities,

it

at which time the Gov

temporary-

It

the

will be able to meet all
its obligations for a con

the

which

on

principal. In view of the
conditions under which
building is carried on,
it is hardly to be ex

must

is prepared

ernment

if

to

be worked

absorb

authority has thus

good share of the excess
cost, due to abnormal

out in prac
tice because the Federal
wished

to avoid

ownership
ism, and

or

far

direct

necessary

conditions

landlord

charge,

the specific
terms of participation by
the Government
in the

Street View Showing Single House Types

provision of industrial vil
lages, and later withdrawal from the administration
of them, are matters not as yet fully explored or
proven.

fair competitive
more favorable

In

the
on

the company is permitted

plant, it is separated

purpose.

This company's dividends
to '5 per cent, but it must

are permanently limited
first pay to the United
205

more

to sell

houses to individuals — in fact, it is rather encour
aged to do so, since the proceeds from such sales are
credited as part of the amortization charges.

ting.

sibility for the construction and immediate admin
of the village is vested in the Fairview
istration
Realty Company, an organization formed for the

own

circumstances.

the meantime

over the development),

care and respon

once
feet,

on a
basis, with other ventures born under

One of the earliest opportunities for observing the
workings of the newly constructed machine will be
afforded by the progress of the industrial develop
ment called Yorkship Village, which adjoins the city
of Camden, N. J.
The industry which calls this village into being is
that of the New York Shipbuilding Corporation, one of
the largest of the plants along the water fronts of the
entire country.
While the new housing development
is legally a part of the city of Camden, it is physi
cally a self-contained unit of population, lying outside
the built-up portion of the present city ; while the
Government of the United States is legally the holder
of a controlling interest in the property (since, as
lender of most of the money, it holds a mortgage
the active

war

setting

thereby

project
its

a

as

a

As architect

for the development,

the

company

selected Mr. Electus D. Litchfield of New York.

He
for the general plan of the village ;
while the engineering features, such as water supply,
sewerage, gas, etc., are in charge of Lbckwood,
Green & Company.
Mr. Litchfield began active work
on the project during the first week of February. At
present writing (the first week in June) much of the
foundation work is in place, and brickwork is getting
is also responsible

under way.

The photographs reproduced herewith show how
fortunate the new village has been in its natural set
Within walking distance of the shipbuilding
by the winding stream known
as Newton Creek.
It gains thus the important asset
of definition at its boundary line, without losing, as is
usually the case, the close relation between living and
working quarters of its citizens.
A third side of the
town (the stream really borders two of them) is
bounded by a highway which forms the main con-
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On the
necting link by road to the city of Camden.
fourth side there is a tract of land as yet unoccupied,

similar in character to that now being- developed, and
in this direction lies the outlet for future expansion.

It

may be assumed that this feature has not been lost
of the main arteries of
sight of in the disposition
traffic in the present town plan.

The area selected for immediate subdivision com
prises some 200 acres of moderately rolling country
side, of which a little less than half will be developed
The land has an elevation above the high

at once.

water of the creek of about 10 feet and is thus reason
ably

free

from

danger from

It

has

FORUM

the public and semi-public buildings of the
the plan shows the high school and
its athletic field, to the east the area of less expensive

grouped
town.

Beyond,

dwellings, and at the opposite side of the town, the
higher grade residential district. This latter section
is not included in the program for immediate devel
opment, nor have the civic features aside from the
buildings around Albemarle Square been definitely
determined and located, but tentative provision has
been made for them as a part of the town plan, in
order that the ultimate result may be properly unified.
The village green, "Albemarle Square," as it
has

any

overflow.

also

207

been

an

open

320

by

jected.

are numerous

fully

and

modest

centers planned or pro
It is being care

fine old

not

country lanes, and, it
goes without saying,
that these, the prin
cipal natural feature

area

being

landscape,
preserved

of town
Plan of a Typical Block Showing Lot Arrangement

care.

Besides

this

growth over the whole area there is a
belt of woods skirting the creek along
the part reserved for the higher grade residential
This, being somewhat low lying, is to be
section.
developed and reserved for a park border for that
scattered

considerable

entire side of the town.
Reservations

such as this are an expression

of the

zoning principle on which the town plan is based.
The anatomy of the structure is peculiarly simple,
since the main access to the plant is by bridge over
the river, and this thoroughfare thus becomes at once
the main artery of the whole circulatory system.
Its
focus is the village square, devoted to business build
ings,

with

a

only an enclosed
which may well
serve for the utility

are

with greatest

studied

view toward producing

hedgerows

along the existing

of the

is

about

320
feet — a
size compared
with some of the civic

sufficient

height to allow the use
of cellars without the
necessity of expensive
waterproofing.
There
trees

named,
space

and the adjoining common,

where

are to be

business

commerce,

and

but may

also possess the virtue
variety,
of good composition,
and
architectural
dignity.
As the perspectives indicate, the general character
of this square and the common will be reminiscent of
some of the best of our New England towns.
Mr.
Litchfield has aimed, while not sacrificing any of the
advantages of collective planning, to give this square,
and indeed the whole village, the feeling of a town
which has grown through a period of years, rather
than that of one which has sprung full grown from
the earth, without traditions or reminiscences of a
long-past

A

youth.

study of the town plan shows that local tradition

has been respected in matters of street system, lotting,
wide, ranging,
etc.
The streets are comparatively

Two Views on the Site ot Yorkship Village
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Elevation of Five-Family House Composed of Typical Units

with one or two excep
tions, from 50 feet up to
a maximum, in case of
Broadway,
the main
of
axial thoroughfare,
124 feet.
These widths
provide, in even the

rears of all houses in a

minor residential

majority of whose dwellings are in groups.
Even so, one can hardly
avoid grudging this 12
feet of space at the rear
lines of lots which aver

streets, for ample spaces

age

not

for planting, especially
since the roadways

feet

and

themselves

are

kept

community,

LI

widths of 24
feet.
The use of

32

the alley system

more
are

great

than
in

70

some

cases even less.

to

moderate

or

the

is due

As we have said, the
majority of the

great
907

houses

contract

now

under

are in groups.

partly to local

prefer

These reach a maximum

ence, but

to the

length of eleven units,
while at the other end
of the scale there are

more

need of

providing con

venient

access

to

the

fjjxz plams or rrrc Yi

FLOOe.
FIMIS Or TYPEYS

Floor Plans of Types in Group House Below

PerspectiveView of Group of Five Houses
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cal part of the proc

semi

to have

detached houses, and

ess

some few singlefamily
detached
dwellings. Of these
latter there will be a
much larger propor

worked

fronting

similar

tion in the residential

problems

in

tectural

quantity

section

out success

fully in this case and
to be of value to
others

for

reserved

appears

who are con

archi

later development.

production.

The houses them
selves are of nu
merous types, which

For the houses
themselves, Mr.

Elevation of Three-Family House

Litchfield,

They are planned on
the most straightforward lines,

classes.
nearly

all

full

of

two

story

group units
this architecturally
possible.
This fact is also
advantageous in allowing
roofing and framing
simplest
height,

J

1 ] HTCHCN

1
—I
■ *^v^

In cases such

as

ACDIOM

ingenious.

First, units for the

various

types were drawn

in plan and elevation as working drawings, modifying them
as necessary to make them suitable
intermediate

motives.

then photographed,

in

as some

of ordinary
For use on
Mr. Litch

field has devised a use of slate
surfaced,
asphalt
roofing
in

rwoR. Pbws roji type R*

Floor Plans of Typical Units in Group House
Shown Above

rolls, but laid on the roofs by
turning it up and over raised
batten

strips

after the manner

of tin roofs.

for terminal or

These typical elevations were
and many prints of each struck

Each of these tiny elements then became one
of a series of motives which could be readily and
flexibly grouped into compositions to fit any con
ditions presented by the town plan.
These built-up
groups are again photographed,
and the resulting
prints, taken in connection with the typical largescale plans, become the working drawings for the
groups.
Very few short cuts to architectural creation
off.

markets,

frame construction.
many of the roofs,

and
out

material

and

stucco on metal lath and stud,
as well

plans as well as in construction
is of the essence, the procedure

is both novel

constructions

or two. Thus, while the ma
jority of the houses will be of
brick exterior, there will also
be nurhbers of them built of

this, where

ent groups

This has the ad
also of drawing upon

stead of tending to exhaust one

in producing

in designing and getting out
drawings for the many differ

of

several
i

everywhere.
the time element

variety
materials.
vantage

the large

making

1 If/SIf BXM

pursuing

the idea of creating a fiat vil
lage which may have the quality
of a grown-up one, is using a

among the
divide themselves
four, five, six, and seven room

This method of
laying should give scale and interest to a roof
which has hitherto had the merits of durability and
economy.

All

of bathrooms,
have accommodations
light, gas, and heat from hot air furnaces.
The latter are complete installations with ducts carried
houses

electric

to each room.

It

is greatly to be regretted

schedule

of

costs

for either

that at the moment no
house construction

or

General esti
public utilities can be made available.
mates were tjAen, to be sure, in mid-winter, and it

have proved

ac

may be said that

ceptable

the

the

long run : but
for cases where

then

units
averaged

about

$2,700

repetition

ments in varying

cost. This aver
age cost repre

is
combinations
an essential proc-

ture

ess of

in

of ele

in

sented the struc

design,

method
of
speeding up the
purely mechani-

house

alone

and

took no account

of land,

this

street

improvements
Elevation of Three-Family House with Flat Roof

nor utilities and
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Elevation of Double House Composed of Units L and N Shown in Plan
at Left and Right

overhead.
under

which

built
plus

is
a

based
fixed

contractor's

sibility

unrestricted
development
on the outskirts to take
of the newly
advantage
These
created values.

The contract
they will be
upon

cost

for the
This
profit.
sum

fixed sum is well below the

conditions

contractor's

per

the method of operation im

date

posed by the Government
because of its financial aid,

centage.

The
under

completion
the

first

are new among

American towns, and, what
is of greater importance,

limit allowed
cantonment
work

proportionate

in the
for the

of

commercial

contract

falls in September, so that
early next fall we should
be able to point to a
new in our
phenomenon
national life — some 1,400

which will

be

even after

the realty cor

maintained

poration's indebtedness
the Government

assures

discharged,
Plans for External and Internal 45° Angle Houses

constituting,
workmen,
with their families, a town of 5,000 persons, living:
which the National Government
under conditions
alone has been able to bring about. We have in Yorkship Village an entire town carried out in a homo
that promises
to
geneous architectural treatment
possess great charm, a town plan following the
zoning system which should operate to control future
development in a manner that will ensure protection
to the home districts, and distinct natural advantages
in the way of definite boundaries, removing the pos-

any earnings
erty

over

to

has been
that

of the prop

and

above

the

limited dividends allowed will be expended in further
The opportunity for
improvement of the development.
the individual to live in surroundings of decency and
amenity, so often denied to the man without financial
backing,

becomes now a matter of national

policy.

It

of our outlook as a people toward
this and allied questions that men see greatest signs of
is in the broadening

at the present moment, and it is as a contri

promise
bution

toward

plishment

this end that Mr. Litchfield's accom

at Camden is of greatest significance.

Elevation of Nine-Family Group House Composed of Typical Units
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Some Recent Country Club Houses
has come to be an important sport in
American life, ranking second only to base
From
ball in the number of its adherents.
humble beginnings it has grown to such an extent in
recent years as to embrace 1,748 courses, according
It is estimated
to the American Annual Golf Guide.
that $85,000,000 are invested in club houses and
courses, with an additional $5,000,000 in clubs and
balls, so it is easily apparent that the financial in
vestment far surpasses that of any other American
sport.
It is the only game that is so universally
appealing as to induce people to take time regularly
from business or other activities to obtain outdoor
recreation and exercise.
The planning of golf and country club houses has

GOLF

therefore

are presented a selection of recent country
clubs, embracing types devoted to all country sports
as well as those restricted to a particular sport, such
as golf or tennis, and the essential features of each
of the buildings illustrated are mentioned
in the
following descriptive notes.
In attacking the problem of plan for the West Side
Tennis Club at Forest Hills Gardens, the architects
and Board of Governors were confronted with cer
tain very definite limitations.
First : As the club drew a large part of its mem
bership from New York City, it was desirable that
the club house be placed within a two-minute walk of
the railroad station.
Second : It was highly desirable that the building
there

be so placed on the prop
erty as to allow for the

become an im

portant phase of archi
tectural practice, and
splendid oppor
affords
tunities for the creation
of buildings of an in
formal and picturesque
character. The work of
the architect extends as
well to the development
of landscape features,
for, in addition to an at
tractive house, it is de
sirable that playing over

maximum number of ten
nis courts, sixty-four in
all bein.yf provided. While
the club house was de
signed to have a central

building with two flank
ing wings, it was decided
to construct

the

central

portion only.
This in
volved incorporating all
essentials of a complete
■BLOCIvPLAN
club house in this middle
CLUBHOUSE. & ENDOF PROPERTY'
portion and at the same
a course be made attrac
West Side Tennis Club, Forest Hills, L. I.
time so designing it that
tive from natural advan
AtterburyandJohn A. Tompkins,Associated
Grosvenor
Architects
the future wings could
tages or treatment
of
be added at any time without undue disturbance.
planting which will offer pleasant vistas from points
Third : In the matter of cost, there was on the one
of vantage.
The demands of members on a club house are hand the necessity of providing ample accommoda
tions for the existing membership ; and on the other
many and varied, and because of them the develop
the high standard of construction set for all build
ment of the plan presents a particularly interesting
ings in the restricted locality in which the club house
problem. For that part of the club's facilities bear
ing on the athletic side the requirements are simple
was to be built.
and comprise chiefly locker space for the members
These conditions were met first by the Board of
with adjoining toilets and shower baths and facilities Governors, who acquired a piece of land west of Con
tinental avenue, which was fairly level, requiring
for the management.
Further requirements are ac
but a comparatively small amount of grading for the
commodations for caddies, club repairing room, and
The fanlike shape of this property dictated
professional's quarters, which are often incorporated courts.
in a separate small building in connection with the the alignment of the courts on diverging lines with
course.
The social side of the club will require the club house at the apex.
Second : By the architects in sketching out a
facilities in proportion to its membership and the
The use scheme for a tripartite treatment, the center unit of
intended use of the club by the members.
of country clubs is rapidly being extended through
which was built, with provision for the future addi
tion of the wings.
the entire year, and an important factor in their
planning is the provision of easy means of closing up
It is expected that, at some time in the future,
portions of a club so that the part necessary to these additional wings may be constructed to contain
on one side squash courts and swimming pool and on
accommodate those following winter sports may be
the other the dining room.
There also remains the
comfortably heated and operated in cold weather.
In the plates of this issue and the following pages possibility of adding two piazzas on the courts' side.

ill
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It will be seen by reference to the plan that the
large assembly room occupies the central portion of
the building, with its fireplace toward the entrance
from the street, while the opposite side gives an un
On either side is
obstructed view of the courts.
The south
a hallway, to be used by all members.
end of the building is devoted to the needs of the
women members and the north side to the club ser
The entire second story is given over to the
vice.
men's locker room, etc. ; while the double set of
doors at the head of each staircase permits the
women to have access to the open deck overlooking
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the courts.

Third

After a careful study of construction cost
the following materials were chosen : for foundation
walls, concrete cast in wood forms ; for walls above,
terra cotta blocks covered with stucco, with half
timber planted on in the gables and dormer faces.
Where the proposed wings would connect with the
main building, frame construction is used above the
The roof is covered with flat fire
second floor.
flashed interlocking tile in varying shades of red and
brown. A small amount of steel was used where
required for strength and to reduce settlement due
All other framing was done in spruce
to shrinkage.
The exterior color scheme is a warm
and hemlock.
drab stucco, gray timbers, and white sash.
The interior finish consists of chestnut trim in the
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Cross Section, Locker Building, the Country Club, Brookline, Mass.

principal rooms and halls, and cypress elsewhere
All
with birch and cypress doors and birch floors.
finish was kept very simple in design and all wood
In the interest of economy the
work was stained.
second floor locker rooms were left with rafters ex
posed and stained. In the construction of the shower
rooms marble was used for the partitions and the
entire floor was of composition. A full and complete
plumbing system was installed, and in the basement
the necessary branch lines were run to provide for
future additional fixtures. The heating system con
sists of a one-pipe, steam heating plant
of modern type.

The Locker Building of the Country
Club of Brookline, Mass., forms the end
of a quadrangle of buildings and stands
on a ledge which falls off steeply at the
rear toward the south.
The plan is
distinguished by an arrangement
of
lockers which divides them in groups or
Besides
this arrangement,
sections.
which was stipulated from the begin
ning, effort was centered upon securing
a maximum of natural light and ventila
tion, together with centralization of ad
ministration. Perhaps the most interest
ing feature of the building is its cross
section, shown in the accompanying illus
tration. By cutting away the floor of the
second story next the front wall, where it
would be valueless for lack of head room,
the air within the building is allowed to
circulate freely in such a way that in
direction the wind may be,
whatever
The
effective ventilation is maintained.
windows everywhere come above the level
of the top of the lockers, so that all outer
wall space is available, and the interior
A radiator stands
is flooded with light.
in the center of each section of lockers,
surrounded by a bench for use in dress

^

Entrance to Locker Building, the Country Club, Brookline, Mass
Andrews,RantoulOcJones,Architects

THE ARCHITECTURAL
ing.
At the two ends of the building private
dressing rooms are supplied, with adjoining toilet
accommodations.
The main plumbing facilities are
located in the center of the building opposite the
entrance and a shaft is carried through to the roof,
supplying additional light and ventilation. The
floors are of maple.
The exterior has
red brick walls, with
white wooden trim
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180,000 cubic feet, and the cost was $42,400, making
Con
cost per cubic foot about 231/£ cents.
struction was started in the fall of 1915.
The plumbing includes 4 sinks, 10 wash basins, 12
urinals, 5 waterclosets, 11 shower baths, and 5 bath
The building is heated by steam radiators,
tubs.
with boiler plant in
the

basement.

mings and slate roof.

The plan of the
Richmond Country
Club eliminates hall

The

ways as much as pos

ployed

bricks
are

em
of

sible,

the

allowing

the

large unit type,
forming a hollow

eral dining room, and

wall, with light gray
bricks on the inside

the corridor service.

assembly

gen

billiard room to take

carefully pointed.

This has the advan
tage of giving a more
open plan, which is

The building is of
second class con
struction. A system
sprin
of automatic

klers is installed

throughout.
It is
150
feet long and
covers a total area
of 7,478 square feet.
Its cubical contents
are approximately

room,

FirstFloorPlan

Locker Building, the Country Club, Brookline, Mass.
Andrews,Rantoul& Jones,Architects

important in a south
This
ern climate.
plan also subordi
nates the bedroom
feature, with the idea
that this part of a
country club is used
only for a limited

period,

therefore
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ing extending northwest
an angle
45 degrees,
dining
porch,
and
located that all access
the
dining room, grill room, and second floor private
dining rooms
from one end, thereby ensuring
quick and economical service.
The porch located along the east side
the main
to

is

to

to

basement

provides access from the men's lockers
the grill room and also with the bachelors' quarters

north end.

get
The room
situated
on both east and west sides, which will permit
its being opened up
summer and securing out
porch.
side air and ventilation almost equal
The kitchen occupies all that portion
the build
the

light

of

story.

separated from the lounge by
parti
room. This
arranged that they
tion formed
accordion doors
can
folded back into pockets
each side
the
room, thus throwing the entire front portion
the
building into one large room that can be used as
ball room or for other club entertainments.
The locker room
the wing extending
the
space two stories
height, and
north occupies
at the present time will accommodate over two hun
dred lockers. Provision
made for two shower
bath rooms, one on each floor,
connection with
the locker room, each
these rooms containing
three shower baths.
The grill room
the same
wing
by 34 feet, with
large open fireplace

so

10

of

of to

In

to a

A

generous
room.
wash room and toilet room
proportions, with complete equipment, has also been
provided close
and connecting with both the
shower and locker room.
the men's section the staircase, adjacent
the
the third
grill room, extends from the

walls. Exterior terrace floors are paved with brick
herringbone pattern, with borders
large,
laid
red quarry tiles.
Interior trim used throughout, ex
cept
the grill room,
white wood painted. All
quartered oak, and on
floors on the first story are
comb-grain yellow pine.
other stories
The build
ing
heated with steam.
was erected during the
year 1915 and completed early
the year 1916.
The cost was approximately 24 cents per cubic foot,
including the heating plant, plumbing, electrical
equipment, electric fixtures, vacuum cleaning plant,
screens, weather strips, etc.
The Scioto Country Club
situated that the
by
main approach for motor cars and carriages
drive leading up
the west entrance. The main
front
the building
toward the east, overlooking
the golf links and the picturesque valley that ex
tends through the grounds
the club from north
to south.
Colonial,
In architectural treatment the building
the exterior being rough red brick with wood trim,
window frames, cornice, etc., painted white, the
shingles stained green. The building
roof being
170 feet long from north
south and, including
the kitchen wing and porch,
150 feet from east
west. The lounging room
26 by 53 feet.
To
the north
the main lounging room
the dining

is

a

18

18

72

by

is

a

24

15

as

by

18

18

in

of

is

in

to

is

designed with
about seventy-five. The kitchen
facilities
serve approximately three hundred per
sons at one time.
The locker rooms, showers, and toilets for both
men and women are located
the basement.
The
women's locker room provides lockers for about fifty
Connecting with their locker room
members.
small lounging room. The floor and side walls
the
toilet and wash rooms and shower rooms are tiled.
The men's locker room provides accommodation
for approximately two hundred and fifty lockers,
by
varying
inches,
size
follows:
inches, and
high.
inches and
inches
The locker room has clear ceiling height
feet
and
well lighted. Eight shower baths with dress
ing rooms have been provided adjacent
the locker

This staircase hall
from the garden court on the base
ment floor level.
The building
combination
frame and ma
sonry construction. Where frame walls occur they
correspond with other
are veneered with brick,
on the second and third stories.

can be entered

is

of

to

to

to

8

in

a

in

of

is

in

is

in

of

is

all

all

making it unwise to devote highly desirable space
to it.
Materials used in the building were in all cases
local, except the enamel brick used in the swimming
pool in the basement under the palm room.
The
balance of the brick used in exterior walls and ter
race floors is a local brick, varying in shades from
almost black to dark red, laid with raked joints.
The locker arrangements in the basement permit
of convenient use of the pool on specific days during
the week by the lady members.
The cost of the
club per cubic foot was the very low figure of 15
cents in 1910, which is largely attributed to the use
of local materials and the open plan.
The Norfolk Country Club is characterized by the
same openness in plan as the Richmond Club and
uses two levels for the first floor, thereby hugging
the ground.
The roof construction in nearly
exposed.
local,
cases
The materials used are
the trim and exterior mill work being undressed
material. One
the principal features
this club
fireplaces,
the
which are unusually large and very
successful from an operating standpoint.
height, all
The locker room
two stories
the framework being exposed, with three shower
rooms consisting
two showers each. The porch
floors and the café floor are ordinary common brick
laid
sand with
sand joint.
The cost
the
building was
per
cents
cubic foot
1911.
pro
The Inwood Country Club was designed
vide accommodations
for approximately three hun
dred members.
The grill room will accommodate
sixty persons, the dining room from
from fifty
porch
seventy-five
one hundred, and the dining

of
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Grill Room, Bob-o-Link Golf Club, Highland Park, Ill.
Brown& Walcott,Architects

Grill Room, Shaker Heights Country Club, Cleveland, O.
FrankB. Meade& JamesHamilton,Architects

building is 17 by 76 feet, and is so constructed as to
permit of its being closed in with glass and heated
when so desired.

The Essex County Club at Manchester-by-the-Sea,
Mass., is built in a permanent way, so that it may
be used equally as much in winter as in summer. It
is a free adaptation of English architecture with
Georgian detail in the porches, and with an excep
tionally rich texture in wall and roof surfaces.
The
exterior walls are of common red brick laid in run
ning bond with every seventh course, all headers.
The roofs are covered with slates graduated in ex
posure and thickness. Cornices, window trim, and
porch details are of wood, painted white, and gutters
are of the metal hanging type.
The building
was
">"

- ||E:FEHTTT'--H.
|-H:
2.92.
ar

—l
¥1.
First and Second Floor Plans

General View

of

Tt—

|-l.
t-i-- T– ---|

quarters on the first floor near the main entrance.
The Shaker Heights Country Club is admirably
located, ten miles from the heart of Cleveland.
The
view obtained from the broad, double avenued ap

f

|||

The ladies' locker and dressing rooms are on the
second floor and are reached directly from the ladies’

cado
anxf

Norfolk Country Club

Norfolk Country Club, Norfolk, Va.
Neff Thompson,Architects
of

•

might be taken advan
tage of.
The wing
containing the dining
room and extending
out toward the golf

TOOnn.

| #++
|
h',
s

prevailing breezes

&

|

[...

planned to provide
porches on these exposures so that all the

links is intended to screen the entrance to the men's
locker building from those watching the play from
the porch. The locker building is attached to the
main building and, being situated on lower ground,
it has been made two full stories in height without
detracting from the importance of the main façade.
From the second floor easy access is had to the café
and the men's porch through the men's lounging
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ens Room
Essex County Club, Manchester-by-the-Sea,Mass.

proach offers a charming picture of a long and low,

gray brick structure, with its rolling roof
weathered to a brownish gray, and quaint dormers.
Entrance is made at either end of the central or
main part of the building : the one at the east giving
direct access, through a medium sized hall in which
light

the office and telephone rooms are located,
grill room in the basement, to the men's
rooms and showers
to the ground floor

to the

locker

located in the eastern wing, and
where

the guest

rooms

are lo

cated ; the other entrance gives access to the assem
bly room, ladies' rest room, and porch occupying the
entire western wing, and to the lounging room at the

left. A beamed corridor running the full length of
the dining room, which occupies the main part, con
nects the two outlying wings.

The grill room opens out on a terrace leading
directly to the golf links. The ladies' locker rooms,

in the opposite wing of the building, give
direct access to the links and afford a desired privacy.
The interior, treated in a restrained English man
ner, by the employment of individual pieces of furni
ture, by a most unusual assortment of prints, and a
discriminating choice in the selection of fabrics and
rugs, reflects an atmosphere that is both pleasing
and harmonious.
The automatic sprinkler system
feature
used throughout has had the objectionable
removed by making it a part of the decorative orna
ment in the plaster ceilings, which are Early English
in character. The fireplaces in the lounging and
assembly rooms have facings of artificial Caen stone.
The grill room, finished in English oak, with Wind
sor chairs and tables, has Old English prints and sil
houettes on the walls, conveying the effect of an old
tap room.
The walls are of rough gray plaster and
the floor is cement marked off in large squares.
located

/

Shaker Heights Country Club from the Golf Course
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HADDONFIELD,

SIMON ecBASSETT, ARCHITECTS

N. J.

Notes Concerning Federal Government Building
The Housing Department of the Shipping
Board is now located at 140 North Broad street,
Philadelphia.
It is known as the Department of
Passenger Transportation and Housing:.
sonnel of this Department is :

The per

A. Merritt Taylor, Director.

J.

Rogers Flannery, Assistant Director.
Robert D. Kohn, architect, New York, Chief of
Production.
Frank Goodwillie, architect (Wallis &Goodwillie),
New York, Deputy Chief of Production.
D. Everett Waid, architect, New York, Deputy
Chief of Production.
E. J. Russell, architect (Mauran, Russell &
Crowell), St. Louis, Deputy Chief of Production.

Branch of Design : F. L. Ackerman,
architect
(Trowbridge & Ackerman), New York, Chief.
Project Supervisors : F. Mathesius, architect (Rich
& Mathesius), New York; L. A. Goldstone, archi
tect (Rouse & Goldstone), New York; E. S. Klein,
architect (LaBeaume & Klein), St. Louis; W. T.
Karcher, architect (Karcher & Smith), Philadel
phia ; A. Mackintosh, architect, New York ; E. C.
Wachendorff, architect, Atlanta, Ga. ; J. W. Ritchie,
architect, Philadelphia.

The following Housing

Commissions

have

been

assigned:

Bath, Me., Texas Shipbuilding Co. Appropria
Architect, R. Clipston Sturgis,
tion $540,000.
Boston.

Portsmouth, N. H., Atlantic Corporation. Ap
propriation $1,120,000.
Architects, Kilham & Hop
kins, Boston.
Bristol, Pa., Merchants Shipbuilding Co. Ap
Architect, Carroll H. Pratt,
propriation $3,850,000.
Bristol.
Hog Island. Appropriation $6,450,000.
Amer
ican
International Shipbuilding Co.
Consulting
architect, Owen Brainard,
New York.
Architect
for Dormitories, Geo. M. Bartlett, New York.
Camden,
N. J., New York Shipbuilding Co.
Appropriation $3,686,400.
Architect, E. D. Litch
field, New York.
Chester, Pa.,
Sun Shipbuilding Co. Appropria
Architect, Ernest Flagg, New
tion $1,800,000.
York.
Chester, Pa., Chester Shipbuilding Co. Appro
priation $1,540,000.
Architect, G. Edwin Brum
baugh.
Simon & Bassett, consulting architects,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wilmington, Del., Pusey & Jones and Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Co. Appropriation $2,500,000. Archi
tects, Ballinger & Perrot, Philadelphia.

For Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Sparrow's Point.
Architect, Edward
Appropriation $1,000,000.
L. Palmer, Jr., Baltimore.
Appropriation $1,500,000.
Newport News, Va.
Newport News Shipbuilding Co. Architect, Francis
Y. Joannes, New York.
Jacksonville, Fla., Merrill-Stevens Shipbuilding
Architect, H. T.
Appropriation $500,000.
Co.
Klutho, Jacksonville, Fla.
Lorain, Ohio, American Shipbuilding Co. Ap
propriation $770,000. Architect, Abram Garfield,

Co.

Cleveland.
Port Jefferson, L. I., Bayles Shipyard, Inc. Ap
propriation $240,000. Architect, Alfred C. Bossom,
New York.
The Bureau of Industrial Housing and Trans

portation

is now located at 615 G street, Washing
ton. The personnel of this Bureau is :
Director, Otto M. Eidlitz, New York.
Asst. Director, Joseph D. Leland, 3d, architect
(Loring & Leland), Boston.
Production, Burt L. Fenner, architect (McKim,
Mead & White), New York.
Design, John W. Cross, architect (Cross & Cross),
New York.
Estimating, N. Max Dunning, architect, Chicago.
Town Planning, F. L. Olmstead, Boston.
Engineering, J. W. Alvord, Chicago.
Construction, D. T. Webster, New York.
Investigation, I. N. Phelps Stokes, architect, New
York ; C. Grant LaFarge, architect, New York.
A number of housing projects have been assigned
although
to architectural firms for development,
Congress has not as yet appropriated the $60,000,000
asked for.
Cantonment
Quartermaster's Department,
Division, 7th and B streets, Washington, Building
C, Room 310-H, Lieut. Col. Francis B. Wheaton,
Architect in Charge. This Department has charge
of all Army Cantonment work. All buildings are
designed by this Department and built under its
Libraries, theaters, Y. M. C. A.'s, and
direction.
kindred buildings that are built at cantonments do
not come under the supervision of this Department.
A number of warehouses and buildings of similar
type have been assigned to architects by other divi
sions of the Quartermaster's Department.
Bureau of Yards and Docks, 1317 F street,
Washington, F. W. Southworth, Chief Draftsman.
This Bureau has its own architectural department,
and the probabilities are remote that work will be
given to outside architectural firms, although the
Hospital and Power House at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard was given to a committee of New York archi
tects headed by C. Grant LaFarge.
219
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Construction, War
Board, Council of National De
fense, Col. William A. Starrett, Chairman, archi
Committee on Emergency

Industries

Capt.
(Starrett & Van Vleck), New York.
Kenneth M. Murchison, architect, New York, and
Capt. Alfred H. Granger, architect, Chicago, are on
Col. Starrett's staff. This committee lets contracts
for all buildings authorized by the War Department,
but has nothing to do with the giving out of archi
tectural commissions.
Surgeon
Hospital
General's Department,
Division, 7th and B streets, Washington. This
Department is equipped to do all its own work.
Most, if not all, of the buildings will be of temporary
construction. Major John Allan Hornsby (Doctor)
is in charge of this Division, assisted by Major
Nathan C. Wyeth, architect, Washington, Major
S. F. Voorhees, architect, New York, Capt. How
Rochester,
ard Cutler, architect,
N. Y., Lieut.
C. H. Woodbridge, architect, Chicago.
Camp
Activities,
Commission on Training
United States War Department, offices 19th and
G streets.
This Commission is composed of nine
members, with Raymond D. Fosdick, Chairman, and
W. Prentice Sanger, architect, Secretary. Under
its general direction are the military branches of the
Y. M. C. A., Liberty Theaters, Camp Libraries, and
many other sub-organizations, each with its own
each providing its own funds, and
management,
each erecting its own buildings.
Aviation Department, 7th and B streets, Build
ing C, Room 3-317.
Capt. Robert C. Dunbar, arch
itect, New York, has charge of the personnel in the
Nearly all of the work has
Construction Division.
been designed by Albert Kahn of Detroit.
The
construction of the buildings in France and else
where abroad, however, is done under the direction
of men selected by Capt. Dunbar's Department.
Red Cross War Work, Red Cross Building,
Washington.
Charles E. Fox, architect (Marshall
& Fox), Chicago, Chief of Construction Work.
This organization does its own architectural work.
War Trade Board. This Board reports that it
has nothing to do with the assignment
of architec
T. J. S. Fuller, architect, Wash
tural commissions.
ington, is connected with the Board.
Cass Gilbert is architect for the new supply base
for the U.S. Army at Brooklyn.
Waddy B. Wood is architect for the new Wash
ington Housing Development.
Estimated cost,
tect

$10,000,000.

J.
the

H. de Sibour is architect for the additions to
naval group at Annapolis.
Estimated cost

$6,000,000.

Ewing & Allen, New York, are architects for the
housing development
at the LT. S. Nitrate Plant
located at Muscle Shoals, Ala.
This work is for the
U. S. Ordnance Department.

Mead

FORUM
& Requa, San Diego, Cal., have

been ap

with Albert Kahn of
Detroit in building the permanent flying school at
Rockwell Field, Los Angeles. This school will com
prise a group of 60 or 70 permanent buildings.
Ewing & Allen, New York, are architects for the
new Merchant Marine Training Station — Navy De
partment — at Pelham Bay, New York.
Mann & MacNeille, New York, are architects for
the housing development
for the U. S. Ordnance
Plant at Sheffield, Ala.
George C. Nimmons is architect for the group of
warehouses being built at Chicago for the Quarter
master's Department.
pointed

associate

architects

The following is the form of contract between
Architect and the United States Shipping Board
Emergency Fleet Corporation for the construction
of houses :

This Agreement

in the year

1918,

of
tecture,

made this

day of

by and between
, engaged

party of
"
Architect " and
noun "he" or
States Shipping

in the profession

of archi

the first part, (hereinafter called
referred to by the masculine pro
its

poration,

derivatives)

and the

Board Emergency

Ltnited

Fleet Cor

a corporation under the laws
of the
District of Columbia, party of the second part,
"Fleet Corporation") Wit(hereinafter called
nesseth :
The Fleet Corporation intends to erect
Premises.
at or near the city of
a housing development
,
.. . ., near the shipyards of the
on property
Under the national emergency, the Fleet Corpora
tion urgently requires the immediate performance
of the services herein provided for as public ser
vices, and it is necessary that said services be com
pleted within the shortest possible time ; the Archi
tect has the necessary facilities and organization for

the performance

of such services ;

Now, Therefore the parties agree as follows

:

I

Scope and nature

of

services.

The Architect shall,

to the general supervision and direction of
the Fleet Corporation, with all, possible dispatch and
subject

giving precedence thereof to all other professional
which he may have, perform, in connection
with the above-named construction work, profes
sional services, which shall consist of the necessary
conferences,
the making of any necessary surveys
of the site, the preparation of preliminary studies,
large scale and
working drawings, specifications,
full size detail drawings, and also such drafting of
forms of proposals and contracts, such checking upon
issuance of certificates of payment and supervision
of the said construction work as the Fleet Corpora
tion may require.
business
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The Fleet Corporation may, from time to time,
additional general or detailed instructions to
the Architect, and may require professional ser
vices of a character similar to the above in addition
to those theretofore ordered, or require the omission
of services previously ordered ; and the provisions
of this agreement shall apply to all such additions,
modifications and changes in the same manner, and
with the same effect as if they were embodied herein.
The Architect shall comply with all such instruc
tions and requirements.
The title to any and all plans, drawings, specifica
tions, details, original tracings and blueprints made
by the Architect for use in the construction work,
shall be in the Fleet Corporation upon their delivery
to it, and the Fleet Corporation may use them for
any purpose without compensation to the Architect
except as hereinafter provided.
The Architect shall at all times use his best efforts
in all his acts hereunder to protect and subserve the
interests of the Fleet Corporation.
The Architect shall, in his own name, and upon
his own responsibility employ, at rates not exceed
ing those ordinarily paid at this time to such persons
for their services, all such assistants, subordinates,
give

engineers,

experts and consultants as may be neces
sary to the proper conduct of his work.
In order
that compensation
paid to any of such persons, or
any part of such compensation, shall be chargeable
to the Fleet Corporation, the number of such assis
tants, subordinates, engineers, experts or consultants
and the amount of their respective
compensation
must receive the authorization or approval of the

Fleet Corporation, applied for and given in writing ;
and at all times during the period of the performance
of this contract, such employment
shall be subject
to invalidation by the Fleet Corporation as a basis
for reimbursement to the Architect.
The Architect has already been at work for a
period preceding the date of this agreement ; and
he will now diligently proceed so that the construc
tion work may be completed at the earliest practi
cable date; he shall use his best efforts to deliver
as rapidily as possible to the Fleet Corporation as
many copies of all plans, drawings, specifications,
details, prints, and such original tracings as it may
request.

The Architect agrees to pay promptly for all labor,
material or services rendered to him.

II

Payments on account

Reimbursements.
of expenses.
The Architect shall be reimbursed in the manner
described in Article IV hereof, subject to the provi
sions of Article VIII hereof, for such of his actual
net expenses necessarily, in the Fleet Corporation's
opinion, incurred in the performance of his services
hereunder and evidenced by receipts, vouchers or
other evidence of the sort, from time to time re
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quired by the Fleet Corporation, as are included in
the following items :
(a) The actual sums paid for any drafting neces
sary hereunder and verification of shop drawings,
and writing of specifications, as shown by vouchers
and signed time-cards, and such part of the compen
sation paid by the Architect to members of his office
staff as may be properly, in the opinion of the Fleet
Corporation, apportionable to the work hereunder.
(6) Sums paid engineers, experts and consultants,
performing similar necessary
and other persons
services,

whose employments

by name and the rates

of whose compensation are approved or ratified by
the Fleet Corporation, and for such time as they
were, in the opinion of the Fleet Corporation, neces
sarily employed on the work.
(c) Cost of reproducing drawings, printing or
and of models, tele
mimeographing specifications,
grams, long distance telephone calls and expressage.
(d) Sums paid for transportation of the Architect
or his assistants while traveling in discharge of
duties necessarily in the Fleet Corporation's opinion
connected with the work, and not in excess of Seven
and a Half Dollars ($7%) per diem for himself and
for each regular office assistant for living and hotel
expenses actually incurred while temporarily absent
in discharge of his duties hereunder from the place
in which his main office is located.
A sum equal to the sums paid to the Architect
under sub-division (a) of this Article shall also be
paid to the Architect as covering full and proper
proportion of the general expenses of the Architect's
office, commonly called overhead, representing items
that cannot be apportioned in detail to this work.

Ill

The Fleet Corporation shall pay
Professional fee.
to the Architect, in the manner described in Arti
cle IV hereof, and subject to the provisions of
Article VIII hereof, as the professional fee in
for his personal services under this agreement,
Dollars and no more ;
sum of
with the desire to render a public service in
national emergency, the Architect shall accept
fee in full for his services hereunder.

full
the
and
the
said

IV

On or before the fifth day of each
Payments.
calendar month, while this contract may be in force,
the Architect shall prepare and deliver to the Fleet
Corporation a detailed statement of his expenditures
up to and including the last day of the previous

or pay
month for which he claims reimbursement
ment under the terms of Article II hereof, and the
Architect at such time shall as far as practicable de
liver to the Fleet Corporation original receipted bills
and all other original papers not theretofore deliv
on account of which
ered, supporting expenditures
the Architect claims reimbursement or payment.
If there be any items and/or amounts entering
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into such

which the Fleet Corporation
shall be modified
and changed to meet the approval of the Fleet
Corporation and the decision of the Fleet Corporation
as to such items and /or amounts shall be final, sub
ject to the provisions of Article IX hereof.
On or before the fifteenth day of each month fol
lowing' the execution of this agreement, the Fleet
Corporation shall pay to the Architect the amount
due him, as shown by the statement approved by
the Fleet Corporation.
The fee of
Dollars to the Archi
tect shall be paid in such amounts and at such times
as will, in the opinion of the Fleet Corporation, re
sult in the Architect's being paid upon the basis of
the schedule of percentages set forth in Article VIII
statement

does not approve,

such statement

hereof.

The Fleet Corporation may withhold from any pay
provided for hereunder such an amount of

ment

if any, as may be necessary to cover any
sums theretofore erroneously paid to the Architect.

money,

Upon final completion of all the Architect's ser
the Fleet Corporation shall pay to
the Architect the unpaid balance of money, if any,
due under the ter.ms of Articles II and III hereof,
subject, however, to the provisions of Article VIII
vices hereunder,

hereof.

V

The proper auditing officials
of the Fleet Corporation shall at all times be afforded
proper facilities for inspection of the Architect's
services and access to all of the Architect's books,
records and other papers pertaining to said services ;
and the Architect shall preserve for a period of six
years after the completion or cessation of services
under this agreement
all the books, records and
other papers just mentioned.
The system of ac
counting to be employed by the Architect shall be
such as is satisfactory to the Fleet Corporation.
Inspection and audit.

VI

of Fleet Corporation. The Fleet
Corporation shall furnish the Architect with a com
plete and accurate statement of the boundaries of the
building site and of the rights, restrictions, easements
and all other legal limitations thereof. The Fleet
Corporation shall pay for borings and test pits, and
for chemical, mechanical or other tests when re
quired. The Fleet Corporation shall provide and
maintain, or cause to be provided and maintained,
such suitable and properly equipped offices as may
be required for the Architect's field representatives.
Special iindcrtakings

VII

No assignment by Architect.
Neither this agree
ment nor any interest therein shall be assigned or
transferred by the Architect.
If there be a partner
that, in the event of the death
ship, it is understood
of a member of the Architect partnership, this con
tract shall enure fully to the survivor therein, and
that, in the e.veht:of dissolution of said partnership,
the succession to this contract shall be in accordance

with the desire of the Fleet Corporation. If the
Architect be engaged in business for himself, it is
understood
that in the event of the death of the
Architect, this contract shall, at the option of the
Fleet Corporation, be rescinded.

VIII

The Fleet Corporation may termi
nate this agreement at any time by written notice to
the Architect.
In the event of such termination the
Fleet Corporation shall pay to the Architect such
amounts of money, if any, as may be then deter
mined by the Fleet Corporation (a) as being due
to the Architect on account of reimbursement for all
sums expended or liabilities incurred by him prior to
such termination, within the terms of Article II
hereof, and (6) as resulting in the receipt by the
Architect of the proper proportion, based upon the
amount of work actually done by the Architect, of
the total fee of
Dollars which the
Architect is to receive for the total work hereunder.
In determining the proportion of the total fee which
has been earned by the Architect for services per
formed by him up to the time of such termination,
the Fleet Corporation shall be guided by the follow
ing standard as to the value of the services of the
Architect.
Upon completion
and approval of preliminary
studies, the Architect shall be entitled to a total of
fifteen per cent of the professional fee.
Upon completion and approval of specifications
and general working drawings (exclusive of details),
the Architect shall be entitled to a total of fifty per
cent of the professional fee.
Upon completion and approval of detail drawings,
the Architect shall be entitled to a total of eighty
per cent of the professional fee.
If such termination occurs at a stage other than
those above mentioned, such fee shall be proportion
ately determined on the basis of the above schedule.
Termination.

If

IX

shall arise between the
Fleet Corporation and the Architect which cannot
such dispute
shall be
be satisfactorily adjusted,
promptly settled by three arbitrators, one to be
chosen by the Fleet Corporation, one by the Archi
The decision in
tect, and the third by the first two.
writing of any two of said arbitrators shall be bind
ing on both parties, and the cost of such arbitration
shall be borne equally between the Fleet Corporation
and the Architect.
Disputes.

any dispute

X

It

that whenever the
"
Fleet Corporation " are used herein, they
words
shall be construed to include its successor, any per
son to whom the duties of the Fleet Corporation may
be properly vested, and any formal assignee or duly
appointed representative of the Fleet Corporation.
Witness the signatures of said parties to trip
licate copies hereof the day and year first above
written.
is understood

and agreed
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION BUILDING,
WALTER

BOSCHEN, ARCHITECT

ST. JOSEPH, MO.

EDITORIAL COMMENT
of the marked features

tion is the manner
ONE

of our war prepara

in which the building- indus

in the erection of
try has served the Government
military and naval training' camps, warehouses,
manufacturing" plants, and many different types of
building" required by our participation in the con
Were it not for the speed and efficiency which
flict.
the industry was able to contribute to this work,
our preparations for war would be far less ad
vanced

than

they are to-day.

Such a vast amount

probably never before occurred in
an equal space of time, and it is undoubtedly true
that similar attainments would be impossible in any

of construction

within the past year without any great necessity, and
means should be adopted without further delay for
restoring activities to as nearly a normal basis as is
compatible with present conditions and without inter
fering with the conduct of war work. Steps have
recently been taken toward this end, and the attitude
of representative building interests in assembling to
survey

the

present

situation

first, in that the results
offer to the Government

the complete resources of
this most important element in the work it is called
upon to do ; and, second, in the service it will be to
the industry itself in coordinating all forces to main

other country.
this large building" program of
Notwithstanding"
the National Government, the full facilities of the

tain its status and prevent

Owing" to va
building" industry are not engaged.
rious reasons, chief among" which has been a mis

organizations

taken

understanding"

that

the Government

opposes

the war, much

work of a
As a
consequence a serious situation is developing- in the
larger centers in that the building-s required to meet
War work
normal growth are not being" supplied.
has been placed for the most part in the hands of
large building concerns which has tended to make
them still larger, leaving the smaller units without
With private building re
means of employment.
duced to the very lowest minimum, there has natu
rally been a decreased demand for many building
The in
products that find no place in war work.
dustry as a whole is, therefore, contending with
which, if maintained
for any
conditions
serious
further space of time, will eventuate in disorgani
private

building"

necessary

during:

character

has

been

abandoned.

zation.

While it is the intention

of every patriotic Amer

ican industry to place the winning of the war above
everything else, it is equally important that in so far.
as

their activities

with the war, they
as factors in the earning power

do not conflict

should be maintained

This is especially true of the build
of the people.
ing industry, and there are many instances of les
sened activity resulting in loss to all connected with
building, aside from the loss of the building's use,
that are wholly unnecessary, and the curtailment of
which has not aided the war program in the small
Building materials of local character are
est way.
easily obtainable

in most markets and could be easily

made so in all were there sufficient demand.
mechanics have not been absorbed by war work,

All
and

there are many conditions which make it difficult for
them to change their mode of living and place of
occupation in order to avail themselves of war work.
These men should be regularly employed, and they
can best be used in work with which they are fa

miliar.
The building industry has undoubtedly

suffered

is to be commended :

of careful organization will

any further unnecessary

disorganization.

An informal

of
meeting of forty representatives
within the industry was held on
at .the Engineers' Club, New York, at

June 14,
which the sentiment was expressed that the various
organizations of the industry were in the past obliged
to act singly in matters pertaining to their interests
and that the present time called for united effort, if
the best results were to be accomplished.

tion embracing this
chairman

thought

of the meeting

A

resolu

and

empowering
the
to appoint a committee to

was unani
study the plan of a national organization,
In such an organization it would
mously adopted.
to give fullest representation
to all in
in building, including architects, engineers,
material men, and contractors.
It would operate in
the sense of a clearing house through which an inter
change of knowledge might be readily effected, and
as an organ capable of speaking for the welfare of
the entire industry.
The organization committee
appointed is composed of the following :
Hydraulic Press
F. H. Chapin, vice-president,
Brick Company; A. M. Maddock, president, Thomas
Maddock's Sons Co. ; W. D. Baldwin, Otis Elevator
Company ; W. H. Powell, Atlantic Terra Cotta Com
F. Lindsay, White Pine Bureau ;
pany ; George
F. T. Miller, F. W. Dodge Company ; B. F. Affleck,
president, Portland Cement Association; Col. J. R.
Wiggins, president, National Association of Builders'
Exchanges ; H. H. Murdock, chairman,
Board of
Directors, Building Industries of New York.
A period of reconstruction will follow the war that
will demand the best efforts of all our activities.
We will emerge from the conflict with renewed ideals
of democracy and service to mankind that will
form the keynote of our future endeavor.
While
the building industry has proved in its contribution
to war activities its capability of splendid accom
in the way of speed and efficiency, it is
plishments
destined to play a still more important part in the
rehabilitation of the country in its peaceful pursuits,
demanding a breadth of constructive vision for which
it must now begin to prepare the foundation.

be the aim
terested
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a dead corner
landmark;
the story of Nurrv
TRANSFORMING
into a
ber 737 Sheridan Road, Chicago.

Architect H. H. Waterman was asked
to create a design
that would be
remembered by all who journeyed along
Sheridan Road.

The American Eagle

motif,

a short form of
specification for architectural Terra Cotta
of superior quality
is

wrought in

"Northwestern" Enamel Terra Cotta,
was the result; and the building has
brought handsome returns to owners
and tenants ever since it was erected,
seven years ago.

The Northwestern Terra Cotta Co.
Chicago

I
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N

N

PERMANENCE
ExPRESSION

ORNAMENT

in

of

for

ATLANTIC TERRA COTTA

and

2

N

N
N

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company
New York
.

1170 Broadway,

%

%

COLOR

LIBERTY THEATRE
Stanley

150Nasausace,

2

N.Y.

(The

Mich.

of

entire facade of this attractive
is

HE

theatre

“SOUTH AMBOY”
modeling required

of

The delicacy

period
the softness
surface, which

is

the Adam

by

Lustrous White Glazed Terra Cotta.
further accentuated

'.

shade

of

in

the glazed
kept new and
bright by an occasional washing.
easily

''

$outh Amboy Q'erra Cotta Co.

'

Ohio

‘$3

is

*

'

Frank Farrington Co., Detroit,
Builders

by

.

|

-

-

a

|

-
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Scheibel, Youngstown,
Architects
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%
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Ohio
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“American”Enameled
Brick

-

for exteriors

of

throughout the United States
and Canada have proved
endurance. Its record
for “original beauty preserved,” after years
varied
climatic changes,
Detail from theBuick Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
M. H. Dickinson, Architect

of

of

terra

in

Tile

touch that
column

A

%

capital, key block, ornamented panel or any
decorative
device that may be repeated on
the facades may be executed in terra cotta
at small
obtained.

cost

compared

with

Enameled

%

&

cAmerican

restrained and judicious
cotta ornament adds to the

simplest structure the finishing
ives it individual
character.

They are sent post

to

architecture
of econom

52

use

A

or

it

of

your office?
Are miniature samples
applying architects.

paid

has often been produced because
ical limitations.

SS
Its dependability, coupled with its perfect finish, variety
and richness
colors and general adaptability for plain
ornamental face work, has made
the architect’s favorite
specification.

lack of architec

tural quality—good

established.

Used interiorly, its unfleckable face has defied the ravages
gases, oil fumes and steam.

Economy in Building
does not mean

is

of

its

buildings

Brick

Company

Vanderbilt Ave., New York

Keystone Reds

the results

countless possibilities for the
creation
beautiful country houses.
successfully
No other material
lends itself
harmonious combination

of

offer

~
-

is,

not limited

brick.
one archi

is

equally appropriate
tectural style, but
for all. KEYSTONE REDS are made

%

many wonderful shades and will not
discolor under severe weather conditions.

in

‘Branch Offices: Baltimore, 804 Law Building; Pittsburgh, 345
Fourth Avenue; Washington, 234 Woodward Building; Boston,
E. Stanley Wires Co., 120 Boylston Street

furthermore,

It

with natural surroundings

Main Office and Works
Wissahickon Avenue and Juniata Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

to as

to

so

CONKLING - ARMSTRONG
TERRA COTTA COMPANY

the discriminating
Sampleswill

be

to

Their superior qualities commend them
architect.
sentupon request

KEYSTONE CLAY PRODUCTS CO.
GREENSBURG,

PA.

:

%

1-D

Detail from Office Building at 1oth and ChestnutStreets
Philadelphia,Pa. John T. Windrim, Architect
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%
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LANCASTER BUILDING
CALGARY, CANADA
M

f

W. Stanley Bates
Architect
James S. Mackie
and
Canada Life Assurance Co.
Owners

*

£
#

Both owners and architects are highly
with the appearance of the
cream glazed Terra Cotta fur
nished by us; it has given life and
beauty to their building.

|
|

|

*

Company

|-

%

Office
Singer Building
New York City

Established
1888
tablis

-

N

Works
Perth Amboy
New Jersey

ANIERICAN
ARCHITECTVRAL TIRRA COTTA
IS THE RESVLT OF
AN EXPERIENCE OF THIRTN YEARS

SPENT IN YOVR |SERVICE
AND IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF STERLING QVALITY.

THE AMERICAN TERRACOTIA AND CERAMICCO.
Orr-ice

-2

PEOPL
r11CAGO

GAS B'LD'G.

ILL.
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£ein 330rk 3rchitectural
QCerra-Cotta

(Company

With

war conservation prevailing in the build
ing industry, it often becomes necessary to figure

without steel; yet changing
mand the remodeling

of fronts,

de
of
housing of

conditions

the erection

business structures and the general
essentials.
%

“Żrtijitectural QCerra-Cotta for 3frontg”
is the answer.

its

The New York

of

truck

from

works

located

in

Delivery
heart

by

of

at

Company holds
Construc.
tion and Drafting Departments
the service
Architects and Owners for just such problems.
the

New York City.

$20rk Zirchitectural

£2em

One Factory,One Management,
for Thirty-twoYears

OFFICE AND WORKS

.

(Lerra-Cotta Companp
of

401 Vernon Avenue, Borough Queens,New York City

G. W. SPITZER, ARCHITECT

%
2
Faced with

MIDLAND

The wind

matte white enamel

Terra Cotta Company

TERRA(OIA

Louis, Missouri

Rubush

Manufacturers

&

St.

%

Hunter, Architects

of

Arrhifertural
(Jerra (Nuffa

% NNNNNNN

Colors and Finishes
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ENGINEERING

LIBRARY
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"SERVICE

SHEETS"

-

|
The portfolio and a few of the61sheetspublishedto date (reproductionis "I actual size)

are technical data sheets showing the correct and
most efficient uses of up-to-date building materi
They are prepared by expert draftsmen under the supervision of Engineers and
als.
Architects, who are specialists in their line. This “SERVICE SHEET’’ library is
being built on the cumulative plan, each Sheet being a complete essay on a certain
subject, or particular phase of a subject, including sample specifications and other
66

SERVICE SHEETS

data.

33

A complete cross-index accompanies

each edition.

“SERVICE SHEETS” are used by thousands of Architects and Engineers in pri
vate practice and in the employ of railroads, large industrial plants, municipalities
and governments, located all over the world.
Write to-day for full particulars.

ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE CORPORATION,

U.S. A.

142 N. 6th St., Philadelphia,

%

to place in your
office samples of

We would like

“DO RIC”
”
GOTHIC
AND

Makes Concrete

“ANTI-HYDRO "makes concrete floors ab
solutely waterproof and so hard that they can
not dust or chip.

STIPPLED FACE BRICK

This

InGW

When you specify and use “ANTI-HYDRO”
you banish forever floor troubles for your
client—the floors will outlast the building.

and beautiful texture is

fully considered

in Our brochure,

THE ART OF STIPPLING,

For the past 14 years “ANTI-HYDRO " has
enjoyed an enviable record of absolute satisfaction. We would like to send you more
detailed information.

a.

copy of which awaits your request.
-

VVESTERN BRICK COMPANY
DANVILLE
~

..

..

N

..".

Floors

Outlast the Building

6%

ILLINOIS

NNN

2

%

ANTI-HYDRO WATERPROOFING

CO.

Singer Bldg., N.Y.
Laboratory, Newark,
And Principal Cities

N.J.

N\NNNN’s NNNN\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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H. R. Heinicke, Incorp.
147

FOURTH AVENUE

New York City
Perforated Radial Brick

Chimneys
Branch Offices
Chicago

Webster Building

Philadelphia, Pa.

-

Drexel Building

-

-

141

Boston, Mass.
Cleveland,

Ohio

Indianapolis, Ind.

Milk Street

-

208 American Trust Bldg.

•

821 Hume-Mansur Bldg.

New Comerstown, Ohio
sssss^sssssssssssssasssss^^

SETH

THOMAS
Secondary

Clocks

FOR SCHOOLS, FACTORIES,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, RESIDENCES
uniform time through
is desired, a

WHERE
out a building

The utility of a windmill on any such estateas that of Major
ClarenceFahnestockis beyonddispute. No architectcan afford
to overlook it who aims to have his work function properly.
Perhapswe needto emphasize
the utilitarianadvantages
of Corcoran
onlyto remindarchitects
Windmills. But it is necessary
in passing
of the
element
of beautysuppliedbyawell-designed
windmill.
We havebeenworkingwith architects
for 50years,producing
windmills
thataretheconsummate
combination
of utilityandbeauty.

Secondary System is the modern
and efficient method to employ.
All clocks are synchronous with the
master clock and confusion and loss
of time arising from difference in
time on self contained clocks is
avoided.
suggestions

JERSEY AVENUE, JERSEY CITY, N.J.

and

on request.

SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY
Established 1813

A. J. CORCORAN, INCORPORATED
763

Catalog, specifications

Factories: Thomaston,
NEW YORK

*

CHICAGO

Conn.
SAN FRANCISCO
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The entrance hall of a home should be simple, practical, cheerful, hospitable and in perfect taste. The appearance of this
hallway suggests these desirable qualities.
The pleasing Jaspe linoleum floor is combined with plain plaster-yjalls. a beauti
fully designed stairway, lighting fixtures and other decorative essentials of the simplest kind. — Frank Alvah Parsons,
President of the School of Fine and Applied Art, New York City.
•

Are You Acquainted With Jaspe Linoleum?
TF not, you will find genuine delight in seeing the beautiful two-toned effect
* which this new pattern offers. The Jaspe Linoleum in this hall is gray, with

a graining like moire silk.
blue and brown.

The same design may also be had in green, tan,

This

new creation makes a pleasing change from linoleums of plain colors, yet
is fully as durable. The pattern extends through the material to its tough burlap
Properly laid over unsaturated felt paper, it makes a highly sanitary
back.
base for fabric rugs that is comfortable underfoot and practically noiseless.
And remember, it is less expensive both to install and maintain than hardwood,
marble or tile.

A COPY of "The Art
■**• of Home Furnish
ing and Decoration," by
Frank Alvah Parsons,
with a portfolio of the
de-luxe color plates of
home interiors, can be
secured for 20 cents in
stamps. This publica
tion furnishes many
surprising examples of
the artistic possibilities
of linoleum floors.

The various colorings of Jaspe Linoleums, in fact, reproductions of
all the 380 patterns in which Armstrong's Linoleum may be had,
are shown in the Armstrong Pattern Book, a copy of which,
together with quality samples and a new handbook, " Detailed
Directions for Laying and Caring for Linoleum," will be gladly
sent to any architect or builder free upon request.

Dcttilod
Dim-ttrMM

\

You are cordially invited to enlist the co-operation ot our Bureau
of Interior Decoration In solving your floor problems.
Questions
are welcome.

Armst
mstronos Linoleum
Linol<
■—
SY¥,li7Tn ',".1

For Every Room

Armstrong Cork Company,

EnSS2H3a

in the House

Linoleum Department,

Hi

Lancaster,

Pa.

i

I
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Samson Spot
Sash Cord

3«

J

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Spot Cord is made of extra quality stock,
inspected and is guaranteed

is carefully
from

free

the imperfections

of braid

and

Radiator Obscuring

finish which make common sash cord wear
out so quickly.

with

panels in this one in
Arthur Curtiss James' resi
dence,New York, arehingedfor ac
cessibility.
grilleswehaveinlargeassortStandard
Architect'sdesigns
executed
with
menti.
fidelity.
youinany
co-operate
with
Allow usto
problems.
of yourgrilleenclosure

THE

It can be distinguished at a glance by our
trade mark, the Colored Spots, used only

with this quality.
Send for catalogue

and sample card

Sendfor Catalog66-A

Tuttle

Cordage Works

Samson

■4,
SJSSS^S>!S^SSS^SSSS^^

&

Bailey Mfg Co

Vanderbilt Avenue
New Yobk

=
52

Boston, Mass.

I

%

Bhcl£hrich Galleries
Dealers in

$atntmg£. bp
707

Metal Grilles

Decorative

FIFTH AVENUE

"

0lh faster*

at 55th

Street,

"

NEW YORK

I

Writes easily
a pleasure to use the Eldorado.
travels over the paper quickly
and easily and readily responds to

It

It's

your will.

ELdobadO

I

"ihe

master drawing pencil"

is chosen by the artist who needs sym
pathy and responsiveness in his pencil
— by the engineer and architect who
look for speed, accuracy and economy
— by everyone who judges a pencil
by what it will really do for him.

:
Arthur Derisinu-nm)

W

E
to

offer

a

of especial value
and Decorators in

service

Architects

quest of a particular painting to give the
dominant note of color, character or distinc

tion

necessary

to complete

an

Furtherdetailsuponrequest

interior.

Why not try the Eldorado ? Get
it from your dealer or write us on
your letterhead for full-length sam
ples of your favorite degrees.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY
Dept. 224-J, Jersey City, N. J.
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Suggestions for Specifications
All pitched

roofs shall be covered with (Insert name of Pattern
wanted) Tiles, made by Ludowici-Celadon Company, with
stock fittings suitable for each pattern; all hip and valley tile to be
cut to proper angle (valley tile for roll patterns to be filled) before
burning. The tiles as specified above must be of shale, hard burned,

of tile

–

to

in

all

of

be

14

of

24

of

be

at

in

in

or

of

all

at

7s

x

1

all

PREPARATION OF ROOF
Before roofer is sent for, the owner or
general contractor shall construct roofs in strict accordance with plans, sheath
roofs tight, have all chimneys and walls above roof line completed, have all vent
pipes through roofs, furnish all strips of required width used under hip rolls and
ridging, furnish
inch cant strips used under tile
eaves (if required)
and have all scaffolding ready for use
roofers.
Metal contractor shall have
gutters
place on roof (gutters, whether box, hanging
secret,
extend over
sheathing
strip
strip
required)
the roof
and cant
(if cant
and extend under felt and
place all valley metal, the
tile
least eight (8") inches) and shall also have
width
which must
inches (20 inches on short valleys where conditions
valley.
are favorable), with both edges turned up
inch the entire length
running
Valley metal must
layer
lengthwise
laid over one
felt
the entire dis
flashing metal used
valley.
tance
Metal contractor must have
readiness
alongside and
dormers, gables, skylights, towers, perpendicular walls,
front
pipes
also around vent
and chimneys, and place same after arrival
tile roofer
and
accordance with requirements
the tiles.
of

of

of

of

in

S
–

of

LAYING

all

TILE –

6 4

in

be

a

to

30

of

to

LAYING OF FELT After roofs have been thus prepared
receive felt
asphalt
and tile, tile roofer shall cover sheathing
the roofs with one thickness
roofing felt, weighing not less than
pounds
the square, laying same with
place with capped nails.
2% inch lap and securing
Felt shall
laid parallel
inches, and laid under all
with eaves and lapped over all valley metal about
flashing metal and turned up against
vertical walls inches.

at

to
to

to

be

is

OF
The roof having been thus prepared, tile roofer
fasten tile with copper nails.
Roofer shall see that tiles are well locked together
smoothly,
attempt
and lie
and no
shall
made
stretch the courses.
Tile must
right angles
laid
that the vertical lines are parallel with each other and
so

eaVeS.

of

be

to

to

be

The tiles that verge along hips shall
fitted close against the hip board, and
water-tight joint made by cementing cut hip tile
hip board with good elastic
hip
hip board, and hip rolls
piece
cement. Each
roll shall then
nailed
hip and ridge rolls
cemented where they lap each other. The interior spaces
must not be filled
pointing material.
of

with

LUDowICI-CELADON COMPANY
Manufacturers of

TERRA COTTA ROOFING TILES

MICHIGANAVE.

S

CHICAGO, ILL.

|

104 SO.

<

%

in

%

of-color.

be

%

a

%
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This development

rE present in this issue com

W5

plete data on the planning1
of buildings designed to obtain
the full benefit of sunlight in

their lighting.

carried

The importance

results

are often

diffi

cult to guarantee at the stage of
of plans

preparation

because of

limited information on the sub
ject

the

and

arduous

complicated

mathematical

under

is

being

the direction

of the Department of Transpor
tation and Housing of the Ship
ping Board, which has received
its appropriation and is now
actively engaged in pushing to
completion
its program calling
for an expenditure of $50,000,000.
The work is being directed
by a well selected board, the
personnel of which is made up
in good measure by architects.
The same is true of the Housing
Bureau of the Department
of
Labor, more recently organized,

of this subject is appreciated by
every architect, yet entirely sat
isfactory

out

and

computa

necessary for determining
the areas of light and shadow at

tions

times of the day and
although through the fact that
Mr. Swan and Mr. Tuttle
"
Sun
the bill authorizing the expendi
have given in their paper,
Church of the Epiphany, West Philadelphia
light Engineering in City Plan
ture of an additional $60,000,000
Showing Relation of Tower to Main
ning and Housing," the results
under the President's direction,
Structure
I 'pptr Portion of Toweris Shown in Detail in
delays
of long and intensive study to
carried no appropriation,
Gothic Delait Plateof Til is Issue
the subject, and with the accom
have crept in and no work is yet
panying detailed tables, covering any orientation and
started.
Several architectural firms have been as
signed projects for development, however, and from
any height of building, the principles for determin
ing sunlight areas may be easily applied to any plan.
present indications the character of the Government
housing work promises to be satisfactory from stand
The value of sunlight from sanitary and health stand
points is universally recognized, and it is particularly
points of architecture and construction.
in northern latitudes, where
HE design of country clubs offers to architects
of great importance
sunshine is not provided lavishly, that buildings be
A aan attractive field for the exercise of their
talents.
From very simple beginnings, country and
so oriented and planned as to take advantage of all
golf clubs have grown to proportions where they
available.
industrial housing project near Camden, N. J.,
assume an important part in American social life,
illustrated from drawings in this issue, is one of and with their augmented functions better and more
In this
complex buildings have been demanded.
the first commissions to be given architects under the
issue we have brought together a selection of some
recent appropriation of the National Government
of the best recent club
for relieving the housing
houses from various sec
shortage around shipbuild
ing and munition plants.
tions of the country, form
ing a comprehensive
re
It is particularly gratifying
view of recent work in this
to note that the work of
field.
The construction of
designing these Govern
new club houses has un
ment towns will be placed
doubtedly been temporarily
in the hands of capable
architects, for aside from
halted because of war con
different
year.

T

THE

the

present

demanding

a

emergency,

ditions,

correct

them at this season of the

and

interest

but

speedy solution of the prob

year is general,

lem, its ultimate

the resumption

influence

on future real estate and

peace-time

work will be
far reaching in effect, and

expansion

speculative

it is of utmost importance
that it be for good.

reation
Floor Plan of Somerset Hills Country Club, Bernardsville, N.J.
Lord5i Hewlett,Arrhitectj
(SeePlates79anil SO)
13

and with
of normal

activities,
of outdoor

and

in

exercise

the
rec

will

demand increased facilities

for their enjoyment.
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we have said about business

WHAT

— with

ties in the building field

—

reference to remodeling

force to other forms
Conceding

fact remains

factories,

be discouraged

that

the housing

the

centers,

residence

of certain

etc., and

the

repairs

office

undiminished

of

in

buildings,
for

demand

many kinds,

for continued

cellent possibilities

making

apartments,

facilities

types

during the war, the
problem in all indus

for

necessity

buildings,

manufacturing

of the

applies with equal

necessary work.

the point that the erection

of structures will
trial

of

possibili
particular

represent ex

activity on the part

architect.

In all

of

work

represented by the

above classifications, Tiles should

play a leading part.

lines

necessary

Their use makes the repair job better and improves
the character
stability

of any

remodeled building, adding both

and beauty in a way that completely

the owner and reflects credit

upon

satisfies

the one who exe

cutes the work for him.

In the Standards
by the United
not
only

of

for War Housing recently adopted

States Government,

concrete, are specified

impervious

material

is

impervious floors,

for certain uses.
Tile,

avenues for its use are thus opened

and

The

additional

and made avail

able to architects entrusted with this class

of work.

The Associated Tile Manufacturers
Beaver

Falls, Pa.

£5^oS^^5^gcg£^r
m^&'3$^^$$^!^^v^!^^
■/A
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Above photo shows why we dare Guarantee
Barrett Specification Roofs for 20 Years
Above is a photograph
from a Barrett Specification

of

a

cross - section

cut

Roof.

Note its great thickness.

The experience

Note the fioe alternating layers of Specification
Felt Waterproofing.
Note the heavy Wearing-surface

Pitch and

of Slag bound with Pitch.

type of roofing approaches a Barrett
Roof in the amount of protective
Specification
waterproofing material used in its construction.

No other

The weight of this waterproofing material is about
250 lbs. to 100 sq. ft., compared with 175 to 100
lbs. used in other types of roofs.
The wonder is not that we dare guarantee such a
roof for twenty years, but that some people still buy
light-weight, poorly constructed roofs and expect
them to give long and satisfactory service.

The
New York

St. Louis

"

The buyer naturally asks, Do such roofs cost more
"
"
than others ?
Our answer is, No, they do not."
of many years has proved that
Barrett Specification Roofs cost less per year of service
than any other kind. It is because they give such
long service at such low cost that this type of roofing
now covers most of the permanent structures of the
country.
It is because of these facts that leading architects,
engineers, and roofing contractors everywhere are
co-operating with us in the better roofs movement
companies
and why large construction
like the
Turner Construction Company, the Fuller Construc
tion Company, the Austin Company, and many
others, are so strong for Barrett Specification Roofs.
Booklet explaining our 20- Year Guaranty and a copy of The Barrett
Specificationfree on request.

Company

Chicago
Birmingham
Philadelphia
Cleveland
KansasCity
Salt Lake City
Detroit
Pittsburgh
Minneapolis
Nashville
Peoria
Seattle
Boston
Winnipeg
Vancouver
St. John. N. B.
Montreal
Toronto
Halifax. N. S.

THE BARRETT COMPANY, Limited:

Cincinnati
Sydney,N. S.
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TARGET AND ARROW ROOFING TIN

Tin Roofing to the Rescue Again
This illustration of a fire that occurred in Philadelphia in January, 1918, is of particular
interest by reason of its location. The building destroyed is one of several old buildings remain
ing in a high value district. In the background on the right is first the Drexel Building, then
the tower of Independence Hall, next the dim outline of the Public Ledger Building, then the
high facade of the Curtis Publishing Company Building, and finally, on the extreme left, the
massive granite pile of the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company Building.
The photograph
was taken from the American Bank Note Company Building.
Beyond the burned structure
lies Independence Square. The upper floor of this building was gutted by the fire, but the tin
roof held together and helped to keep the fire from spreading. This is a good example of one
of the advantages secured in using TARGET AND ARROW roofing tin.
Durability is of
greater importance, however, and the durability of this heavily coated, hand-made tin plate
has been proved in nearly a century's use.
TARGET AND ARROW roofing tin, formerly
known as Taylor's "Old Style," is a specialty of ours,
In this
handed down from the early days of our business.
brand we have preserved an old-time standard for the use
and benefit of present-day architects. Few building mate
rials have had so thorough a test of time as TARGET AND
ARROW roofing tin. It remains to-day the same durable
quality that we have supplied to American sheet metal
It costs a little more than other
workers for nearly a century.
roofing tin, so you are not likely to get Taylor quality if you

N. & G.

TAYLOR CO.,

Philadelphia

write a specification that permits substitution.
In your speci
fications for sheet metal work where roofing tin is required,
simply call for Taylor's TARGET AND ARROW
brand to be laid in accordance with the standard working
specifications of the National Association of Sheet Metal
roofing contractor, such
Contractors. With a responsible
a specification will secure you tin roofing work of the
standard that has made the old-time roofing tin a watch
word for durability and all-round satisfaction in service.
Our catalog is in Sweet's — all issues.

for Good
Roofing Tin since 181 0
Headquarters

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
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GövERS
THECONTINENIN

A Roof

A'.

where Beauty

and

Utility meet

interest,
texture of exceptional
gained by the apparently accidental blend

ing of rich color and soft shingle outlines.
A roof that is safe, too, from the threat of
communicated fire and free from costly upkeep.
Colorblende Shingles are typical of the JohnsManville Roofing Line, and have fairly earned
their place in a list which meets your every
roofing need:
Colorblende Shingles, Asbestos Built-Up Roofing
Transite Shingles, Asbestos Ready Roofing
Corrugated Asbestos Roofing
Booklets on request

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE
NEW YORK CITY

CO.

10 Factories—Branches in 61 Large Cities

PlateNo. 3–An attractiveroofeffectsecuredby theuseof ConglomerateBrownShingles.

-

-

-

-

© 1918.
H.w. J-M Co, NY,
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SELF-ADJUSTING HOLD OPEN ARMS
No. 2
FOR MILL

WAREHOUSE
OR

GARAGE
DOORS

Bar tilted so that locking
Unlocked.
lug slides through the strike

For Right or Left Hand Reverse
Bevel Doors

THE
this

of the Russwin
Arm over others of

advantage

Hold-Open

type is in the Self-Adjusting
which provides for any sag of
the doors.
All working parts have
been planned to allow perfect freedom
of action even when the doors have
sagged, yet the locking action is positive
under all conditions.
A pull on the chain tilts the arm,
the locking lug from the
disengages
strike and allows the arm to slide
through the strike. When pressure is
removed from the chain the arm and
locking lug drop into a locked position
by gravity.
feature

„,„„. p»
*'.-.'-*^iL.:i

RUSSELL & ERWIN MFG. CO.
The American Hardware Corp., Successor
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

New York

Chicago

San Francisco

London, Enf.

■
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THIS Would Have Preven ted Ihh

w

gP*»

The Corbin Ball Bearing Pin-Tumbler Cylinder Lock
THE MOST EFFECTIVE HOME GUARD
SOLD BY THE BEST HARDWARE DEALERS IN ANY CITY
MADE BY

P. & F.
The American

CORBIN

Hardware Corporation,

Successor

NEW BRITATN, CONN.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA
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Index to Advertising Announcements
Abendroth Brothers
Alabama Pipe & Foundry Co
Alpha Portland Cement Co
American Blower Company
American Enameled Brick & Tile Co
American Enameling Mfg. Corp
American Foundry & Pipe Co
American Oak Mfrs. Ass'n, The
American Radiator Co
American Sheet & Tin Plate Co
American Terra Cotta & Ceramic Co., The
American Window Glass Company
Anniston Foundry Co
Anti-Hydro Waterproofing Co
Architectural Service Corporation
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co
Armstrong's Linoleum
Associated Tile Manufacturers, The
Atlantic Terra Cotta Co
Atlas Portland Cement Co., The

?

V

Barrett Co., The
Berger Mfg. Co., The
Berry Brothers, Inc
Bessemer Soil Pipe Co
Bishopric Mfg. Co., The
Boston Varnish Co
Bostwick Steel Lath Co., The
Boynton Furnace Company
Brick, Terra Cotta & Tile Co
Byers Company, A. M
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4
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25
32, 33
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7
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65
9
14
3
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17
30
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Campbell Mfg. Co
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Casey-Hedges Co., The
Central Foundry Co
Charlotte Pipe & Foundry Co
Chase & Co., L. C
Clarage Fan Company
Clinton Wire Cloth Co
Conkling- Armstrong Terra Cotta Co
Coosa Pipe & Foundry Co
Corbin, P.&F
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Crane Co
CrittallCasement Window Co
Crown Pipe & Foundry Co
Curtis Companies, The
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60
31
60
60
60
11
70
39
4
60
21
8
37
59
44
60
76

Detroit Steel Products Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph
Dunham Company, C. A

45
10
69

Ehrich Galleries, The ..
Electric Cable Co., The

10
55

Fox Co., M. Ewing

74

Kawneer Mfg. Co
Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co., The
Keystone Clay Products Co
Kohler Co
Krupp Foundry Co

42
41
4
62
60

Lord & Burnham Co
Ludowici-Celadon Co
Luminous Unit Co
Lupton's Sons Co., David

67
12
58
43

Maurer & Son, Henry
Medina Foundry Co
Merchant & Evans Co
Midland Terra Cotta Co
Milwaukee Corrugating Co

2d Cover
60
34
6
Back Cover

National Foundry Co. of New York, Inc
National Metal Molding Co
National Pipe and Foundry Co
National Tube Co
New Jersey Terra Cotta Co., The
New Yurk Architectural Terra Cotta Co
Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Mfr's Ass'n, The. .
Konh Carolina Pine Association
North Western Expanded Metal Co., The
Northwestern Terra Cotta Co., The

60
52
60
63
5
6
75
73
38
2

O'Brien Varnish Company, The

72

Pfotenhauer-Nesbit
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62
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Reading Foundry & Supply Co
Royal Ventilator Co
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Company

60
10
51
60
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74
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60
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3
70
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26
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60

Salem Brass & Iron Mfg. Co
Samson Cordage Works
Sandusky Cement Co. , The
Sanitary Company of America
Sedgwick Machine Works
Smith & Co., Edw
.'
Smyser-Royer Co
Somerville Iron Works
Sonneborn Sons, Inc., L
South Amboy Terra Cotta Co., The
Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Assn
Standard Foundry Co
Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co
Stanley Works, The
St. Louis Terra Cotta Co
Superior Mfg. Co

60
28, 29
35
50
62
70
50
1
72

Taylor Co., N. & G
Thomas Clock Co., Seth
Truscon Steel Co
Tuttle & Bailey Mfg. Co

18
8
27
10

Union Foundry Co
United States Radiatqj- Corporation

60
66

Habirshaw Electric Cable Co., Inc., The
Haines, Jones & Cadbury Co
Hart Manufacturing Co., The
Heinicke. Inc., H. R
Hope & Sons, Henry

57
60
52
8
44

Vonnegut Hardware Co
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International Casement Co., Inc
Ivanhoe-Regent Works

44
56

Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc
Weiskittel & Son Co., A
Western Brick Co
Wetter Mfg. Co., H
White Pine Bureau
Wilkins, George Lester
Wilson Corp., The J. G
Winkle Terra Cotta Co., The
Wright Wire Company

6
36

74
60
7
60
78
34
79

Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., The
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Gadsden Pipe Co
General Fire Extinguisher Co
General Fireproofing Company, The
Gillis & Geoghegan
Globe Ventilator Co
Gorton & Lidgerwood Co
Goulds Mfg. Co
Guastavino Company, R
Gum Lumber Mfrs. Ass'n
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Johns-Manville Co. , H.W
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on Duplin

Releasing fire

(#ches

FOR SAFETY AND CONVENIENCE

'. T:

Cook County Hospital of Chicago, Ill., which is illustrated below, has
all

of Von Duprin

140

for

%

Latches in use.
All entrance doors and
fire escape
doors have been made ever ready
immediate and safe exit under every circumstance.
sets

up

as
a

to

The doors leading from the serving pantries are also equipped with Von Duprin
Latches
convenience measure. The servers with their wagonettes have merely

in

is

Duprin

Device.

2

its

2.

Cross bars are

to

No.

12-F contains pertinent

VONNEGUT HARDWARE

750

of

data

CO.,

it

gladly given where architects desire

Ž

Sweet's Architectural Catalogue

Von Duprin

Indianapolis,

%

Our

Catalogue

pages 746

on

branch offices

is

from

specifications are given

to

attention

Latches has been proven beyond question.

in

Personal
Complete

Von Duprin
20

The reliability

devices

Indiana

Paul Gerhardt
Architect, Chicago
John Griffith
Sons Co.
General Contractors, Chicago

NS

%

''
I

-

11

NN

-

*H

||

|

|I|T|,
||
||
illiili #

f

&

%

¥on

every
Mechanical accuracy
assured
double acting
and from the door.

of

*

to

to

against the release rod and the door immediately opens and allows them
back
pass out with the least possible delay, the check returning the door
closed position.
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Heating and ventilating
large buildings

New Pennsylvania Railroad Terminal, New York City
Warmed and ventilated by 76,000square feet of VENTO Heaters, distributed in nine fan roomsin
differentlocations. Fifteen heaterfans aredriven by nine 440 volt motors—a total of 260
horsepower. The aggregatecapacityis 36,810.000cubicfeetof air per hour.
Total amountof cubic spacewarmed,10,260,000cubic feet

All buildings, such

as factories, schools, universities, colleges,
churches, stores, banks, hospitals, hotels, theatres, libraries, and
museums requiring large volumes of air freshly warmed by steam,
vapor, or water are efficiently served by

VENTO Heaters
Our complete manual of engineering information contains tables
of data on temperatures, condensations, ratings, free areas with
charts on best methods of connection, etc.
Architects and engineers should have this book
for its valuable information.
Send for it

American Radiator Company
Sales Branches and Showrooms in all the large cities

it
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EL EVA TION OF HINGE NO. 1458
The strongest Oarage Door Hinge made,
36in.long. l%in.offset. gives 2j in.throw.
Scale lj-'h =I- Foot.

±

-

ifc
■>
/><M/VOF DOOR AND FRAME.
Showing hinge No.I45S used at top and bottom of extra heavu
3
Door open il'-—*
doors.
HI
••!
*-m , leaf
v«* of
wi hinge
is WtyilL
t* /t/
i\J\, I*/
tojamb
Witt
whichis morticed to
applied
\Short
'
illreceive it. Thelong lea is app/ied to Surface of
door
of'door
with carriage bolts, lag ortvood Screws. Hinges made with
combination no/es.

M>

f

G<

i V

J

I

^,

J [

:
! illill

'//-'

•'

•'

\Jfif

z

_
— n '■»
g
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urage Door fin
inge

otanky

long and

Four pairs of

the strongest garage hinge

these hinges were

oak door with sheet metal facing,

10

placed on

10 feet,

a

made.

36 inches

x

hinge

is

HIS

is

cA3U58

solid

the approxi

mate weight being 2500 lbs. per door.

This installation

in Brooklyn

was made

and name and loca

It

tion will be furnished on request.
will be seen from the above that Stanley Garage Hinges

Stanley Garage Hardware
Garage

is

swing smoothly and without sagging doors

of

can

be

depended upon

to

the heaviest character.

especially designed

for garage use.

Stanley

Hinges, Pulls, Latches and Door Holders are especially strong

and of good

appearance.

If

you

have not our

complete

catalogue

on

garage hardware, kindly send for same.

New York
100 Lafayette

Chicago
73 East Lake Street

Street

New Britain,

Conn., U. S. A.

Stanley Garage Hardware

is

;

;

Manufacturers of Wrought Bronze and Wrought Steel Hinges and Butts of all kinds, including Stanley Ball Bearing Buns. Also
Pulls, Brackets, Chest Handles, PeerlessStorm Sash Hangers and Fasteners; Screen Window and Blind Trimmings Furniture
Hardware Twinrold Box Strapping and Cold Rolled Strip Steel.
adaptable for factory and mill use
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ARCHIVES IN A PYRAMID
The Modern Antithesis of the Subterranean Vault
The

immense

stone pyramid atop this tower contains archives

transactions.

business

Within it

are

seven

floors

sealed

of

against

vast
the

world except for a narrow steel stairway and a single shaft for a
small lift.
The entrance is 427 feet above the street — above mob violence
and other hazards.
outside

"In planning this pyramid we

realized, however, that here was one
would not be security against," said an official
Company. "The hazard of Fire cannot be put

hazard ■which such altitudes

of The

Bankers

at a distance

Trust

or kept outside barriers.

"Provision must be made for automatically attacking a blaze instantly
wherever it breaks out. So we placed a sprinkler-tank at the top of the
pyramid in order to protect the contents of some 84,000 cubic feet of
storage-space.

It

is unique in being the highest sprinkler-tank in the world.

"Business men have

automatic sprinklers at their
wealth, yet at the present time not
of one per cent, of the precious archives of the country are
one-tenth
Think of all the national, municipal, insurance, fiduciary,
safe from fire.
and

long since accepted

in safeguarding

full value

literary archives.

of

life and

A

single

of

charred

fire

will

sometimes

involve the photo

crumbling pages. Does not such
property deserve the same protection against fire that we accord to ordinary
replaceable merchandise ? I think it does."
graphing

thousands

and

The science of architecture and the science of insurance will pull
in harmony more and more as the truths of fire-prevention
are

together

more sharply defined.

Note this principle : "The tremendous
it gets beyond control — checked

energy of fire should be checked

by powerful combative forces.
The inert walls and floors of a non-combustible
building can aid, but only
in a supplementary way, by retarding the spread of fire."
before

There are many kinds of sprinklers passed by the underwriters, but
protecting, as it does, more property than all

the Grinnell is the standard,

other kinds put together.

Grinnells

are

designed

and 'installed under

made in the factory
to blue-prints. We are always glad to consult with architects on special
installations involving concealed piping, decorative heads, and the scores
of problems which affect efficiency and economy.
experienced

foremen, pipes cut to measure and fittings
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THE BANKERS TRUST COMPANY, N. Y
TROWBRIDGE
LIVINGSTON,
ARCHITECTS

AND

QLMig&Co., N.Y.

\

GRINNELL AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM
THE GENERAL FIRE EXTINGUISHER COMPANY
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: PROVIDENCE, R. I.
BUSINESS OFFICES: PRINCIPAL CITIES OF UNITED STATES
AND CANADA
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School Buildings
WinfieldHighSchool,
Winfield,Kan.
Architect.J. H. FeltA Co.. Kansas
City, Kan

Strength,

ease

of erection,

NewMillionDollarHighSchool

fire-

resistance and permanence are some
of the qualities that make Metal
Lumber especially desirable for

school construction.

The buildings shown
a

here are only
few of the many in which Metal

Lumber
HighSchool,
Humboldt
St.Paul,Minn.
Architect,
E. J, Donohue

ru
f

-1 Kl

k
ImLlJl

OakHarborSchool.
OakPark.O.
Architects,
Bacon
it Hubcr

has been used.

During a period of over eighteen
years this system of Metal joists
and studs has been used in hun
dreds of structures, having a total
valuation

of many

School,KansasCity. Mo.
Parochial
Architects,
Miller,OpalA Corbett

millions of

dollars.
Thorough tests of every kind, including the
Tests of Service, have proven Metal Lumber
an ideal building material in its field.
See 1917 Sweet's, pages 244-250,
and tend for Technical Bulletin L-8

CedarRapids.la.
JohnsonSchoolBuilding-,
Archilcts.Dieman
A Fiske

The Berger Mfg. Company
CANTON,

(D
miRClM)

OHIO

Branches:
BostonNewYork PhiladelphiaChicago
St.Louis MinneapolisSanFrancisco
ExportDept.:BergerBid?., NewYork l ity,I .S. \.

Building,
SprintsSchool
Excelsior
Springs,
Excelsior
Mo.
Architects,
J. H. Felt* Co.

HamletStreet
SchoolBuiIdinjr. Fall River,Mass.
Architect.R. T. C. Jackson
I-Joiat

SchoolBuilding,
Winslow.Me.
andF.neineer.
Architect
J. I.. Dean

Ik i,
r

i

•

1

-V
School,Detroit,Mich.
Construction
Viewof MetalLumber
in St.FrancisParochial
A Co.. Architects
J. G. Kastler

r
~^^^^P

■

-s*? £*.

yaLi*

Fargo.N. D.
Sacred
HeartAcademy.
Architect,
GeorgeStudabar

■i
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Seattle
Harry H. James, Architect
handsome Spokane High School shown above, and the
flour mills below, illustrate the adaptability of Carey Roofing
and architects' recognition of the fact that it serves equally
well on all types of construction and roof surfaces — wood, concrete,

Rackner Sheet Metal Works,
Contractors

M.

Sommerville,

THE

Architect

Booker, Kiehl & Whipple,
Contractors

tile, gypsum block, etc.

The water-proofing and fare-resisting qualities of Carey Roofing
are maintained by rigid adherence to standard formulas, thus elim
inating any possibility of variation in materials or the cheapening
of the product.

Stevens & Stevens, Architects
Finne & Gjarde, Contractors
Stone & Webster, Contractors
Grant, Smith & Co., Contractors

In the Seattle and Spokane territory Carey Built-Up Roofing
has been applied to lumber yards, schools, flour mills, creameries
and factories of all kinds; Carey Roll Roofing has been specified
for docks, garages, barns, markets and creameries and Carey
Asphaltslate Shingle Roofing for churches, hotels and residences.
The architects and contractors listed are among those who have
specified and laid Carey Roofing:

Bebb & Gould, Architects

W. T. Butler, Contractor
Edgar Blair, School Architect
Occidental Sheet Metal Works,
Contractors

Bremerton, Wash.
W. Joyce, Architect and

Carey service to architects enables them to cope successfully with

all roofing problems. This service is individual where the archi
tect advises us of the conditions governing the installation.

Contractor

Elma, Wash.
W. W. Hastings, Architect
McAdams

Bros., Contractors

Sumner, Wash.
Aldrich & Hunt, Contractors
H. D. Stewart, Contractor

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY
General Offices: Lockland,
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte

Chattanooga
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver

.

Cincinnati,

Detroit
Jacksonville
Kansas City
Knoxvllle
Little Rock
Los Angeles

Ohio

•

50 Branches and Distributors

Memphis
Minneapolis
Montreal
Nashville
New Orleans
New York

Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
San Francisco
SeatUe

Spokane
St. Louis
'I'uc<>
ma
Toronto
Wheeling
Washington, D.C.
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A Worthy
Business

Ambition
brought about our long investi
gations and research work to
improve the lasting qualities of
sheet metal products. This re
sult has been accomplished in

— and
Keif stone Copper Steel
without excessive cost to the
user. Actual time and weather

has proved the superiority
the copper-steel alloy.

of

American Sheet ancl Tin Plate Company
A
—u

-*

General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
^DISTRICT SALES OFFICES:

Chicago

Denver
Detroit
New Orleans
New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Export Representatives: United States Steel Products Company, New York CityPacific Coast Representatives: United States Steel Products Company, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle
Cincinnati

St. Louis
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Grand Prize Award
for greatest
mertf.

Send for our booklets
describing actual
service tests.

&

"

*
' '

". . *."*

7%

KEYSTONE

°ope:ree
Look for this special mark added below
regular brands

gives more wear and added
rust-resistance to Black and Gal
vanized Sheets, Terne Plates,
Roofing and Siding Products,
Galvanized Tanks, Spouting,
Cornices, etc. Every architect,

engineer and builder should be
familiar with Keystone quality.
It assures the user better and
more enduring Service.
Sheet and Tin Plate Company
American
General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
MANUFACTURERS
Sheet and

Tin Mill

OF

Products of every description, including Black Sheets, Galvanized Sheets, Tin and Terne Plates, Electrical
Corrugated and Formed Roofing and Siding Materials, Special Sheets for Stamping,
Planished Iron Sheets, Polished Steel Sheets, Automobile Body Sheets, Stove and Range Sheets, Black Plate, Etc.

Sheets
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The Adaptability

Windows

Casement
to

of

Workingmen's

Houses

The Casement Window, opening out, is the most practi
cal window for general use in houses for workingmen.
It is simple and inexpensive and adds greatly to the
healthfulness and attractiveness of the house.

Penn,
ScmyerPark, WilHamtport,
Geo.S. WelshandLevis E. Welsh,Wilkes-Barre.Penn.,Architects

"In

designing and build
ing workmen's houses
hardware should
place on which

'HIS is

be the last

to economize

"
Security CasementAdjuster Showing Screenin Place

quotation from a
*■ recent letter to us from a prominent
realty corporation engaged in indus
trial development work.
I

a literal

It was written after a
costly experiment made by
them in an effort to cut
the cost of the locks and
hardware below the point
of safe economy in price
and quality.

The Security Casement Adjuster is especially recom
mended for work of this character. We shall be glad
to discuss the matter in detail and to send our Data
Sheets with drawings, prices and full information.

GEORGE LESTER WILKINS
7079

'"■

Our country's workers are
doing a great and important
work in industrial and am
munition plants and in ship
yards. And it is sound, pa
triotic judgment that provides

ZenobianDesign

Permanent
Fireproof !
is essential

Correspondenceis incited from
architectsand others interested
in industrial housing.

The

Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.

9 East 40th Street
HubianDesign

\h

5H3

New York City

ChicaKOOffice: 77East Lake Street
CanadianYale & Towne Ltd.
St. Catharines,Ont.

to the

ness of any
door.

And in nothing else is insis
tence upon durability and last
more essential than
in the selection of locks and
Specifying Yale
hardware.
locks and hardware is not only
of security and
a guarantee
protection, but a sure indication
to those occupying the houses
equipped with "Yale" locks
and hardware that due regard
has been paid to their needs
and requirements.

?

t
!

Construction

homes for them that shall be
and liveable in
comfortable
and safe
their convenience
and secure in their protection.

ing service

No. Clark Street, CHICAGO

For morecompleteinformationabout Wilkins" and Security" ad
justerssee Sweet's Catalogue. Samplesand modelsmay be seen at
Building Material Exhibit, Insurance Exchange,Chicago, and Archi
tectsSamplesCo., Architects' Building, New York.

It

must

deteriorating
Showingthe
cnn!4triK'tion
of the
"ALMETL"
Door

Evans

and

useful

fire retarding
withstand

influences

be one hundred

cent efficient

per

every day in

the year.

"ALMETL"
(Pat. Pending)

Fire Doors I

are measuring up to this high standard and prov
ing their worth in many of the largest industrial
plants in the country.
"Almetl" Doors have received the highest approvals

from the Underwriters Laboratories, Chicago, Factory
Mutual Laboratories, Boston, and National, State and
City Authorities.
Send for a copyof our latestbooklet
Also manufacturersof
"
"
"
Star" Ventilators
Merchant'sOld Method Roofing Tin

cvEvans
Merchant
PHILADELPHIA
NEW YORK
BALTIMORE
ATLANTA
CLEVELAND

*

C<?

WHEELING
CHICAGO
ST.LOUIS
KANSASCITY
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perfect "kejT cf

THE
Herringbone

Rigid

Metal Lath and plaster
affords the greatest pos
sible resistance to the ever-present menaces
cf fire, felling ceilings, mice, vermin, 'weather,
and decay.

Herringbone Lath is composed of a series
cf heavy longitudinal ribs, set at an angle
of 45 degrees to the plane of the lath. The
wide, flattened strands curl the plaster
around the lath with an unbreakable grip.
Specify Herringbone Rigid Metal Lath for
all your stucco and interior plaster work.
Send for the Herringbone

Catalog.

THE GENERAL FIREPROOFING
YOUNGSTOWN,

OHIO
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PUTTING PATRIOTISM
INTO ACTION * * •
There is no turning back.

This nation

of ours is in

the war against autocracy and militarism to the end

—

until the fight is won and peace is restored for all time.
This is not the time to count the cost. But whatever
Hundreds of
price may be, it will be worth it.
thousands of our noblest young men of all ranks are today
on the firing line OVER THERE. Hundreds of thousands
more are waiting and eager to go.
And millions more
will respond to any call that comes to uphold the principle
of righteousness and peace in world affairs.
the

We who perforce must stay behind "to keep the home
fires burning" have a duty no less important to perform.
This duty is right at hand — in factory and office and
shop and field and home.
Words and good intentions accomplish nothing.

ACTION

and action alone

will win

the war.

It devolves upon each and all of us to do our part,
willingly, gladly, quickly.
Buy Liberty Bonds.
Help the Red Cross.

Invest in Thrift Stamps.
Support the Y. M. C. A.

Do whatever your Government asks at this crucial time
and do it with a firm faith in the future.

In the measure

that we today serve

our Government

and the holy cause to which

it is pledged, we shall in
future reap the benefits of peace and liberty and justice.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY
WORCESTER,

MASSACHUSETTS

*

*

•
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For speed in erection and saving in formwork.
Another result of Corrugated Bar Company's developf ment of perfect

reinforcement

for concrete

construc

tion.

CoRR-MESH

not be confused with the
ordinary types of expanded metal

should

lath ; it has distinctive

CqKR-MESH

is more

characteristics.

than lath — it is reinforcing

material

that

form-work

eliminates

expensive

for side walls, roof

and

floor construction.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Bethlehem, Pa.

CoRR-MESH

Catalogue

CORRU
CORR-PLATE

is a companion material of

GATED BARS
FLOORS.
and full particulars

and

sent in response

to request on business letterheads

CORRUGATED

BAR COMPANY

Mutual Life Building, Buffalo, N. Y.
Boston
New York

Syracuse
Philadelphia
Houston

Detroit
St. Louis
Atlanta

St. Paul
Chicago
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Which is the better?

r
Courtesyof Bollinger<frPerrot, Architectsand Engineers,PhiUi(lrI}>hia
An unsightly, unsanitary fire trap

An attractive, fire-resistive, sanitary building

You know that the efficiency of any work

man is affected to a large degree

living conditions.

by his

Attractive, clean and home -like houses re
sult in contented, efficient employees and
increased production.
You will want to know about the economy and perma
nence of stucco and
TB»DEMARK

JCnc-fcum
MO. K ». PAT.OFF.

Expanded Metal Lath
for the exterior of houses and the practical advantages
to be obtained by the use of metal lath as a base of all
interior plastering.
Send today for our Kno-Burn Lath Catalog No.
our Modern Walls and Ceilings Catalog No. 342
North Western Expanded

Metal Company

Member of the Associated Metal Lath Manufacturer*

934 Old Colony Building,

Chicago, Illinois

Behind

ibnr

Plaster

343

and

FORUM
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Clinton Grilles
Perforated Grilles give to

building that final touch
by modern decorative
They
are perforated from rolled sheets by accurate
requirements.
steel dies, and are so clean-cut and delicately beautiful that their
appearance is unusually distinctive and pleasing.

CLINTON
of refinement

We

a

and character demanded

are pleased to submit our catalog of special designs for 'almost
We make Grilles to order only, of steel, brass, copper,

any purpose.

aluminum, or bronze in any size up to 56 x

156 inches.

Write for catalog — it shows a wide variety of patterns for ventilator
grilles, doors, register faces, and for the concealment of radiators.

CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY
Boston

New

York

Chicago

Manufacturers of Hire Cloth of every description, Nettings, Welded Wire fabrics, and Perforated Metals
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Save the

Thoughtless

ars

I

"/ got the sweetest hat today.
didn't really need it, but— "
*

"What if it is only

*

And, my dear, of course,

*

*

a few blocks?

"I know I'd feel a lot better
"
must have a big order of —

if I

Here, taxi!"

ate less, but

I

simply

Over there in the Picardy mud, pock-marked with
significant craters and "plum-caked" with unspeakable
things that once were men, our soldiers can't hear all
that some of us are saying. Good that they can't, isn't
it? It wouldn't make it any easier to stand firm against
those blood-crazed, grey hordes who come on wave
after wave because they believe their Kaiser is "God's
anointed shepherd of the German people."

It isn't that we Americans are a selfish people. We
have simply been thoughtless.
Money is needed to win this war — let's give it. So far,
we have been asked only to lend —to lend at a good round
4% interest. Turn your THOUGHTLESS dollars into
War Savings Stamps.
NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS COMMITTEE,
WASHINGTON

WS.S.

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
ISSUED BY THE

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

through
Contributed
DioiiionofAimUitnt

UntteJStatuGoc't,Comm.
anPublicInformation

This spacecontributedfor the Winning of the War by

The Publishers of this Magazine
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KQWineer"
STORE FRONTS

of

by fifteen years

— are backed

unquestioned leadership. When you specify
KAWNEER construction, you can be sure your clients
will obtain the same complete satisfaction KAWNEER
brought

has

to more than 65,000 store-owners.

Detail of KawneerNo. 30 Metal Sash

This detail of our No. 30 Sash presents the

The face or outer member of this sash is made from
No. 18B and S gauge solid copper or bronze. The
inner spring member is made from No. 20 B and S
gauge metal.

reason for this supremacy.
Note how the sturdy, yet
narrow and trim, KAWNEER members produce a
well balanced construction that insures the utmost
in show-windcw display value combined with the
beauty and permanence of copper or bronze.

Holes for ventilation and drainage are provided
every two inches in a generous gutter that features the

Note also the efficient ventilation control---

inner member. A "V" shaped slide with holes
punched to correspond with those in the gutter, is
built into the sash and is easily operated from the
inside. By closing this slide, the sash can be made
dust-tight in summer.

feature

J andPORTFOLIO

You

feature.

provides sufficient drainage

can see this

and minimizes

=l

glass sweating.

~

*

KAWN E E R M FG. C O M PA N Y

The grip or holding face of the sash is that of a spring
friction grip, being resilient on both sides of the glass.
Write todayfor CATALOG

KAWNEER

an exclusive

NILES, MICH.

BERKELEY, CAL.

OF DESIGNS

GUELPH, ONT.

||||||||||||||
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SPECIFICATION
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The following brief but comprehensive
will insure satisfactory construction with

> 2.

wood construction

by

On

:
%
%

.

:
%

no

of

plastering material;
wastes
easily erected that
lower cost
the finished
Lath and plaster surface
assured.

Metal

********'.

2% %

2.
z.

receiving

details,

WRITE US

The Bostwick Steel Lath Co.
NILES, OHIO

NNNN

-

%

.

When interested

in

is

a

:

lbs. per

metal that

is

a

“Truss-Loop”

4%

so

“Truss-Loop”

net sectional area
the increased rigidity given.

is

value

in

of

square yard, giving

is

Note the weight

of

of

galvanized iron wire for lacing.

?

on

lapped
ins:
brickwork and well
iron frame use No. 18 soft annealed
4

be

to

Lath

secured.

a

to

be

4

by

be

to

all

to

4

O.

be

to

“Bostwick Truss Loop” Metal Lath, Std. Ptd., manufactured
The Bost
wick Steel Lath Co., Niles,
Nailed every
ins with No.
common nails—the sheets
lapped and each joint broken, wood
entirely covered
the Lath. Lath
folded
against
plaster cracks. Where woodwork joins brick,
angles
around
corners and
insure

All Lath

2

types

of

on

all

“Bostwick Truss-Loop” Metal Lath

-
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Fresh Air Despite the Weather
Ordinary windows, subject
to the workers' whims, too
often stay shut. If open, they
do not keep out rain.

For maximum efficiency,
ventilation must
able

be

depend

and independent

It

weather.

of

is made so by

SASH
CONTINUOUS
WEATHER-PROOF
WHEN OPEN

In sawtooth and Pond Truss roofs, moni
tors and side walls, long lines of Pond Con
tinuous Sash are controlled by the foreman
through hand chains or motors. With outlets
properly placed, ventilation is
and inlets
uniform over the entire area.
In ordinary factories positive ventilation
is secured by placing a length of Pond Con
tinuous Sash over each window and operating
Where heat or fumes
the lengths in groups.
are present, as in the building here shown,
the openings are entirely filled with Pond
Continuous Sash.
Examples of the use of Pond Continuous
Sash are described in our booklet, "Air, Light
Among them are buildings
and Efficiency."
of the B. F. Goodrich Co., Willys-Overland

Co., Ford Motor Co., Remington ArmsU. M. C. Co., and the Domestic Engineering
Company.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, Mechanical Building; Osborn Engineering Co., Engineers.
Pond Continuous Sash gives abundant ventilation without allowing rain to damage
goods in process. Note the inside columns, also rail at top of
building for hanging window cleaners' swings.

DAVID LUPTON'S
Witte

and Tulip Sts.

Pond Continuous Sash for Pond
Truss, sawtooths, monitors and
sidewalls
Pond Operating Device for long
linesof sash
Lupton Rolled Steel Skylight
Lupton Steel Partition and Doors
Lupton Steel Shelving

SONS

COMPANY
Philadelphia,

Pa

Lupton Steel Sash
Pivoted Factory Type
CounterbalanceType for
factories
Counterweighted type for
offices
Power House Type
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CRITTALL
STEEL
CASEMENTS
for

Artistic Residences
and other substan

i

tial buildings
Made in varied designs
to meet all conditions

Crittall Casement Window Co.
Detroit
Manufacturersof SteelCasementsand Windows

INTERNATIONAL
CASEMWTS

Produce the home-like
effect and the quaint
charm to the home, give a maximum of venti
lation and daylight and are weathertight under
all conditions.
Quick deliveries can be obtained
from our Jamestown plant.

International Casement Company
101

Jamestown,
Park Avenue

N.

Y.

New York City

jyypde By iiope\
a house in

for

\

Jlondon.
iialsey Ricardo
Architect

.

HOPES

LEADWOXK

\
\

'

%

PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK.
45 KING STREET WEST. TORONTO.
103

^
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the

Daylight Saved

daylight
Distributed
throughFenestrain saw
toothconstruction

advanced the time of the Country's clocks one hour for a definite reason:
—
the best time to work.
Daylight
Fenestra Solid Steel Windows admit maximum Daylight throughout the plant as long as
Daylight lasts. This salient Fenestra value is backed by other essentials: Fire Protection,
Weathering, Ventilation, and Strength of Construction. Details on each are yours on request to

The Government

To

save

Detroit Steel Products Company,

3817 East Grand Blvd.,

Detroit, Michigan

aredesigned
asa part of FenestraSashto give
FenestraOperators
andeconomy
easeof operation
maximumopening,
of maintenance
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Pointing and setting
The mortar-joint is now recognized as an
element in surface-design.

important

To do this exacting work well and permanently the
mortar must be impervious to water, must set quickly with
out the aid of air, must be non-staining, and, above all,
must be at least as strong as the masonry itself.
These requirements
made with Atlas-White

fully met by cement-mortar
non-staining Portland Cement.

are

Non-staining Mortar
Send for our new monograph,
for Pointing, Setting and Backing," with beautiful illustra
tions and a list of some notable buildings and suggested
specifications.

The Atlas Portland Cement Company

Memberof thePortland CementAssociation
NewYork ChicagoPbila.BostonSt.Louis MinneapolisDe«MoinesDaytonSavannah

Wisconsin State Capitol
Geo.B. Post & Sons,Architr,

VHITE

V->'

t2&.*i

CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK BLDG.
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

Architect

W. L. Stoddard

Contractor
Geo. A. Fuller & Co.

Entire building except first floor
Glazed with our

34 oz.
Crystal Sheet Glass
It's cheaper than Polish Plate
— just as practical

If you want

samples, prices or any

information,

setting forth the
this
product, write
advantages of
for any information you desire.

American Window Glass Co.
General Office, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

DISTRICT SALESOFFICES:
SanFrancisco.
Cal.
1015Wool Kxchange
214FrontStreet.
Buildinc.NewYork
Apartado
Memphis.
No.9*0.Havana.
440NorthMainStreet.
Tenn.
Cuba
W) CenturyBuilding.
St.Louis,Mo.
1011Peonies
GasBuildinc.Chicago
Boston,
4i Tremont
HennenBuilding,NewOrleans.
Street.
Mass.
La.
76,2 I'iso.MexicoCity,Mex.
SaTacuba
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Workingmen's Homes
Issue No. 10 of ALPHA AIDS, a publica
tion issued regularly by us in the interests of en
gineers, architects, contractors, builders and buildingmaterial dealers, is devoted entirely to the big subject
of proper housing for American workmen.
building just one type of house at our own plants,
we did not confine attention to that in our Industrial Housing

Although we

are

but printed all the information available on several types of permanent
Sixteen pages, with special sup
modern character and reasonable cost.
plement, giving news of actual building operations, photographic views, floor plans
Three separate sheets of details on: (1) Poured Wall
and useful working data.
number,
homes

of

Houses;

(2) Precast
engineers, architects,
live subject.

Houses; (3) Stucco Type Houses.
Free to all
System
contractors,
interested in this
builders and manufacturers

This housing material has been mailed to every architect east of
you haven't seen your copies, look them up
the Mississippi.

If

ALPHA PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
General Offices: Easton, Pa.
SALES OFFICES : New York, Philadelphia,
Boston, Baltimore

and Savannah

Pittsburgh
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Books of Small House Designs

of Special Value in Planning
Workingmen's Houses
These books have been published in recent years and contain
designs for small single, semi-detached, and apartment houses sub
mitted

in competitions

They
of various fire-resisting building materials and are of

show the use
especial

conducted

by

The Brickbvilder.

value for the ingenuity displayed in plans and elevations

in moderate and low cost work.
The Hollow Tile Bungalow

One Hundred Bungalows
This book of

120 pages contains designs

for 100 bungalows to be built at an es
timated cost of #3,000, together with
articles on the use of brick and the treat
ment of the bungalow interior.

Contains 80 pages showing 52 designs for
bungalows to be constructed of hollow
tile with stucco finish estimated to cost
#4,000.

A

number of other houses are

illustrated from plans and photographs.

The Double House ofHollorw Tile

The Suburban House and Garage

six rooms each are shown in this book.

on a 50-foot lot is shown by 52 designs
in this book of 80 pages.
Designs in

They

tended for hollow

Complete plans and perspective views of
52 designs for double houses averaging
are

estimated to cost #4,500 per
of hollow tile with

family, constructed
stucco finish.

Book,

of Designs for

Small Houses

This book contains 45 designs showing
careful study of the small house problem.
They are planned for erection on 30foot lots and estimated to cost #4,000 in
texture faced hollow tile.

The small detached house with

rile construction

and

estimated to cost #7,500.

The Tisoo Apartment House
Forty designs for a two apartment house
to be erected on a lot 30 by 100 feet and
containing on the average five rooms and
bath per family.
Estimated to cost in
hollow tile #3,600 per family.

These books are bound in paper covers and are uniform in size, 8 by 10'

Any or all will be

garage

sent prepaid upon receipt of price —

L- inches

FIFTY CENTS PER COPY

ROGERS AND MANSON COMPANY
Architectural Publishers

^\!«SS&Si^V^^\:\!\W.^s.^^xiS^m^.^

WATER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

'/>

85
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Industrial Architecture
In

of industrial activity, reinforced concrete
is coming to the fore with ever increasing vigor.
these times

economical, fireproof — it
housing industry and its workers.
Permanent,

is the

material

for

Architects are making these buildings of good design —
attractive to work in or live in.
We will gladly furnish architects with information on
concrete for factories, warehouses, workmen's homes and
other industrial structures, and co-operate on request, in
Use the coupon below.
the development of designs.

The Atlas Portland Cement Company
Memberof the Portland CementAssociation
Philadelphia
Chicago
Boston
St. Louis
Xew York
Dayton
Minneapolis
Savannah
Des Moines

40 TenantHouses— D.L.&W.
R. R. Co..Nanticoke. Pa.
Milton Dana Morrill, Architect

\

,■

r

\cr y^nr
3te

The Atlas Portland Cement Company. 30 Broad St.. N. Y., or Corn Exchange Bank Bldg., Chicago. Send book on Industrial Houses and
information to name and address written on margin, particularly subjects checked.
Hospitals
Terminals
Schools
Cold Storage
Business Garages
Factories
Lofts
Workmen's Houses
Warehouses
special information will be furnished.
If you will state kind of business for which building is intended
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DRAFTED for HEAVY DUTY
by

Prominent

Architects

Throughout

Country

the

\rith Automatic GearShiftingBrake
Device and Silencer

& G Telescopic Hoists

f~^

^-*

have withstood the most

They

severe tests creditably.

are constantly being
installed in all types of buildings — old and new —
wherever there are ashes to be removed.

Model
is designed

B, shown in the accompanying illustration,
particularly for use in buildings where it is

possible for wagons
overhead crane

to drive up alongside of hatch.
attachment permits the ash cans
to be raised directly from the cellar to the wagon,
eliminating the necessity of rehandling at sidewalk —
a saving in both time and labor.

The

Write

GILLIS

&

for bulletin describing five different
models in detail with prices

GEOGHEGAN

544 WEST

BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

Every Goulds Pump is Guaranteed to Satisfactorily
Perform the Specific Work for Which it is Sold
you buy a Goulds Pump you buy
protection. You are sure of having a pump
When

which will operate satisfactorily. Being the
largest manufacturer of pumps for every
service, we are able to offer you the best
pump for each service, and guarantee that
pump to do the work satisfactorily.

If you

want pump protection,

together with the

best pump service obtainable,

MOULDS

■F©K EVEKY

Complete set

specify

SEtWlSE

of Bulletins

on request

The Goulds Manufacturing Company
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS
Seneca Falls, N. Y.

New York
16MurraySt.
Chicago
Boston
58PearlSI.
12-1+
S.ClintonSt

Philadelphia
Ill NorthId St.

Pittsburgh
6S6Henry\V. OliverBld|.

Atlanta
id Nat.BankBid*.
Houston
1001CarterBldf.
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Residence of Harold Law, Presidio Terrace, San Francisco
Henry C. Smith, Architect, San Francisco

Waterproofed stucco that will not discolor or
crack — a permanent tribute to the builder
The beautiful

effects which can be obtained
by the use of white stucco for home building
are generally admitted by architects
every

where.

The

variety of treatments which can be given
to stucco is almost unlimited, and by the
use of stucco the architect can always design
a home which will

be in absolute
with its natural surroundings.

The
will
ing

harmony

It
stucco
home is here to stay.
go down in the ages as the dominat
type of twentieth-century architecture.

But to give permanently satisfactory results,
must be waterproofed at the time it

stucco

is applied.

Medusa Waterproofing
makes

absolutely

stucco

(powder or paste)
damp-proof

and

it seals the pores against
weather resisting,
and it prevents
the absorption of moisture
discoloration, hair cracking and checking.
Write to-day

The Sandusky
Cement Company
Cleveland, Ohio

F for booklet,
Waterproof."

to Dept.

to Make Concrete

How
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SHERARDUCT

1

Sherardized Rigid Steel Conduit
was

used

exclusively in the

new Willys-

Overland Company building, Oakland, Cal.

To

structural

durable

durability was added an equally

electric installation.

SHERARDUCT

is rust-proof and acid-proof

— made

so by the zinc steel alloyed

amelled

interior and exterior surfaces.

are exclusive

SHERARDUCT

and en

These

features.

—GeorgeA. Mills
Architect
Electrical
Con.—RexElec.Con.Co.

.i.

__

M.

Hational Metal Molding 6.

AVrite for samples and
information.
complete

Manufacturers of

Electrical Conduits and Fittings
1113 Fulton Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

O

SHERARDUCT-

I

:

~~l

Atlanta Boston Buffalo Chicago Dallas Denver Detroit LosAnireles NewYork PhiladelphiaPortland SaltLakeCity SanFranciscoSeattle St.Louis
Manila
Paris
Havana
Buenos
Aires
COMPANY,
CANADIAN
GENERAL
Limited
ELECTRIC
Distributors
Canadian

RECEPTACLES

SWITCHES

SAFETY
SIMPLICITY

DIGNITY
SERVICEABILITY

HART MANUFACTURING
HARTFORD,

CONN.

CO.
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Which Building Next?
I
T^To
-L^l

I

matter what kind of building you are next called upon to plan, ten to one
it will have dumb waiter equipment.
Most modern buildings do, whether

public, industrial or residential.
.

For you then it is not a question of whether you will need dumb waiter information
when your plans are being formulated.
Rather is it a question of what informa

1

tion you should have available.

/
1

The new Sedgwick Catalog, pictured at the top of the page, is a book that conIt is in fact a dumb
tains real dumb waiter information in word and picture.
waiter dictionary — -authentic, accurate, complete.

It

standard types of Sedgwick outfits, giving sizes, prices
It is up-to-date.
It is as comprehensive as our twenty-five
in the manufacture of high grade dumb waiters can make it.

tells all about the various

and measurements.
years of experience

And it is yours for the asking.

/
3

%
:'

We feel that in this book we have made as important a contribution to the archi- .
tect's library as the Sedgwick product itself has made toward the advancement
of good dumb waiter service for the modern building.

|

i
I

As a practicing architect you already know the qualities of Sedgwick Dumb
Waiters. As a business man you will obtain this new book for your office — with

/

the least possible delay.

i

.

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS
151

I

West 15th Street
Hand

.

Poiver

Elevators

an

J

I

New York

Dumb

Waiters,

Exclusively

'■
3
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SMYSER-ROYER, CO.
Architectural

%

and

Ornamental

Iron and Bronze

N
Work

ExTERIOR

:

FIXTURES

%

A

the

LIGHTING

A SPECIALTY

special knowledge
of
subject
of exterior

lighting, combined
years

%

of

successful

with
orna

mental metal work pro
duction, enable us to in

/.

into our stand

every refinement
ards
of artistic and utilitarian
value.

More than 350 models
listed in our several cata
logues.

Write for Descriptive
Literature and kindly
mentionthispublication

DesignNo. 165

WORKS: YORK, PA.

Just by way of illustrating the
adaptabilityof Jefferson Illuminat
ing Glass we show this home in
stallation
There is nothing pretentiousor re
markable about this sitting room
but it is tasteful and very com
fortable
Note how well the design of the
Jefferson No.6027Moonstone Glass
Bowl blendsinto the general deco
rativescheme
And at night reading and writing
in this room is as pleasantas by
day

%

PHILA. OFFICE

%
%

-

1225

RACEST.

N

for THE FORUM

O those subscribers who want a convenient
method of keeping their files in a good, work
able condition, we offer a low cost binder of
good quality that meets all requirements.

Jefferson Glass Company
Virginia

Follansbee West
"Pittsburgh
isFortuMilesAnau."
Baltimore
KansasCity
New York
Philadelphia
Chicago

/.

STUDIO:

BINDERS

The Lighting Studios Companyof
220West 42ndStreet New York in
stalledthis fixture

‘Che

&

The covers are of heavy cloth covered board
with strong reinforcing bars at the back. The
copies may be easily inserted or removed without
the necessity of any cutting or mutilation. The
are held in place by narrow steel strips
hook over upright steel posts, made in sections
so that the binder is equally serviceable for a
few copies or for an entire volume.
The title is
stamped in gold on the front cover.

-

w:

to a regular supply provided for The
Forum in its present size, we are able to offer a
limited number for the former size, printed with
either title, The Brickbvilder or The Architec
tural Forum. The same price applies to all. In
ordering, state which is wanted.
Sent prepaid to any address in the United States
for $1.50.

In addition

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
Ž
%
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N
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Water Street, Boston, Mass.
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The Architect and the
Electrical Contractor

T

HE

insofar

architect is interested in the electrical contractor
the contractor is responsible for the carrying

as

out of his plans.

Any effort, therefore, that

is calculated to induce the con
tractor to more ready acceptance of high grade, standard
materials and encourage him to hold up his prices — ob
viating the danger of makeshift installations because of
non-profitable estimates— will receive the co-operation of
the architectural fraternity.
''

We are mailing to contractors a folder entitled, How the
Real Electrical Contractor can make Real Money,"
which is designed to work along the lines suggested above.
This is in keeping with the policy of this company to
make all of its sales efforts basically constructive to the
electrical industry.

To

architects who wish to keep in touch with the work
we are doing in this field, we shall be glad to send copies
of the folder mentioned above.

It

offers some sound suggestions for the architect's per
sonal dealings with the contractor.

ECCOKSSWIRE
THE ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY
10

EAST

43d

STREET, NEW YORK

Makers of Ecco Wire for every purpose
where rubber covered wire is used.

CITY
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The Glass

is

in Color

and the

Catalog is in Color
We

have

taken extra

pains to make our

new catalog do two things well:
Show you the handsome
Rozelle
(1)
Color Decorations as nearly like the origi
nals as the finest

(2)

Give

color

printing

will do it

you concisely all the data

;

you

will require.
Catalog will go to you promptly on request.

IVANHOE-REGENT WORKS

of

General Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio

REGENT
SHADES

BOWLS

GLOBES

FORUM
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Plans and Specifications
*or

v3ne Home Electrical
IvLECTRICAL

equipment is a feature of
the home, which is rapidly increasing in
practical importance and popular interest.

The architect who

is keeping in touch with
practice in this phase of home
planning will find much helpful material in
the manual that we have prepared as a part of
the Habirshaw service to architects.

progressive

The

data contained in this portfolio has been
from the most reliable sources,

compiled

For more than thirty
years, practically from
the beginning of the
electrical industry —

It is
representing the best modern practice.
intended to answer all of the questions that
may arise between the architect, contractor
and owner in considering electrical equip
ment and to provide basic suggestion for
making up electrical budgets.
Copies of "Plans and Specifications for the
Home Electrical" will be supplied to archi
tects without charge.

Write for your copy

now.

HABIRSHAW
"Proven by the test of time"

Insulated Wire

Has

THE HABIRSHAW ELECTRIC CABLE
INCORPORATED

10 East 43d Street,

New

York City

been

accepted as

a standard of quality
all over the world.

CO.
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To the architect and artist the marvelous light which
bathes the Acropolis at Athens has always constituted a
special element of its appeal.
The shattered citadel and
crumbling temples traced against the heavens — perfect

clarity of light gives them distinctness of outline against
the blue.
It is a crystal clearness that renders distance
nothing to the vision, gives remote objects all their detail,
robs shadows of their depth and gloom — a perfect day
light wrought by sky and sea with sun-rays in a magic
manner.
The ideal light is daylight.
The artificial light nearest the ideal
is Brascolite.
Just as the sky and sea of Athens reflect and
diffuse the sun-rays, Brascolite achieves a pure, clear, even luminant by reflection and diffusion.
purpose,
ThereisaBrascolite
artisticorpracfor evert/
tical. Its scopeof design,from ctarsicto modern,
adaptsit toeoeru
styleof edifice—publicor private.

New York. 30ChurchSt.
Philadelphia.
1007LandTitle Bids
\mTTTTTWf
Chicago,19SouthWellsSt.
Cincinnati,515 Johnston
Bldg.
| flf)
«\\'\
VAtfiy
Boston,217 Old SouthBldg.
Minneapolis.
204AndrusBids.
SanFrancisco.
132Lick Bide.
Atlanta.1313HealeyBldg.
CanadianDistributors
: Northern
ElectricCompany,
Ltd.
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CRANE

Drainage Fittings
Especially adaptable

When

for buildings of reinforced concrete construction

these fittings are used in connection

with wall hung

closets it is not necessary to cut the floors, as the horizontal
waste line is entirely above the floor.

These fittings, as illustrated, are tapped for the closet connec
tion at different distances from the center of the run, so that
when the closets in a battery are set in line and the fittings
placed in consecutive order according to the tapping numbers
given them, the waste line is given a pitch.
Each fitting takes the place of a drainage tee, nipple, "Y" and
yoke, required when regular fittings are used, which reduces
the number of joints for each closet and simplifies the piping,
making four fittings in one.
CHICAGO

CRANE CO.
Branches in 53 leading

cities.

BRIDGEPORT
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REMEMBER PULLMAN!
tim.

A Pioneer Effort in Industrial Housing
That Resulted in a Health Menace
All of the buildings in Pullman, Illinois, were made unfit for human habitation due
"
to the complete failure of the Durham System" of house drainage using wrought pipe.
This costly mistake was rectified when the Board of Health ordered
vent and drainage lines replaced with

all soil, waste,

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE AND FITTINGS
Cast Iron Soil Pipe will outlast the building — any building.
This should be re
membered, for it will prove a large factor in answering the vital question, " How can we
make a dollar go the farthest for health and happiness in the varying necessities of condi
tions under which our working classes live?" and in solving the problem of Industrial

Housing.

To secure
always specify

SANITARY, PERMANENT

and

ECONOMICAL

HOUSE DRAINAGE

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE

Specificationsand literature will be mailed upon requestby any or all of the following independentand competingmakers of Cast Iron
Soil Pipe and Fittings :
SanitaryCo. of America
Linfield, Pa.
Haines, Jones AtCadbury Co. Philadelphia,Pa.
Anniston Foundry Co. - - - Anniston, Ala.
Bessemer,Ala.
New York. N. Y.
SomervilleIron Works
New York.N. Y.
BessemerSoil Pipe Co.
Johnson Co., J. D.
Anniston, Ala.
Gadsden,Ala.
Lansdale,Pa.
CampbellMfg. Co. .
Krupp Foundry Co
StandardFoundryCo.
Medina, N. Y.
SuperiorMfg. Co.
Bessemer,Ala.
Chattanooga,Tenn.
Casey-HedgesCo., The
Medina Foundry Co.
Anniston,Ala.
CentralFoundry Co.
New York, N. Y.
Union FoundryCo.
National FoundryCo. of N. Y., Inc.,
Baltimore,Md.
Brooklyn.N. Y.
CharlottePipe or.FoundryCo. Charlotte,N. C.
WeiskittelAtSon Co.. A.
Attalla, Ala.
Wetter Mfg. Co., H. . . . Memphis,Tenn.
Coosa Pipe AcFoundryCo. Birmingham,Ala.
NationalPipe AtFoundryCo.
Jackson, Ohio
ReadingFoundry 6tSupply Co. Reading, Pa.
Crown Pipe AcFoundryCo.
Abendroth Brothers . . Port Chester,N. Y.
Gadsden,Ala
Gadsden Pipe Co.
SalemBrassAcIron Mfg. Co. . . Salem,N. J.
Alabama Pipe AtFoundryCo. - Anniston, Ala.
PennsSta.. Pa.
American FoundryAtPipe Co.

...

....

CAST

IRON
JHE PIPEy
^VEMASTINGy
A- 1046

liy

<mil PlM^WHBdESaiL

WESHOBUI

IN THE
BUILDING
UNDER THE

\GR0UND,
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The Pennsylvania Hotel
New York City's Statler Hotel
the choice of pipe is made with a full
of past performance, genuine wrought
iron pipe is selected. Where no chances are taken with
the quality of this wrought iron pipe, Byers is the answer.
The use of Byers pipe instead of the lowest priced pipe
in an installation of this kind, means an extra expense,
usually less than 5% on the plumbing and heating con
Can there be any question about this small out
tracts.
lay effecting a many times greater saving in future years ?
Ask any chief engineer, in charge of a hotel or other large
building, who can speak from experience.

WHEREVER
recognition

Steam Engineers
Tenny fiUnmes

Plumbing

W.G. Cornell

Baker Smiths

Piped with
Byers for pluiitbin^

"
Write for Bulletin No. 30, "An Investigation of Pipe Corrosion,
giving tabulated information about the life of iron, steeland brass
pipe in hot and cold water lines.

.M.

BYERS COMPANY, ESTABLISHED

Cof

Heating

and heating

1864

,

PITTSBURGH.P.
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Service
A ventilator should not be judged
by its cost, but by the SERVICE
IT RENDERS.

"GLOBE"

Ventilators

are the first choice of a great many
from the standpoint of SERVICE.

They

are of the simple "suction" type.
They
an exhaust capacity
as great as any —
greater than many.
A breeze that will not
even move the leaves on a tree will operate a

Plate F-914-A

have

Practical Sink

They are so well made they
GLOBE."
will last as long as the building itself — no
maintenance cost.
And there is nothing about
them that can get out of order — no moving

for Factories

Here is a new style of wash sink,
just added to the famous KOHLER
line of enameled fixtures.
It is a
worthy companion to its predeces
sors, for it is practical, hygienic,
convenient and the construction
throughout is up to the well known
standard

embodied

in all

parts.
Catalogueon requestto Department P

GLOBE VENTILATOR COMPANY
TROY, N. Y.

//,

A

architects

% imsmassssssisssssm^mssss^

WARE
KOHLER
of
always

one quality — the highest

This wash sink was designed for use
in factories or other places of busi

ness where a number of people want
to wash at the same time. The en
amel is pure white, and the supply
fittings are so arranged that the
spray can be used for shampooing.

FIRE.

The name KOHLER, imprinted in
faint blue on this wash sink as well
as on all other KOHLER WARE,
gives assurance of permanent satis
faction.

WITH

DAMPER

ROYAL

VENTILATORS

Keep on file

copies of our books
"KOHLER OF KOHLER" and
"Kohler Ware for Factories." They
are interesting and can be made useful
and profitable. Copies free on request.

is

a

a

a

Having manufactured Ventilators exclusively for
quarter
of
century we are in position to state that ROYALS fulfil
every demand made for efficient and positive ventilation.
The adoption of ROYALS by owners of all types of build
ings has resulted in one opinion regarding them,—
sub
stantiation of our claim of having achieved all that
ac
complishable in this fixture of present-day demand. We
say fixture because strength of construction and use of best
materials make ROYALS fixtures.

KOHLER CO. FoZfd Kohler, Wis.
Boston New York Philadelphia Washington Pittsburgh
Detroit Chicago Indianapolis St. Paul St. Louis
Houston SanFrancisco Seattle London

Learnall aboutthemandof thethousands
whoareusingthemtotheir
" thorough
through
ourfifty-page
satisfaction
"Ventilation
booklet.

;Ns^^^^\5sssssssss^is^>s^^

'/,

Royal Ventilator Co.

415 Locust Street
Philadelphia,

Pa.

'mmmmmmmmmmmmssmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmsmmmmmmm '<?
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SQUARE
POT
RADIATION

is

FIFTEEN PERCENT GREATER
THAN THAT OF ROUND POTS
The BIG REASON why architects are now,

a time when fuel conservation is
more than ever finding favor in Boynton Hot Air Furnaces
and Hot Water and Steam Boilers. At minimum cost for fuel they serve both
the Government and consumer.
so vitally essential,

Register yourself among "SQUARE

POT"

specifiers

Are you acquainted with our furnace specially designed for small bungalows and
six-room industrial houses? Easily installed, economical in consumption, low in
original cost and efficient in service.
Write

us concerning

it

BOYNTON "FURNACE " COMPANY
The Square Pot Makers

BOILERS
CHICAGO

129-131 W. Lake Street

FURNACES
NEW YORK

106 W. 37th Street

RANGES
JERSEY CITY
230 Pacific Avenue
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( Linotilvfloor thataddsbothwarmthandtoneto
IV. Y.
thesunparlor of T. E. Bastion,Rochester,
Whitestrips,3/8inchin nidth,andb-inchsquares
of redmakeupthefield. Theborderis red.

Avoiding the Commonplace
A floor of distinctive coloring

often lends the un
usual note that lifts an interior above the common
place.
To obtain just the correct tones and designs without
sacrificing utility, many architects have turned to

LINOTILE

" The Floor That's Built to Fit the Room "
This combination of powdered cork, wood flour, oxidized lin
seed oil and various gums and pigments makes an ideal floor

It can be
ing material, at once durable, sanitary and quiet.
had in eleven beautiful shades, in several shapes and many sizes.
To convey any conception of the beautiful and diversified ef
fects these colors permit, is impossible in the limits of this ad
You must see the forty-page catalogue in colors
vertisement.
to appreciate the real possibilities of Linotile floors. This
book and a sample will be cheerfully sent on request.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.,

132

Twenty-fourth St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Also manufacturers
breechings,
of NonpareilHigh PressureCoveringfor tleamlines; NonpareilInsulatingBrick for boilersetting*,
rooms; NonpareilCork Machinery
etc.; NonpareilCorkboardInsulationfor refrigerated
Isolationfordeadening
thenoiteand vibration
of motors,fans,pumps,etc.,andArmstrongCircleA CorkBrickfor horseandcowstalls.
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There Isn't Any—

J. Philip McDonnell
Architect

Colonial Apartments

R. P. Peckham

HeatingContractor

Detroit, Michigan

Successfully heated during the severe winter
of 1917-18 with a

Capitol Smokeless Boiler
burning bituminous coal

Note: — The above illustration is a reproduction of an actual

photograph (without retouching) taken immediately
following a firing period, and while the thermometer
in the open air registered 30°.

Showing Boiler

"It's the TEST that tells"

United jStates Radiator (orporation
GENERAL OFFICES: DETROIT. MICHIGAN
BRANCH

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

£:
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Al

insulatz
How his is

Prevenied
%

%
%

OST boiler fires grow dead around the
edges-grow dead because most boilers
have one big center flue at the back,
side flues.

but no

The Burnham has no back center flue. It has a side
flue between each section on each side. The draft is
equalized.

The edges of the fire are practically
lively as the center.

Note the depth of the section
leg corrugation. It is no mere
wrinkle in the air. It is both
broad and deep.

as

The leg of each section has a deep corrugation,
against which the live edge fire directly contacts. That
corrugation
prevents the close, flat packing of the
edge ashes, so assisting in keeping a draft vent.
It adds greatly to the active fire surface
that in most boilers is half dead.

-

a surface

Boiler chat Number Five of
which there are twelve more to follow.

So this ends Burnham

%
%2
Z
Ż%;

%

Lord

&

Burnham.G.

Irvington,

Representatives

in

N.Y.

All Principal

Cities

|
|
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Sirocco Products
Are suitably serving to heat and ventilate the Indianapolis
Public Library, Indianapolis, Ind.
<I Every corner and alcove in this magnificent monument to liter
ature is adequately and evenly heated and ventilated by the four
Sirocco Fans and Heater Coils which make up the unit installed
in this building.
•I

.

a

1

is

<]I

Prominent Architects and members of the Engineering pro
fession everywhere are particularly specifying Sirocco Products
the best guarantee of quality
Sirocco installation
because
together with satisfactory and economical service that can be
obtained.
a

a

is

<J

thorough en
large force of salesmen with
The service of
available to you in all parts of the country.
gineering training

American Blower Company
Detroit, Michigan

Pa.

:

Paul Cret, Zantzintfer. Boric A Mcdary. Philadelphia.
Architect*:
Heating Contractor!
Wells & Newton, New York, N. Y.

General Contractor*
Fuller Construction Co.
Indianapolis. Ind.

32^:

I

mil

uawr

U
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it
is

of

The numerous imitations which have
exploited, and the persistency
imitators in seeking to adapt Dunham
the
the surest evidence
principles,
not
our belief that there
correctness
'just as good
any other trap that
as the Dunham.

of

Engineers will appreciate
the significance
the fact
that cast iron does not enter

:

C. A. DUNHAM
Factories

Marshalltown,
Iowa
Toronto, Canada

of

is

is

is

it

is

a

a

SAVE COAL— SAVE COAL
a

it

is

is

a

is

COAL — the slogan that
realization of the
rousing the people to
fact that War
serious business and
demands the cooperation of every single
individual in the country in one way or
another.
The Dunham Radiator
Trap "doing its bit" and doing well.

our desire that every architect
and
heating engineer in the country
become
familiar with this little device.
To this end we are spending many thou
sands of dollars that
might otherwise be used
in expanding our busi
ness. May we have your
help and cooperation

?

is

is

a

is is

The valve
with liberal valve opening.
The action of the disc
self-cleaning.
positive and the valve seats squarely, like
globe valve, the tightest of all types of
valves and one presenting little opportu
stand
nity for uneven wear. The body
ardized, as
also the cover and disc,
of
thus giving the further advantages
interchangeable parts.
Architects and Heating

needed.

— SAVE

is

a

a

is

a

is

a

It

is

one of its distinguishing
bodv,
cover
features.
comprises
secured
thermostatic disc which
and
in the cover. There are no loose parts,
no sliding contacts, nothing to gum up
and no guide or pin to obstruct the valve
flat valve and seat
There
opening.

being widely advertised by the C. A.
Dunham Company.
All over the country through the medium of magazines of
national circulation, the message of its
coal saver
being spread.
efficiency as
Probably at no time in the history of our
Nation has such device been so urgently

It

is

'

of is

The simplicity of The Dunham Radi

ator Trap

Radiator Trap

The Dunham

is of

been

is

Radiator Trap quickly

grew in favor with architects and heating
acknowledged
engineers until today
to be without an equal in its field.

to maintain the radiator
of its highest heating effi
ciency. To do this the working parts of
the trap must, naturally, be subject to the
actual conditions existing within the radi
ator.
The thermostatic disc within the
trap
fully exposed to the conditions
within the radiator, and, as
never shut
off from them,
therefore responds in
stantly to any change taking place therein.
The Dunham Radiator Trap thus
automatically relieves the radiator of all
air and water and holds all the steam
within the radiator, there to perform its
maximum heating work under practically
perfect conditions.
at the point

is

Despite the coolness of its reception,

The Dunham

The function of The Dunham Radi

ator Trap

it

it

storm of criticism was directed against
from anything
so radically different was
of its kind before. Probably no mechani
such intense
cal device ever encountered
opposition or made its debut under such
trying circumstances.

into the manufacture
the Dunham Trap.
The metal used
entirely bronze and brass.

is

it,

HE Dunham Radiator Trap,
pictured above, is one of the funda
mentals of Dunham Heating
It was placed on the
Service.
Immediately a
market in 1903.

COMPANY, Fisher Building, CHICAGO
Branches

in 34 cities of United States
and Canada

N

#'' *:#:
/\!/
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KAL.AR1A2OO
Multiblade Fans
r

OAK, as a CABINET WOOD, is
serene in its conscious superiority.

Heating and Ventilating

From the aristocratic dignity of the
chateau to the sweet homey-ness of
the cottage or apartment- and from
the earliest middle ages to the present discrimi
OAK, "that sturdy friend of
native moment
Art” and "the world's premier hardwood,” has
remained
the first choice of those who com
bine a knowledge
of truly permanent values
with a sense of the highest artistic adaptability.

Are used and indorsed by the leading Architects,
not once, but again and again.
ClarageMultiblade Fans are so
designed and constructedthat
they give UnusualServicewith
VeruLittleAttention.
These Multiblade Fans really
SavePowerbecauseof the pecu
liar qualitiesof theClarageMul
tibladeWheel andbecausethey
arefurnishedwith SuperiorBear
ings,dust-proofand oil-tight.

Responsive

alike to the best skill of the artisan
artist, OAK combines all the qual
ities which contribute most to a home whose
FURNITURE must (because of the little
folks) at the same time impart ideas of beauty,
dignity, poise and permanence-and good-na
luredly repel the onslaughts of buoyant youth.
“There is no finer heirloom than good OAK furniture.”
and

You will be interestedin know
ing moreaboutour Fan Equip
ment. Write to-day for further
information.

QARAGE FAN (SMPANY

IN PIE

/

Cleveland

the

AMERICAN OAK. MANUFACTUREA'S

Chicago

ASSOCIA TVOA’

write personal letters worth getting. Tell us of your special problems.
ADDRESS
RooM 1402, 14 MAIN STREET, MEMPHIS, TENN.
ASK FOR BOOKLETS.

OF THE PUBLIC'S SUDDEN REALIZATION THAT

%
%

N

N

Durability

of the Gorton Self-Feeding
Boiler is demonstrated by
the fact that many of the

and their knowledge

that

“TIDEWATER CYPRESS’’

the distinctively

DECAY-RESISTING

is

boilers installed over 25

kind, it's

years ago are still in use
giving entire satisfaction.

NO WONDER ‘‘CLIENTS ARE
INSISTING ON

T R A

C

N

There is no more safe and enduring investment—none bet
terworth insisting upon. Have you tried INSISTIA/GA

KALAMAZOO-MICHIGAN-U.S. A.

New York

£2.

Y

(The

E M A R K E

D

D

Efficiency

%

P R E S S

The Gorton Self-Feeding
Boilers are built on the
lines of Power Boilers, using
the same material, thus se
curing the greatest Strength,

true “Wood Eternal’).”

Accept no

CYPRESS

.S."

Af

and

highest

Efficiency.

A.

without
ThaptMARK
REG.U.S.
PatOrrica:
this mark
mechanically indented in the end of EVERY PIECE
(or stamped on every bundle of small items).
Communicate with our “ARCHITECTS’ DEPARTMENT.”
Our entire
resourcesare at your servicewith Reliable Data.

Southern Cypress Manufacturers’
1234 HiberniaBank Association
1234 HeardNat’l Bank

Building,New Orleans,La.

Durability,

C

Building,Jacksonville,Fla.

INSIST ON TRADEMARKED CYPRESS AT YOUR LOCAL LUM
BER DEALER'S. IF HE HASN'T IT, ASK HIM WHY AND
LET US KNOW. W.E WILL SEE THAT YOU GET IT.

The Gorton Self-Feeding

Boiler gives a steady heat with
attention only morning and night; its construction insures
complete combustion of the gases and prevents the waste
of coal.
See pages2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, and 13 of Catalog No. 88.
0URNEWN0,88 CATAL06
IS READY WILLBE SENTUPONREQUEST

–

Gorton & Lidgerwood Co.
96 Liberty Street, New York

All Gorton Self-Feeding Boilers built
“A. S. M. E. Standard”

to the

N

2.
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Varnish in Architecture
Wall and

Ceiling Treatments

As every architect knows, the treatment of walls
and ceilings is a very essential factor in the finish
ing scheme of any room.

Handsome effects may be produced with wall papers, but
the utmost possibilities of this decorative medium cannot
tinted
take such high artistic rank as appropriately
surfaces.

The most elaborate wall paper treatment palls in time, and
it is the neutrality of the solid tinted wall, with its ab
sence of arbitrary design, that makes it out-live other
styles of mural decoration.
Artistic Color Tones, without gloss, in 21 shades can be
The effect is
produced with Luxe berry Wall Finish.
quiet, harmonious and restful.
The finish is washable
and can be applied to all surfaces of plaster, wood, metal,
burlap, fibre board, canvas, papier-mache, and other in
terior treatments.
LUXEBERRY ENAMELS— in pure white

and three shades of gray. Dull
or gloss effects, durable, washable.
—
floor
varnish.
Makes
a smooth,satiny finish. Last
LIQUID GRANITE
ing, waterproof, marproof, also adapted for bathrooms,window sills and cas
ings, and all interior work where greatdurability is desired.
LUXEBERRY WOOD FINISH — for generalinterior work. Develops and
reserves the grain of all woods, and makesa handsomeand lasting finish.
S :ubs perfectly.
LUXEBERRY WALL FINISH — produces artistic color effectson walls.
Mokes a soft velvety finish in twenty-one attractive colors and shades.
LUXEBERRY SPAR — for exteriorwork. Especially adaptedfor durability
— front doors, store fronts, marine work, etc. Makes
under extremeexposure
a handsome finish and will not turn white under the severestconditionsof
wear.

BROTHERC

BERRY
forld-s Lar jfestAfcrnish

Makers*"^

Established ISSS
Factories:

Walkerville, Ont.,

San Francisco, Cal.

Scrap Book Item

T&Slgs

Raising the Grain of the Wood
^m"

isaoi&afc

fc^TcoTV.

Detroit, Mich.

Cut

It Out

The ridgy surface that sometimes mars the appearance of the finish
is usually produced during the operation of staining.
Water stains are
especially apt to raise the grain unless carefully applied.
After applying
they
wiped
water stains
should be
in with a bunch of cotton waste or a
pad of cheesecloth. This serves the double purpose of making a uniform
color tone, and absorbing the surplus moisture that would cause the
wood to swell — or, raise the grain, as it is called.
■
.,»
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Stains;
Roofstained
withCabot's
Creosote
Wallsfinished
withOld
*UirginiaWhite. C. H. Bebb
& C. F. Gould,Architects,
Seattle

Finished
with
Liquid
Welvet

Langdon
Building,
NewYork
City

Cabot's
Old Virginia
White
As SoftandBrilliantasNewWhitewash
andas Durable
asPaint
There is no "painty" look to Old Virginia White. It has all the vir
tues of paint in cleannessand durability, and is much cheaper; but
its distinctionlies in its cooland brilliant pure white of soft unpainty
texture,like that of fresh governmentwhitewash. It is usedon wood,
bricks,stucco,concreteor stone.

Cabot’S CreoSote StainS
Ideal for Housing Developments

When it

to walls and ceilings,
can be served

comes

the interests

Cabot'sStains give beautiful coloring effects,preservethe wood and
costlessthan half as muchas paint. Any unskilledworkman can ap
ply them. They areidealfor staining small houses,of siding,shingles
or boarding.
goods
ToucangetCabot’s
all overthecountry.
agent.
Sendfor samples
andnameof nearest

of

a client

best by the specification

of Liquid

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg.

Chemists, Boston, Mass.
1133 Broadway, NEW YORK
24 W. Kinzie Street, CHICAGO
Cabot’s Stucco and Brick Stains, "'Quilt, '' Damp-proofing,
Conservo Wood Preservative, etc.

Velvet,

the oil base flat wall enamel.

Liquid Velvet covered walls and ceilings
They
are beautiful — and permanent.
may be washed with soap and water

|

similar

THE H O T E L M IA MI

as

by leading
distinctly

finishes.

DAYTON,

It

peel and has unusually large spread.

everywhere

architects

superior

Made in white

to
and

*-

attractive colors.

of unusual
Enamel,
merit are Flexico
Master Var
Other O’Brien

nish and Pyramid
Portfolio

The
1105

FINEST CABINET WOOD)

In one of the Finest of the Great Modern Hotels

will not crack, chip or

is acknowledged

'S

£

whenever necessary.

Liquid Velvet

RED GUM

(AMERICA

products

OHIO

-

H. L. Stevens& Co.,
Architects,
Chicago.

The hospitable
tonal warmth and

charm of grain of
RED GUM makes

it the hardwood
par excellence for
“HOTELS WITH
PE RS ONA
ITY,” just as it

L

does forevery good
residence.

Floor Finish.

Why should
not
your investment
be equally intelli
gent, successful
and distinguished?
Why pay for any
imported wood not
one whit finer?

of Specification Data sent on request

O "B rien Varnish Co.

Washington Ave., South Bend, Ind.
Varnish Makersfor Over Forty Years

RED GUM
veneersoffer you an artistic latitude
nototherwisepossibleexceptin woods
costingyou a greatdealmore money.

Gum Lumber
1304

Bank of Commerce

Write tasfor literature,
samplesandfull
information.

Manufacturers
Bldg.

Ass’n

Memphis,

Tenn.
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NEVER

get tired of looking at our beautiful
stairway,” said the happy young wife.

“I

always wanted white balusters with the rich,
mahogany-red rail.
And the stained paneling

on the other side is just as lovely—it makes
such a charming contrast.”
“Yes,”

said her husband.

“If we had

used the expensive

hardwoods, we never could have afforded such luxuries.
Nor could we have had the paneling in our living room
nor our beautifully polished floors.
The architect told me
just
beginning
people
appreciate
that
were
to
the possibili
ties of North Carolina Pine for interior work such as this.

it will be used much more extensively because it is
economical and such an excellent base for stains and

He
so

said

enamels.

Besides there are few woods, and certainly none

at so low a price, which have such beautiful figure.”
Descriptive

book and grading

rules free to a/architects

North Carolina Pine Ass'n, 83 Bank of Commerce Bldg., Norfolk, Va

Beautiful and Economical-Easily Worked-Takes

all

North Carolina Pine

Paints, Stains and Enamels
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Effective Dull
Finishes

These finishes give abiding satisfaction because made of
the highest grade material for specific purposes.

J

Rex White Enamel

m**
Interior Semi-Gloss
A beautiful white enamel giving rich egg-shell gloss effect.
Durable, easy working, covers perfectly, out of dust within
a few hours.
Tr.dc

|

Tr.de Matte White Enamel M.rk
Interior Flat Finish
Dries with a soft, velvet-like finish, obviating the necessity
of rubbing down. Dependable and effective.
TradeArtiStO

Finish

^
^

A practically colorless varnish producing a dead or matte
finish without rubbing.
rr.de

Floor Sheen

^

|

i

Send for finished panels

Edward
Smith & "Co.
"

materials to choose for
tinting and whitening the interiors of
workmen's cottages, hotels, apartments
and all industrial or storage buildings.

Water paints are caseinous color compositions
intended chiefly for whitening purposes.
Both furnished in condensed powder form re
quiring the mere addition of water.
Both adhere
to wallboard, wood, canvas, plaster, cement, con
crete, hollow tile and brick.
One coat usually makes a good job, costs a mere
trifle and lasts for years.

M.rk

A varnish practically proof against heel marks or water
spots. Dries with a satin-like finish. Provides the utmost
in service and beauty. Contains no wax.

WATER PAINT
Calcimines are glutinous color compositions in
tended chiefly for decorative purposes.

A full-bodied varnish for dull finish over natural wood or

Matte Finish

and

are the right

M»rk

stain. Does not scratch or mar white and is waterproof.
Free from defects peculiar to wax. Dries over night

CALCIMINE

%

Cheaper than oil paint or wallpaper.

The best calcimines are MURALITE and
CALCITINE. The best water paints are
those called

Varnish Makers for 91 Years
West Avenue,6th and 7th Streets.Long Island City, New York
P. O. Box 1780,New York City
Western Branch, 3532-34
South Morgan Street,Chicago,111.

PERMANITE.

M. EWING FOX CO.
New York

Manufacturers

Chicago

C. B. LEE
Architect

csaazQE^'

White Enamel
SPECIFIED

And Diedexclusivelyfor all white finish in the new hone of the NewYork

RACQUET

AND TENNIS

CLUB

Park Avenue and Fifty-Second Street
MeKim. MeadA Whit*. Architect*

rnish
'ompanfj^
\— EVERETT STATION

BOSTON, U. S. A

J
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Beautiful

birch
With

housing occupying

so

prominent a position in every dis
cussion of building matters it is
well to focus on birch, the wood
supremely adaptable to the small
or medium sized house.
Birch is beautiful in itself, it is
hard, non-absorbent, strong, dura
ble and stays wonderfully well in
place whether in trim, veneer or
furniture. It receives all finishes
equally well and is particularly
valuable as a ground for enamel,
which it holds very permanently.
Its moderate
available to all.
Six
book

price makes

it

handy finished samples and
of information on request.

NORTHERN HEMLOCK AND HARDWOOD
MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
205 F. R. A. Building, OSHKOSH,

\

WISC\
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The Woodwork in your house
the fine appearance
the finished
house. CuRfIS Built-in Furniture

your time designing the doors and
windows, the trim or built-in fur

give

use of CuRfIS standard

to

it

with

Curtis

prompt attention
can

Service.
and

dis

to

a

to
a

select

give

your orders.
make and ship thousands

doors and windows daily and all
go

the trim and built-in fixtures
with them.

go

money and help insure

up

We have ten big factories
tributing centers ready
We

you

gives

designs

The Curtis Companies

from.
back

catalog

to

your blue-prints.

doors and windows will save both
time and

range

personality

to

units that will

fit

in size and quality, they are ready
for your use.
You have only to se
lect from our very complete line the

The

The Curtis
wide

Simple in design, sturdy in con
struction, thoroughly standardized

floor-space and

hominess and
house.

of

we have done it for you.

will economize

of

-

for your working men's

niture
homes

of

You architects who are facing
the big industrial-housing problems
of the country need not spend

to

They will gladly
Write to-day
our well-manned Service Bureau.
over your plans and show you how and where CuRfIS Woodwork can
increase the value and decrease the expense of the houses you are planning.

£5

“The Permanent Furniture for Your Home”

THE CURTIS COMPANIES, SERVICE BUREAU, CLINTON, IOWA
Eastern Offices

at

at

Detroit
Oklahoma City
Sioux City, Iowa
Minneapolis
Wausau, Wis.
Topeka, Kan.
Pittsburgh and Washington

CURTIS Woodwork guarantee complete satisfaction
“We're not satisfied unlessyou are”

to

The Makers

of

Manufacturing and Distributing Pants
Lincoln, Neb.
Clinton, Iowa
Chicago
Dayton, Ohio

its users.
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This is a Section of Untreated Concrete Floor*

If You Have a Concrete
Floor Job in Hand
you can readily satisfy yourself that
there is a sure, safe way to dustproof
and wearproof concrete floors by apply
ing the liquid chemical

IAPIPOIITH
*—
—

fc"^^— TRADE MARK

We can doubtless refer you to

a nearby

architect who has used this material or
to a lapidolized floor in your vicinity.

Lapidolith is readily flushed on new or
Used for years on

old concrete floors.

thousands of concrete floors.
Write for references and

full

information

to

Dept. 4

L. SONNEBORN SONS, INC.
264 PEARL STREET - NEW YORK
Manufacturers

This

is

a

Section

of

Cemcoat,

the

of Lapidolized

Washable

Wall

Coating

Concrete Floor -

3
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DOORWAY
48 Boardman Street
Newburyport, Massachusetts

architects have told us that there has been
a marked change
recently in the attitude of
home-builders toward

MANY

White Pine
growing realization on the part of builders
that service per dollar is much more vital than first cost.

There

is a

They are learning that White Pine for outside
worth more at

uses is

slightly higher price than less durable
and less satisfactory woods.
a

Address
Representing
The NorthernPine Manufacturers'
Association
of Minnesota,
Wisconsin
and Michigan,andThe Associated
of Idaho
White PineManufacturers

WHITE PINE BUREAU,

2830 Merchants

Bank Building, St. Paul, Minn.
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THE SCIENTIFIC SOLUTION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF DAYLIGHT
FOR QUANTITY, QUALITY AND SPECIFIC

NATURAL DAYLIGHT CONTROLLED

BRIGHTNESS

BRIGHTNESS CONTRASTS, GLARE AND LINES OF DEMARCATION ELIMINATED
LIGHT PERFECTLY DIFFUSED AND ANY DESIRED TONE EFFECT ACQUIRED
ACCOMPLISHED

THROUGH

DIFFUSELITE PAINTS

DIFFUSELITE BLINDS

THE J.

G.

WILSON CORPORATION
Sole Manufacturersand Proprietors

Factory,

Norfolk, Va.

::

::

::

::

New York Office, 8 West 40th Street

AGENCIESIN PRINCIPAL CITIES
"Illuminating
andyentilating
tendtoN. Y. Officefor LeafletSo. it in theseries,
to thissubject,
datarelati-ve
andinteresting
of ModernBuildings
For furtherinformation

80
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Why Bishopric Board Was Used on This House
Substantial, roomy, comfort, artistic beauty — are all characteristics that predomi
nate in this home of Architect H. C. Buck in Hartford, Conn. It was designed
to withstand severe changes in temperature, high winds and driving rains, and
to maintain for generations its completeness and perfection.

And

to secure the greatest results, Bishopric Board was specified as a background
for the stucco finish.

Stucco on Bishopric Board will not crack or
flake off if stucco mixture is properly made
and applied.
The stucco is dovetailed into
creosoted lath so it can't let go. And the
lath are imbedded in asphalt mastic on a
background of heavy fibre-board — a per
fect protection against heat and cold, wind
and weather — a combination that is water,
vermin and sound proof.

Bishopric Board has been used on thou
sands of buildings, it has withstood the test
of time, and in actual use it has demon
strated its superiority as a background for
stucco finish.
Every architect, contractor and builder is
vitally interested in producing stucco-fin
Bishopric Board
ished buildings that last.
will meet your most exacting requirements.

The Bishopric Manufacturing Co.
910 Este Ave.

jir»ri=*r5^nn

„„STUcco*plastER
■>w BOARD «ss£
-^,,

BISHOPRIC

Cincinnati, O.

Write for our free book. "Built on the
Wisdom of Ages," illustrating homes,
apartments,factory and public buildings
finished in stucco on Bishopric Board.
It contains lettersfrom architects,builders
and users, and extracts from reports of
scientifictests. It also givesfull instruc
tion* for makinga stuccomixturethat will
last. With this book we sendfreesamples
of Bishopric Board.
Write to-day, investigatefor yourself.

WATER
PROOF
FIBREBOAR.D

The Word That Wins The

$100

•*

THE PEAR

©

HE WORD CONTEST

for

for

EFFICIENCY
A.

A

J.

of

as
a

advertising men, who picked

all

this name

to

However,
final.
wish
thank
those
many other names were submitted
as

of

I

the committee

best among nearly 1,000,

participating

of

WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT
is

as

The decision

of

A

to

as

of

in

a

name
our new patent Siphon
Revolving Ventilator has been decided
favor
Mr.
Russell, 314 National Realty Bldg., Tacoma, Wash, who suggested
"Alpina”
Efficiency”
slogan.
the name and "The Peak
check has been forwarded
Mr. Russell for the amount above named.

in

this contest,
unquestionable merit.

The

©

ALPIN A”
to

it

its

of

to

to

in

A

of

full description
the “Alpina” Siphon Re
volving Ventilator was given
the circular letter
repeat
sent
architects. We have not room
those details here, but will see
that architects
exceptional merit. For
are fully informed

.#

to

it

present purposes, suffice
say, the “Alpina”
has three-fifths more ventilating capacity than
other ventilators.

it

of

£

contest was decided,

that
was quickly recognized
efficiency among ventilating devices.

showing

as

even before

#

by

The “Alpina” had been appreciated and

the peak

Branch

at

Manufacturers
Kansas City,

of

Milwaukee Corrugating
Mo.

TME BARTA PRESS, BOSTON

Sheet

Metal Building

Co.
Products

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

|

- -->

Ventilation

|

…--

Efficiency”

I.

Peak

in

"The

of
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t
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we'na
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

390 1508 247
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